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Crosstalk in stereoscopic displays: a review
Andrew J. Woods
Curtin University
Centre for Marine Science & Technology
GPO Box U1987, Perth 6845 Australia
Abstract. Crosstalk, also known as ghosting or leakage, is a primary
factor in determining the image quality of stereoscopic three
dimensional (3D) displays. In a stereoscopic display, a separate per-
spective view is presented to each of the observer’s two eyes in order
to experience a 3D image with depth sensation. When crosstalk is
present in a stereoscopic display, each eye will see a combination
of the image intended for that eye, and some of the image intended
for the other eye—making the image look doubled or ghosted. High
levels of crosstalk can make stereoscopic images hard to fuse and
lack fidelity, so it is important to achieve low levels of crosstalk in
the development of high-quality stereoscopic displays. Descriptive
and mathematical definitions of these terms are formalized and sum-
marized. The mechanisms by which crosstalk occurs in different
stereoscopic display technologies are also reviewed, including micro-
pol 3D liquid crystal displays (LCDs), autostereoscopic (lenticular and
parallax barrier), polarized projection, anaglyph, and time-sequential
3D on LCDs, plasma display panels and cathode ray tubes. Crosstalk
reduction and crosstalk cancellation are also discussed along with
methods of measuring and simulating crosstalk. © 2012 SPIE and
IS&T. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.21.4.040902]
1 Introduction
Stereoscopic three dimensional (3D) displays present a 3D
image to an observer by sending a slightly different perspec-
tive view to each of an observer’s two eyes. The visual sys-
tem of most observers is able to process the two perspective
images so as to interpret an image containing a perception of
depth by invoking binocular stereopsis so they can see it
in 3D.
There are a wide range of technologies available to
present stereoscopic 3D images to an audience, and the dis-
cussion in this paper will be limited to so-called “plano-
stereoscopic” displays1—i.e., displays that present both left
and right perspective images on the same planar surface and
then use a coding/decoding scheme (e.g., glasses) to present
the correct image to each eye. Examples of such plano-
stereoscopic displays include liquid crystal display (LCD)
or plasma display panel (PDP) 3D TVs viewed using active
shutter 3D glasses, 3D LCD monitors or 3D cinema systems
viewed using passive polarized 3D glasses, or autostereo-
scopic displays utilizing either a parallax barrier or lenticular
lens sheet to allow the 3D image to be viewed without 3D
glasses. The aim of all of these displays is to send separate
left- and right-eye views to each eye, but due to various
inaccuracies, which will be described in detail later in the
paper, the image intended only for one eye may be leaked to
the other eye. This leakage of one image channel to the other
in a stereoscopic display system is known as crosstalk or
sometimes ghosting or leakage. Crosstalk is a primary factor
affecting the image quality of stereoscopic 3D displays and is
the focus of this review paper.
This paper starts byprovidinga summaryofdescriptiveand
mathematical definitions of crosstalk and related terms as they
are now in common usage, along with a short summary of the
perceptual effects of crosstalk. The bulk of the paper describes
the various methods by which crosstalk can occur in various
stereoscopic display technologies. This is followed by a
descriptionof themethodsofmeasuringcrosstalk,adiscussion
of ways in which crosstalk can be reduced, and last, some
coverage of the role of simulation of crosstalk analysis.
2 Terminology and Definitions
In electronic engineering, the term “crosstalk” has been used
as far back as the 1880s2 to describe the leakage of signals
between parallel laid telephone cables. Crosstalk in stereo-
scopic displays has been a recognized term at least since
the 1930s,3 if not earlier.
The use of the term “crosstalk” in the stereoscopic litera-
ture is very common—present in over 15% of all documents
in a major stereoscopic literature collection.4,5 The term is
also often written as “cross talk,”6 “cross-talk,”7 or “X-talk,”6
but “crosstalk” (without an intermediate space or hyphen) is
the most commonly used variant, so that is the form that will
be used in this paper.4 Other variants with the same meaning
include “interocular crosstalk,”8,9 “crosstalk ratio,”10 and “3D
crosstalk.”11
Despite the term’s long history of usage in the stereo-
scopic technical literature, many papers in the past have
simply used the term without providing a descriptive or
mathematical definition, nor citing a reference to such. The
terms crosstalk and ghosting have been used interchangeably
in some of the published literature, whereas modern usage
provides separate definitions for these terms—this will be
explained in the following sections. Unfortunately there
are also some contradictory uses of the terminology in the
literature.
The technical field of stereoscopic displays has grown
considerably even in just the past five years and in order
to foster the continued development of the field, it is impor-
tant to have a common knowledge of the terminology and
definitions of crosstalk and related terms. The following sub-
sections provide a summary of definitions of the important
terms in this field and identify ambiguities that still remain
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and could otherwise cause confusion for those reading the
published literature.
Stereoscopic terminology can be used to describe a prin-
ciple in general terms and can also be used to quantify a phy-
sical property—this paper will review both the descriptive
and mathematical definitions where applicable.
2.1 Descriptive Definitions
A selection of descriptive definitions of crosstalk from the
literature (1987 to 2009) were previously examined.4 It was
found that despite some variations in wording, there was a
common theme—i.e., light from one image channel leaking
into another. The following descriptive definition will be
used in this paper (based on Lipton12):
Crosstalk: the incomplete isolation of the left and right
image channels so that the content from one channel is partly
present in another channel.
There is also a mathematical definition of crosstalk, which
will be provided in the following section. In the general
stereoscopic literature and the lay media, the terms “cross-
talk” and “ghosting” have often been used interchangeably,4
but in scientific discussion it is worthwhile to differentiate
these terms. Crosstalk and ghosting appear to have been first
documented as separate terms in 1987 by Lipton,13 which
leads us to the following definition:
Ghosting: the perception of crosstalk.
The term “leakage” is also commonly used in discussions
about crosstalk, however, a formal definition was not found
in the stereoscopic literature.4 The following definition was
developed based on dictionary definitions and current usage
in the field:4
Leakage: the (amount of) light that leaks from one
stereoscopic image channel to another.
Leakage is also known as “crosstalk luminance” and
“unintended luminance.”14
2.2 Mathematical Definitions
Crosstalk can be used as a metric to express how much cross-
talk occurs in a particular stereoscopic display system. There
are several mathematical definitions of crosstalk in common
usage as explained below.
2.2.1 Crosstalk definition 1





where “leakage” is the luminance of light that leaks from the
unintended channel to the intended channel, and “signal” is
the luminance of the intended channel, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a).
In common practice, two luminance measurements are
usually taken (from the intended eye position) with:
(a) full-black in the intended channel and full-white in the
unintended channel (this corresponds with “leakage”
above) and (b) full-white in the intended channel and full-
black in the unintended channel (this corresponds with “sig-
nal” above).










where CL and CR are crosstalk for the left and right eyes
(which can be presented as a number or a percentage), and
LLKW, LLWK, LRWK, LRWK are the luminance measured from
the Left or Right eye position (first subscript) with White or
blacK in the desired image channel (second subscript) and
White or blacK in the undesired image channel (third sub-
script) as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).*†‡ The shortcoming of this
definition is that it does not consider the effect of a non-zero
Fig. 1 An illustration of the terms and luminance measurement variables used in this paper with respect to the left and right image channels and left
and right eyes. The left and right image channels are shown separated here for illustrative purposes but would be visually overlaid on a stereoscopic
display. (a) Illustration of the terms signal and leakage. (b) Illustration of the eight luminance variable L variants. The first subscript is the eye
position (Left or Right) that the luminance is measured from. The second subscript is the value (blacK or White) of the desired image channel,
and the third subscript is the value (blacK orWhite) of the undesired image channel. For example, LRWW specifies the luminance measured at the
right eye position when the right image (desired) channel is set to white and the left image (undesired) channel is also set to white, which corre-
sponds to the summation of light from the right channel plus a (hopefully) small amount of light from the left channel. (c) Illustration of the transfer
function variables used in Huang’s definition of “system crosstalk” (see Sec. 2.2.3).16
*It is worth noting that some publications use variable C to denote crosstalk,
whereas other publications use variable C for contrast17 and variable X or χ
for crosstalk.14,18
†Some papers define the subscripts for the luminance measurement variables
differently than we have used in this paper. Specifically, sometimes the sec-
ond luminance (L) subscript is the setting (White or blacK) of the “left chan-
nel” (as opposed to the “desired channel”), and the third subscript is the
setting (White or blacK) of the “right channel” (as opposed to the “undesired
channel”). This makes no difference for the left-eye luminance variables, but
results in a transposition of the second and third subscript meanings for the
right-eye luminance variables. The “desired, undesired” definition is the
more common, and is more extensible for crosstalk in multi-view displays,
so this is what has been used in this paper.
‡When testing PDPs, test images should only fill a small portion of the
screen in order to avoid triggering the automatic brightness limiter
(ABL) (which reduces the intensity of high-brightness scenes to reduce
peak power consumption) which would otherwise bias measurement
results.19
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black level of the display. Some displays are incapable of
outputting zero luminance for full-black (e.g., LCDs)—
this non-zero black level does not contribute to visible
crosstalk (ghosting) and hence would bias the crosstalk cal-
culation using this first definition. If the display black level is
set at zero luminance, definition 1 is entirely valid, but defi-
nition 1 should only be used with displays which can have
zero black level, and are set up that way.
2.2.2 Crosstalk definition 2
The second mathematical definition removes the effect of
non-zero black level by subtracting the black level
luminance:
Crosstalkð%Þ ¼ leakage − black level
signal − black level
× 100: (4)
Several papers support this second formulation (but with
different variable names).4,10,14,17,20










where the variables are as defined in Sec. 2.2.1 and LLKK and
LRKK are the black level of the display.
†‡
Both of these definitions use what is commonly referred
to as a black-white crosstalk test because full-black and full-
white test signals are used.21‡ Full-white and full-black sig-
nals are used because maximum ghosting usually occurs
when the pixels in the desired-eye channel are full-black
and the same pixels in the opposite eye-channel are
full-white.
The differences between these two mathematical defini-
tions of crosstalk (definitions 1 and 2) create an ambiguity—
therefore when quoting crosstalk values it is important to
specifywhich definition is being used, and similarly if reading
a report or technical paper, it is important to determine which
definition has been used to calculate the results quoted.
2.2.3 System crosstalk and viewer crosstalk
In 2000, Huang et al.,16 defined two new terms in an attempt
to disambiguate the terminology relating to crosstalk:
System crosstalk: the degree of the unexpected leaking
image from the other eye.
Viewer crosstalk: the crosstalk perceived by the viewer.22
As defined, system crosstalk is independent of the image
content (determined only by the display), whereas viewer
crosstalk varies depending upon the content. These defini-
tions are similar to the definitions of crosstalk and ghosting
provided in Sec. 2.1 (based on Lipton12)—but are not exactly
the same. The definition of viewer crosstalk includes the
effect of image contrast (and indirectly the effect of parallax)
but Lipton’s definition of ghosting includes any perception
effect.
These are defined mathematically as:16
System crosstalk ðleft eyeÞ ¼ β2∕α1; (7)
Viewer crosstalk ðleft eyeÞ ¼ B β2∕A α1; (8)
where “α1 describes the percentage part of the left-eye image
observed at the left eye position,” and “β2 describes the per-
centage part of the right-eye image leaked to the left-eye
position”16 and vice versa for the other eye. A is the lumi-
nance of a particular point in the left-eye image, and B is the
luminance of the same corresponding point (same x, y loca-
tion on the screen) in the right-eye image, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(c). It is worth noting that Eq. (7) does not include
the effect of black level—as is also the case with crosstalk
definition 1 in Sec. 2.2.1.
The philosophy upon which system crosstalk is defined is
quite different to crosstalk definitions 1 and 2 provided ear-
lier. Variables α1 and β2 are essentially transfer functions
which characterize the optical performance of the entire sys-
tem (from image display, through the glasses or image
separation stage, to viewed luminance) and hence is probably
the reason that the authors called it system crosstalk. In
comparison, definitions 1 and 2 are observer-centric or out-
put-luminance centric—based only on measurements of
luminance at the viewer location. In order to calculate the
system performance variables α1 and β2, both the source and
output luminance need to be measured, but with some dis-
plays the source luminance cannot be directly measured
(e.g., lenticular or parallax barrier displays). Fortunately, if
some assumptions are made, the equation can be converted
to an equation based on properties that can be easily mea-
sured, and hence can be expressed similarly to Eq. (1).
In 2009, Huang et al.22 provided a revised definition of










where SCTL and SCTR are the system crosstalk for the left
and right eyes, and LLKW, etc. are defined per Sec. 2.2.1.
†
As a result of this change of definition, it is important to
establish which definition of system crosstalk (200016 or
200922) is being used when it appears in a publication. Equa-
tions (9) and (10) are equivalent to crosstalk definition 2 pro-
vided above [Eqs. (5) and (6)].
2.2.4 Gray-to-gray crosstalk
In most stereoscopic displays crosstalk is an additive process
and roughly linear, so using the black-white test to measure
crosstalk and expressing the result as a simple percentage is
representative of the display’s overall crosstalk, but this is
not true for all stereoscopic displays, particularly 3D LCDs
or 3D PDPs using shutter glasses, and hence a more detailed
definition is needed. For displays in which the crosstalk pro-
cess is highly nonlinear, the gray-to-gray crosstalk measure-
ment should be used.
In 2010, three papers21,23,24 all separately defined a new
term: “gray-to-gray crosstalk.”
§These equations have been reworked (from that published by the original
authors) to a scheme which matches the notation used throughout in this
paper.
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where CLij is crosstalk for the Left eye (first subscript) cal-
culated for the matrix of the desired image channel (second
subscript) and the undesired image channel (third subscript)
gray level combinations i and j,† LLij is the luminance mea-
sured from the Left eye position (first subscript) with i gray
level in the desired image channel (second subscript) and i
gray level in the undesired image channel (third subscript),
and so on.
Jung,23 Pan,24 ICDM,14 and Chen25 have also provided
definitions for gray-to-gray crosstalk which vary from that
of Shestak,21 so again, it is important to know which defini-
tion is used when gray-to-gray crosstalk values are pub-
lished. Apart from variable notation differences, the main
difference between definitions of gray-to-gray crosstalk is
the choice of variables on the denominator and the use of
absolute values. It would be useful to see a comparison
between these definitions to know the pros and cons of
each and help decide on the most useful definition—like
Järvenpää et al., have done for autostereoscopic crosstalk
definitions.26
There are some difficulties of these gray-to-gray crosstalk
definitions—first, a singularity is present when i ¼ j with
some definitions, and secondly, the crosstalk values are not
perceptually relevant. Teunissen et al.,27 and Shestak et al.,28
have described an extension of this work to provide a percep-
tually relevant measure of the visibility of crosstalk (ghosting)
in relation to the gray-to-gray crosstalk measurement.
2.2.5 Multi-view autostereoscopic (inter-view)
crosstalk
The crosstalk definitions described so far only apply to two-
view stereoscopic displays, but the definition can be
extended to apply to multiview autostereoscopic displays,
where it can also be called inter-view, adjacent-view or
inter-zone crosstalk.
Järvenpää et al.18,29 have provided the following defini-








where CiðθÞ is the calculated crosstalk curve for each view i
as a function of the horizontal viewing angle θ, LjðθÞ is the
measured luminance curve for view j when that view is
white and the other views are black, LiðθÞ is the measured
luminance curve for view i (the view for which the crosstalk
is being determined) when that view is white and the other
views are black, and LKðθÞ is the measured luminance curve
when all display pixels (all views) are black.
Crosstalk can also vary with pixel position on the screen
and vertical viewing angle of the observer, and the crosstalk
equation can be extended to include these variables if
needed.18
The above definition applies only to autostereoscopic dis-
plays with discrete views—a different formula would be
needed for autostereoscopic displays with continuous
views.18
2.2.6 Extinction and 3D contrast
Two other related terms are:
Extinction and extinction ratio: “The ratio of the lumi-
nance of the correct eye [view] to the luminance of the
unwanted ‘ghost’ from the image intended for the
opposite eye”9—usually expressed as a ratio, for
example ‘50∶1.’
3D contrast: Unfortunately multiple definitions exist.
Boher17 and ISO18 define 3D contrast as the inverse
of (black-white) 3D crosstalk (definition 2 above).
ISO18 also defines 3D contrast for multi-view autoster-
eoscopic displays as the inverse of multi-view autoster-
eoscopic crosstalk [Eq. (13) above]. However, ICDM14
defines 3D contrast as the arithmetic mean of the two
(left and right) monocular contrasts, where monocular
contrast is defined as the luminance ratio of both chan-
nels’white level to both channels’ black level. ICDM14
defines system contrast as LLWK∕LLKW (the inverse of
crosstalk definition 1 above).
3 Perception of Crosstalk
The perception of crosstalk in stereoscopic displays has been
studied widely.10,22,30–34 It is broadly acknowledged that the
presence of high levels of crosstalk in a stereoscopic display
is detrimental. Wilcox and Stewart35 reported that crosstalk
was the most important attribute in determining image qual-
ity for 75% of their observers. The effects of crosstalk in a
stereoscopic image include ghosting and loss of contrast, loss
of 3D effect and depth resolution, viewer discomfort,36
reduced limits of fusion, reduced image quality and reduced
visual comfort,9 and reduced perceived magnitude of depth.37
The perception of crosstalk (ghosting) increases with
increasing image contrast and increasing binocular parallax
of the image.21,30,33 This principle is illustrated in Fig. 2
which summarizes an experiment performed by Pastoor.30
One example of this principle is that a stereoscopic image
with high contrast (lots of bright whites against a deep
black background—e.g., a star field image) will exhibit
more ghosting on a particular stereoscopic display than
will an image with low contrast. Other image content aspects
that can also affect perception of crosstalk include focus and
motion blur (blur can disguise crosstalk)38 and the extent of
objects (crosstalk is more visible on thin objects).39
The stereoscopic literature provides various advice on the
amounts of crosstalk that are acceptable and unacceptable.
Some examples include:
• “Difference [change] in crosstalk between [from] 2%
and [to] 6% significantly affected image quality and
visual comfort” (Ref. 40 paraphrasing Ref. 9)
• “In order to reproduce a reasonable depth range (up to
40 minarc) on a high-contrast display (100∶1), cross-
talk should be as low as 0.3%”30
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• “Crosstalk : : : visibility threshold of about 1% to 2%”
(Ref. 40 paraphrasing Ref. 31)
• “Crosstalk level of about 5% is sufficient to induce
visual discomfort in half of the population”32
• “Results show that a 1% increment in crosstalk is visi-
ble, while 5.8% crosstalk is perceptible, but not
annoying”40
• “For optimal image quality, crosstalk levels should be
held below 1%. However, most of the depth percept is
maintained at crosstalk levels of up to 4%”37
• “A significant decrease in perceived depth was
observed with as little as 2–4% crosstalk”41
As can be seen above, unfortunately there is considerable
variability between the results and guidelines of different
papers. This might just be a reflection of the nature of per-
ception-based studies, but results can also be influenced by
differences between stereoscopic display technologies, mea-
surement methods, experimental conditions, and display
content. There may also be different acceptability thresholds
for different usage types—entertainment viewing may be
more tolerant of crosstalk than an industrial fine tele-opera-
tion task. It is also important to understand that most of the
current measures of crosstalk are not perceptually relevant—
hence more research is needed in this area.27,28
The reason for determining the threshold of visibility of
crosstalk is that it canbeverydifficult to totallyeliminatecross-
talk in a particular stereoscopic display technology, whereas
if the level of crosstalk can be reduced to a point at which it
is not noticeable to the observer, this may allow a more tech-
nically and economically viable solution. There is still a great
deal to be learnt about the perception of crosstalk and there is
considerable scope for more research in this area.27,28
4 Crosstalk Mechanisms
Figure 3 shows the flow of images from the capture of the
perspective images with a camera, through to the display of
the images on a stereoscopic display, and subsequently view-
ing and perception by an observer. Crosstalk can occur in the
capture, storage/transmission, display and separation
stages—this paper focuses most of its attention on how
crosstalk occurs in the display and separation stages.
One of the fascinating things about crosstalk is that the
mechanisms by which it occurs can vary considerably
from one stereoscopic display technology to another.
The sections below summarize the important performance
attributes for various stereoscopic display technologies and
the mechanisms by which crosstalk occurs in each. This list
of 3D displays is not intended to be exhaustive—people are
incredibly inventive and there are literally hundreds of dif-
ferent stereoscopic display technologies, so it is not possible
to discuss all possible stereoscopic display technologies in
one short paper. This paper provides the reader with infor-
mation about the factors which cause crosstalk in a selection
of the most common stereoscopic displays and hopefully
provide clues as to the crosstalk mechanisms in other dis-
plays not specifically discussed.
4.1 Time-Sequential 3D Using Active
Shutter Glasses
The time-sequential 3D display method is a widely used
technique to display stereoscopic images to an observer.∥
It relies on the alternate presentation of left and right images
on the display surface combined with a pair of active shutter
3D glasses to gate the appropriate image to each eye.¶ In the
past, mechanical shutters42 and lead-lanthanum-zirconate-
titanate (PLZT) shutters43,44 have been used in the glasses,
but current shutter glasses almost exclusively use a liquid
crystal (LC) cell in front of each eye to sequentially occlude
the images.45 The optical transmission properties of the
liquid crystal shutter are a key determinant in the amount of
crosstalk present with the time-sequential 3D displays which
use shutter glasses.
The optical transmission performance of an example pair
of shutter glasses is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure it can be
seen that:
• the LC shutters have non-zero transmission in the opa-
que state, which means that some light still leaks
through when the shutter is nominally in the blocking
condition,
• the rise-time and fall-time are not instantaneous—
sometimes taking several milliseconds to change from
one state to another, and
• the performance at different optical wavelengths is not
all the same.
Fig. 2 Visibility thresholds for crosstalk as a function of local image
contrast and binocular parallax as conducted by Pastoor.30 The graph
shows that “visibility of crosstalk increases (i.e., the threshold value is
lowered) with increasing contrast and increasing binocular parallax
(depth) of the stereoscopic image.”30 The four line segments on
the graph show the threshold of visibility of crosstalk for four different
values of stereoscopic image parallax (6, 12, 24, and 40 min of arc)
and a selection of different image contrast levels (ranging from 2∶1 to
100∶1). With the same image contrast (e.g., 20∶1), it can be seen that
the threshold of visibility of crosstalk decreases for increasing levels of
parallax, meaning that ghosting is more visible with higher levels of
stereoscopic image parallax. Keeping parallax constant (e.g., follow-
ing the 12 minarc line), it can be seen that the threshold of visibility of
crosstalk decreases with increasing image contrast, meaning that
crosstalk is more visible with higher levels of image contrast. Image:
© ITE and SID.30
∥The time-sequential stereoscopic 3D method is also known as time-multi-
plexed, field-sequential, frame-sequential, alternate frame, or active-stereo.
¶3D shutter glasses are also known as active shutter glasses, liquid crystal
shutter (LCS) glasses, and sometimes incorrectly as LCD shutter glasses.
The LC cells in 3D shutter glasses are not displays (just shutters), so the
term “LCD shutter glasses” is incorrect.
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In addition to the attributes listed above, the optical
performance of the LC cell also varies with viewing
angle through the cell. The best performance is usually
achieved when the visual angle is perpendicular to
the cell and drops off as the viewing angle varies from
perpendicular.
There can also be considerable variability in the optical
performance of the LC shutter between various makes of
shutter glasses. Figure 5 provides an example of the perfor-
mance of eight different pairs of shutter glasses and
highlights the large differences possible. These optical dif-
ferences can also affect crosstalk performance.
Next it is necessary to consider how the shutters operate in
coordination with the sequence of the displayed left and
right images. Figure 6 provides an illustration of how a
pair of shutter glasses interacts with the image output
sequence of a theoretical time-sequential stereoscopic dis-
play. Figure 6(a) provides an illustration of the light output
of the left-right image sequence, with around 1 millisecond
of blanking time between images. Figure 6(b) shows the
transmission response of the left-hand LC shutter (the
green response from Fig. 4). Figure 6(c) is an illustration
of the image intensity that the left-eye will see when viewing
the display through the shutter glasses. The intensity of the
desired image (signal) is indicated in green and it can be seen
that the intensity of the beginning of the left image is reduced
because of the long rise-time of the shutter. The intensity of
the undesired image (leakage) is indicated in red—in this
case this represents the intensity of the right image as
seen by the left eye caused by the shutter not fully switching
to 0% transmission in the opaque state. The amount of cross-
talk illustrated in Fig. 6(c) is approximately 7% (calculated
by dividing the red area by the green area—assuming a zero
black level display).
Another aspect to consider in reference to Fig. 6 is that if
the shutters switch too early or too late relative to the
sequence of displayed images, the incorrect image will be
gated to each eye, hence causing crosstalk.
Another item to note in the example of Fig. 6 is that the
transition of the left LC shutter from open to closed occurs
within the blanking interval between the display of the left
and right images. The presence of a blanking interval is use-
ful in helping to hide the transition of the LC shutters. Some
displays don’t have a blanking interval, which can compro-
mise crosstalk performance.
Very few stereoscopic displays are able to achieve the
theoretical time-sequential display output illustrated in
Fig. 6(a)—Digital light projection (DLP) or organic light
emitting diode (OLED) displays come close to this perfor-
mance, but there will typically be three deviations from
this ideal performance:
• Image persistence. In cathode ray tube (CRT) and
PDP displays, the phosphors which emit light have
an exponential decay in light output from when they
are first energized, meaning that the image on the
Fig. 3 A flow diagram showing the transfer of stereoscopic images from image capture through to image viewing and perception by the observer.
Crosstalk between the left and right image channels can occur in the capture (camera) stage, storage/editing/transmission stage, image display
(light generation), and image separation (3D glasses or autostereoscopic optical layer) stages. Most crosstalk usually occurs in the display and
image separation stages.
Fig. 4 The transmission versus time response of an example pair of
active shutter glasses at red, green and blue wavelengths (measured
using red, green and blue light emitting diode (LED) continuous light
sources).46
Fig. 5 The transmission versus time response of a selection of differ-
ent LCS glasses at green wavelengths (measured using a green LED
continuous light source). There can be a wide variability of perfor-
mance between different shutter glasses.46
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display persists for a nominal period of time.46,47 Dis-
plays which exhibit long image persistence will typi-
cally exhibit more crosstalk because light from one
frame is still being output during the period of the fol-
lowing frame.
• Pixel response rate. In LCDs it takes a measurable
period of time for a pixel to change from one gray
level to another and this is referred to as the pixel
response rate.48 A display with a slow pixel response
rate will typically exhibit more crosstalk than a display
with a fast pixel response rate.
• Image update method. This term describes the way in
which the screen is updated from one image to another.
In some displays, new images are scanned or addressed
from the top to bottom (e.g., CRTs46 and LCDs48),
whereas some displays update all pixels on the screen
at the same time (e.g., DLPs49 and PDPs47). In simple
terms, it will be easier to synchronize a shutter to a dis-
play whose pixels all update at the same moment.
When shutter glasses are used with a scanned display,
the amount of crosstalk present will usually vary with
screen position due to the different phase of the
switching of the shutter relative to the time the pixels
change at different screen coordinates.
These display performance attributes will affect crosstalk
performance by varying amounts as will be discussed in
more detail in Secs. 4.1.1 through 4.1.4 in relation to specific
display technologies.
In summary, the methods by which crosstalk can occur in
systems using shutter glasses are:
• The optical performance of the liquid crystal cells—the
amount of transmission in the opaque state, the
rise-time, the fall-time, and the amount of transmission
in the clear state.
• The relative timing (synchronization) of the glasses
with respect to the displayed images.
• The angle of view through the liquid crystal cells—the
optical performance of the cells usually falls off with
viewing angles which are off perpendicular.
• The temporal performance of the particular display
being used and how this interacts with the temporal
performance of the shutters.
Fig. 6 An illustration of how a pair of shutter glasses interacts with the left/right image sequence of a theoretical time-sequential stereoscopic
display. (a) The sequence of left and right images output by a theoretical display with instantaneous pixel response. (b) The transmission versus
time of the left-eye LC shutter. (c) The image intensity as viewed through the left-eye of the LC glasses.
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The display-particular aspects will now be discussed in
Secs. 4.1.1 through 4.1.4.
4.1.1 Time-sequential 3D on CRTs
CRT displays were the first display technology to be used
with liquid crystal shutter glasses when they were introduced
in the 1980s so that is where we will start our discussion.
CRTs generate an image by scanning an electron beam
over a phosphor-coated surface on the inside the screen.
As the electron beam is scanned across the display surface
from top to bottom, the phosphors emit light as they are hit
by the electron beam and exponentially decay over time, as
illustrated in Fig. 7. In this figure it can be seen that the red
phosphor has a longer decay (persistence) than the green and
blue phosphors. CRT displays are considered to be an
impulse-type display because the displayed image is gener-
ated by a series of pulses of light.50
The interaction of shutter glasses with the light output of a
CRT is illustrated in Fig. 8. As the electron beam energizes
the phosphor it outputs a peak of light which then decays
exponentially (exaggerated here for illustrative purposes).
This figure considers the leakage from the left-image channel
into the right-eye view, so the phosphor is shown energized
during the left-eye period when the right-eye shutter is
closed. When the right-eye shutter opens during the second
vertical blanking interval (VBI2), the phosphor is still out-
putting some light from the previous image period—particu-
larly for pixel positions at the bottom of the screen, which are
energized shortly before VBI2. The bottom of Fig. 8 illus-
trates the amount of light leakage from the left image channel
into the right-eye view—the area under the solid red curve
from end of the first vertical blacking interval (VBI1) to the
start of VBI2 represents leakage due to the incomplete
extinction of the shutter, and the area under the solid red
curve from start of VBI2 onwards represents leakage due
to long phosphor persistence.
Figure 9 illustrates the spatial variation of crosstalk on a
time-sequential CRT display. CRTs will exhibit more cross-
talk at the bottom of the screen because phosphors at the bot-
tom of the screen will be energized soon before the shutter is
opened for the other eye and therefore more of that
phosphor’s decay tail will be visible to the other eye.
With time-sequential 3D on a CRT, the important factors
which cause crosstalk13,46,51 are therefore:
• the performance of the liquid crystal cells in the shutter
glasses (see Sec. 4.1),
• the amount of phosphor persistence—the time that it
takes for the phosphors to stop glowing after they
have been energized (see Fig. 7) (Long phosphor per-
sistence will cause more crosstalk because the light
Fig. 7 Phosphor intensity versus time response for the three phos-
phors of a typical cathode ray tube (CRT) display.46
Fig. 8 Illustration of crosstalk on a cathode ray tube (CRT) (with exaggerated phosphor response for illustrative purposes).46 Top: phosphor
response and shutter response. The phosphor is energized during the first frame (L-eye) period, when the shutter is closed, and exponentially
decays. Bottom: multiplication of phosphor response by the shutter response to give the amount of leakage. The area under the solid red curve from
end of VBI1 (vertical blanking interval) to the start of VBI2 represents crosstalk due to the incomplete extinction of the shutter, and the area under
the solid red curve from start of VBI2 onwards represents crosstalk due to long phosphor persistence.
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from the first frame is still being output during the per-
iod of the following frame),
• the timing of the shuttering of the glasses with respect
to the display of images on the screen—it is important
that the switching of the shutters occurs during the ver-
tical blanking interval (VBI) to minimize crosstalk (see
Fig. 8), and
• the x-y coordinates on the screen—the bottom of the
screen will exhibit more crosstalk than the top of the
screen due to the way that the electron beam scans
the display from top to bottom (see Fig. 9).
4.1.2 Time-sequential 3D on PDPs
PDPs with time-sequential 3D display capability were first
experimentally demonstrated in 199852,53 and first commer-
cially released in 2008 by Samsung.54 PDPs generate light
using phosphors which are energized up to 10 times per
frame (see Fig. 10). These 10 pulses (subframes) per
frame have different durations (sustain time) and hence lumi-
nance, in a binary sequence from longest duration to shortest
duration. Different gray levels are achieved for each pixel by
firing or not firing the phosphors for each pixel in none,
some, or all of the 10 subframes per frame. This is quite dif-
ferent from the way that gray-levels are produced on a CRT
which has analog control over the intensity of the pulse of
light from the phosphors, whereas with a PDP each indivi-
dual pulse of light per pixel per subframe can only be on or
off—there is no in-between. Therefore, ten individual pulses
of pre-determined intensity are fired selectively to collec-
tively produce different gray levels.47
With further reference to Fig. 10, it can be seen that the
phosphors in PDPs also (like CRTs) exhibit an exponential
decay in light output after they have been energized—this is
particularly visible in the period between 16 ms and 33 ms
with the red and green color channels. Figure 11 illustrates
the interaction of shutter glasses with the light output of
another conventional PDP display (different than Fig. 10).
In Fig. 11(a) it can be seen that the long phosphor persistence
from 17 ms onwards causes there to be light output from the
previous frame when the right shutter opens which will in
turn cause crosstalk. Figure 11(b) illustrates the relative
intensity of the signal (left image channel into the left-eye
view) and leakage (left image channel into the right-eye
view) components. Additionally, the area under the red leak-
age curve from 0 to 17 ms represents leakage due to the
incomplete extinction of the shutter, and the area under
the red leakage curve from 17 ms onwards represents leakage
due to long phosphor persistence.
With time-sequential 3D on a PDP, the important contri-
butors to crosstalk47 are therefore:
• the performance of the liquid crystal cells in the shutter
glasses (see Sec. 4.1),
• the amount of phosphor persistence—the time that it
takes for the phosphors to stop glowing after they
have been energized (see Fig. 10),
• the timing of the shuttering of the glasses relative to the
display of images on the screen (see Fig. 11), and
• the particular gray level value of a displayed pixel and
therefore which subframes are fired—a subframe fired
immediately before the transition point will dump
more light into the following frame due to phosphor
persistence than for a subframe which is fired earlier
whose phosphor persistence will have had more
time to decay before the next frame (see Fig. 11).
Crosstalk does not vary with screen position on PDPs
except where the visual angle through the shutter glasses
might be non-perpendicular for viewing the corners of the
screen.
Fig. 9 Illustration of spatial variation of crosstalk on a cathode ray tube (CRT), with increased crosstalk at the bottom of the screen: (a) actual
screen photograph of CRT crosstalk through a pair of active shutter glasses, and (b) histogram of measured CRT crosstalk.46
Fig. 10 The time-domain light output of an example plasma display
(showing alternating frames of 100% white and black). The vertical
axis is the normalized phosphor intensity.47 This graph illustrates
the 10 pulses per frame used to construct images with various
gray levels and the long phosphor persistence of the red and
green channels (of this particular display).
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It should be noted that the examples of Figs. 10 and 11 are
derived from older conventional non-3D-Ready PDPs—
newer 3D-Ready PDPs will typically exhibit less phosphor
persistence and use better shutter glasses than shown in these
figures, and also operate at 120 fps with a resultant fewer
subframes per frame.
4.1.3 Time-sequential 3D on LCDs
Liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) generate an image by back-
lighting an LCD panel containing an array of individually
addressable cells (usually three cells for each pixel—one
for each of red, green and blue color primaries). Each LC
cell gates the light from the backlight, either passing light,
blocking light or somewhere in between for different gray
levels. Traditionally, the backlight in LCDs has been based
on a cold-cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL) but light emit-
ting diode (LED) backlights are now increasingly being
used. The light source for an LCD projector may be a
metal-halide arc lamp, LED, or laser. Conventional LCDs
are known as a hold-type display because they output light
for the entire frame period.50
Figure 12 illustrates the light output of a conventional
(non-3D-Ready) LCD monitor driven with a video signal
alternating between white and black frames—a common
time-sequential 3D test signal. The green line indicates the
row of pixels of the display that is being addressed (updated)
as time progresses—starting at the top of the screen and
scanning down to the bottom in the period of one frame.
Looking horizontally from a point on the green line, it
can be seen that as each pixel is addressed to change (either
from black-to-white, or white-to-black) the pixels at that row
take a finite period of time to change from one state to
another—this is known as the pixel response time, as dis-
cussed in Sec. 4.1 in relation to LC shutters. The scanned
image update method of a conventional LCD presents
some problems for the use of the time-sequential stereo-
scopic display method, namely there is no time period avail-
able when one frame is visible exclusively across the entire
display—this can be seen by referring to Fig. 12 and consid-
ering a vertical sector of the graph at a particular time. For
example, it can be seen that at 8 ms, the top of the screen will
be one frame (white), the bottom of the screen will be the
previous frame (black) and a horizontal band in the middle
of the screen will be a mix of both frames—this is obviously
an unsuitable time to open the shutter. The closest moment to
having a single frame visible across the entire screen is at
15 ms, however, there is still some darkening of the display
at the very top and bottom (indicating some crosstalk), and
additionally this is only for a very short instant (a much
longer time period is necessary).48
Starting in 2009, a new class of 3D LCD monitors was
commercially released which successfully supported the
time-sequential 3D method.55 This was achieved primarily
by modifying (increasing the speed of) the image update
method—either by increasing the frame rate, or increasing
the vertical blanking interval, or both.48,56–59
Figure 13(a) illustrates the light output of an example
time-sequential 3D LCD monitor or TV using a modified
image update method—driven with a video signal alternating
between white and black frames. In this figure, the green line
(indicating the row of pixels on the display which is being
addressed at one point in time) can be seen to complete the
full screen update in a much shorter time period, leaving part
of the frame-period for the image to stabilize and show a full
image across the entire display. For example, in Fig. 13(b),
the highlighted period indicates the period when the shutters
of a pair of active shutter glasses could be timed to open to
Fig. 11 Timing diagram showing the relative timing of a pair of shutter
glasses being used to view a time-sequential 3D image on an exam-
ple conventional PDP display (a different display than Fig. 10). Part (a)
shows the time-domain transmission of the left and right shutters
along with the time-domain light output of the display (showing alter-
nating frames of 100% red and black). Part (b) shows the intensity of
light through the shutters as will be viewed by the left and right eyes.
The desired signal to the left eye through the shutter glasses is shown
in hatched green, and the leakage to the right eye through the shutter
glasses is shown in solid red.47 This figure shows severe crosstalk for
illustrative purposes and is not intended to be representative of all 3D
PDPs.
Fig. 12 Time domain response of a conventional LCD monitor with a
4% vertical blanking interval between alternating black and white
frames at 85 fps. The vertical axis represents the vertical position
on the screen with 100% being the top of the screen and 0%
being the bottom of the screen. The green line represents the time
at which a particular row of pixels is addressed (updated). It can
be seen that there is no time period when a white frame is visible
across the entire display (by considering a vertical sector of the
graph at a particular time).48
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present a stereoscopic image, however the gray tinting at the
bottom of this area indicates that some crosstalk will still be
present. Technologies such as black frame insertion (BFI)
and modulated (or scanned) backlight can also be used
with LCDs to improve 3D performance.56
With time-sequential 3D on an LCD, the important con-
tributors to crosstalk are therefore:
• the performance of the liquid crystal cells in the shutter
glasses (see Sec. 4.1);
• the specific timing of the image update method on the
screen (see Figs. 12 and 13) including the effects of
BFI, increased frame rate, and/or modulated backlight;
• the pixel response rate of the LCD (black-to-white,
white-to-black, and gray-to-gray);
• the timing of the shuttering of the glasses with respect
to the display of images on the screen (see Fig. 13)
including the duty cycle of the shutters;
• the particular gray level value of a displayed pixel
(pixel response rate varies with the input and output
pixel gray level—small changes in gray level often
take the longest to complete);28 and
• the x-y position on the screen—depending upon shut-
ter timing, the top and bottom of the screen may exhibit
more crosstalk than the middle of the screen (see
Fig. 13).48
4.1.4 Time-sequential 3D on DLPs
DLP projectors and DLP rear-projection TVs work by shin-
ing a light source (e.g., a metal halide arc lamp or LEDs)
onto a DMD (digital micro-mirror device—an array of tiny
mirrors that can each be individually commanded to tilt12°
at very fast speeds). The reflection off the DMD is sent
through a lens and focused on a screen and each mirror on
the DMD corresponds to one pixel on the screen. In single-
chip DLP projectors, a color-sequential technique is used to
achieve a full-color image49 as illustrated in Fig. 14. DLPs
operate most like a hold-type display—except that gray
levels are achieved by a duty cycle modulation process and
it is also possible to introduce a blanking interval between
frames.60
With reference to Fig. 14 it can be seen that the right per-
spective image is displayed over the period 3 to 8.5 ms with
an approximately 3 ms blanking interval before and after the
image display period. The blanking interval provides a per-
iod during which the left and right shutters in the active shut-
ter glasses can stabilize after state change before light is
displayed on the screen for the left and right eyes.
DLPs have very good performance characteristics for
time-sequential 3D display—in essence there is no crosstalk
introduced by the actual DLP display itself.49 This is due to
two key points: there is no phosphor decay (the DMD mir-
rors can switch completely from one state to another in
∼2 μs),61 and the entire image changes from one frame to the
next at effectively the same time. Crosstalk does not vary
with screen position with DLP displays—except where the
viewing angle through the shutter glasses might be different
for viewing different parts of the screen. Ordinarily the only
crosstalk present with time-sequential 3D on DLP is due to
the performance of the shutter glasses. It is also important
that the video electronics path in the DLP display does not
mix the left and right images and presents the images in a
correct left/right image sequence,49 but this is now fairly
standard with a wide range of 3D DLP projectors and TVs
available commercially.
The important factors that cause crosstalk with time-
sequential 3D on DLP displays are therefore:
• the performance of the liquid crystal cells in the shutter
glasses (see Sec. 4.1),
• the timing (and phase) of the shuttering of the glasses
with respect to the image display sequence on the
screen (if the LC shutters switch at the wrong time,
the glasses can direct images to the wrong eye and
hence cause crosstalk), and
• the duration of the blanking interval (the blanking
interval should ideally be long enough to hide the tran-
sition time of the LC shutters).
4.2 Polarized 3D Projection
Polarization is an optical property of light that can be used to
encode separate left and right images for presentation to the
two eyes of an observer for stereoscopic display purposes.62
Conceptually, the simplest method of achieving polarized
3D projection involves the use of two projectors, a polarizer
fitted to the front lens of each projector, a silvered screen, and
matching polarized 3D glasses for the audience. The polar-
izers can either be linear polarizers or circular polarizers.62
Fig. 13 (a) Time domain response of a simulated time-sequential 3D
LCD monitor with a fast addressing rate and fast pixel response rate.
Note that the entire screen is updated in only 4.2 ms (the time period
of the green line) versus 13 ms with a conventional LCD (Fig. 12).
(b) The same monitor as (a) being viewed through shutter glasses
with reduced duty cycle switching (the response rate of shutters
are not shown).48 The highlighted period between 6.7 ms and
8.8 ms is almost exclusively white, which means one of the views
will dominate, but there is a bit of gray tinting at the bottom of this area,
which suggests some crosstalk will be evident at the bottom of the
screen.
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For stereoscopic display purposes the left image channel is
encoded with one polarization state, and the right image
channel will be encoded with an orthogonal polarization
state (for example +45 deg and −45 deg, or 0 deg and
90 deg for linear polarizers; or left-handed and right-handed
for circular polarizers). Ideally the left and right image chan-
nels will be maintained separately, but due to various limita-
tions of the filters, some leakage will occur between the
channels and cause crosstalk.
Polarizing filters are not perfect devices and unfortunately
do not perfectly polarize the light that passes through them,
which is an avenue for the presence of crosstalk. Figure 15
illustrates the optical performance of an example linear
polarizer filter. The key factor to consider for establishing
the amount of crosstalk that will be present due to imperfect
polarizers is the amount of light that passes through a pair of
crossed polarizers [indicated by the transmission crossed
(Tc) curve in the figure] compared to the amount of light
that passes through a pair of parallel polarizers (Tp in the
figure). In this example, the amount of light passed in the
crossed polarizer state is very low, which would indicate
the potential for very low crosstalk. Figure 16 illustrates
the optical performance of an example circular polarizer.
In this case, the “double pass reflected” curve provides an
indication of the amount of crosstalk to be expected,
which is higher than the linear polarizer example of Fig. 15.
These examples are indicated for perfectly orthogonal
projection polarizers and perfectly oriented decoding polar-
izers, however, in a real-life situation the orientation of
the decoder polarizers in the glasses may not perfectly
match the orientation of the projector polarizers (e.g., due
to head tilt or improperly worn glasses) which will adversely
affect crosstalk performance.65 Circular polarizers are less
sensitive to rotational misalignment between encoder and
decoder polarizers than linear polarizers, but are still
adversely affected—the orientation of the rear linear layers
must match for optimal performance.
Projection screen properties can also affect crosstalk per-
formance. Different screen materials have different polarized
light preservation properties66 and front projection screens
have different polarization performance characteristics com-
pared to rear-projection screens. The quality of the preserva-
tion of polarization of light of the screen will affect crosstalk
performance.
In summary, the factors which affect crosstalk in dual-
projector polarized 3D projection systems are:
• the optical polarization quality of the polarizers,
• the polarization preservation properties of the projec-
tion screen, and
• incorrect orientation of the coding or decoding polar-
izers (perhaps due to head tilt).
Polarized 3D projection can also be achieved time-
sequentially with the use of a polarization modulator (as
used by StereoGraphics/RealD,67 NuVision,68 and
DepthQ69), or a circular polarization filter wheel (as used
by MasterImage70). In these systems, the polarization mod-
ulator (or filter wheel) is configured to switch between two
Fig. 14 Illustration of the time-domain performance of an example 120 Hz 3D single-chip digital light projection (DLP) projector. In this figure, a
stereoscopic image pair is being presented at 120 frames per second (60 frames for the left and 60 for the right in alternating sequence) and viewed
using a pair of shutter glasses. The top of the figure shows the sequence of left and right images built up by a red, blue, green color sequence to
construct a full-color image. The bottom half of the figure shows the optical transmission of the shuttering eyewear which must synchronize correctly
with the sequence of left and right images. This particular projector is operating with a 6× color cycle speed [6 RGB color cycles per 60 fps frame
period (16.7 ms)] and in this case one color cycle per left/right frame period is extinguished to create a blanking interval.
Fig. 15 Spectral response of an example linear polarizer in single Ts,
parallel Tp and crossed Tc configurations.63 The blue “crossed” curve
is a close approximation of the amount of leakage that will occur
between two linear polarized channels of a polarized stereoscopic dis-
play (excluding the effect of head tilt and screen depolarization).
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orthogonal polarization states in synchronization with the
sequence of left and right images output by the display.
There are two additional factors which can affect crosstalk
performance57,71 in these systems, namely:
• the phase and temporal performance of the polarization
modulator with respect to the image sequence of the
display, and
• the optical polarization quality of the polarization
modulator.
4.3 Micro-Polarized 3D LCDs
Micro-polarized 3D LCD monitors (also known as micro-
pol, μPol, Xpol, film patterned retarder, or FPR) work by
the application of a special optical filter to the front of a con-
ventional LCD panel in order to polarize odd-numbered rows
of pixels with one polarization state, and even-numbered
rows with the opposite polarization state (see Fig. 17).72
The two polarization states may either be two orthogonal
linear polarization directions, or circular polarization (left-
handed circular for one eye and right-handed circular for
the other eye)—circular is the most commonly used in
commercially available products currently. When the obser-
ver wears the appropriate 3D glasses, one eye will see
the odd-numbered rows and the other eye will see the
even-numbered rows.
Micro-polarized 3D LCD monitors have the advantage
that they are viewed using lightweight passive polarized
3D glasses, but have the disadvantage that the vertical spatial
resolution per eye is half that of the full display resolution.
The construction of a micro-polarized 3D display is illu-
strated in Fig. 18, where it can be seen that micro-polarizer
film is usually applied to the face of the LCD monitor at the
viewer side of the LCD optical stack. There is sensitivity of
the viewing position of the observer caused by the micro-
polarizer film and the LCD cells being separated by a
glass layer that is usually approximately 0.5 mm thick. As
shown in Fig. 18, if the observer is positioned correctly,
the micro-polarizer rows line up correctly with the rows
of LCD pixels, however, if the observer were to view the
display from a different vertical viewing position, a parallax
error would be introduced since the micro-polarizer rows
would not correspond correctly with the underlying LCD
pixels rows, and hence crosstalk would be introduced. A par-
allax error also exists if the observer views the display from a
different viewing distance. Several methods have been devel-
oped to reduce or eliminate the viewing position sensitivity,
including the use of a black mask between micro-polarizer
strips (this method is usually called X-Pol) and in-cell micro-
polarization.75
With a micro-polarized 3D LCD, the factors that contri-
bute to crosstalk are therefore:
• the optical polarization quality of the micro-polarizer
film and hence the polarization quality of the two
polarization states;
• the orientation,65 optical polarization quality, and opti-
cal match of the polarized 3D glasses to the output
polarization of the display;
• the accuracy of the alignment of the micro-polarizer
strips to the rows of pixels on the display;
• the pitch of the micro-polarizer strips relative to the
pitch of rows of pixels on the display and the distance
between the LCD cells and the micro-polarizer film
(usually determined by the thickness of the front
glass layer)—which will determine the optimum view-
ing distance;
• the presence (or absence) of a black mask between
micro-polarizer strips—the presence of black mask
improves the size of the viewing zones but at the sacri-
fice of screen luminance;
• the x-y pixel position on the screen—different areas of
the screen may exhibit more crosstalk than others;
• the viewing position of the observer—most current
micro-pol monitors are highly sensitive to vertical
viewing position, and also sensitive to the viewing dis-
tance from the monitor;17 and
• the horizontal viewing angle of the observer—viewing
angles off perpendicular can affect the polarization
performance.77
Fig. 16 Spectral response of single and “crossed” circular polari-
zers.64 The dashed curve is a representation of the amount of leakage
that will occur between two circular polarized channels of a polarized
stereoscopic display due exclusively to the polarization quality of the
polarizers.
Fig. 17 The optical layout of a micro-polarized 3D LCD. A micropo-
larizer layer over the front of the LCD polarizes alternate rows of pixels
into two different polarization states.73,74 In this example an observer
wearing a pair of polarized 3D glasses will see the odd-numbered
rows of pixels through the right eye, and the even-numbered rows
of pixels though the left eye.
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4.4 Autostereoscopic Displays
A wide range of technologies are used to achieve autoster-
eoscopic displays (3D without special eyewear). The most
common autostereoscopic technologies in current use are
based on lenticular78 and parallax barrier7 technologies,
which both make use of an optical element to direct multiple
perspective views in different angular directions out of the
display. With reference to Fig. 19, a lenticular autostereo-
scopic display uses a special lenticular lens sheet containing
an array of (usually) vertical column convex lenses placed
over the face of the monitor, whereas a parallax barrier
autostereoscopic display has a vertical barrier grid (consist-
ing of an alternating series of opaque black vertical strips and
clear gaps) placed over the face of the monitor (or in some
cases behind the display LCD79). If the observer’s eyes are
located in the correct sweet spots of the display (indicated by
the gray diamond shaped polygons in Fig. 19), the observer
should be able to see an optimal stereoscopic image across
the entire display with minimal crosstalk. If the observer’s
eyes move away from the sweet spots, a measureable amount
of view mixing will occur and this will be visible as cross-
talk. Head or eye tracking can be used to steer the views such
that the observer’s eyes are always in the correct sweet spot,
but this is not available with all autostereoscopic displays.
In addition to two-view autostereoscopic displays (as illu-
strated in Fig. 19), multiview autostereoscopic displays
are also possible which send out a multitude of views out
of the display.80
The geometry of the optical element in relation to the dis-
play panel will determine the geometry of the view output of
the autostereoscopic display, and hence the location of the
sweet spots. The properties which determine the view geo-
metry of the autostereoscopic display are the pitch, thick-
ness, curvature and refractive index of the lenticular lens
array;78 the pitch, mounting distance, aperture width, and
aperture design of the parallax barrier;7 all in relation to the
display properties of pixel pitch, fill factor, and sub-pixel
arrangement. These properties not only determine the loca-
tion and geometry of the sweet spots but also the amount of
crosstalk present in the optimal viewing position(s). Addi-
tional factors that can affect crosstalk performance are the
general optical quality of the lenticular lens or parallax bar-
rier as well as diffraction7 and possibly chromatic aberration
effects.81
An illustration of the optical output of a lenticular multi-
view autostereoscopic display is provided in Fig. 20 for an
example slanted lenticular multi-view autostereoscopic dis-
play.80 The relative luminance of each view is plotted for a
selection of observation positions across the display from a
range of viewing positions (simulating a person moving from
side to side), at a pre-determined viewing distance. It can be
seen in this particular example display the mixing of views is
considerable, even at the sweet spot locations, which will be
visible as crosstalk.
In summary the important causes of crosstalk in lenticular
and parallax barrier autostereoscopic displays are:
• the geometry and optical quality of the optical element
(lenticular lens or parallax barrier) including:
• the accuracy of alignment of the optical element to the
layout of pixels on the display including the alignment
angle of the lens/barrier;
• (for lenticular autostereoscopic displays) the pitch,
thickness, curvature and refractive index of the lenticu-
lar lens sheet;
• (for parallax barrier autostereoscopic displays) the
pitch, mounting distance, aperture width and aperture
design of the parallax barrier;
• the pitch, fill factor, and RGB sub-pixel layout of the
display;
• the viewing position (in x, y, and z directions) of the
observer(s); and
• the x-y pixel position on the screen—different areas
of the screen may exhibit different levels of cross-
talk.
Other types of autostereoscopic displays will have addi-
tional and different mechanisms of crosstalk generation than
those listed above.
Fig. 18 The side view of a micro-polarized 3D LCD monitor showing
the arrangement of the optical layers.76 It can be seen that the display
is sensitive to vertical viewing position since in the indicated viewing
position, the micro-polarizer strips line up precisely with the LCD pix-
els behind them (indicated by the dotted lines), but from a different
viewing height the micro-polarizer strips will not optically overlap
with the same rows of LCD pixels as the viewing position shown in
the diagram, which will lead to crosstalk between the two stereoscopic
image channels.
Fig. 19 Example configuration of (a) two-view lenticular autostereo-
scopic display and (b) two-view parallax barrier autostereoscopic dis-
play (top view). The optical elements ideally act to allow the left eye to
see only the left image pixels, and the right eye to only see the right
image pixels. The ‘sweet spots’ where this optical isolation works best
are shown in gray.
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It has been proposed that some crosstalk is advantageous
to the operation of multi-view autostereoscopic displays in
order to hide abrupt switches between views when the obser-
ver moves from one sweet spot to another.82 In this case,
some crosstalk at view boundaries would be considered
desirable, but crosstalk between views at sweet spot locations
would be undesirable. This is different to the way crosstalk is
considered with other stereoscopic displays, where all cross-
talk is usually considered undesirable.
4.5 Anaglyph 3D
Anaglyph 3D displays work by coding the left and right
image channels into complementary color channels of the
display and viewing the display through glasses that have
color filters matched to these colors (e.g., red for the left
eye and cyan (blueþ green) for the right eye).
The process of crosstalk in anaglyph 3D displays is illu-
strated in Fig. 21.15 If the spectrum of the display or glasses
do not match well, crosstalk will occur. Ideally the spectral
output of the display will have a narrow range of light output
in the desired spectral range and very little light output out of
this region. However, in reality, many displays have spectral
output across a broad range of wavelengths—particular in
the spectral range dedicated to the other eye. Similarly, in
the ideal case, the spectrum transmission of the glasses
will pass light in the desired spectral range (which corre-
sponds with the peak output spectral range of the display)
and zero transmission immediately out of this range. How-
ever, in reality, anaglyph glasses will usually have peak
transmission in the desired spectral range with a gradual
(slowly changing) reduction in transmission through to a
low transmission spectral range which may not totally extin-
guish light in the undesired spectral range—see Fig. 21(b).
These two non-ideal spectral performance aspects will mean
that some light from one channel of the display will leak
through the filter of the glasses for the other channel and
hence lead to crosstalk. There are a range of algorithms that
can be used to generate the anaglyph image from a stereo-
scopic image pair,83–85 and in some circumstances some
image mixing can occur during this stage, which can be
interpreted as crosstalk.
With anaglyph 3D displays, the important factors that
contribute to crosstalk are therefore:
• the spectral quality of the display,
• the spectral quality of the anaglyph glasses and how
well it matches the spectral output of the display, and
• the properties of the anaglyph image generation
algorithm.
Crosstalk in anaglyph 3D images generally does not vary
with screen position or viewing angle, except where the
spectral characteristics of the display or glasses change with
viewing angle or screen position. Several papers have ana-
lyzed crosstalk in anaglyph 3D images.15,19,86,87
The Infitec,88 Dolby 3D,89 and Panavision 3D cinema
techniques are a special case of anaglyph and can be ana-
lyzed in a similar manner.
4.6 Zero Crosstalk 3D Displays
Some 3D displays are inherently free of crosstalk. There is
no opportunity for image mixing to occur in 3D displays that
have completely separate display channels for the left and
right eyes. Examples of zero crosstalk 3D displays include
the mirror stereoscope (originally developed by Sir Charles
Wheatstone in 183890) and some HMDs (head mounted dis-
plays).91 Zero crosstalk 3D displays have been used to study
the perception of crosstalk because they allow the amount of
crosstalk to be simulated electronically from 0% to 100%.33
Fig. 20 The visibility of different perspective views as output by an
example lenticular multi-view autostereoscopic display when viewed
from different horizontally spaced observation points.80 For example,
from viewing position (observation point) 20, view 3 is dominant, but
some of views 2 and 4 are also visible which causes crosstalk. This
figure shows severe crosstalk for illustrative purposes and is not
intended to be representative of all modern autostereoscopic dis-
plays.
Fig. 21 Illustration of the process (and simulation) of crosstalk in ana-
glyph 3D displays. From the top: (a) Spectral response of display,
(b) spectral response of anaglyph glasses, (c) human eye spectral
sensitivity, (d) simulation of crosstalk using a computer program,
(e) spectral output characteristic of crosstalk and intended image,
and (f) visual illustration of left eye and right eye view with crosstalk.15
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4.7 Non-Display Related Sources of Crosstalk
It is important to note that crosstalk can also occur in the
capture, storage, manipulation and transmission of stereo-
scopic images prior to arrival at the stereoscopic display.
In this case the crosstalk can be caused by the mixing of
the left and right images instead of keeping them separate
and distinct.
For example, some image crosstalk is possible during
stereoscopic image capture using the NuView 3D camera
attachment92 or the prototype 3D lens adapter for the
Canon XL-1 video camera.93 In these examples the crosstalk
occurs because the two imaging capture paths share a com-
mon optical path before they reach the single imaging sensor
and the optical isolation of the two views in this common
optical path is not perfect.
Another example is during stereoscopic image manipula-
tion or storage. If a row-interleaved or anaglyph 3D image is
stored in JPEG format, the left and right images can become
mixed (because JPEG is a lossy compression method),
resulting in image crosstalk. This type of crosstalk can be
reduced or eliminated by avoiding the use of lossy compres-
sion of row-interleaved images, or in the case of anaglyph
JPEGs, using the RGB color-space rather than the YUV
color-space.94
Steps should be taken to avoid crosstalk or image mixing
in the stereoscopic source images before they are presented
on the stereoscopic display.
5 Measurement of Crosstalk
Two methods exist for the measurement of crosstalk: optical
sensors and visual measurement charts.
5.1 Optical Sensors
An optical measurement device, such as a photometer or a
radiometer, can be used to measure crosstalk. The spectral
sensitivity of the sensor(s) used should match the spectral
sensitivity of the human visual system (photopic vision)
so that the measurements are representative of what a human
observer would see.95–97 Examples of sensors that have been
used to measure crosstalk include: Integrated Photomatrix
Inc. IPL10530 DAL photo-diode,46 Ocean Optics USB2000
spectroradiometer,87 Konica Minolta CS1000 spectroradi-
ometer,65 Konica Minolta CS-100 spot chroma meter,20,22
Eldim EZContrastMS,17 and Photo Research PR-705.98
Many other devices can also be used for this purpose.
In the first instance, the optical sensor will be placed at the
left eye position (either behind the left eye of the 3D glasses,
or in the left eye viewing zone for an autostereoscopic dis-
play) and a series of measurements taken with a cross-
combination of the image channels set at various specified
levels. This is then repeated for the other eye position(s).
In the case of black-white crosstalk, the two gray-levels
will be black and white (see Sec. 2.2.2) and for gray-to-
gray crosstalk a much greater number of measurements
will be taken for a selection of gray-level combinations
(Sec. 2.2.4). Crosstalk may also be characterized spatially
across the display,99,100 or for different horizontal and vertical
viewing angles,14 in which case the number of measurements
can increase significantly, resulting in a much more complex
crosstalk dataset—in which case the automation of the taking
of the measurements can be advantageous.
Efforts to standardize crosstalk measurement methods are
currently under way and being published by ICDM,14
IEC, ISO, and others.4,27 Ensuring the accuracy and reprodu-
cibility of crosstalk measurements between different mea-
surement sensors, measurement methods and laboratories
is an important problem and work is continuing in this
area.99,101,102
5.2 Visual Measurement Charts
Visual measurement charts provide a very quick and effec-
tive way of evaluating crosstalk in a stereoscopic display
without the need for expensive optical test equipment.
Two examples of such charts are shown in Figs. 22 and
23. The method of using the charts is to display the left
and right panels of the chart in the left and right channels
of the stereoscopic display. The user then visually compares
the amount of crosstalk visible on screen for each eye sepa-
rately in nominated areas of the chart against a scaled gray
level ramp.
Unfortunately, there are some limitations with this
method: (a) the gamma curve of the monitor should be cali-
brated using an appropriate sensor (such as the Spyder 3
from Datacolor), (b) the chart does not account for the non-
zero black level of some monitors (e.g., LCDs), (c) the chart
only measures white-to-black crosstalk, and (d) crosstalk can
be different in different parts of the screen. These charts only
measure crosstalk in relatively small portions of the screen,
although this can be easily addressed with changes or multi-
ple versions of the charts.
Due to the limitations of the visual measurement charts,
appropriate electro-optic tools should be used to quantify
crosstalk when accurate crosstalk data are needed that are
not subject to the possible inaccuracies described above.
6 Crosstalk Reduction
In order to reduce the amount of crosstalk present on a par-
ticular stereoscopic display, it is necessary to reduce the
effect of one or more of the crosstalk mechanisms of that
particular display (as described in Sec. 4). First, develop a
detailed listing of the crosstalk mechanisms of that display,
their relative contribution to overall crosstalk, and an assess-
ment of cost/benefit tradeoffs of any changes. In order to
determine the relative contribution of the crosstalk mechan-
isms to overall crosstalk, it is necessary to perform a detailed
analysis and optical measurement of the display and glasses
in the temporal, spatial, and spectral domains. It is also ben-
eficial to develop a simulation of crosstalk on a particular
display in order to better understand the interrelationship
of the individual display properties and how they affect
the crosstalk mechanisms, and ultimately their relative con-
tribution to overall crosstalk (see Sec. 8).
Once the relative contributions of each crosstalk mechan-
ism are known, the main causes of crosstalk should be
assessed first to see whether there are any changes that
could be made to reduce the effect of these particular cross-
talk mechanisms. There will also likely be cost/benefit trade-
offs with any changes made to reduce crosstalk. In some
cases the trade-off might be increased cost of manufacture
of the display or glasses, or a reduction in some other display
performance characteristic. There will probably be an opti-
mum balance between crosstalk and other display perfor-
mance characteristics (including cost of manufacture,
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flicker, luminance, contrast, black level, etc.). For example,
with the conventional plasma displays tested in Ref. 47,
the study suggested using shorter persistence phosphors in
plasma displays—but this might result in the increased
cost or reduced luminance of the display. With time-sequen-
tial 3D on LCDs, a reduction in the duty cycle of the shutter
glasses could reduce crosstalk, but this might be at the cost of
reducing the image luminance.48 With micro-polarized 3D
LCDs, the addition of a black mask will increase the size
of the viewing zones (i.e., increasing the size of the zones
where low crosstalk is evident), but this might reduce the
luminance of the display and possibly increase the cost of
manufacture.
Some crosstalk reduction methods may only be possible
to be performed by the display manufacturer (requiring a
fundamental change to the display hardware), whereas other
techniques might be able to be performed by the user (for
example fine-tuning the timing of the glasses).
Another way to reduce the visibility of crosstalk (ghost-
ing) is to reduce the contrast ratio of the image or display
and/or reduce the luminance of the display (see Sec. 3)—
but both of these actions would also reduce the overall qual-
ity of the displayed image and fundamentally this does
not actually reduce the crosstalk, just the visibility of
the crosstalk. Crosstalk cancellation is another way of redu-
cing the visibility of crosstalk and is discussed in the next
section.
7 Crosstalk Cancellation
Crosstalk cancellation (also known as anti-crosstalk, cross-
talk compensation or ghost-busting) can be used to reduce
the visibility of crosstalk.105–107 When crosstalk cancellation
is used, the crosstalk is still present but it is concealed by the
cancellation process.
Crosstalk cancellation involves the pre-distortion of the
stereoscopic image in a specially controlled manner before
display. A simple example of the process of crosstalk can-
cellation is illustrated in Fig. 24. Part (a) shows the leakage
of the right image (unintended) channel into the left-eye view
in a system without crosstalk cancellation. Part (b) shows the
crosstalk cancellation process—the amount of leakage that is
expected to occur from the right channel to the left channel is
evaluated and this amount is subtracted from the left image
creating a modified left image (shown as anti-crosstalk in the
figure). When the modified left image is displayed on screen
and viewed, the addition of the modified left image plus the
leakage from the right image results in the equivalent of the
original left image (since the anti-crosstalk and the leakage
cancel each other out).
A simple illustration of the process of crosstalk cancella-
tion on a stereoscopic display. (a) An example of a stereo-
scopic image with crosstalk visible to the left eye from the
leakage of light from the right image channel. (b) An exam-
ple of anti-crosstalk being applied to the left image so that
Fig. 23 Crosstalk measurement test chart designed by Bloos.104
Fig. 22 Crosstalk measurement test chart designed by Weissman.103
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when leakage occurs from the right image channel, it cancels
with the anti-crosstalk to hide the crosstalk.
In practice, the full crosstalk cancellation process is
more complicated than this simple explanation—a more
detailed algorithm will normally be used which includes an
inverse-transformation of crosstalk106 and consideration of
psychovisual effects,106 pixel position,105 display gamma,108
previous-frame content,109 and black-level adjustment.110,111
Crosstalk cancellation has been evaluated for a wide range
of stereoscopic display technologies, including ana-
glyph,107,112 polarized projection,108,113 and time-sequential
3D on CRTs,105,106 PDPs,52,114 and LCDs.57,115
In most stereoscopic displays, crosstalk is primarily an
additive process (the leakage adds to the intended signal),
however, as mentioned in Sec. 5.1, the crosstalk process
in time-sequential 3D LCDs is quite different—it is highly
nonlinear and is a mix of additive and subtractive (in some
instances the leakage subtracts from the intended signal).21 In
this instance the crosstalk cancellation algorithm will need to
be much more complicated and multi-dimensional and may
be more easily implemented using a look-up table.21,99,106
Crosstalk cancellation has limitations—one particular
challenge is with high contrast images containing bright
details against a black or dark background. If anti-crosstalk
is applied to a black or dark background, it may require the
modified image to go darker than black (i.e., negative),
which is not possible with current displays. In this situation,
one solution is to raise the black level of the image to accom-
modate the level of anti-crosstalk that is needed, but this will
reduce image contrast and may give the image an undesirable
washed-out look.105,106,110,111
Crosstalk cancellation works best when the amount of
crosstalk that needs to be cancelled is already relatively
small. Large amounts of crosstalk may not be able to be
fully hidden by crosstalk cancellation. It is also important
to note that crosstalk cancellation may not work effectively
when the amount of crosstalk in a particular 3D display can
change significantly due to a change in viewing position22 or
head tilt, or when the crosstalk is not pixel-aligned in both
views—as occurs with micro-polarized 3D LCDs.
8 Simulation of Crosstalk
The development of an algorithm to predict crosstalk in a
particular stereoscopic display allows a range of what-if sce-
narios to be explored without going to the expense of per-
forming physical tests or building physical models. For
example, how much crosstalk will occur if a particular
pixel update method is used, if a particular shutter timing
is used, or if a new design of 3D glasses is used. Hundreds
or thousands of what-if scenarios can be simulated at mini-
mal expense allowing new crosstalk reduction scenarios to
be easily explored.
In order to develop a crosstalk simulation algorithm it is
necessary to perform an optical measurement of the display
and glasses in the temporal, spatial, and spectral domains.
The accuracy of the crosstalk model will also need to be vali-
dated. Crosstalk simulations for parallax barrier 3D,7 ana-
glyph 3D,15,19,87 and time-sequential 3D on CRT,46 PDP,47
and LCD56 have been developed.
9 Conclusion
This paper has provided a review of knowledge about stereo-
scopic display crosstalk with regard to terminology, defini-
tions, mechanisms, measurement, and minimization.
Crosstalk is a very important attribute in determining
image quality in stereoscopic displays. In order for the
stereoscopic display field to grow it is important that
there be a common understanding of crosstalk. This field is
still evolving and several efforts are currently under way to
provide standardized methods of defining and measuring
crosstalk4,27—one of which has recently been released.14
Ultimately we want stereoscopic displays with low levels
of crosstalk and in order to meet this goal, display designers
will need to minimize the various crosstalk mechanisms
described in this paper. Currently, crosstalk is not a specifi-
cation that is regularly released by display manufacturers, but
it is hoped that in the near future this important determinant
of stereoscopic display quality will be readily available
(along with which definition has been used to calculate
it)—this will empower consumers to be able to intelligently
choose 3D displays with lower crosstalk and hence better 3D
image quality.
Fig. 24 A simple illustration of the process of crosstalk cancellation
on a stereoscopic display. (a) An example of a stereoscopic image
with crosstalk visible to the left eye from the leakage of light from
the right image channel. (b) An example of anti-crosstalk being
applied to the left image so that when leakage occurs from the
right image channel, it cancels with the anti-crosstalk to hide the
crosstalk.
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Abstract — In 1853, William Rollman1 developed the inexpensive and easy to use anaglyph method
for displaying stereoscopic images. Although it can be used with nearly any type of full-color display,
the anaglyph method compromises the accuracy of color reproduction, and it often suffers from cros-
stalk (or ghosting) between the left- and right-eye image channels. Crosstalk degrades the ability of
the observer to fuse the stereoscopic image, and hence reduces the quality of the 3-D image. Crosstalk
is present in various levels with most stereoscopic displays; however, it is often particularly evident
with anaglyphic 3-D images. This paper summarizes the results of two projects that characterized the
presence of anaglyphic crosstalk due to spectral issues on 13 LCD monitors, 14 plasma displays, and
a CRT monitor when used with 25 different pairs of anaglyph 3-D glasses. A mathematical model was
used to predict the amount of crosstalk in anaglyphic 3-D images when different combinations of
displays and glasses are used, and therefore highlight displays, glasses, and combinations thereof
which exhibit lower levels of crosstalk when displaying anaglyphic 3-D images.
Keywords — Anaglyph, 3-D, stereoscopic, crosstalk, ghosting, LCD monitors, plasma displays, CRT
displays.
1 Introduction
The anaglyph method of displaying stereoscopic images
uses a complementary color-coding technique to send sepa-
rate left and right views to an observer’s two eyes. The two
perspective images of a stereo-pair are stored in comple-
mentary color channels of the display, and the observer
wears a pair of glasses containing color filters which act to
pass the correct image but block the incorrect image to each
eye.
For example, if a red/cyan anaglyph is used, the left
perspective image is stored in the red color channel and the
right perspective image is stored in the blue and green color
channels (blue + green = cyan), and the observer wears a
pair of anaglyph 3-D glasses with the left-eye filter red and
the right-eye filter cyan.
The main advantages of the anaglyph 3-D method are
its simplicity, low cost, and compatibility with any full-color
display. The main disadvantages are its inability to accu-
rately depict full-color images, and commonly the presence
of crosstalk. Crosstalk (or ghosting) is the leaking of an
image to one eye when it is intended exclusively for the
other eye. For example, the left eye should only be able to
see the left perspective image, but due to crosstalk, the left
eye may see a small proportion of the right perspective
image. Crosstalk occurs with most stereoscopic displays and
results in reduced image quality and difficulty of fusion if
the amount of crosstalk is large.
This paper considers the two spectral contributors to
anaglyphic crosstalk: display spectral response and anaglyph
glasses spectral response. Two other possible contributors to
anaglyph ghosting, image compression and image encod-
ing/transmission,2 are not explored in this paper.
Figure 1 provides an illustration of the process of cros-
stalk in anaglyph stereoscopic images due to spectral leak-
age (as illustrated for the red/cyan method). Firstly, the
display has a specific spectral output for the red, green, and
blue color channels. Usually the left perspective image is
stored in the red color channel and the right perspective
image is stored in the green and blue color channels (cyan).
Second, the red/cyan anaglyph 3-D glasses used to view the
anaglyph display also have a certain spectral transmission
response for the left and right eye filters. Here the left filter
predominantly transmits red light but with a little bit of
transmission in the green band, and the right filter predomi-
nantly transmits blue and green light but with a little bit of
transmission in the red band. Due to the non-ideal nature of
the display and the glasses, some light from the right (cyan)
color channel leaks through the left (red) eye filter. Simi-
larly, some light from the left (red) color channel leaks. This
is in addition to the transmission of the intended image
through the left- and right-eye filters. Therefore, the left
eye predominantly sees the left perspective image but with
a small amount of the right perspective image visible, and
the right eye predominantly sees the right perspective
image but with a small amount of the left perspective image
visible.
This paper carries on from the work of Woods and
Rourke2 which considered anaglyph ghosting with cathode-
ray tube (CRT) monitors, one liquid-crystal display (LCD)
monitor, and a mixture of LCD and digital light processing
(DLP) projectors. This paper focuses on anaglyph ghosting
on LCD monitors and plasma displays with 13 LCD moni-
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tors and 14 plasma-displays panels (PDPs) tested. A CRT
monitor was also tested for comparison purposes. All data
for this project was measured using more accurate equip-
ment than was available in the previous study.2
This paper only examines crosstalk in red/cyan ana-
glyph stereoscopic images, although the simulation methods
discussed could also be applied to blue/yellow or green/
magenta anaglyphs.
2 Experimental method
The first step was to measure the spectral output of the dis-
plays using a manually calibrated Ocean Optics USB2000
spectroradiometer. Table 1 itemizes the displays tested –
consisting of 13 LCD computer monitors, 14 PDPs, and one
CRT monitor.
Each display was connected to a PC which displayed a
slide show consisting of a plain white slide (R = G = B =
255), a plain red slide (R = 255, G = B = 0), a plain green
slide (R = B = 0, G = 255), a plain blue slide (R = G = 0, B
= 255), and a plain black slide (R = G = B = 0). The spec-
troradiometer was used to measure the spectrum of each of
these slides (as displayed on each display) and the data col-
lected on a PC.
The second step was to measure the transmission
spectrum of a large selection of anaglyph 3-D glasses using
a PG Instruments T90+ UV/Vis spectrophotometer. A total
of 50 pairs of anaglyph glasses were tested3; however, only
25 pairs are reported here for the sake of brevity.
The third step was to use a specially developed Matlab
computer program to calculate the presence of crosstalk in
the anaglyph images for different display and glasses combi-
nations. With reference to Fig. 1, the program first loads
and resamples the display and filter spectral data so that all
data is on a common x-axis coordinate system. Next, the pro-
gram determines the display’s cyan spectral output by add-
ing the green and blue color channel data of the display. The
program then multiplies the red display spectrum with the
red filter’s spectral response to obtain the intended image
curve for the red eye, multiplies the cyan display spectrum
with the cyan filter’s spectrum to obtain the intended image
curve for the cyan eye, multiplies the red display spectrum
with the cyan filter’s spectral response to obtain the crosstalk
curve for the cyan eye, and multiplies the cyan display spec-
trum with the red filter’s spectrum to obtain the crosstalk
curve for the red eye.
The program also scales these result curves to include
the human-eye response to light by multiplying by the curve
shown in Fig. 2, which shows the CIE (International Com-
mission on Illumination) model for simulating photopic
(bright light) human-eye sensitivity to light.4
The crosstalk percentage for each eye is then calcu-
lated by dividing the area under the crosstalk curve by the
area under the intended signal curve for each eye and mul-
tiplying by 100. The overall crosstalk factor for a particular
FIGURE 1 — Illustration of the process of anaglyph spectral ghosting
and its simulation in this project. From the top: (1) Spectral response of
display, (2)  spectral  response of anaglyph  glasses, (3) simulation of
ghosting using a computer program, (4) spectral output characteristic of
crosstalk and intended image, and (5) visual illustration of left- and
right-eye view with crosstalk.
TABLE 1 — Listing of the tested displays.
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pair of glasses in combination with a particular display is the
sum of the left- and right-eye percentage crosstalk values. It
should be noted that the overall crosstalk factor is not a per-
centage, but rather a number that allows the comparison of
different glasses/display combinations. The program also
automates the process of performing a cross comparison of
all the displays against all of the glasses.
3 Results
3.1 Display device results
The spectral output measurement of 13 different LCD
monitors, 14 different PDP monitors, and one CRT monitor
are reported in this study.
Figure 3 shows the spectral output of an example
LCD monitor (LCD04). All of the LCD monitors tested
used cold cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL) backlights.
CCFLs are a form of mercury-vapor fluorescent lamp that
generate visible light by energizing the gas in the fluores-
cent tube so that it emits ultraviolet rays which in turn
causes the phosphor material that coats the inside surface of
the tube to emit visible light. The spectrum of a CCFL is
fairly broad but with many notable narrow peaks. Although
the spectral output of the raw CCFL was not measured in
any of the LCDs tested, its general form can be approxi-
mated from the summation of the three traces shown in
Fig. 3. The three individual color primaries (red, green, and
blue) are created by placing color filters over the individual
subpixel groups in the LCD pixel grid.5 The light spectrum
output by each color channel is primarily a multiplication of
the backlight spectrum by the spectrum of the color filters
used in each subpixel. In the example LCD monitor shown
in Fig. 3, there is a considerable amount of overlap between
each of the three color channels. The amount of overlap
varied from monitor to monitor.
The combined spectral results for the 13 LCD moni-
tors tested are shown in Appendix B (Figs. B1, B2, and B3).
A separate graph is provided for each of the three color pri-
maries. There is a lot of similarity between the spectral
characteristics of all the LCD monitors; however, some dif-
FIGURE  2 — CIE 1931 standard normalized photopic  human-eye
response.
FIGURE 3 — Color spectrum of an example LCD monitor (LCD04).
FIGURE 4 — Color spectrum of an example plasma display (PDP08).
FIGURE 5 — Color spectrum of the example CRT monitor.
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ferences occur in the out-of-band rejection (e.g., the
amount of green light present in the red color primary)
which will probably be related to the quality of color filters
used for each of the color primaries.
Figure 4 shows the spectral output of an example
plasma display (PDP08). Color plasma displays generate vis-
ible light by energizing a gas mixture in each cell so that it
emits ultraviolet light rays which in turn causes the phos-
phor material that coats the inside of each cell to emit visible
light. The spectral output of each of the color channels is
determined by the phosphor formulation used for each
group of subpixels.6 The blue output has a classic bell-
shaped curve centered around 450 nm. The red output is a
mixture of several narrow peaks and the green output is a
mixture of a bell curve and another major narrow peak.
The combined spectral results for all of the 14 plasma
displays tested are shown in Appendix B (Figs. B4, B5, and
B6). A separate graph is provided for each of the three color
primaries. The color spectrum of the red and blue color pri-
maries are very similar across all the tested plasma displays;
however, there is a lot of variation of the spectral response
of the green color primary which will probably relate to the
formulation of the phosphors used.
Figure 5 shows the spectral output of an example CRT
monitor. A previous paper by Woods and Tan7 reported that
11 tested CRT monitors had almost exactly the same spec-
tral response which suggests that most CRTs use the same
phosphor formulation for each of the color primary chan-
nels. The blue and green output have a bell-shaped curve
whereas the red output is made up of several narrow peaks.
3.2 Anaglyph 3-D glasses results
Figure 4 shows the spectral transmission of an example pair
of red-cyan anaglyph glasses. In this example the red filter
has a pass band of wavelengths roughly 600–700 nm. The
cyan filter has a pass band of wavelengths roughly 550–400
nm. As can be seen in Fig. 4, a little bit of light at the wave-
length of around 590 nm will be transmitted through both
the red and cyan filters, therefore arriving at both eyes.
When this overlap occurs it is another possible source of
crosstalk.
All of the anaglyph glasses reported in this paper are
listed in Table 2. This list is substantially similar to that
reported in Woods and Rourke2 except that all pairs of
glasses have been retested using a more accurate instru-
ment.
The spectral transmission of all the glasses from Table
2 are shown overlaid in Fig. 7 (red filters) and Fig. 8 (cyan
filters). It can be seen that there is considerable variation
between the spectral response of the various glasses tested.
There is some clustering of some of the data, however, this
is probably due to some glasses being from the same manu-
facturer or manufacturing process.
3.3 Crosstalk calculation results
The crosstalk and uncertainty results calculated by the Mat-
lab program for the combination of all displays against all
anaglyph glasses are shown in Tables C1 and C2 in Appendix
C. For each display/glasses combination, the table lists the
percentage crosstalk for the red eye (top left), the percent-
age crosstalk for the cyan eye (top right), and the overall
crosstalk factor for both eyes combined (bottom). The over-
all crosstalk factor is the sum of the left- and right-eye per-
centages, and as such is not a percentage. The uncertainty
figures are only shown for the overall crosstalk factor. The
uncertainty figures were calculated for the individual red
and cyan crosstalk but are omitted here due to space limita-
tions.
3.4 Validation test
A first-order validation test was performed to confirm that
the results from the crosstalk model were sensible. A set of
FIGURE 6 — Spectral transmission of an example pair of anaglyph 3-D
glasses (3DG16).
FIGURE 7 — Spectral transmission for all the red filters.
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test images were viewed on a CRT monitor and subjectively
ranked in order of increasing crosstalk. The results of the
subjective ranking were then compared with the crosstalk
ranking generated by the MATLAB program and this is
shown in Table 2.
As can be seen from the table, the subjective ranking
agrees extremely well with the calculated results, which pro-
vides some confidence in the validity of the crosstalk calcu-
lation results. Two of the differences occurred where the
crosstalk percentage difference was just 0.1, and two differ-
ences occurred where the crosstalk percentage difference
was 0.4. Crosstalk differences of 0.1 and 0.4 are very small
and are hard to discern by the naked eye.
4 Discussion
Crosstalk in anaglyph images acts to degrade the 3-D image
quality by making them hard to fuse. One important way to
optimize the quality of anaglyph 3-D images is therefore to
minimize the presence of crosstalk. In most circumstances,
the easiest way to minimize crosstalk would be with the
choice of anaglyph 3-D glasses, but in some circumstances
it may also be possible to choose different display monitors.
This project aims to highlight possible low-crosstalk combi-
nations so crosstalk can be reduced.
Across all of the displays, the LCD monitors had the
lowest overall crosstalk, both from an average (18.6) and also
a global minimum (7.0) perspective. The plasma displays were
very close behind with an average overall crosstalk of 18.6
and global minimum of 8.1. The CRT had much worse ana-
glyph crosstalk with an average overall crosstalk of 27.0 and
global minimum of 18.2. On average, the CRT had 45%
more crosstalk than the LCD and plasma displays.
As cited earlier, there is a reasonable amount of vari-
ation of the color spectrum across all LCD monitors and
across all plasma displays. Similarly, there is a fairly large
variation in overall crosstalk factor across all of the LCD
monitors and all of the plasma displays. For example, the
LCD monitor with the highest crosstalk factors (LCD04)
only performs marginally better than a CRT, and the plasma
display with the highest crosstalk factors (PDP02) had
slightly worse performance than a CRT.
The best performing LCD monitor was LCD14 which
provided an average crosstalk factor of only 13.8 and
achieved the lowest crosstalk factor across all displays of 7.0
(when combined with glasses 3DG32). The best performing
plasma display was the PDP12 with an average crosstalk fac-
tor of 11.9 which achieved the third lowest crosstalk factor
across all plasma displays of 8.1 (when used with glasses
3DG13).
The worst pair of anaglyph glasses across all displays
by far was 3DG28 – the ink-jet-printed transparency filters.
This is not an unexpected result since these filters have such
poor performance in the out-of-band wavelengths and very
poor contrast.
The choice of best glasses depends upon which display
is being considered. For the LCD monitors, 3DG32,
3DG26, and 3DG13 usually had the lowest overall crosstalk
(all were within the uncertainty limits of each other). For
the plasma displays, 3DG30, 3DG13, and 3DG32 usually
TABLE 2 — Subjective testing of anaglyph glasses and comparison with
calculated results. Lines join matching entries.
FIGURE 8 — Spectral transmission for all the cyan filters.
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had the lowest overall crosstalk (within the uncertainty lim-
its). For the CRT case, the best glasses were 3DG32,
3DG26, and 3DG13. It is interesting to note that the “cyan”
filters of 3DG13 and 3DG26 have a more blue appearance
than those of 3DG30 and 3DG32 that have a more cyan
appearance. These differences may have some effect on
color perception which is discussed below.
As can be seen in Tables C1 and C2, red crosstalk is
usually significantly greater than cyan crosstalk – on average
almost four times greater. Red crosstalk usually therefore
dominates the overall crosstalk value. This can be attributed
to the shape of the spectral curves for the display and
glasses, but will also be due to the fact that the green chan-
nel is usually much brighter than the red channel.
It is usually possible to obtain a slightly lower overall
crosstalk figure for a particular display by mixing and match-
ing filters from different glasses; however, the improvement
achieved is usually less than the calculated overall uncer-
tainty value.
It is worth mentioning that even a perfect filter (one
that transmits 100% of light in the desired wavelength
domain and 0% outside it) would still have crosstalk if the
display’s color channels overlap in the spectral domain (as
most displays do).
Three further items are worth considering. First,
intensity. If the filter cuts out most of the light, the image
will be very dim and hard to see. Lower light levels also
make the effect of even small ghosting levels proportionally
greater than they might otherwise be. A brightness imbal-
ance between left and right eye can also result in the Pul-
frich effect8 whereby horizontal motion can be interpreted
as binocular depth, which is generally undesirable. Bright-
ness levels and imbalance have not been considered in this
paper.
Second, color perception. Truly full-color stereoscopic
images are not possible with anaglyphs, but a properly con-
structed anaglyph using complimentary colors can approxi-
mate a full-color image. This distorted color image is usually
referred to as a “pseudo-color anaglyph” or a “polychromatic
anaglyph” as opposed to a “full-color anaglyph” (which is not
possible). If a non-complimentary combination is used (e.g.,
red/blue or red/green), pseudo-color anaglyphs are impossi-
ble because a large portion of the visible spectrum is miss-
ing. The overall image may also be darker. This paper has
only considered red/cyan anaglyphs, although it is some-
times hard to draw a line between what is classified as a cyan
filter and what is classified as a blue filter.
Third, color balance and color temperature. Most
monitors allow the color balance or color temperature of the
display to be adjusted. This allows the user to change the
relative intensities of the three color channels (but not the
spectral output of each color channel). We have found that
such adjustments do affect the results of the crosstalk calcu-
lations; however, as yet we have not used this knowledge to
choose an optimum color balance, or performed any valida-
tion experiments to confirm whether the simulation of color
balance changes matches human perception. For the pur-
poses of this study, the default color profiles were used for
each monitor.
5 Conclusion
Although there are a range of stereoscopic display technolo-
gies available that produce much better 3-D image quality
than the anaglyph 3-D method, the anaglyph remains widely
used because of its simplicity, low cost, and compatibility
with all full-color displays. This paper highlights one par-
ticular way of improving the image quality of anaglyph 3-D
images specifically relating to spectral crosstalk.
This study has revealed that crosstalk in anaglyphic
3-D images can be minimized by the appropriate choice of
anaglyphic 3-D glasses. The study has revealed that there
can be considerable variation in the amount of crosstalk pre-
sent when an anaglyphic 3-D display is viewed with differ-
ent anaglyphic 3-D glasses.
The study has also revealed that there is considerable
variation in the amount of anaglyphic crosstalk exhibited by
different displays. For example, on average CRT monitors
exhibit approximately 45% more crosstalk than LCD moni-
tors and plasma displays.
An anaglyphic crosstalk calculation algorithm has been
developed that appears to work well and generates outputs
that agree well with subjective assessments of anaglyphic
3-D crosstalk.
It should be noted that the results of this paper are not
intended to be a leader board of one glasses manufacturer
versus another – we have not tested all glasses from all
manufacturers, nor have we tested a large sample of each
manufacturers glasses. This paper does, however, highlight
that there is significant variation between different ana-
glyph 3-D glasses and displays. Further crosstalk optimiza-
tion may be possible by using the anaglyphic crosstalk
calculation algorithm and working with 3-D glasses manu-
facturers.
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Appendix A: Red/cyan anaglyph glasses
Appendix B: Spectral results for all tested
LCD monitors and plasma displays
The figures below show the spectral results for each color
channel of all tested LCD monitors and plasma displays.
Figure B1 is normalized on the average value between 450
and 455 nm. Figures B2 and B3 are normalized on the peak
value. Figures B4–B6 are normalized on the area under the
TABLE A1 — Red/cyan anaglyphic 3-D glasses measured.
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curve. These normalizations were chosen so as to more eas-
ily reveal the similarities and differences between the vari-
ous traces.
FIGURE B1 — Blue-color-primary spectral output for 13 LCD monitors.
FIGURE B2 — Green-color-primary spectral output for 13 LCD monitors.
FIGURE B4 — Blue-color-primary spectral output for 14 plasma displays.
FIGURE B3 — Red-color-primary spectral output for 13 LCD monitors.
FIGURE B5 — Green-color-primary  spectral output for  14  plasma
displays.
FIGURE B6 — Red-color-primary spectral output for 14 plasma displays.
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Appendix C: Crosstalk calculation results for
LCD monitors and plasma displays
The following tables contain the results from the crosstalk
calculation program. Every combination of anaglyph glasses
and display has been calculated. The lowest overall crosstalk
combinations are highlighted in bright green and the worst
overall crosstalk results are highlighted in orange. Overall
crosstalk results of less than 15 have been highlighted in
light green. Red crosstalk percentages less than nine have
been highlighted in pink, and cyan crosstalk percentages
less than 1.5 have been highlighted in cyan. These threshold
figures do not have any significance apart from allowing us
to highlight the lower crosstalk results.
TABLE C1 — Crosstalk calculation results for the LCD and CRT monitors. The top left cell of each combination is red crosstalk %, the top right cell of
each combination is cyan crosstalk %, and the bottom cell of each combination is the overall crosstalk factor and uncertainty.
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Using cross-talk simulation to predict the performance of anaglyph 3-D glasses
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Abstract — The anaglyph 3-D method is a widely used technique for presenting stereoscopic 3-D
images. Its primary advantage is that it will work on any full-color display (LCDs, plasmas, and even
prints) and only requires that the user view the anaglyph image using a pair of anaglyph 3-D glasses
with usually one lens tinted red and the other lens tinted cyan (blue plus green). A common image-
quality problem of anaglyph 3-D images is high levels of cross-talk – the incomplete isolation of the
left and right image channels such that each eye sees a “ghost” of the opposite perspective view. An
anaglyph cross-talk simulation model has been developed which allows the amount of anaglyph cross-
talk to be estimated based on the spectral characteristics of the anaglyph glasses and the display. The
model is validated using a visual cross-talk ranking test which indicates good agreement. The model
is then used to consider two scenarios for the reduction of cross-talk in anaglyph systems and finds
that a considerable reduction is likely to be achieved by using spectrally pure displays. The study also
finds that the 3-D performance of commercial anaglyph glasses can be significantly better than hand-
made anaglyph glasses.
Keywords — Stereoscopic, 3-D, cross-talk, ghosting, leakage, anaglyph.
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1 Introduction
The anaglyph 3-D display technique dates back to 1853
when it was developed by William Rollman.1 The technique
involves the presentation of the left and right perspective
images in complementary color channels of the display –
usually with the left perspective image stored in the red
color channel and the right perspective image in the blue
and green color channels. To see the anaglyph 3-D image,
the observer wears a pair of glasses fitted with color filters
in front of each eye – usually red for the left eye and cyan
(blue plus green) for the right eye. The color filters act to
separate the components of the presented anaglyph 3-D
image so that the left perspective image is only seen by the
left eye, and the right perspective image is only seen by the right
eye, and hence the observer can see a stereoscopic 3-D image.
Anaglyph 3-D has several limitations in terms of the
quality of the presented 3-D images – particularly the inability
to produce accurate full-color 3-D images (since color is
used as the separation or multiplexing technique), binocular
rivalry2,3 (sometimes known as retinal rivalry) (because each
eye sees a different color), and often the presence of high
levels of cross-talk (also known as crosstalk or cross talk).4
Despite the availability of stereoscopic 3-D display tech-
nologies which offer much higher-quality 3-D presentation
(e.g., polarized and active shutter glasses), anaglyph contin-
ues to be used today in a wide range of applications because
it will work with any full-color display and the glasses are
very cheap and commonly available, whereas polarized and
active shutter 3-D methods require specialized equipment
which may not be available to the user. The anaglyph 3-D
technique is also seeing high levels of usage because of the
current high level of interest in 3-D technologies generally.
Given the continued widespread use of the anaglyph
3-D technique, there is value in efforts to improve the
image-quality of this technique. This paper concentrates on
the 3-D image quality metric of cross-talk which can be
defined as the “incomplete isolation of the left and right
image channels”5,6 such that one eye can see a ghost image
from the other channel. Cross-talk is one of the main deter-
minants of 3-D image quality7 and stereoscopic viewing
comfort.8,9
Although there is very little literature on the percep-
tual effects of cross-talk in anaglyph 3-D images, there is a
good body of work on the perceptual effects of cross-talk in
other stereoscopic 3-D display technologies. Cross-talk has
been found to “strongly affect subjective ratings of display
image quality and visual comfort” in an active-shutter
stereoscopic display.10 Cross-talk was found to “significantly
degrade viewing comfort” in a polarized projected 3-D dis-
play.8 Cross-talk has also been found to have “a detrimental
effect on the perceived magnitude of depth from disparity
and monocular occlusions” using a mirror-stereoscope dis-
play.11 Studies have found cross-talk levels of 5–9% can sig-
nificantly affect visual comfort and image quality.8,10 Our
own anecdotal evidence indicates that anaglyph 3-D images
are similarly adversely affected by cross-talk.
Several methods have been proposed for improving
the perceived quality of anaglyph 3-D images: applying
cross-talk cancellation to reduce the perception of ghosting
due to cross-talk,12 registering the parallax of foreground
objects,13 using different primary color combinations,14 and
using different algorithms to calculate the RGB values of
the anaglyph image.15–18 This paper uses the technique of
optimizing the spectral curves of the display and/or glasses
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as a way of reducing anaglyph cross-talk,4,19 which is differ-
ent but complementary to the improvement techniques
listed above.
In particular, this paper describes the validation of a
cross-talk simulation model which can be used to predict
the cross-talk performance of anaglyph 3-D glasses when
used with various full-color displays. The availability of an
accurate cross-talk simulation model allows a better under-
standing of anaglyph cross-talk to be gained and also allows
the investigation of new techniques which might offer lower
cross-talk without needing to perform physical testing.
The test set of anaglyph glasses used in this study pro-
vides a good range of cross-talk values over which to validate
the cross-talk simulation model (as will be seen in Sec. 4.3).
The glasses test set is rather unique in that it can also be
used to test another hypothesis. The test set consists of a
selection of commercially sourced anaglyph 3-D glasses and
also a number of “hand-made” glasses. The hypothesis is
that “hand-made” glasses will have inferior 3-D perform-
ance compared to that of commercial anaglyph glasses.
Despite the widespread availability of anaglyph 3-D
glasses, there will still be circumstances when a user may not
have a pair readily available, and to solve this situation there
are several sources which recommend constructing a pair of
anaglyph 3-D glasses using some simple parts that may be
available around the home – notably using colored “cello-
phane”a plastic wrap20–23 for the red and cyan filters, or
using marker pens24–27 and clear plastic sheet to construct
the color filters. Anecdotal evidence indicated that hand-
made anaglyph 3-D glasses would suffer from poor 3-D
performance by exhibiting high levels of stereoscopic cross-
talk. Visual testing and simulation have been used to verify
this hypothesis and validate the cross-talk simulation model.
The analysis is conducted across a broad selection of
display devices in order to generalize the results.
2 Cross-talk simulation
The cross-talk simulation used in this study builds on past
work conducted by the authors and earlier collabora-
tors.4,14,19 The program uses spectral data from the displays
and glasses in combination with a cross-talk simulation
model to estimate the presence of 3-D cross-talk when ana-
glyph 3-D images presented on emissive full-color displays
are viewed using anaglyph 3-D glasses.






CL = LL/SL (5)
CR = LR / SR (6)
C = CL + CR (7)
where S is the signal intensity (e.g., intensity of the image
intended for the left eye as seen at the left eye position, and
similar for the right eye); e is the normalized photopic spec-
tral sensitivity of the human eye28 as illustrated in Fig. 3(a);
g is the spectral transmission of the left or right eye filters of
the glasses; m is the emission spectrum of the appropriate
color channel(s) of the display monitor; b is the emission
spectrum of the black level of the display; L is the leakage
intensity (intensity of the image intended for the left eye as
seen at the right eye position, or vice versa); C is the cross-
talk at each eye (or combined) and usually expressed as a
percentage; λmin and λmax describe the wavelength range –
for the human eye the range of visible light sensitivity is
approximately 400–700 nm; and subscripts L and R refer to
the left-eye channel and right-eye channel, respectively. In
a conventional red/cyan anaglyph, L will refer to the red
channel and R will refer to the cyan (blue plus green) chan-
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aAlthough the term “cellophane” is commonly used to refer to any col-
ored plastic wrap, in many countries it is a registered trademark of
Innovia Films, Ltd., UK.
FIGURE 1 — Illustration of the process of anaglyph cross-talk simulation
used in this project.
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nel, but other color variations are possible (e.g., blue/yellow
or green/magenta14).
There is no requirement to use a calibrated device to
measure m and b – the only requirement is that the same
device and scaling is used between measurements. Addi-
tionally, S and L can be in arbitrary units because they are
only used as a ratio in Eqs. (5) and (6).
This anaglyph cross-talk simulation algorithm is illus-
trated in Fig. 1 for the example case of a red/cyan anaglyph.
Firstly, (a) the emission spectrum of red channel of the dis-
play, (b) the spectrum of the red filter of the glasses, and (c)
the human-eye spectral sensitivity are multiplied to obtain
(e) the spectrum of the intended signal seen by the left eye,
and similar for the right eye. The spectrum of the leakage
seen by the left eye is obtained by multiplying the spectrum
of the blue plus green channels of the display, the spectrum
of the red filter of the glasses, and the human eye spectral
sensitivity. A similar process is used to determine the right-
eye leakage. The luminance of each of these signals is obtained
by integrating the resulting curves, which is illustrated by
the bottom row (f) of this figure. The cross-talk percentage
is obtained by dividing the leakage luminance by the signal
luminance for each eye as set out in Eqs. (5) and (6). A very
similar process would be used if different anaglyph color
primaries were used.
The cross-talk performance of anaglyph glasses can
vary quite widely from one pair of glasses to another and
between different displays. The cross-talk simulation pro-
gram can very quickly provide an estimate of cross-talk per-
formance across a very large number of combinations of
glasses and displays – a process that would be extremely
time-consuming and logistically difficult if performed with
physical displays and glasses. Another advantage of using a
cross-talk simulation program is that it can be used to esti-
mate the cross-talk performance of new or theoretical filters
or displays without needing to perform physical testing.
Since the last paper on this topic,14 the simulation pro-
gram, has been updated to use a more recent model of the
human-eye spectral sensitivity28,29 and optimized to signifi-
cantly increase the speed of operation.
3 Experimental method
The cross-talk simulation model was validated using a four-
step process.
3.1 Spectral emission of displays
The spectral-emission properties of a selection of displays
(LCD, PDP, CRT, and LED DLP)b were measured using an
Ocean Optics USB2000 spectroradiometer and also obtained
from previous studies.4,14 Table 1 lists the displays used in
this study.
The “Glasses IDs” and “Display IDs” used here corre-
spond to the identification series first started in Ref. 19 and
continued in Refs. 14 and 4 and are consistent among these
studies.
It should be noted that particular care must be exer-
cised when measuring the spectrum of the displays in order
to minimize measurement error due to the measurement
technique. In the case of the PDP and CRT monitors, their
impulse-type operation can create synchronization issues
with the sampling period of the sensor. Although all of the
tested displays have some time-varying light output, PDP
and CRT have the most variation. Long integration times
should be used to minimize the effect of the time-varying
light output. In the case of PDPs, another factor to consider
is the presence of an automatic brightness limiter (ABL)
which reduces the intensity of high-brightness scenes (to
reduce power consumption). Full-screen test charts should
not be used in order to avoid triggering the ABL, which
would otherwise affect the measurement of the relative bal-
ance of the red, green, and blue color channels. The test
charts should therefore be limited to a small portion of the
screen, against a black background. The sensing head of the
spectroradiometer should also not be placed too close to the
surface of the screen such that the spatial separation of the
color subpixels would be detected by the sensor.
3.2 Spectral transmission of glasses
The 12 pairs of anaglyph glasses tested in this study are
listed in Table 2. The selection of glasses consists of three
commercial pairs, three pairs constructed using marker
pens, and six pairs constructed using colored plastic wrap
(“cellophane”). This selection of glasses provided a wide
range of cross-talk values which was useful for validating the
cross-talk simulation model.
The three pairs of marker pen anaglyph glasses were
constructed by using red/blue pairs of marker pens pur-
chased from retail outlets. The marker pens were used to
draw red and blue filter samples on a fresh sheet of over-
head transparency film. The overhead transparency film
used had good clarity and optical performance, in keeping
with its manufacture for use in an optical projection appli-
cation.
TABLE 1 — Register of tested displays.
bLCD = liquid-crystal display; PDP = plasma-display panel; CRT = cath-
ode-ray tube; LED = light-emitting diode; DLP = digital light processing,
which uses a digital micro-mirror device (DMD); CCFL = cold-cathode
fluorescent lamp.
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The “cellophane” glasses were constructed from three
different brands of red and blue sets of colored plastic wrap
purchased at retail outlets. Each brand of wrap was used to
construct two pairs of anaglyph glasses; firstly, with a single
layer of plastic film in each eye (red in one eye and blue/cyan
in the other eye), and, secondly, with two layers of the plastic
wrap.
The optical spectral transmission of the anaglyph fil-
ters were measured with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 spec-
trophotometer.
It should be noted that some of the hand-made glasses
have some non-ideal optical properties other than their
spectral transmission performance – specifically, the clarity
of the lens [which degrades the modulation transfer func-
tion (MTF)], dispersion, and variability of the ink density.
The marker-pens tend to have a considerable amount of
variability of ink density (across the filter and from filter to
filter) due to the manual way in which the ink is applied.
Glasses 3DG81, 3DG84, and 3DG85 have the worst clarity
of all the glasses making the image soft focused.
3.3 Cross-talk simulation
The spectral data from the displays and glasses was proc-
essed using the anaglyph cross-talk simulation program
described in Sec. 2. This provides a cross-talk percentage
estimate for both filters of every pair of glasses when used
with each display – in this particular project a total of 96
values.
3.4 Visual ranking
The cross-talk performance of the various anaglyph filters
were visually ranked to allow a comparison with the cross-
talk simulation results. The glasses listed in Table 2 were
mounted in similar white frames, ordered randomly, and
each observer was asked to rank the glasses from lowest
cross-talk to highest cross-talk whilst looking at the test
graphic (see Fig. 2) presented on each target display (from
Table 1). Five observers (labeled Ob1 to Ob5) took part in
the visual ranking tests. Each observer was provided with a
randomly ordered stack of glasses. The observers were
asked to compare two glasses at a time using the test graphic
and to place the glasses on the table in front of them with
the lowest cross-talk glasses on the left to the highest cross-
talk on the right. Each observer made multiple passes
through the set of glasses in front of them, comparing two
glasses at a time using the test graphic, to sort the glasses
into the correct order, and finally confirm that the glasses
were in the correct order. Each observer performed sepa-
rate sorting tasks for the red and cyan filters across each of
the four displays, so that each observer performed eight
sorting tasks. The room was dimly lit to reduce the likelihood
of ambient light or frame luminance affecting the results.30
The visual validation test was conducted on the basis
of the relative ranking of the cross-talk performance of the
glasses because the human-visual system is not accurate at
determining absolute measurement of brightness (known as
“lightness constancy”),31 whereas the human-visual system
is usually very good at performing relative brightness com-
parisons.
The test target used in this study (Fig. 2) allows two
types of cross-talk comparison to be performed. In the case
of a validation test with the red filters: Firstly, the relative
brightness of the leaked cyan rectangle relative to the
brightness of the passed red rectangle will give one indica-
tion of the cross-talk level, and, secondly, the relative bright-
ness of the center white square relative to the brightness of
the passed red rectangle will also give an indication of cross-
FIGURE 2 — The visual test target used during the anaglyph cross-talk
visual ranking tests.
TABLE 2 — Register of anaglyph glasses tested in this study.
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talk level. It is usually easier to use the first method to com-
pare glasses with low cross-talk levels and the second
method for mid-to-high levels of cross-talk. The observers
were briefed accordingly, but were free to use whichever
method they found easiest.
The observers were asked to try to only consider cross-
talk differences between the glasses and ignore other optical
differences such as relative brightness, relative clarity, and
variability of the filter pigments. The marker pen filters usu-
ally had a high level of pigment variability. Some of the “cel-
lophane” filters had very poor clarity and softened the image
considerably. Several of the observers commented that it
was difficult to compare cross-talk levels between two filters
which had vastly different clarity, particularly when the
cross-talk levels were seemingly close, which may lead to
ranking error.
FIGURE 3 — Spectral plots of (a) human-eye spectral sensitivity, (b) the emission spectrum of the red channel of the tested displays, (c)
the emission spectrum of the green channel of the tested displays, (d) the emission spectrum of the blue channel of the tested displays,
(e) red filter of the tested “cellophane” glasses, (f) cyan filter of the tested “cellophane” glasses, (g) red filter of the commercial and
marker-pen glasses with the human-eye response also indicated, and (h) cyan filter of the commercial and marker-pen glasses with
human-eye response also indicated. The plots are shown vertically stacked with the same horizontal axis to allow easy comparison
between different plots of the same color range.
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4 Results
4.1 Display spectra
The spectra of the four sampled emissive displays are shown
in Figs. 3(b)–3(d) for each of the three color channels. The
three curves for each display have been scaled such that the
maximum of the three curves for each display is normalized
to one. It can be seen that there is a considerable variation
between the spectral curves of different displays for each
color primary. This is due to each of the displays using very
different light-generation and modulation techniques.
When considering the anaglyph performance of vari-
ous emissive displays, of key importance is the amount of
light emitted in the “out of band” areas for each color chan-
nel. For example, a green color primary would ideally only
emit light in the approximate range 500–570 nm, but as can
be seen in Fig. 3(c), most of the displays output a significant
amount of light outside this range. More light output in the
out-of-band areas for each color channel will contribute to
higher levels of anaglyph cross-talk – this is considered fur-
ther in Sec. 4.3.
4.2 Glasses spectral transmission
The spectral transmission of the glasses tested in this study
are shown in Figs. 3(e)–3(h). The spectral transmission of
the hand-made “cellophane” glasses are shown in Figs. 3(e)
and 3(f). The spectral transmission of the commercial ana-
glyph glasses and the hand-made marker-pen glasses are
shown in Figs. 3(g) and 3(h).
The spectral performance limitations of the “cello-
phane” glasses are clearly evident in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). In
an ideal pair of anaglyph glasses, the filters should pass the
intended color band and block the unwanted color bands,
with the blocking of the unwanted channels being the most
important. For example, with a red filter, it should pass the
red part of the spectrum (roughly 590–700 nm) and block
the blue and green parts of the spectrum (roughly 400–570
nm). With most of the “cellophane” glasses, it can be seen
that the unwanted color ranges are not well attenuated.
Referring to the plots of the red filter of 3DG80, 3DG81,
and 3DG84 in Fig. 3(e), it can be seen that these filters do
not provide very much attenuation of wavelengths from 400
to 570 nm (the blue and green areas of the visible spectrum)
which will result in significant leakage and therefore high
cross-talk. This can be compared with the spectral perform-
ance of the red commercial filter 3DG88 in Fig. 3(g), which
has very low transmission in the blue-green wavelength
range. The marker-pen filters shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)
also show a similar insufficient attenuation in the 400–570-
nm range which will also point to poor cross-talk perform-
ance. The cross-talk performance of the glasses will be
discussed further from a simulation standpoint below.
4.3 Cross-talk simulation
The cross-talk simulation program results for the 12 sets of
anaglyph glasses (three commercial pairs and nine hand-
made pairs) are shown in Table 3 for each of the four dis-
plays. The simulation program calculates the cross-talk for
the left and right eyes separately, as shown in the table, and
in addition provides an estimate of overall cross-talk (the
sum of the cross-talk value from the left and right eyes).
Table 3 has been sorted from lowest mean overall cross-talk
to highest mean overall cross-talk.
The cross-talk simulation program results for the sepa-
rate red and cyan filters for each display are also illustrated
in Fig. 4. This figure allows an inter-display comparison of
the relative performance of the different filters across dif-
ferent displays to be easily seen. The horizontal axis of both
of these plots is shown on a logarithmic scale because it
reduces the bunching of the results on the left-hand side of
the plots, and the human-visual response has been described
as having a logarithmic-like response to light over a limited
range.32,33
With reference to Fig. 4, it can be seen that the rank
order of the simulated cross-talk of the tested filters is
mostly the same from one display to another as illustrated
by the mostly non-intersecting line segments. A few cross-
overs do occur, and these will be caused by the differences
between the shapes of the spectral curves of the different
displays and the way these interact with the different shaped
spectral curves of the filters.
With only a few exceptions, the simulation predicts
that the commercial anaglyph filters will offer substantially
FIGURE 4 — Illustration of the results of the cross-talk simulation of the
12 sets of glasses across the four tested displays for (a) red filters and (b)
cyan filters. The commercial anaglyph glasses are plotted in dashed red.
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lower cross-talk than the other filters. With the better per-
forming glasses (the commercial glasses), the simulation
also points to some big differences in cross-talk perform-
ance from one display to another – for example, the simula-
tion predicts that the commercial glasses will provide much
lower cross-talk when used with LCD15 than the other dis-
plays, for both filter colors.
The simulation also predicts a good spread in the
cross-talk performance of the selection of test filters used in
this study – which in turn will aid in the validation of the
simulation algorithm.
Some of the cross-talk simulation values presented in
Table 3 are greater than 100% (i.e., the worst performing
filters) – the reader might at first think this is impossible,
but this can occur with anaglyph cross-talk because the blue
and green channels combined (one eye) have a much higher
luminance than the red channel (the other eye).
It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that the red filter of 3DG83
has a predicted cross-talk performance very close to that of
the commercial filters; however, the cyan filter of 3DG83
has quite poor predicted cross-talk performance. Addition-
ally, both of these marker-pen ink filters have high ink-den-
sity variability which degrade the visual quality of the glasses
as a whole.
4.4 Visual ranking and validation
The visual ranking experiment involved 40 separate cross-
talk ranking tasks across five observers, 12 pairs of glasses
(two filters in each pair of glasses), and four different dis-
plays, resulting in 480 separate observations. The results of
the visual ranking experiment are illustrated in Fig. 5. The
glasses ranking results for each display, observer, and filter
color combination are plotted against the corresponding
simulated cross-talk ranking for that display and filter color.
A line segment joins the visual ranking with the simulated
ranking for each pair of glasses.
When plotting the ranking results, we had the option
of showing the ranking observations with an equal spacing
between observations; however, this would give an unrealis-
tic equal visual emphasis on ranking observations regardless
of how close or disparate the cross-talk is between those
particular filters. We therefore decided to plot the results on
horizontal axis values which correspond to the simulated
TABLE 3 — Cross-talk calculation results of the four displays.
The lowest “overall cross-talk” for each display has been
highlighted in rich green. “Overall cross-talk” of less than 15
has been highlighted in light green. The highest “overall
cross-talk” for each display has been highlighted in orange.
TABLE 4 — Example of the ranking representation technique used in Fig.
5 for Observer 2 ranking the cyan filters on LEDDLP1.
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FIGURE 5 — The results of the cross-talk visual validation experiment compared to the simulated rankings. The red filter results are shown
on the left column, and the cyan filter results on the right. The results for each display are plotted per row. The ranking results for each
of the five observers are each plotted against the corresponding simulated ranking. The ranking of the commercial glasses are indicated
in dashed red.
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cross-talk values for each pair of glasses. This plotting tech-
nique provides more visual emphasis on ranking errors
which have greater simulated cross-talk differences than
ranking errors between filters which have small simulated
cross-talk differences. We believe this plotting technique
allows a more useful analysis of the data.
This process is further illustrated in Table 4 for one
observer, display, and filter-color-combination ranking test.
The first two columns show rank order as calculated by the
simulation program vs. the rank order as seen by the observer.
Line segments have been shown between columns 1 and 2
to illustrate the quality of the comparison. Unity separation
between ranking observations has been used in these first
two columns. Columns 3 and 4 change the unity spacing of
the observations to a spacing corresponding to the calcu-
lated cross-talk values. The values illustrated in columns 3
and 4 are then used to generate Fig. 5 – in this specific
example observer Ob2 of Fig. 5(h).
The horizontal axis of Fig. 5 is shown on a logarithmic
scale because the eye has a logarithmic-like response to
light. The use of a logarithmic scale also reduces the bunch-
ing of the results on the left-hand side of the plots.
In cases where the observer was unable to distinguish
any difference between different filters (i.e., they looked to
have the same amount of cross-talk), observers were allowed
to group those glasses together. Glasses that have been
grouped together by an observer are plotted with the same
horizontal axis value (using the mean of the corresponding
simulated cross-talk values).
The commercial glasses results are plotted in dashed
red, whereas the hand-made glasses are plotted in solid blue
– thus allowing the commercial glasses to be easily identi-
fied. This also highlights the better performance (lower
cross-talk) of the commercial glasses.
Referring to Fig. 5, in cases where the visual ranking
agrees with the simulated ranking, the line segments are
vertical and do not intersect. In cases where the visual and
simulated rankings disagree, there will be a cross-over of the
line segments.
In general terms, the validation results, as depicted in
Fig. 5, agree very well with the cross-talk simulation ranking
results. Across all of the tests, a high proportion (66%) of the
observations were ranked perfectly. It can be seen from the
figure that ranking errors (indicated by crossing line-seg-
ments) rarely occurred across large simulated cross-talk
value differences. The vast number of ranking errors occurred
between filters with very similar values of simulated cross-
talk. These results are statistically analyzed in the next sec-
tion.
We should note that the visual ranking tests were only
conducted within each display and not between displays.
The cross-talk simulation results of Table 3 and Fig. 4 do
indicate that LCD15 is expected to provide noticeably lower
cross-talk than the other displays when using the commer-
cial glasses. This scenario was tested visually using red filter
3DG88 and LCD15 could be seen to have significantly
lower cross-talk than PDP15, CRT30, and LEDDLP1 as
predicted by the cross-talk simulation model; however, this
test was only conducted informally and hence this aspect has
not been validated in this particular study.
4.5 Statistical analysis
The quality of agreement between the visual ranking and
the simulated ranking was assessed using the Spearman’s
rank correlation35 technique. The Spearman’s rank correla-
tion is often used in biological statistics when one or more
of the variables in a dataset consist of only ranks, as is the
case with the human-visual ranking of cross-talk of anaglyph
glasses as described in Sec. 4.4. The Spearman rank corre-
lation (rs) values were calculated for all of the visual valida-
tion observations across each display, observer, and filter
color combination, and these are presented in Table 5 along
with the average correlation for each observer.
The average rs value for each observer was calculated
as the mean of the eight correlation results for each observer
(across four displays and two filter colors). The results of
TABLE 5 — Results of the statistical analysis of the visual ranking results.
The table shows the correlation data for each of the display, observer, and
filter-color combinations, and also the average correlation for each
observer using the Spearman’s rank correlation (rs) technique as
described in Sec. 4.5. (1 indicates good agreement, 0 indicates poor
agreement).
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observer  three differed  the  most from the  other four  ob-
servers and also differed the most from the simulated rank-
ings.
Despite the authors’ initial concern about the difficul-
ties of validating the cross-talk simulation results using the
visual validation experiment, the plots of the results (Fig. 5)
and the statistical analysis (Table 5) provide a high level of
confidence in the accuracy of the cross-talk simulation algo-
rithm. It can be seen in Table 5 that 78% of the ranking tests
have an rs value of 0.9 or better, and 18% have an rs value of
0.99 or better.
The plotting technique used in Fig. 5 provides good
insight into the visual validation results. The technique
works very well with this relatively small number of observers
but would not work well with a larger number of observers.
For a larger number of observers, it would be better to focus
solely on the statistical analysis.
5 Discussion
Given that we have established a high level of confidence in
the accuracy of the anaglyph cross-talk simulation model,
we can now use the model to predict the performance of a
number of anaglyph cross-talk scenarios we would not other-
wise be able to physically replicate. Let us consider two such
scenarios.
The first scenario is to consider the performance of a
pair of anaglyph glasses which have a theoretical “brick-
wall” filter performance (i.e., 100% transmission in the pass
region and 0% transmission in the blocking region). It will
not be possible to physically test “brick-wall” filters in reality
because they only exist in theory, but we believe that these
simulation results will provide an indication of the absolute
limit of lowest cross-talk performance achievable by optimi-
zation of the glasses alone. Table 6 lists the simulated ana-
glyph cross-talk performance of the four tested displays with
simulated theoretical “brick-wall” anaglyph filters shown in
comparison to the best tested filters for each display. The
cut-off wavelength of the “brick-wall” filters were optimized
for the least cross-talk for each display at 5 nm intervals and
are indicated within square brackets on Table 6.
The simulation results indicate that even with a per-
fect pair of anaglyph glasses, none of the displays were able
to exhibit zero cross-talk – this is because most displays out-
put light in out-of-band wavelengths for each of the three
color channels. The average anaglyph cross-talk improve-
ment with perfect glasses across all of the displays was only
29% – the best improvement being 65% and the least
improvement was 2%. The lowest cross-talk achievable with
a perfect filter set was with LCD15 (3.9% for the red chan-
nel, and 0.3% for the cyan channel) – but these results are
only achievable in theory. With LEDDLP1, the lowest
cross-talk achieved even with theoretically perfect glasses
was particularly poor at 19.4% red and 7.2% cyan. The red
channel of PDP15 also had a poor minimum cross-talk of
13.9% with perfect glasses. The simulation indicates that on
CRT30 a fairly large reduction of cross-talk is achievable in
the red channel using perfect glasses (65% reduction), but
the actual cross-talk amount would still be fairly high at
5.9% for that eye.
The second scenario considers the cross-talk perform-
ance of LEDDLP1. Most LEDs have fairly narrow spectral
emission and very little out-of-band light output. In the case
of LEDDLP1, the half-intensity-width of the red, green,
and blue LEDs are 17, 35, and 24 nm, respectively (which
is good), but there is a lot of out-of-band light output, par-
ticularly in the green channel as can be seen in Fig. 3(c). The
authors speculate that this out-of-band light output is due to
the presence of a color-accuracy algorithm within the video-
processing path of the display which drives the display color
channels based on a mix of the color-channel inputs. Since
LEDs have a very narrow spectrum, they are capable of gen-
erating very richly saturated colors, so in order for the image
shown on an LED TV not to be shown with overtly rich
colors it will be necessary to desaturate the image by mixing
the color channels. Unfortunately, this process will be detri-
mental for anaglyph images because it will lead to cross-talk.
The authors were unable to disable this color-mixing algo-
rithm on LEDDLP1 using the accessible menu options, but
it was possible to calculate an estimation of the three-chan-
nel color spectrum of the display as if the color-mixing proc-
ess was disabled (this has been given the designation
TABLE 6 — Simulated improvement in anaglyph cross-talk performance
by the use of theoretical “brick-wall” color filters as compared to the best
real-world filters tested in this study.
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LEDDLP2) and this can be fed into the cross-talk simula-
tion model.
The cross-talk simulation results for LEDDLP2, as
shown in Table 7, are remarkable – a reduction of cross-talk
by as much as 97%. These simulation results indicate that if
the color mixing was able to be disabled on LEDDLP1, instead
of exhibiting the most cross-talk, it could be exhibiting the
least cross-talk. The simulated overall cross-talk of 1.2% for
LEDDLP2 using the best tested glasses (3-DG88) is 71%
less than even the lowest cross-talk achievable using the
theoretical “brick-wall” filters on LCD15. If this is true, it
will be a notable achievement. Work will continue to physi-
cally demonstrate this result.
The results of these two simulation scenarios illustrate
the advantages that cross-talk simulation can provide – not
only in anaglyph 3-D displays but also other stereoscopic
displays. In this case, the simulations indicate that there is
significantly more scope for reduction in anaglyph cross-talk
by the use of more spectrally pure displays than might be
gained from further improvements to the spectral perform-
ance of anaglyph glasses.
6 Conclusion
This paper has presented the validation of an anaglyph
cross-talk simulation model which can be used to assess the
improvement of 3-D image quality of anaglyph 3-D images
viewed on emissive displays.
The paper has found that hand-made anaglyph glasses
can exhibit significantly worse cross-talk performance than
the better commercially available anaglyph 3-D glasses.
Hence, the authors recommend using good commercially
available anaglyph 3-D glasses rather than hand-made glasses.
The anaglyph cross-talk simulation program has also
allowed us to explore the possibilities for reducing cross-talk
in anaglyph systems and has found that (a) there is signifi-
cant scope for reducing cross-talk by using spectrally pure
emissive displays, (b) the choice of anaglyph glasses can
have a significant effect on anaglyph cross-talk levels, and
(c) there is only limited scope for reducing cross-talk levels
by further improvements to the anaglyph glasses (compared
to existing good quality commercial anaglyph glasses).
With further refinement the anaglyph cross-talk simu-
lation program discussed in this paper could also be used to
simulate and investigate the cross-talk performance of other
wavelength multiplexed 3-D techniques such as Infitec,
Dolby 3D, and Panavision 3D.
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Abstract. The anaglyph three-dimensional (3D) method is a widely used
technique for presenting stereoscopic 3D images. Its primary advantages
are that it will work on any full-color display and only requires that the user
view the anaglyph image using a pair of anaglyph 3D glasses with usually
one lens tinted red and the other lens tinted cyan. A common image quality
problem of anaglyph 3D images is high levels of crosstalk–the incomplete
isolation of the left and right image channels such that each eye sees a
“ghost” of the opposite perspective view. In printed anaglyph images, the
crosstalk levels are often very high–much higher than when anaglyph
images are presented on emissive displays. The sources of crosstalk
in printed anaglyph images are described and a simulation model is devel-
oped that allows the amount of printed anaglyph crosstalk to be estimated
based on the spectral characteristics of the light source, paper, ink set, and
anaglyph glasses. The model is validated using a visual crosstalk ranking
test, which indicates good agreement. The model is then used to consider
scenarios for the reduction of crosstalk in printed anaglyph systems
and finds a number of options that are likely to reduce crosstalk consid-
erably. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attri-
bution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.52.4.043203]
Subject terms: stereoscopic; three-dimensional; crosstalk; ghosting; leakage;
anaglyph.
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1 Introduction
The anaglyph three-dimensional (3D) method is the most
commonly used technique for printing stereoscopic 3D
images, with it being used in a wide range of technical
and entertainment publications. The anaglyph technique
uses spectral multiplexing to encode left and right views
within a single printed image. The left and right perspective
images are encoded in complementary color channels of the
image–usually the left image in the red channel and the right
image in the blue and green color channels. To see the ana-
glyph 3D image, the observer wears a pair of glasses fitted
with color filters in front of each eye—usually red for the left
eye and cyan (blue plus green) for the right eye. The color
filters act to separate the components of the presented ana-
glyph 3D image with the aim that the left-perspective image
is only seen by the left eye, and the right-perspective image is
only seen by the right eye, and allow the observer to see a
compelling stereoscopic 3D image.
There are many techniques which can be used to print 3D
images1 (e.g., lenticular, free-view stereo-pairs, stereo-pairs
viewed with mirror or lensed viewers, parallax barrier, polar-
ized vectographs,2 and polarized StereoJet prints2), however
anaglyph printing is the most commonly used 3D printing
technique, primarily because of its economy and ease of
use. Despite its popularity, anaglyph 3D printing suffers
from probably the lowest 3D quality of all the 3D printing
methods. Given the continued widespread use of the ana-
glyph 3D technique, there is value in efforts to improve
the image quality of this technique.
Anaglyph 3D has several limitations in terms of the qual-
ity of the presented 3D images—particularly the inability to
produce accurate full-color 3D images (since color is used as
the separation or multiplexing technique), binocular rivalry3
(sometimes known as retinal rivalry) (because each eye sees
a different color), and often the presence of high levels of
crosstalk.4 This paper concentrates on the 3D image quality
metric of crosstalk, which can be defined as the “incomplete
isolation of the left and right image channels”5,6 such that one
eye can see a ghost image from the other channel. Crosstalk
is one of the main determinants of 3D image quality7 and
stereoscopic viewing comfort.8
Although there is very little literature on the perceptual
effects of crosstalk in anaglyph 3D images, there is a good
body of work on the perceptual effects of crosstalk in other
stereoscopic 3D display technologies. Crosstalk has been
found to “strongly affect subjective ratings of display
image quality and visual comfort” in an active shutter stereo-
scopic display,9 “significantly degrade viewing comfort” in a
polarized projected 3D display,8 and have “a detrimental
effect on the perceived magnitude of depth from disparity
and monocular occlusions” using a mirror-stereoscope
display.10 Studies have found crosstalk levels of 5% to 9%
can significantly affect visual comfort and image quality.8,9
Our own anecdotal evidence indicates that anaglyph 3D
images are similarly adversely affected by crosstalk.
Several methods have been proposed for improving the
perceived quality of anaglyph 3D images: applying crosstalk
cancellation to reduce the perception of ghosting due to
crosstalk,11 registering the parallax of foreground objects,12
using different primary color combinations,13 and using
different anaglyph multiplexing algorithms to calculate the
RGB values of the anaglyph image.14–20 The choice of
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anaglyph multiplexing algorithm will determine the amount
and quality of color reproduction in the anaglyph image and
inversely, the amount of binocular rivalry. For example, a
highly saturated scene can cause high levels of binocular
rivalry if a high color reproduction anaglyph algorithm is
used. However, binocular rivalry can be reduced by using
an anaglyph algorithm which desaturates the input images,
but this reduces the quality of color reproduction.20
This paper uses the technique of optimizing the spectral
curves of the “display” and glasses, and maintaining purity
of the color channels, as a way of reducing anaglyph
crosstalk,4,21 which is different but complementary to the
improvement techniques listed above. In the context of
printed anaglyphs discussed in this paper, the term “display”
will be used to refer to the printed image which is displayed
to the observer—and indirectly the specific ink set and paper
used to generate the print, and the light source used to illu-
minate it.
The anaglyph 3D technique dates back to 1853 when it
was developed by William Rollman22—although it is
believed he only used solid blocks of color in his work and
not continuous tone images. Louis Ducos Duhauron is cred-
ited as inventing the continuous tone printed anaglyph in
1891.23–25 In 1895, Alfred Watch26 presented a descriptive
article introducing the printed anaglyph process.
Despite anaglyph 3D prints having been with us for over a
hundred years, it is surprising that there have been relatively
few technical publications to have described the science and
technique of the printed anaglyph 3D image over this period,
and several fundamental problems remain unsolved.
In 1937, John Norling27 identified that “inks, pigments
and dyes commonly used in printing the red and blue pic-
tures are not pure colors” and hence “a residual image or
ghost image” will be present, and patented a technique of
overprinting with yellow ink to improve the printed spectra.
In 2002, Steven Harrington et al.28,29 disclosed a series of
work on Illuminant Multiplexed Images, encoding separate
images in the separate ink colors, and decoding the images
using narrow-band light sources. This topic has some rel-
evance to anaglyph imaging however their work did not spe-
cifically address printed anaglyphs viewed through anaglyph
glasses.
In 2005, Vu Tran18 described the development of an ana-
glyph multiplexing algorithm for printed anaglyphs which
aimed to improve the color rendition of printed anaglyphs
(using dichopic color mixture theory)18 and reduce crosstalk.
In this dissertation, he identified that in-built color manage-
ment can disrupt the quality of printed anaglyphs (which
agrees with our findings) and developed a detailed algorithm
to cope with this effect. He also wrote “the illuminant light
does not have a strong effect on overall 3D perception”
which disagrees with our findings. In 2011, Ru Zhu Zeng19
described another algorithm to color correct anaglyph 3D
images for printing, but the paper did not disclose the details.
In 2009, Ron Labbe1 provided a summary of 3D printing
techniques and a timeline of the use of the printed anaglyph
in publicly released publications. He also correctly identified
that “the inks in the CMYK process do not lend themselves
to a perfectly ghost-free image, especially the cyan”1—this is
discussed in further detail later in Sec. 5.3.
Moving on from the traditional printed anaglyph, in 1974
Jay Scarpetti30 proposed a printed anaglyph technique based
on a front and back lit printed transparency, and in 2009,
Monte Ramstad31 disclosed an extension of the conventional
anaglyph printing process using fluorescent inks, but these
techniques do not offer any direct benefit to the conventional
printed anaglyph.
Attempts to optimize the performance of printed anaglyph
images by the appropriate choice of printing inks and filters
in the anaglyph glasses has also been performed for some
time but mainly in an empirical manner.32,33 This paper pro-
poses a similar optimization, but using a technical analysis
and simulation to guide the choice of glasses and inks, with
an additional variable which is the choice of light source.
The work on printed anaglyphs described in this paper
builds upon previous work that some of the authors of
this paper published on crosstalk with anaglyph images
on emissive displays such as liquid crystal displays (LCDs),
plasma display panels (PDPs), digital light projection televi-
sions (DLP TVs) and cathode ray tubes (CRTs).4,13,21,34
Emissive displays and printed images differ in the way
that the image and color is generated. Emissive displays
use the additive color model (by additive mixing of red,
green and blue color primaries) whereas printing uses the
subtractive color model (by subtractive mixing of cyan,
magenta and yellow inks).35 Figure 1 provides an illustration
of the difference between the additive color and subtractive
color models. With an emissive display, the screen starts
from a black base and then red, green or blue light is
added in various combinations to produce a wide range of
colors. For example, when red and blue light are added
together [Fig. 1(a)] the result is a magenta color, and when
red, green, and blue light are used together (in an appropriate
balance), the additive result is white. In contrast to emissive
displays, the starting point with color printing is a blank
white page. The most commonly used primary color inks
are cyan, magenta and yellow—commonly called “process
inks.”35 With reference to Fig. 2, it can be seen that the yel-
low ink mostly attenuates (subtracts) light in the blue spectral
region (∼400 to 500 nm) whilst not substantially attenuating
light in the green (∼500 to −600 nm) and red (∼600 to
−700 nm) regions. Ideally the magenta ink attenuates (sub-
tracts) light in the green spectral region, and cyan ink attenu-
ates (subtracts) light in the red spectral region, while not
attenuating light outside these regions. In printing, the appli-
cation of cyan ink attenuates the red spectral band so it can be
Fig. 1 An illustration of (a) the additive color model as used in emis-
sive displays with red, green and blue color primaries, and (b) the sub-
tractive color model as used in printing with cyan, magenta, and
yellow color primaries. The combination of the different color primaries
in varying amounts in the two models results in a wide range of pos-
sible colors.
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thought of as “minus-red,” and similarly magenta ink can be
thought of as “minus-green,” and yellow ink as “minus-
blue.” The combined printing of the three printing inks
(cyan, magenta and yellow) in varying density allows a
wide range (gamut) of colors to be presented. For example,
when cyan and magenta inks are printed together [Fig. 1(b)],
a blue color is generated. When ideal cyan, magenta and yel-
low inks are printed together, all light reflected off the white
page is absorbed and a black area is created. This description
serves to illustrate that the process of generating printed ana-
glyph 3D images is similar but has notable differences to
anaglyph images on emissive displays, and these differences
mean that the analysis and optimization of printed anaglyphs
need to be different.
The body of this paper starts by providing a summary of
the mechanisms by which crosstalk occurs in printed ana-
glyph 3D images. This is followed by the introduction of
a mathematical model that describes and predicts the occur-
rence of printed anaglyph 3D crosstalk due to spectral char-
acteristics. Next, the paper describes a visual validation
experiment that was conducted to determine the accuracy
of the developed model. In the discussion, the paper
describes the advantages that the availability of an accurate
crosstalk simulation model affords, and uses the model to
investigate three methods of reducing crosstalk in anaglyph
3D prints, one of which on its own could significantly reduce
anaglyph crosstalk.
2 Sources of Crosstalk in Printed Anaglyphs
This work has identified four main contributors to crosstalk
in printed anaglyph images:
2.1 Spectral Characteristics
Since the anaglyph 3D process uses spectral multiplexing to
separate the left and right image channels, the spectral char-
acteristics of the lighting, paper, printing inks and 3D glasses
and how they interact will determine how light from the
left and right image channels will reach the left and right
eyes. The specific spectral width and cut-off wavelength
of each of the printing inks in relation to the cut-off wave-
length of the color filters in the anaglyph glasses will affect
how well the color channels are isolated, and therefore the
amount of crosstalk present.
Ideally each of the cyan, magenta, and yellow inks will
strongly attenuate light in the red, green, and blue color
bands, respectively, while leaving the other color bands unat-
tenuated, but in reality, the printing inks deviate from this
ideal response considerably and, for example, cyan ink com-
monly attenuates a considerable amount of the green and
blue light bands. This nonideal spectral response of the print-
ing inks, as illustrated in Fig. 2, limits the ability to maintain
isolation between the color channels and hence is another
source of crosstalk.
The spectral characteristics of the specific blank “white”
paper used to print anaglyph 3D images can also affect ana-
glyph crosstalk, but in normal circumstances we expect this
to be a small effect. We have also found that the spectral
characteristics of the lighting used to illuminate the printed
anaglyph can affect the amount of crosstalk present.
The smart choice of lighting, printing inks and 3D glasses
can reduce the presence of anaglyph crosstalk and this will
be explored further in Sec. 3 by the use of the simula-
tion model.
2.2 Color Space Conversion
Most image editing is conducted in the RGB (red-green-
blue) color space, because this is the color space needed
for most emissive displays, however for printing, images
must be converted to the CMYK (cyan-magenta-yellow-
black) color space. When working with anaglyph images,
ideally the color channels of the image will be maintained
separate through the entire imaging chain, but the default
RGB to CMYK color space conversion process used by
most software will often mix the color channels in order to
maintain color accuracy (see also Sec. 2.3.). Optimally the
R (red) channel (of the RGB color space) will be mapped to
the C (cyan) channel (of the CMYK color space), G (green)
to M (magenta), and B (blue) to Y (yellow), however this is
often not the way the conversion is performed. If some mix-
ing of the color channels occurs during the color space con-
version, this will contribute to crosstalk.
2.3 Color Management
Color management is a mathematical process that attempts to
ensure that when an image is printed or displayed on differ-
ent devices that the colors of the image appear the same
between all of those devices.35 Many readers will be familiar
with the situation where an image displayed on the screen of
their computer can look substantially different from the same
image printed using their desktop printer. Color management
attempts to solve these color consistency problems by a proc-
ess of characterizing and calibrating the color characteristics
of the devices used to capture, present and print color
images.35 In summary, each device used to capture, display
or print color images needs to be characterized and a profile
[often known as an International Color Consortium (ICC)
profile] will be defined for each device. When a color
image is transferred from one device to another, the ICC pro-
file is used by the color management module (CMM) to
“convert” the color values of the image so that the colors
will look the same on the target device as they do on the
source device.
The process of color management usually achieves its
task by mixing the color channels of the color image to
achieve the desired colors—much like a painter mixes inks
to achieve a desired color. This process can produce very
pleasing color accurate images when used for regular two-
dimensional color images; however, it is our proposition
Fig. 2 The reflectance spectra of an example set of cyan, magenta,
and yellow printing inks.
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that this mixing is detrimental when applied to anaglyph 3D
images and will lead to the presence of crosstalk.
Although color management still has some importance
with anaglyph images, the color spectrum received by
each eye is distorted by the anaglyph glasses worn by the
observer (which are designed to de-multiplex the different
color bands to each eye) and hence the perception of
color is substantially biased. The color channel mixing proc-
ess used by color management also conflicts with the need to
maintain isolation between the color channels in anaglyph
images. We therefore suggest that there needs to be a differ-
ent color management process for anaglyph images, one that
maintains isolation between the color channels, perhaps by
integrating the color management and color multiplexing
steps into a single process.15,18
For the purposes of this project it would have been helpful
if color management could be totally disabled, but we were
unable to find a reliable way of achieving this with common
desktop printers. Even programs which purported to offer an
option to disable color management, did not actually disable
color management fully. We only found one reference to a
printer driver which allowed direct control of the individual
inks,36 however we did not have access to this driver during
the work of this paper. Interestingly, anaglyph images pre-
sented on emissive displays connected to a computer ordi-
narily do not suffer from any anaglyph image degradation
due to color management, because many image editing appli-
cations simply directly map the RGB values of each pixel in
the image to the pixels on the display without any color man-
agement. On the other hand, more advanced image editing
programs may include color management and hence may
introduce problems for anaglyph images. In offset printing
it is possible to bypass color management because the indi-
vidual separations (individual color plates for each ink color)
can be controlled separately and hence avoid crosstalk
caused by color management—unfortunately desktop print-
ers do not operate using separations.
2.4 Gray Component Replacement
Although we referred earlier to printing commonly using
only three primary inks to produce a full-color image, a
fourth printing ink, black, is usually used to improve the con-
trast range of printed images. The problem is that the com-
bination of real cyan, magenta and yellow inks usually
produces a dark muddy brown rather than a deep black,
so it is beneficial to use black ink in dark areas to improve
the image quality in dark regions of the image.29,35 Black ink
also has the advantage that it is cheaper than color inks so
there is a financial incentive to use black ink in preference to
heavy concentrations of cyan, magenta and yellow inks.
Black ink can also be used in mid-gray areas of the
image instead of using a combination of cyan, magenta
and yellow inks. “The two basic black generation strategies
are Under Color Removal (UCR), and Gray Component
Replacement (GCR). UCR separations use black only in the
neutral and near-neutral areas, while GCR is a more aggres-
sive strategy that replaces the amount of CMY that would
produce a neutral with K, even in colors that are quite a
long way from neutral.”35
If an aggressive amount of GCR is used, it can compro-
mise the separation between the left and right image channels
in near-neutral gray areas of the image and hence cause
crosstalk. It is also our experience that even small amounts
of black ink replacement can compromise anaglyph images,
even if the black ink is only used in very dark parts of the
image, for two reasons. First, the black ink is often used to
expand the dark range of the image into areas of darkness
that the individual color inks are not able to achieve on
their own, and when viewed through anaglyph glasses this
transition from a color ink area to a black ink replacement
area may be noticeable, and because the introduction of
black replacement can be triggered by the image content
in the other perspective image channel, it can lead to cross-
talk (in dark areas of the image). Second, the black ink can
look quite different to equivalent density of the color primary
inks when viewed through the anaglyph glasses due to subtle
differences in the spectral curves of the black and color inks,
which in turn can also lead to crosstalk.
Our experience to date suggests that less crosstalk will be
observed in printed anaglyph images if GCR and UCR can
be switched off. Unfortunately we were unable to find a reli-
able way of disabling GCR and UCR on the color inkjet and
color laser printers that we tested.
3 Simulation of Spectral Crosstalk
We have developed a crosstalk simulation model to predict
the occurrence of crosstalk in printed anaglyph images due
to the spectral properties of the light source, paper, inks
and anaglyph glasses. The simulation used in this study
builds on the crosstalk model for anaglyph images on
emissive displays developed by the authors and earlier
collaborators.4,13,21,34
The analysis in this paper is performed for the red/cyan
color combination, but it could equally be applied to other
color combinations.13
The printed anaglyph crosstalk simulation algorithm is
illustrated in Fig. 3 for the example case of a red-left/cyan-
right anaglyph. With reference to Fig. 3, the model uses
(a) the emission spectrum of the light source (in this example
an incandescent lamp), (b) the spectrum of the blank paper,
(c) the spectrum of the “red” and cyan inks, (d) the spectrum
of the red and cyan filters of the glasses, and (e) the human
eye spectral sensitivity.
In this particular study we chose to simplify the analysis
by considering the use of red ink (which is the combination
of yellow and magenta inks) for the right eye channel rather
than presenting the performance of yellow and magenta inks
separately. It should be noted that an actual red ink is not
usually available in many printers and instead it is produced
by combining yellow and magenta inks. The simulation can
calculate the performance of yellow and magenta inks sep-
arately but we are only reporting the results of “red” ink per-
formance here.
The anaglyph crosstalk simulation program [see Fig. 3(f)]
multiplies the spectra [(a) through (e)] together to obtain
the spectral plots shown in Fig. 3(g). In the four plots
[Fig. 3(g1)) through 3(g4)], the dashed black line represents
the luminance spectrum that is visible when the blank white
page is viewed through the left or right colored lens, and the
solid line represents the spectrum visible when the “red” or
cyan inks are printed on the page and viewed through the left
or right lenses of the glasses. Specifically, the black dashed
lines shown in Fig. 3(g1) and 3(g2) are identical and show
the luminance spectrum when the white page is viewed
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through the red lens of the glasses, and the black dashed line
shown in Fig. 3(g3) and 3(g4) are identical and show the
luminance spectrum when the white page is viewed through
the cyan lens. The solid curves of Fig. 3(g) represent the
luminance spectrum of: (g1) the “red” ink viewed through
the red lens, (g2) the cyan ink viewed through the red
lens, (g3) the “red” ink viewed through the cyan lens, and
(g4) the cyan ink viewed through the cyan lens. The differ-
ence between the dashed and solid curves in each of these
plots (g1) through (g4) represent how well each ink modu-
lates that particular eye color channel. For example, in
Fig 3(g2) there is a big gap between the dashed and solid
curves which means that when cyan ink is printed on a
white page it will be highly visible against the blank white
page when viewed through the red lens, and in Fig. 3(g1) the
small difference between the dashed and solid curves means
that when this particular “red” ink is printed on a white page
it will be nearly invisible against the blank white page when
viewed through the red lens.
The spectral plots shown in Fig. 3(h) represent the differ-
ence between the dashed and solid curves shown in the spec-
tral plots of Fig. 3(g) immediately above. These plots
represent the ability of each ink to modulate the light in
each eye channel—specifically, (h1) the ability of the “red”
ink to modulate the red eye channel, (h2) the ability of the
cyan ink to modulate the red eye channel, (h3) the ability of
the “red” ink to modulate the cyan (right-eye) channel, and
(h4) the ability of the cyan ink to modulate the cyan (right-
eye) channel. The areas under each of these curves represent
the luminance difference that each ink is able to provide for
each eye channel compared to a blank white page. For exam-
ple, graphs (h2) and (h3) have the largest area under the
curve which further demonstrates that “red” ink should be
used to modulate the cyan-eye (right-eye) channel, and
cyan ink should be used to modulate the red-eye (left-eye)
channel. This is equivalent to the signal component in the
analysis of an emissive display.34 The areas under the curves
in graphs (h1) and (h4) are equivalent to the leakage com-
ponent and should ideally be small. Graph (h1) has the small-
est area under the curve representing that this particular “red”
ink only slightly modulates the red (left-eye) channel, which
will mean that it does not produce much leakage, which is
preferred. In contrast, the area under the curve in graph (h4)
is relatively large [compared to the area under (h3)], repre-
senting that the cyan ink modulates the cyan (right-eye)
channel by a fairly large amount, so there will be a fair
amount of leakage of the left-image channel into the
right-eye.
The two diagrams in Fig. 3(i) provide a diagrammatic rep-
resentation of how much crosstalk will be visible for the left
and right eyes in this particular example. The left-eye view
appears dominated by red because the white page is being
viewed through the red filter, and the right-eye view has a
dominant cyan color because the white page is being viewed
through the cyan filter. For the left eye, the letter “B” will be
highly visible (dark) against the red background because the
cyan ink does a good job of extinguishing the red part of the
spectrum, and the letter “A” is only faintly visible as a light
red-grey because the “red” ink only lightly attenuates the red
(left-eye) channel. For the right eye, the letter “A” is highly
visible because the “red” ink does a good job of extinguish-
ing the cyan part of the spectrum, and the letter “B” will
appear partly visible as a medium cyan-gray because the
cyan ink moderately attenuates the cyan (right-eye) channel.
In the special case of printed anaglyphs it is proposed that
the crosstalk percentage is calculated by dividing the leakage
luminance difference [e.g.,WL-VL in Fig. 3(g)] by the signal
luminance difference [e.g., WL-UL in Fig. 3(g)] for each eye
as will be set out mathematically below.
The printed anaglyph crosstalk simulation algorithm can
be expressed as follows in equation form. In the first instance
the amount and spectrum of light which reaches the left and
right eyes, through the anaglyph glasses, off the blank
(white) page is calculated:
WLðλÞ ¼ lðλÞpðλÞeðλÞgLðλÞ (1)
WRðλÞ ¼ lðλÞpðλÞeðλÞgRðλÞ (2)
Second, the amount and spectrum of light that reaches the
left and right eyes through the anaglyph glasses off the
red and cyan printed areas are calculated:
ULðλÞ ¼ lðλÞpðλÞiLðλÞeðλÞgLðλÞ (3)
URðλÞ ¼ lðλÞpðλÞiRðλÞeðλÞgRðλÞ (4)
Fig. 3 Illustration of the process of printed anaglyph crosstalk simu-
lation described in this paper. Each spectral graph shows wavelength
on the horizontal axis (400 to 700 nm, B ¼ blue, G ¼ green, R ¼ red)
and intensity on the vertical axis.
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VLðλÞ ¼ lðλÞpðλÞiRðλÞeðλÞgLðλÞ (5)
VRðλÞ ¼ lðλÞpðλÞiLðλÞeðλÞgRðλÞ (6)




















ðWRðλÞ − VRðλÞÞdλ (10)
And last the crosstalk is calculated:
CL ¼ leakage∕signal ¼ LL∕SL (11)
CR ¼ leakage∕signal ¼ LR∕SR (12)
C ¼ ðCL þ CRÞ∕2; (13)
whereWL andWR are the luminance spectrum of light which
reaches the left and right eyes off an unprinted blank (white)
page when it is illuminated using a specified light source, and
viewed through a specified pair of anaglyph glasses. l is the
normalized spectral emission of the light source; p is the
spectral reflectance of the paper; e is the normalized pho-
topic spectral sensitivity of the human visual system37,38
as illustrated in Fig. 4(g); gL and gR are the spectral trans-
mission of the left and right eye filters of the glasses; λ is the
light wavelength (usually expressed in nm); λmin and λmax
describe the wavelength range—for the human eye the
range of visible light sensitivity is approximately 400 to
700 nm; iL and iR are the spectral reflectance of the inks
which modulate the left and right eye channels, respectively
(for red-left/cyan-right anaglyphs, iL will be the spectrum of
the cyan ink, and iR will be the spectrum of the “red” ink).
UL and UR are the luminance spectrum of light which
reaches the left and right eyes from areas that have had
the desired channel ink applied to the paper when viewed
through the nominated anaglyph filter for that eye; VL
and VR are the luminance spectrum of light which reaches
the left and right eyes from areas that have had the undesired
channel ink applied to the paper when viewed through the
nominated anaglyph filter for that eye; SL and SR are effec-
tively the signal intensity for the left and right eyes, respec-
tively (or the ability of the appropriate ink to modulate its
corresponding left or right eye channel); LL and LR are effec-
tively the leakage intensity for the left and right eyes, respec-
tively (or the ability of the left-channel ink to modulate light
in the right eye channel, and vice versa—ideally this would
be low); C is the crosstalk at each eye (or combined left and
right eyes)—often expressed as a percentage; and Subscripts
L and R refer to the left-eye channel and right-eye channel,
respectively. In a traditional red/cyan anaglyph, L will refer
to the red channel and R will refer to the cyan (blueþ green)
channel, but other color variations are possible (e.g., blue/
yellow or green/magenta13).
Equations (1) through (6) correspond with steps (a)
through (g) in Fig. 3. Equations (7) to (10) correspond with
step (h) in Fig. 3 and represent an extra step that is needed
for printed anaglyphs which is not needed with anaglyphs
on emissive displays. Finally Eqs. (11) through (13)
calculate the amount of crosstalk present in the anaglyph
printing process (for a particular light, paper, ink, glasses
combination).
In addition to the need for the crosstalk simulation algo-
rithm to be an accurate portrayal of the optical processes
involved, it is also important that accurate spectral data is
obtained for use in the simulation—which is detailed in the
next section.
The anaglyph crosstalk simulation algorithm is imple-
mented in a program we have called “AnaglyphSim” which
is written in MATLAB. The program imports the spectral
data for the various lights, papers, inks and glasses and
implements the algorithm for the various combinations. The
program calculates the percentage crosstalk and a range of
other statistics for each of the combinations.
It should be noted that the current simulation excludes the
direct effect of GCR, color management and color space con-
version, although the use of spectral data from the impure ink
swatches (due to color management) in the model indirectly
includes some effect of color management. Ideally, the unde-
sirable effects of GCR, color management and color space
conversion will be disabled separately and hence not need
to be part of the simulation.
4 Validation of the Printed Anaglyph Crosstalk
Simulation Model
The crosstalk simulation model was validated using a four
step process.
4.1 Spectral Emission of Light Sources
The spectral emission properties of a selection of light
sources were measured using an Ocean Optics USB2000
spectroradiometer. Table 1 lists the light sources used in
this study.
4.2 Spectral Reflectance of Papers and Inks
The spectral reflectance of the papers and printing inks used
in this study were measured using a PerkinElmer Lambda 35
spectrophotometer in combination with Labsphere RSA-PE-
20 integrating sphere. In order to limit the number of vari-
ables in this study, a single paper type from a single batch
was used throughout all the testing—a ream of “Fuji Xerox
Performer+ 80 gsm A4” paper.
Table 2 lists the four printers whose inks were tested in
this study. The spectral reflectances of the inks of the various
printers were obtained by printing the inks on a blank sheet
of the nominated paper stock and loading them into the
spectrophotometer. Each of the ink spectra was then calcu-
lated by expressing each measured ink swatch spectrum as a
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percentage of the spectrum of the unprinted “white” paper.
Obtaining pure printed swatches of the individual inks was
sometimes a difficult task. Only one of the printers that we
tested (I6) was able to print a test page containing pure
swatches of each ink. With the other printers it was necessary
to use experimentation with various color management set-
tings and different imaging applications to try to obtain pure
test swatches, however it was not possible to obtain pure
swatches using this technique and there was always some
level of contamination from other inks. This contamination
may not be visible to the naked eye, but can be seen with a
microscope as “scum dots”35 of undesired color ink in the
swatch of the desired ink color.
4.3 Spectral Transmission of Glasses
Twelve pairs of anaglyph glasses were used in this study—
listed in Table 3. This is the same list of glasses used in the
Fig. 4 Spectral plots of (a) the three light sources, (b) two paper stocks, (c) the “red” ink from the four tested printers, (d) the cyan ink from the four
tested printers, (e) the red filter of commercial red/blue and “cellophane” glasses (six pairs), (f) the cyan or blue filter of the commercial red/blue and
“cellophane” glasses (six pairs), (g) the red filter of the commercial red/cyan and “marker-pen” glasses (six pairs) with the human visual system
response also indicated, and (h) the cyan filter of the commercial red/cyan and “marker-pen” glasses (six pairs) with the human visual system
response also indicated.
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study reported in Ref. 34 except with the inclusion of two
commercially manufactured red/blue anaglyph glasses
(3DG3 and 3DG24) and the removal of two of the worst per-
forming “cellophane” filter glasses (3DG84 and 3DG85).
The selection of glasses consists of three red/cyan commer-
cial pairs, two red/blue commercial pairs, three pairs con-
structed using marker pens, and four pairs constructed using
colored “cellophane” plastic wrap. Please note that the term
“cellophane” is commonly used to refer to any colored plas-
tic wrap, however, in many countries it is a registered trade-
mark of Innovia Films Ltd., United Kingdom. This selection
of glasses provided a wide range of color filter performance
which was useful for validating the crosstalk simulation
model. Two pairs of red/blue anaglyph glasses were included
in the set to test whether they might provide better crosstalk
performance, albeit at the sacrifice of perceived color fidelity.
The seven pairs of hand-made glasses were constructed as
previously described.34 The optical spectral transmission of
the anaglyph filters were measured with a Perkin Elmer
Lambda 35 spectrophotometer.
It should be noted that some of the hand-made glasses
have some nonideal optical properties other than their spec-
tral transmission performance—specifically the clarity of
the lens [which degrades the modulation transfer function
(MTF)], dispersion, and variability of the ink density. The
marker-pens tend to have a considerable amount of variabil-
ity of ink density (across the filter and from filter-to-filter)
due to the manual way in which the ink is applied.
Glasses 3DG81 had the worst clarity of all the glasses mak-
ing the image soft focused.
The “Glasses IDs” used here correspond to the identifi-
cation series used in previous studies.4,13,21,34
4.4 Crosstalk Simulation
The spectral data from the lights, paper, inks and glasses was
processed using the anaglyph crosstalk simulation program
described in Sec. 3. The simulation provides a crosstalk
percentage estimate for both filters of every pair of glasses
when used with every combination of light, paper and ink
set. Additionally the program provides intermediate results
in the calculation—namely percentage visibility of “red” ink
through the red lens, percentage visibility of the cyan ink
through the red lens, percentage visibility of the “red”
ink through the cyan lens, and percentage visibility of the
cyan ink through the cyan lens—these conditions correspond
to signal and leakage (LL, SL, SR, and LR), respectively in
Fig. 3 and Eqs. (7) to (10).
These four intermediate values can also be thought as the
ability for each of the inks to “modulate” each of the color
channels. Somewhat counter-intuitively, the “red” ink ideally
only modulates the cyan color channel (while not modulating
the red color channel) and cyan ink ideally only modulates
the red color channel (while not modulating the cyan color
channel).
With the particular dataset used in this study the program
calculates a total of 576 simulation result combinations (12
pairs of anaglyph glasses ×2 lenses per pair of glasses ×4
Table 1 Register of light sources.
Lamp ID Description
L1 RGB LED spotlight
L2 Halogen lamp (Philips Eco Classic 70 W)
L4 Fluorescent lamp (Crompton 6 W T4 tube)
Table 2 Listing of the printers and ink sets tested.
Ink ID Description
I2 Canon S820 inkjet printer (original inks)
I3 Fuji Xerox DocuCentre-IV C3375 color laser
printer/multifunction device (original toners)
I4 Epson Artisan 835 inkjet printer (original inks)
I6 Kodak ESP 5250 inkjet printer (original inks)




Commercial red/cyan anaglyph glasses
3DG73 NVIDIA 3D Vision Discover
3DG74 Stereoscopic Displays and Applications
2006—manufactured by American Paper Optics
3DG88 Top Gear—manufactured by OZ3D Optics
Commercial red/blue anaglyph glasses
3DG3 National Geographic—Distributed with August 1998 edition
of National Geographic Magazine
3DG24 Sports Illustrated Australian Edition—Distributed with
March 2000 edition of Sports Illustrated magazine
(Australian edition)
Hand-made marker-pen anaglyph glasses
3DG77 “hand-drawn” using Sharpie Fine Point Permanent
Marker—red and blue (on clear overhead transparency)
3DG78 “hand-drawn” using Artline 70—red and blue (on clear
overhead transparency)
3DG79 “hand drawn” using Artline 854 OHP Permanent Marker—
red and blue (on clear overhead transparency film)
Hand-made “cellophane” anaglyph glasses
3DG80 John Sands “Plain Cello”—red and blue
3DG81 John Sands “Plain Cello” (two layers)—red and blue
3DG82 Henderson Greetings “cello”—red and blue
3DG83 Henderson Greetings “cello” (two layers)—red and blue
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printer ink sets ×2 inks per printer (“red” and cyan) ×1 paper
type ×3 light sources ¼ 576 values).
4.5 Visual Ranking
The crosstalk performance of the various anaglyph filters
were visually ranked to allow a comparison with the cross-
talk simulation model results. In a previous study,34 the vis-
ual ranking was performed on the basis of the amount of
crosstalk of each combination, but, it can be difficult for
an observer to judge crosstalk visually because it is a derived
value—that is, the luminance of the leakage component di-
vided by the luminance of the signal component, whilst also
ignoring the effect of overall luminance and any other lens
effects such as defocus or filter pigment variability. For this
particular project, it was decided to perform the visual rank-
ing on the basis of a simpler intermediate value—i.e., the
percentage visibility of a particular ink through a particular
colored lens (i.e., modulation). This simplifies the compari-
son for the user, but still provides a useful ranking compari-
son in order to test the validity of the simulation.
Figure 5 shows the four different printed test targets used
to perform the visual ranking. Each of the four test targets
was printed separately on each of the four printers listed
in Table 2 (resulting in 16 test sheets). Figure 5(a) is used
to compare the percentage visibility of the “red” ink through
the cyan lens—ideally “red” ink should appear dark or black
when viewed through the cyan lens. The black surround in
Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) was included because it was found to make
it easier to judge the darkness of the colored ink area.
Figure 5(b) is used to compare the percentage visibility of
the cyan ink through the red lens—ideally cyan ink should
appear dark or black when viewed through the red lens.
Figure 5(c) is used to compare the percentage visibility of
the “red” ink through the red lens, and Fig. 5(d) is used
to compare the percentage visibility of the cyan ink through
the cyan lens.
In the authors’ previous study34 of anaglyph crosstalk on
emissive displays the visual ranking was performed across
only a single dimension (i.e., across the 12 sets of anaglyph
glasses for a particular display condition). This provided a
good validation of the simulation’s ability to correctly esti-
mate the relative performance of different sets of anaglyph
glasses, however it did not specifically validate the model’s
ability to correctly estimate the relative performance of dif-
ferent displays. In this study, the visual ranking process was
expanded to include two additional conditions which ranked
anaglyph performance between (a) the four different ink sets,
and (b) the three different light sources—therefore the model
is now being validated in three dimensions (glasses, ink set,
and light source).
Five observers (labeled Ob1 to Ob5) took part in the vis-
ual ranking tests. Due to the large number of individual test
combinations (576 as stated in the previous section) it was
necessary to limit the number of test rank combinations per-
formed by the observers. We feel that the range of rank tests
performed (detailed below) allowed a reasonable assessment,
whilst also limiting the time to undertake the experiment to
avoid observer overload. The visual ranking process took
approximately two hours for each observer.
The first test condition performed was a ranking in the
glasses dimension. The 12 pairs of glasses listed in Table 3
were mounted in similar white frames, ordered randomly,
and each observer was asked to rank the glasses whilst look-
ing at a particular test target [Fig. 5(a)–5(d)] printed by a
particular printer, illuminated by a nominated light source.
The observers were asked to compare two glasses at a
time using the printed test target and to place the glasses
on the table in front of them with the lowest modulation
(least visibility) on the left to the highest modulation (highest
visibility) on the right. Each observer made multiple passes
through the set of glasses in front of them to confirm that the
glasses were in the correct order. Each observer performed a
separate sorting task for each condition, so that each observer
performed 10 glasses sorting tasks (labeled “A1” through
“A10” in Table 4). The visual ranking test was conducted
in a photographic dark room with the only source of lighting
being the specified light source (from Table 1) so as to pre-
vent ambient lighting affecting the results. The observers
were briefed at the beginning of the visual trials as to the
background of the project and the process they were to
use in each visual rank test.
The second test condition performed was a ranking in the
ink set dimension. A single pair of glasses (3DG74) was used
to view and rank a set of four test prints (one from each of the
four printers), whilst illuminated by a specified lamp. The six
test conditions for this test are itemized in Table 5. Each
observer was asked to rank the four test prints in terms of
the amount of leakage each condition exhibited.
The third test condition performed was a ranking in the
lamp illuminant dimension. A single pair of glasses
(3DG74), was used to view a specified test print (printed by
a nominated printer), and the observer was asked to rank the
amount of leakage present whilst successively illuminated by
the three lamp types (from Table 1). The four test conditions
performed are itemized in Table 6.
The visual validation test was conducted on the basis of
the relative ranking of visual performance because the
human visual system is not accurate at determining absolute
Fig. 5 The four printed visual test targets used during the anaglyph
crosstalk visual ranking tests. Target (a) was used to measure the
ability of “red” ink to modulate cyan light (as viewed through the
cyan lens), (b) was used to measure the ability of cyan ink to modulate
red light (as viewed through the red lens), (c) was used to measure the
invisibility of the “red” ink when viewed through the red lens, and
(d) was used to measure the invisibility of the cyan ink when viewed
through the cyan lens. The test targets are printed one per page for
each printer ink set.
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measurement of brightness (known as “lightness con-
stancy”),39 whereas the human visual system is usually
very good at performing relative brightness comparisons.
While ranking the glasses, the observers were asked to try
to only consider luminance modulation differences between
each of the glasses and ignore other optical differences such
as overall luminance, relative clarity, and variability of the
filter pigments. The marker pen filters usually had a high
level of pigment variability. Some of the “cellophane” filters
had very poor clarity and softened the image considerably.
Luminance modulation of a particular ink swatch is visible as
the darkness of the ink swatch relative to the luminance of
the unprinted page.
5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Light Source Emission Spectra
The spectra of the three sampled light sources are shown in
Fig. 4(a). The curves for each display have been scaled such
that the maximum of the curve for each lamp is normalized to
one. It can be seen that there is a considerable variation
between the spectral curves of the different light sources,
which is due to each of the lamps having a very different
light generation technique.
One important aspect to notice in Fig. 4(a) is that the spec-
trum of the RGB LED lamp (L1) has a low point around
580 nm. This is a good characteristic because the crossover
point between the red and the cyan parts of the visual spec-
trum occurs at around 580 nm. The significance of the cor-
respondence will become more evident later.
5.2 Paper Reflective Spectra
The reflective spectra (independent of source illumination)
for two paper stocks are shown in Fig. 4(b). All of the visual
testing in this study was performed using a single paper stock
(P1: “Fuji Xerox Performer+”). However, a second paper
stock (P2: “Double A” 80 gsm A4) was measured and
shown here to allow a brief comparison of how the spectra
of a different paper stock might vary, but obviously this par-
ticular comparison is not exhaustive.
One aspect this data does not capture is the presence of
fluorescent whitening agents which are sometimes used to
“brighten” the look of the paper. These agents work by
absorbing UV light and re-emitting blue light to make the
paper look less yellow. The current measurement procedure
does not capture the presence of fluorescent agents, although
the measurement procedure could be modified to allow this
effect to be included in the model.
Table 4 Listing of the 10 glasses ranking experimental conditions
conducted. For example, condition “A1” is conducted with the “red”
ink test target Fig. 5(c) in the L1P1I4 display condition viewed through
the red lens of the 12 pairs of glasses, which equates to a comparison
of the “Left Leakage” value. (L1P1I4 ¼ Light 1 (RGB LED Lamp),
Paper 1 (Fuji Xerox Performer+), Ink set 4 (Epson 835 printer)—
per Tables 1 and 2).
Lens: red lens cyan lens 





Fig. 5(b) Fig. 5(c) Fig. 5(d) Fig. 5(a) 
L1P1I4 - A1 A2 - 
L2P1I4 A3 A4 A5 A6 
L4P1I3 A7 A8 A9 A10 
Value: SignalL LeakageL LeakageR SignalR
Table 5 Listing of the six printer ink set ranking experimental con-
ditions. For example, condition “B1” is conducted with four printed
test targets version Fig. 5(c) printed on each of the four printers
with the “red” ink, illuminated by the RGB LED lamp (lamp 1) and
viewed through the red lens of glasses 3DG74, which equates to a
comparison of the “Left Leakage” value. (The meanings of L#, I#
and 3DG# are itemized in Tables 1–3, respectively).
Ranking of Inks: I2, I3, I4, I6 
Lens: red lens cyan lens 
Ink: red ink cyan ink 
Test targets: 
Lamp/glasses 
Fig. 5(c) via 
I2, I3, I4, & I6
Fig. 5(d) via 
I2, I3, I4, & I6 
L1, 3DG74 B1 B2 
L2, 3DG74 B3 B4 
L4, 3DG74 B5 B6 
Value: LeakageL LeakageR
Table 6 Listing of the four light source ranking experimental condi-
tions. For example, condition “C1” is conducted with test target
version Fig. 5(c) printed with the “red” ink of the Canon Printer (ink
set 2), viewed through the red lens of glasses 3DG74, and succes-
sively illuminated by each of the three lamp types, which equates to a
comparison of the “Left Leakage” value. (The meanings of L#, I# and
3DG# are determined from Tables 1–3, respectively).
Ranking of Lamps: L1, L2, L4 
Lens: red lens cyan lens 
Ink: red ink cyan ink 
Test target: 
Ink/Glasses 
Fig. 5(c) Fig. 5(d) 
I2, 3DG74 C1 C2 
I4, 3DG74 C3 C4 
Value: LeakageL LeakageR
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5.3 Ink Set Reflective Spectra
The reflective spectrum (independent of the source illumina-
tion and the paper stock) of the “red” and cyan inks for the
four printers tested are shown in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d),
respectively.
One aspect that these graphs reveal is that the spectral per-
formance of the cyan ink of all four printers is particularly
poor. Ideally, the cyan ink would attenuate light in the red
part of the spectrum (∼600 to 700 nm) and not attenuate
light in the blue and green parts of the spectrum (∼400 to
600 nm). It can be seen that although the maximum attenu-
ation (lowest amount of reflection) of the cyan ink is in the
red region, the cyan ink also attenuates a substantial amount
of light in the blue and green regions. This means that when
cyan ink is applied, it not only modulates the red part of the
spectrum, but also partly modulates the blue and green parts
of the spectrum. The “red” ink has much better spectral shape
than the cyan ink, in that it heavily attenuates the blue and
green parts of the spectrum, but only lightly attenuates the
red part of the spectrum (except for I3, which attenuates
about 20% of the red region).
The poor spectral quality of the current printing inks is
expected to have a large effect on the crosstalk performance
of printed anaglyphs and this will be explored further later in
the paper using the crosstalk simulation algorithm.
5.4 Glasses Spectral Transmission
The transmission spectra of the glasses tested in this study
are shown in Fig. 4(e) through 4(h). The transmission spectra
of the commercial red/blue glasses and hand-made “cello-
phane” glasses are shown in Fig. 4(e) and 4(f). The transmis-
sion spectra of the commercial red/cyan anaglyph glasses
and the hand-made “marker-pen” glasses are shown in
Fig. 4(g) and 4(h).
The poor spectral performance of the “cellophane”
glasses are clearly evident in Fig. 4(e) and 4(f). In an ideal
pair of anaglyph glasses, the filters would pass the intended
color band and block the unwanted color bands, with the
blocking of the unwanted channels being the most important.
For example, with a red filter, it should pass the red part of
the spectrum (∼600 to 700 nm) and block the blue and green
parts of the spectrum (∼400 to 570 nm). With most of the
“cellophane” glasses, it can be seen that the unwanted
color ranges are not well attenuated. Referring to the plots
of the red filter of 3DG80 and 3DG81 in Fig. 4(e), it can
be seen that these filters do not provide very much attenu-
ation of wavelengths from 400 to 570 nm (the blue and
green regions) which will result in significant leakage and
therefore high crosstalk. This can be compared with the
spectral performance of the red commercial filter 3DG88 in
Fig. 4(g), which has very low transmission in the blue-green
wavelength range. The marker-pen filters shown in Fig. 4(g)
also show a similar insufficient attenuation in the 400 to
570 nm range for the “marker-pen” red filter which will
also point to poor crosstalk performance. The crosstalk per-
formance of the glasses will be discussed further from a sim-
ulation standpoint below.
5.5 Crosstalk Simulation
The crosstalk simulation program allows a wide range of
conditions to be simulated. The results of the crosstalk
simulation are illustrated in Fig. 6 across the 288 “display”
conditions considered in this project. The simulation pro-
gram calculates the crosstalk for the left and right eyes sep-
arately, and an estimate of the overall crosstalk (calculated as
the arithmetic mean of the left and right crosstalk),40 as
shown in the figure. The figure allows an inter-condition
comparison of the relative performance of the different filters
to be easily seen. For example, it can be seen that for the red
lens, the simulation predicts that the combination of the RGB
LED lamp (L1), the Epson printer (I4) and red lens of glasses
3DG3 provides the lowest crosstalk condition at 11.7%
crosstalk. For the cyan lens, the simulation predicts that
the combination of the RGB LED lamp (L1), the Canon
printer (I2) and the cyan lens of 3DG77 provide the lowest
crosstalk condition at 33% crosstalk—which admittedly is a
massive amount of crosstalk. More broadly, the simulation
also predicts that: the crosstalk in the red lens is generally
much lower than crosstalk in the cyan lens; and the RGB
LED lamp (L1) generally provides lower crosstalk for both
the red and cyan lenses than the other two lamp types (which
is probably due to the dark area in the spectral emission of
the RGB LED lamp at 580 nm as discussed in Sec. 5.1).
The horizontal axis of both of these plots is shown on a
logarithmic scale because it reduces the bunching of the
results on the left hand side of the plots, and the human visual
response has been described as having a logarithmic-like
response to light over a limited range.41,42
With reference to Fig. 6, it can be seen that the rank order
of the simulated crosstalk of the tested filters is generally the
same from one “display” condition to another. Some cross-
overs do occur, and these will be caused by the differences
between the shapes of the spectral curves of the different inks
and lights and the way these interact with the different
shaped spectral curves of the filters.
With only a few exceptions, the simulation predicts that
the red lens of the commercial anaglyph glasses will offer
substantially lower crosstalk than the “hand-made” anaglyph
glasses. With the cyan lens, the predicted differences are less
clear-cut as they are more closely bunched together, but it
can be seen from Fig. 6(b) that the “cellophane” glasses
are predicted to mostly have the worst performance.
The simulation predicts a good spread in the crosstalk per-
formance of the selection of test filters used in this study—
which in turn will aid in the validation of the simulation
algorithm.
Some of the crosstalk simulation values presented in
Fig. 6 are greater than 100% (i.e., the worst performing
filters)—this might seem impossible, but this can occur with
anaglyph crosstalk with poorly performing filters because
the blue and green channels combined (one eye) have a sig-
nificantly higher luminance than the red channel (the
other eye).
The simulation also predicts that blue lenses (3DG77, 24,
79, 78, 3) will generally exhibit lower crosstalk than the
lenses that have more of a cyan performance (3DG73, 88,
74, 83, 81, 82, 80). This is to be expected because a blue
filter blocks more of the green part of the spectrum than a
cyan filter does, and hence creates more of a blanking spec-
tral range between the left and right spectral channels. The
loss of light from the green part of the spectrum will result in
a dimmer image and a loss of color fidelity. It is likely that
designers will generally prefer to use cyan lenses due to the
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brightness and color fidelity problems of blue filters, hence
more work is needed to reduce the crosstalk of cyan filters.
Figure 6 reveals a further aspect that can affect crosstalk
performance: the balancing of the density of the inks. The
density of an ink determines how dark the ink appears
when it is printed on the page. The density can be controlled
either by the concentration of the ink formulation, or the
amount of ink which is deposited on the page during the
printing process. By way of example, low crosstalk could
be achieved in the cyan channel by printing the “red” ink
with high density, and using only light density with the
cyan ink. However, this will result in high levels of crosstalk
in the other eye (in addition to a faint signal image) (due to a
relatively darker leakage and a relatively faint signal). This is
Fig. 6 Illustration of the results of the printed anaglyph crosstalk simulation for the 12 sets of anaglyph glasses, four printer ink sets and three light
sources for (a) red lens, (b) cyan lens, and (c) combined. The symbol key shown in part (b) also applies to parts (a) and (c).
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what could be occurring in the L1P1I2 “display condition” of
Fig. 6. The cyan channel exhibits low relative crosstalk com-
pared to the other crosstalk results, however in the red chan-
nel it exhibits the opposite with high relative crosstalk
compared to the other crosstalk results of the red filters.
This leads us to suggest that there may be some benefit
in careful balancing of the relative density of the two inks
so as to balance the amount of crosstalk in both eyes (while
at the same time trying to match the darkness of both chan-
nels). We have conducted some work to predict the best den-
sity balance to minimize crosstalk, but this work is not ready
for publication at this stage.
5.6 Visual Validation Results
The visual ranking experiment involved 100 separate cross-
talk ranking tasks across five observers, 12 pairs of glasses
(two filters in each pair of glasses), four different ink sets,
and three different lamp types resulting in 780 separate
observations (600 glasses rank observations, 120 ink set
rank observations, and 60 lamp rank observations). The
results of the visual glasses ranking experiment are illustrated
in Fig. 7. The glasses ranking results for each “display”
condition (lamp, paper, ink set), observer, and filter color
combination are plotted against the corresponding simulated
crosstalk ranking for that “display” condition and filter color.
A line segment joins the visual ranking with the simulated
ranking for each observation.
When plotting the ranking results, we had the option of
showing the ranking observations with an equal spacing
between observations; however, this would give an unrealistic
equal visual emphasis on ranking observations regardless of
how close or disparate the value is between those particular
filters. We therefore decided to plot the results with horizon-
tal axis values which correspond to the simulated percentage
modulation values for each pair of glasses. This plotting
technique allows us to easily see which conditions the sim-
ulation expects to have similar values, and provides more
visual emphasis on ranking errors which have greater simu-
lated differences than ranking errors between filters which
have small simulated differences. We believe this plotting
technique allows a more useful analysis of the data. This
same plotting technique was used in one of our previous
papers.34
In cases where the observer was unable to distinguish any
difference between different filters (i.e., they looked to have
the same amount of modulation), observers were allowed to
group those glasses together. Glasses that have been grouped
together by an observer are plotted with the same horizontal
axis value (using the mean of the corresponding simulated
crosstalk values).
The different groups of anaglyph glasses (commercial
red/cyan, commercial red/blue, “marker-pen” and “cello-
phane”) have been plotted with different colors and line
styles, thus allowing the different groups to be easily iden-
tified and reveal any trends.
Referring to Fig. 7, in cases where the visual ranking
agrees with the simulated ranking, the line segments are ver-
tical and do not intersect. In cases where the visual and simu-
lated rankings disagree, there will be a cross-over of the line
segments.
Fig. 7 The visual validation test results for the 12 sets of glasses showing observed rank order compared to simulated rank order on the scale of the
simulated percentage modulation—per the experimental plan set out in Table 4. Ob1–Ob5 represents the five observers.
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In general terms the validation results of the glasses rank-
ing experiment, as depicted in Fig. 7, agree very well with
the crosstalk simulation ranking results. Across all of the
observations, a high proportion (70%) of the observations
were ranked in direct agreement with the simulation. It can
be seen from the figure that ranking errors (indicated by
crossing line-segments) rarely occurred across large simu-
lated modulation value differences. Ranking errors usually
only occurred between filters with very similar simulated
modulation values. These results are statistically analyzed
in the next section.
As outlined in Sec. 4.5, two further ranking experiments
were conducted—firstly comparing (ranking) the relative
performance of the three different lamp types as illustrated
in Fig. 8, and secondly comparing (ranking) the relative per-
formance of the four different ink sets as illustrated in Fig. 9.
Again it can be seen from these two figures that the valida-
tion results of the ink set and lamp ranking experiment agree
very well with the crosstalk simulation ranking results.
Again a high proportion of the observations were ranked in
agreement with the simulation—75% for the ink set ranking
and 87% for the lamp ranking. Ranking errors (indicated by
crossing line-segments) again only usually occurred between
observations with small differences between the simulated
modulation values. These results are also statistically ana-
lyzed in the next section.
Looking at the plotted results (Figs. 7 to 9), there do not
appear to be any consistent ranking reversals in the data
across all observers, which would point to an error in the
model. There is a consistent number of random rank rever-
sals between observations which have close simulated modu-
lation values, but this would be consistent with an increased
difficultly for the observers to do this visual comparison, and
not an error with the simulation.
5.7 Statistical Analysis
The quality of agreement between the visual ranking and the
simulated ranking was assessed using two correlation tech-
niques. The first technique, Spearman’s rank correlation,43 is
used in biological statistics when one or more of the variables
in a dataset consist of only ranks, as is the case with the vis-
ual ranking data. The Spearman rank correlation (rs) values
were calculated for all of the visual validation observations
across the various tested ink, lamp, observer, and filter color
combinations and these are presented in Table 7.
The second analysis technique is based on the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient44 (also known as the
sample correlation coefficient), and its square, the coefficient
of determination (r2). Normally the Pearson technique can-
not be applied to ordinal rank order data, however for the
purposes of this analysis, the ordinal visual ranks for each
condition were transformed into an interval variable by
assigning the ranks the values of the percentage modulation
from the crosstalk simulation. One advantage of this analysis
method is that all ranking errors are considered, but more
Fig. 8 The printer ink set ranking results showing observed rank order
compared to simulated rank order on the scale of the percentage
modulation—per the experimental plan set out in Table 5. These
observations were performed using glasses 3DG74. Please note
that cyan through red and red through cyan were not tested in this
domain in order to reduce the experiment duration per Sec. 4.5.
Fig. 9 The lamp light source ranking results showing observed rank
order compared to simulated rank order on the scale of the percent-
age modulation—per the experimental plan set out in Table 6. These
observations were performed using glasses 3DG74. Please note that
cyan through red and red through cyan were not tested in this domain
in order to reduce the experiment duration per Sec. 4.5.
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emphasis is placed on ranking errors between observations
with larger simulated crosstalk differences. This second tech-
nique is unconventional, however it corresponds well with
the plotting technique used in Fig. 7. The Coefficient of
Determination (r2) values are presented in columns 8
through 11 of Table 7. The average rs and r2 value for each
of the five observers are shown in columns 7 and 12, respec-
tively of Table 7. The average rs and r2 values for each
observer were calculated as the mean of the 10 correlation
results for each observer for each correlation technique.
The statistical analysis (Table 7) of the visual ranking
results (as plotted in Fig. 7) provides a high level of confi-
dence in the accuracy of the crosstalk simulation algorithm in
the glasses domain. It can be seen in Table 7 that 96% of the
ranking tests have an rs value of 0.9 or better, 94% have an r2
value of 0.9 or better, 60% have an r2 value of 0.99 or better,
and 20% have an rs value of 0.99 or better.
Another way of analyzing the data is to consider the cor-
relation with the ranking results of each observer to each
other in comparison to the correlation of the ranking results
of each observer with the simulation. It can be seen in Table 8
that in all but one case, the best correlation for each observer
was with the simulation (and not the other observers). This
provides further confidence in the glasses dimension of the
simulation.
The visual ranking results across the ink set and lamp
domains were also statistically analyzed and provide further
confidence in the model in these domains. For the ink set
domain results (shown in Fig. 8), the mean rs was 0.805
and mean r2 was 0.963. For the lamp domain results (illus-
trated in Fig. 9), the mean rs was 0.900 and the mean r2 was
0.999. It should be noted that there are less observations per
domain for the ink (4) and lamp (3) domains compared to the
glasses domain, which has 12 options—a factor that may
limit the accuracy of the analysis.
The statistical analysis of the visual validation experiment
has provided a high level of confidence in the accuracy of the
printed anaglyph crosstalk simulation model.
6 Simulation of Alternative Scenarios
Now that we have established that the printed anaglyph
crosstalk simulation model is operating with a high level
of accuracy, we can use the model to predict the performance
of a number of printed anaglyph crosstalk scenarios we
Table 7 Results of the statistical analysis of the glasses visual ranking results. The table shows the correlation data for each “display,” observer
and filter color combination, and also the average correlation for each observer using the two correlation techniques. Columns 3-6 show the
Spearman’s rank correlation (r s ). Columns 8-11 show the Coefficient of Determination (r 2) values calculated using the Pearson product-moment
correlation technique as described in the text. Columns 7 and 12 show the average value for each of the observers across all ‘displays’ and filter
types using the two techniques. (1 indicates good agreement, 0 indicates poor agreement).
































L1P1I4 Ob1 — 0.981 0.935 — 0.934 — 0.999 0.890 — 0.949
Ob2 — 0.993 0.949 — 0.972 — 1.000 0.901 — 0.979
Ob3 — 0.996 0.982 — 0.960 — 1.000 0.997 — 0.988
Ob4 — 0.998 0.935 — 0.957 — 1.000 0.895 — 0.968
Ob5 — 0.998 0.986 — 0.970 — 1.000 0.998 — 0.991
L2P1I4 Ob1 0.989 0.972 0.937 0.715 1.000 0.999 0.717 0.921
Ob2 0.908 0.991 0.949 0.996 0.994 1.000 0.915 1.000
Ob3 0.902 0.984 0.942 0.977 0.975 0.986 0.983 0.989
Ob4 0.901 0.986 0.972 0.937 0.994 0.999 0.973 0.902
Ob5 0.915 0.972 0.909 0.993 0.978 0.992 0.951 1.000
L2P1I3 Ob1 0.977 0.897 0.988 0.945 0.999 0.979 0.997 0.989
Ob2 0.981 0.986 0.988 0.979 0.991 0.998 0.999 0.995
Ob3 0.981 0.921 0.961 0.950 0.999 0.986 0.984 0.978
Ob4 0.942 0.958 0.949 0.995 0.995 0.994 0.930 0.999
Ob5 1.000 0.972 1.000 0.952 1.000 0.992 1.000 0.995
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would not otherwise be able to physically replicate easily.
Let us consider several such scenarios to further reduce the
crosstalk—using the best of the (red/cyan) glasses/ink/lamp
combinations revealed in Fig. 6 (i.e., L1P1I2 3DG88) as a
starting point.
The first scenario is to consider changing the light source
used to illuminate the printed anaglyph image. We have
already considered the effect of a small selection of light
sources on the amount of crosstalk and found that changing
from a halogen light source (L2) to an RGB LED light source
(L1) resulted in a 13 percentage point drop in crosstalk (from
44% to 31% crosstalk, using ink set I2 and glasses 3DG88).
We can also now use the simulation to consider the effect of
using a light source which consists of red, green and blue
lasers which will have very narrow spectral peaks in the
red, green and blue sections of the visual spectrum (we will
designate this light source “L5”). The spectrum of such a
theoretical light is shown in Fig. 10. It is hoped that the
wide spectral bands of no light output would afford a further
reduction in crosstalk. Table 9 lists the simulated printed ana-
glyph crosstalk performance using such a RGB laser light
source in comparison to the aforementioned configurations.
The simulation predicts that using an RGB laser light source
will result in a further drop of crosstalk (now down to 26%)
but this is still an unacceptable level of crosstalk—other
work suggests that crosstalk levels need to be at least less
than 5% for comfortable 3D viewing.7 Further optimization
of the actual frequency of the laser spectral peaks may result
in a further small improvement, but it is unlikely we will be
able to reach an acceptable level of crosstalk by any further
changes to the light source alone.
The second scenario considers changing the anaglyph
glasses to improve crosstalk. Here we simulate the perfor-
mance of a pair of anaglyph glasses which have a theoretical
“brick-wall” filter performance (i.e., 100% transmission in
the pass region and 0% transmission in the blocking region).
It would not be possible to physically test “brick-wall” filters
in reality because they do not exist, but these simulation
results will provide an indication of the absolute limit of low-
est crosstalk performance achievable by optimization of the
glasses alone. The pass-bands of the “brick-wall” filters were
620 to 700 nm for the red filter and 400 to 560 nm for the
cyan filter with other wavelengths blocked. Table 10 lists the
simulated anaglyph crosstalk performance of the four test
conditions–two with glasses 3DG88 and two with the glasses
changed to the “brick-wall” filters. The simulation results
indicate that even with a perfect pair of anaglyph glasses,
none of the anaglyph prints were able to exhibit zero cross-
talk; this is because the inks we tested have significant
attenuation in out-of-band wavelengths. For the better of
the two conditions (L1P1I2), the use of “brick-wall” glasses
only resulted in a 10% improvement of combined crosstalk
(both eyes) but this improvement is only achievable in
theory, which indicates that there is limited scope for the fur-
ther reduction in crosstalk by any further changes to the ana-
glyph glasses alone.
The third scenario considers the effect of changing the
spectral response of the printer inks. As can be seen in
Fig. 2, the spectral response of a typical yellow ink has a
good spectral characteristic for anaglyph purposes—it has
low attenuation in the out-of-band range (∼520 to 700 nm),
it has high attenuation in the in-band range (∼400 to
480 nm), and a reasonably fast change from high attenuation
to low attenuation (in the region 480 to 520 nm).
Unfortunately the cyan and magenta inks typically do not
show such a good spectral performance, particularly the
cyan. For the purposes of this scenario, hypothetical red and
Table 8 Results of a Pearson cross-correlation between the ranking
results of one observer against the other observers and the simulation
results for the glasses ranking data illustrated in Fig. 7.
Ob1 Ob2 Ob3 Ob4 Ob5
Sim 0.973 0.989 0.994 0.984 0.995
Ob1 1 0.975 0.969 0.968 0.967
Ob2 0.975 1 0.986 0.983 0.988
Ob3 0.969 0.986 1 0.981 0.992
Ob4 0.968 0.983 0.981 1 0.982
Ob5 0.967 0.988 0.992 0.982 1
Fig. 10 The spectrum of a simulated RGB laser light source.
Table 9 Simulated effect on printed anaglyph crosstalk of changing light sources.
Simulated crosstalk Improvement (from L2P1I2)
Red channel (%) Cyan channel (%) Combined (%) Percent (%) Percentage points
L2P1I2 3DG88 45.0 43.2 44.1 — —
L1P1I2 3DG88 28.5 34.0 31.3 29% 12.8
L5P1I2 3DG88 20.6 31.9 26.2 41% 17.9
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cyan ink spectra were constructed based on the spectrum of
an example yellow ink, such that the new hypothetical red
and cyan inks have low attenuation in the out-of-band
regions, high attenuation in the in-band regions, and a fast
change from high-attenuation to low-attenuation, like that
of the example yellow ink. The spectra of the proposed hypo-
thetical red/cyan inks are shown in Fig. 11.
The simulation results of using the hypothetical inks are
shown in Table 11. It can be seen that the hypothetical
inks provide a substantial improvement in crosstalk perfor-
mance—as much as an 84% reduction. The predicted overall
crosstalk of the L2P1 3DG88 condition of only 8.6% is very
encouraging and is approaching an acceptable level of cross-
talk which other work suggests needs to be much less than
5%.7 It is probable that further optimization of the spectra of
the red/cyan ink set can lead to further reductions in printed
anaglyph crosstalk.
An illustration of how changes to the three domains of
printed anaglyph 3D images have on the amount of crosstalk
is provided in Fig. 12. It can be seen that the domain which
has the biggest effect on reducing the amount of crosstalk is
the ink set domain. It can also be seen that the RGB LED
lighting and 3DG88 anaglyph glasses (middle circle of
Fig. 12) seems to achieve near the maximum gain achievable
by changes in the lighting and glasses domains, whereas we
believe there remains considerable scope for improvement in
the ink set domain.
The results of these three simulation scenarios illustrate
the advantages that crosstalk simulation can provide in pre-
dicting the crosstalk performance of printed anaglyph
images. In this case, the simulations indicate that there is sig-
nificantly more scope for reduction in anaglyph crosstalk by
the use of more spectrally pure inks than might be gained
from further improvements to the spectral performance of
anaglyph glasses. The simulation and the visual validation
experiment have also confirmed that there is some scope
for improving crosstalk performance by using different light
sources, however the simulation indicates that we are prob-
ably close to the maximum advantage obtainable with the
tested RGB LED light source (in the case of red/cyan
anaglyphs).
As mentioned in Sec. 3, the equations developed for cal-
culating crosstalk in printed anaglyphs Eqs. (1) through (13)
Table 10 Simulated effect on printed anaglyph crosstalk of using












L1P1I2 red 28.5 21.9 23 6.6
cyan 34.0 34.5 −1 −0.5
both 31.3 28.2 10 3.1
L2P1I2 red 45.0 21.1 53 23.9
cyan 43.2 41.1 5 2.1
both 44.1 31.1 29 13
Fig. 11 The reflectance spectra of the hypothetical red/cyan ink set
compared to the “red” and cyan inks of I2.














Red 28.5 11.6 59 16.9
Cyan 34.0 5.6 84 28.4
Both 31.3 8.6 73 22.7
L2P1
3DG88
Red 45.0 16.0 64 29
Cyan 43.2 9.0 79 34.2
Both 44.1 12.5 72 31.6
Fig. 12 An illustration of the effect of making changes in the various
domains of printed anaglyph images (glasses domain, ink set domain,
and illumination domain) has on the amount of crosstalk. The circle
sizes (area) are proportional to the simulated amount of crosstalk for
each condition. The simulation only conditions are shown as dotted
circles.
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are similar but notably different to the crosstalk equations for
emissive displays.7 This difference also extends to the equa-
tions used to calculate crosstalk from light measurement
device readings off an anaglyph print. Crosstalk Eqs. (11)
and (12) can therefore be expressed as
CL ¼ ðLLWW − LLWKÞ∕ðLLWW − LLKWÞ; (14)
CR ¼ ðLRWW − LRWKÞ∕ðLRWW − LRKWÞ; (15)
where CL and CR are the crosstalk at each eye—often
expressed as a percentage; and LLWW , LLWK , LLKW , LRWW ,
LRWK , and LRKW are the luminance as measured behind the
glasses at the left or right eye position (first subscript), with
the desired eye channel ink applied (K—black) or the desired
eye channel ink not applied (W–white) (second subscript),
and with the undesired eye channel ink applied (K–black)
or the undesired eye channel ink not applied (W–white)
(third subscript). For example, in the case of a red-left/cyan-
right anaglyph print, LLWW is the luminance measured from
the left eye position behind the red lens when there is no ink
applied to the white page, LLKW is the luminance measured
from the left eye position behind the red lens when only cyan
ink (the desired ink for this eye channel) is applied to the
page, and LRWK is the luminance measured from the right
eye position behind the cyan lens when only cyan ink (the
undesired ink for this eye channel) is applied to the page.
This particular luminance variable expression can appear
confusing; however it is expressed this way in order to cor-
respond with the variable definitions used to express the
measurement of crosstalk in emissive displays.7
7 Conclusion
This paper has presented the development and validation of a
crosstalk simulation model for printed anaglyph images. The
model is significant in that it allows for the first time a
detailed analysis of the process of crosstalk in printed ana-
glyph 3D images. Printed anaglyph 3D images can often
exhibit a lot of crosstalk so it is very useful to have a tool
that allows the exploration of techniques to reduce crosstalk
in such images. The model has already allowed us to propose
a solution that may reduce crosstalk to as low as 8.6%. The
model can very quickly simulate the crosstalk performance
of a huge number of input combinations (glasses, inks,
papers, and lights) to determine optimum combinations—
a process that would be impossible to conduct physically.
The model can be used to intelligently guide research effort
before time and money is expended on physical testing.
In summary, this paper has identified seven ways of
reducing crosstalk with printed anaglyph 3D images:
1. use (or perhaps develop) inks which have better spec-
tral purity;
2. use an optimized light source (such as the RGB LED
lamp described in Sec. 4.1);
3. use anaglyph 3D glasses which exhibit good spectral
performance (such as the commercial anaglyph 3D
red/cyan glasses described in Sec. 4.3);
4. use an RGB to CMYK color conversion algorithm
which does not mix color channels;
5. avoid the use of gray component replacement (GCR);
6. use (or perhaps develop) a color management process
which respects the need to keep color channels sepa-
rate after anaglyph multiplexing (perhaps by perform-
ing color management before anaglyph multiplexing);
7. use an anaglyph multiplexing algorithm that does not
introduce crosstalk by mixing the left and right color
channels.
Many of these items cannot be achieved with current ink-
jet and color laser printers, but can with offset printing.
The information presented in this paper should facilitate a
significant improvement in the 3D image quality of this very
widely used 3D presentation technique.
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Abstract
Historically, LCD monitors have not been able to 
be used for frame-sequential stereoscopic 3D 
visualisation due to their slow pixel response rate. 
With LCD pixel response rates now in the single-digit 
millisecond range it is natural to ask whether it is 
now possible to achieve frame-sequential stereoscopic 
3D viewing on LCDs.
1. Introduction 
Historically, LCD monitors have not been able to be 
used for frame-sequential stereoscopic 3D visual-
isation primarily due to their slow pixel response rate.   
The frame-sequential stereoscopic display method 
(also known as field-sequential, time-sequential, or 
alternate field) works by displaying an alternating 
sequence of left and right perspective images on a 
display screen.  The observer wears a pair of Liquid 
Crystal Shutter (LCS) 3D glasses which alternately 
occlude the left and right eyes, such that the left eye 
sees only the left perspective images as they are 
displayed on the screen, and the right eye sees only 
the right perspective images as they are displayed on 
the screen.  In order for the frame-sequential 
stereoscopic viewing method to work on a particular 
display device, the display must be capable of 
displaying separate and discrete alternate images 
without noticeable crosstalk between images (and at a 
sufficiently high image update frequency to avoid 
visible flicker).  If the display is not able to 
completely extinguish the previous image before 
displaying the next image, ghosting (aka: crosstalk) 
[1] will be visible in the stereoscopic image and this 
can significantly degrade stereoscopic image quality.  
A slow pixel response rate will have this effect. 
With some currently available LCDs having pixel 
response rates in the single-digit millisecond range it 
is natural to ask whether it is now possible to achieve 
frame-sequential stereoscopic viewing on LCDs.   
We conducted a study to establish the important 
factors determining whether LCD monitors can or 
cannot be used for frame-sequential stereoscopic 3D 
visualisation.
These questions are particularly pertinent now 
because the production of CRTs is declining and the 
production of LCDs is increasing.  CRTs have been 
the display of choice for use with the frame-sequential 
3D method for many years, but there is a risk that at 
some point the production of CRTs could cease 
completely.  The use of stereoscopic viewing is also 
increasing rapidly in a wide range of application areas 
– more people now want stereoscopic capability on 
their desktop or laptop PC. 
2. Experimental Method 
In this study we tested fifteen different LCD monitors 
from various manufacturers ranging from units that 
are several years old to units that have been just 
released in the last six months. 
Equipment used for testing included: two custom built 
photodiode sensor pens (based on an Integrated 
Photomatrix Inc. IPL10530 DAL), an oscilloscope 
(Goldstar OS-3000), a PC equipped with an NVIDIA 
6600GT (stereoscopic capable) graphics card for test 
image generation, and a custom built LCS 3D glasses 
driver box capable of adjustable phase and duty cycle. 
The measurement method consisted of driving the 
LCD monitors with a range of video test signals via 
the VGA or DVI port, and monitoring the light output 
of the monitor with the photodiode sensor pens. 
Data analysis was performed using a range of custom-
written Maple programs and Excel spreadsheets. 
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3. Important LCD and LCS Properties 
The frame-sequential stereoscopic display method has 
traditionally been used with CRT monitors, however 
LCD monitors have a very different mode of 
operation than CRTs.  The main significant difference 
is that LCDs are a hold-type display whereas CRTs 
are an impulse-type display [2].   
In this study five main properties of LCDs and/or 
LCS 3D glasses were identified which affect the 
stereoscopic image quality of frame-sequential 
stereoscopic 3D viewing on LCD monitors. 
3.1 LCD and LCS Native Polarisation
The native polarisation of the display and the native 
polarisation of the LCS 3D glasses can affect whether 
both eyes can see a bright image.  If the polarisation 
axis of either of the LCS glasses lenses is 
perpendicular to the polarisation axis of the display, 
that particular eye will appear dark at all times.  Most 
of the LCD monitors that we tested had a native 
polarisation axis at -45º (from vertical).  Some LCS 
glasses that we tested had the polarisation axes of the 
two eyes -45º and +45º, therefore one eye would see 
an image and the other eye would not - but there are 
many other orientations in common circulation.   
This problem is easy to overcome by the addition of a 
quarter wave or half wave retarder in front of the LCS 
glasses lenses.  A half wave polariser can be used to 
rotate the native polarisation of each LCS to match 
the polarisation axis of a chosen LCD, or a quarter 
wave polariser can be used to effectively jumble the 
polarisation by converting linear polarisation to 
circular or elliptical polarisation.  The half wave 
polariser method offers a brighter image but is tuned 
to a particular polarisation angle and hence won’t 
work with all LCDs. 
3.2 Refresh Rate
The maximum vertical refresh rate of a monitor 
determines the maximum speed at which it can 
display a sequence of images.  When used for frame-
sequential stereoscopic display, the frame rate per eye 
is half that of the overall monitor refresh rate.  If the 
refresh rate is too slow, flicker will be visible in the 
stereoscopic image.  An overall refresh rate of 
100-120 Hz is usually considered necessary to obtain 
a fully flicker-free stereoscopic image, however this 
also depends upon image brightness. 
Most of the LCD monitors that we tested were able to 
accept and display video signals with refresh rates 
between 60Hz and 75Hz.  Two would work at 60Hz 
only, and four would work at up to 85Hz.  At 60Hz 
significant flicker would usually be evident.  At 85Hz 
a small amount of flicker would be evident.   
3.3 LCD Pixel Response Rate 
In LCDs the pixel response rate is a measure of how 
fast an individual pixel can switch from one state to 
another.
As can be seen in Figure 1, it takes a finite time for a 
pixel to switch from black-to-white (BTW) and from 
white-to-black (WTB) (in the example of Figure 1, 
BTW = 4.4ms (10% to 90%)) and WTB = 1.3ms 
(90% to 10%)).  In this study, BTW was always found 
to be longer than WTB.  The transition time from one 
grey level to another (grey-to-grey (GTG)) can also be 
measured, however areas of high contrast between the 
two perspective views are usually the location of most 
stereoscopic ghosting [1].  Hence, the value for BTW 
response time seems to be more important than WTB 
or GTG for stereoscopic image quality. 
For frame-sequential 3D viewing, the LCS shutter 
should not be opened until the switching of the pixel 
(from one state to another) has stabilised sufficiently. 
If the BTW pixel response time is too slow (i.e. 
greater than the period of one field or frame. e.g. 
>17ms for 60Hz field rate) the image would never 
stabilise before the next image was displayed and 
hence it could not be used for frame-sequential 3D 
because too much ghosting would be present.   













Figure 1: Example LCD pixel response (BTW and WTB) 
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3.4 Image Update Method 
The method by which the display updates from one 
image to the next also needs to be considered.   
In all of the LCDs that we tested, a new image is 
written to the LCD one line at a time from the top of 
the screen to the bottom [3].  The time duration to 
update the whole screen was close to the time period 
of one frame (1 / frame rate) (e.g. the time period for 
1 frame at 75Hz is 13.3ms).   
This transition from one image to the next is similar 
in some respects to the way that an image is scanned 
on a CRT (except that an LCD is a hold-type display 
and not an impulse-type display like a CRT).  This 
transition from one image to the next is also similar to 
the vertical wipe transition effect in video editing.  
Convolved on this scan-like image update is also the 
LCD pixel response.
The scan-like image update method is illustrated in 
Figure 2.  The vertical axis shows the vertical position 
on the LCD panel.  The horizontal axis shows time.  
The thin diagonal line represents the addressing of 
each row of the LCD.  The top plot (a) shows the 
result for a LCD monitor with a slow pixel response 
rate (BTW+WTB=21.7ms) and the lower plot (b) 
shows the result for a LCD monitor with a fast pixel 
response rate (BTW+WTB=5.6ms).  It can be seen in 
the figure that the BTW transition is slower than the 
WTB transition. 
It is evident from Figure 2 that there is no one time 
when a single image is shown exclusively on the 
whole LCD panel – this is particularly so for LCD 
monitors with a long pixel response rate but is also 
true for LCD monitors with a short pixel response 
rate.  This means that there is not a time when the 
shutters in LCS glasses could open and see only a 
single perspective image (exclusively). 
3.5 LCS Duty Cycle 
Most driving electronics for LCS 3D glasses drive the 
glasses with a 50% duty cycle.  The left shutter is 
open 50% of the time (when left perspective images 
are displayed on the screen) and opaque the other 
50% of the time.  The right shutter is driven in a 
similar fashion but out of phase with the left shutter.  
This scheme works fine with CRT monitors (impulse-
type display) but not with conventional LCD monitors 
(hold-type display) because of the finite LCD pixel 
response time and image update method discussed 
above.
The option of using a reduced LCS duty cycle is 
discussed below. 
4. Discussion 
Slow pixel response rate has historically been 
considered to be the main reason that LCD monitors 
cannot be used for frame-sequential stereoscopic 3D 
viewing.  Although pixel response rate is important, 
the section above has revealed that the image update 
method of the panel is also an important 
consideration.  Even if the pixel response rate is 
improved, the scan-like image update method of most 
conventional LCDs will still cause problems for the 
frame-sequential 3D method. 
Two methods are proposed to allow stereoscopic 
images to be displayed on LCD monitors using the 
frame-sequential method. 
Firstly, we have been able to achieve a reasonable 
quality stereoscopic image on a fast pixel response 
rate LCD monitor by switching the LCS glasses with 
a very short duty cycle and by adding black bands to 
the top and bottom of the screen image (i.e. letter-
boxing the screen image).  This is illustrated in 
(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Time domain response of two LCD panels 
alternating between black and white at 75Hz for 
(a) a slow pixel response rate panel (21.7ms) and 
(b) a fast pixel response rate panel (5.7ms). 
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Figure 3.  It should however be noted that the image 
will be fairly dim due to the reduced duty cycle and 
the letterboxing of the image may be problematic in 
some instances.  There can also still be a slight 
amount of ghosting at the bottom of the stereoscopic 
image. 
Secondly, if the addressing of the LCD panel could be 
sped up, perhaps completing a full panel update in 
50% of the time period of one frame (rather than the 
full period of one frame), there would exist a period in 
time when a single image could be seen exclusively 
on the screen.  This is illustrated in Figure 4.  One 
way to achieve this might be to allow the LCD 
monitor to accept higher frequency video signals (e.g. 
twice the desired stereo frequency) and change only 
the image in the video signal once every second 
frame.  Unfortunately this is not a solution for 
existing LCD monitors and will be limited by the 
maximum addressing speed of the LCD panel. 
Fifteen different LCD monitors were tested during 
this study and although all of the monitors tested had 
very similar display properties, it is not suggested that 
all LCD monitors are the same.  There are already 
some new LCD TVs which operate differently than 
the LCD monitors described above, namely LCD TVs 
which use a blinking backlight [3] or a scanning 
backlight [4].  These technologies which have been 
developed to improve motion image reproduction in 
normal television viewing. 
                                                     
† Please note that the switching of the LCS also has a response 
rate [1] but this has not been illustrated correctly in this figure.
5. Conclusion 
This study has identified five main properties of 
LCDs and LCS 3D glasses which affect the quality of 
stereoscopic images displayed using the frame-
sequential stereoscopic display method on LCD 
monitors. 
Despite the fact that the pixel response rate of new 
LCD monitors is falling, the scan-like image update 
method used by many/most conventional LCD 
monitors still prevents them being used with 
conventional LCS 3D glasses to achieve a full-screen 
stereoscopic image using the frame-sequential 
stereoscopic display method. 
This paper has suggested two possible methods of 
achieving frame-sequential stereo on fast response 
LCD monitors.  However both methods are not ideal. 
LCD technology is developing fast and new drive 
methods may mean that new generation LCDs could 
be compatible with the frame-sequential stereoscopic 




Figure 4: (a) Time domain response of a fictitious 
LCD monitor with a fast addressing rate and fast pixel 
response rate and (b) the same being used with 
reduced duty cycle LCS 3D glasses†.
Figure 3: The use of a reduced duty cycle LCS 3D 
glasses† and letterboxing to achieve frame-sequential 
stereo on a fast pixel response rate LCD. 
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LCD panels can be used for other stereoscopic 
viewing methods and these are summarised in 
reference [5]. 
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The compatibility of consumer plasma displays with time-sequential 
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ABSTRACT 
Plasma display panels (PDP) are now a commonly used display technology for both commercial information display 
purposes and consumer television applications. Despite the widespread deployment of these displays, it was not 
commonly known whether these displays could be used successfully for time-sequential stereoscopic 3D visualization 
(i.e. using LCS 3D glasses). We therefore conducted a study to test a wide range of PDPs for stereoscopic compatibility. 
This paper reports on the testing of 14 consumer plasma displays. Each display was tested to establish whether the 
display synchronized with the incoming video signal, whether there was electronic crosstalk between alternate fields or 
frames, the maximum frequency at which the display would work, the time delay between the incoming video signal and 
the displayed images, whether the display de-interlaced interlaced video sources in a 3D compatible way, and the amount 
of phosphor decay exhibited by the display. The overall results show that plasma displays are not ideal for use with time-
sequential stereo. While roughly half of the plasma displays tested do support the time-sequential 3D technique, all of the 
tested displays had a maximum display frequency of 60Hz and most had long phosphor persistence which produces a lot 
of stereoscopic crosstalk. 
Keywords: stereoscopic, 3D, plasma displays, PDP, time-sequential. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Plasma display panels (PDP) are now a commonly used display technology for both commercial information display 
purposes and consumer television applications.  Despite the widespread deployment of these displays, prior to this study 
it was not commonly known whether plasma displays could be used successfully for time-sequential stereoscopic 3D 
visualization (i.e. using LCS (Liquid Crystal Shutter) 3D glasses).   
There is an increasing awareness and demand for large stereoscopic displays, and it would be ideal if existing plasma 
displays could be used for this purpose.   
We therefore undertook a research project to sample a wide range of consumer-grade plasma displays to determine their 
level of time-sequential 3D compatibility.  The results of the project would provide an improved understanding of the 
level of 3D compatibility of consumer-grade plasma displays for those wishing to employ large direct-view stereoscopic 
displays, and also hopefully raise awareness of the potential stereoscopic capability of these displays in the hope that 
manufacturers would implement time-sequential stereoscopic display compatibility in future models as a standard feature 
(and list it in their specifications). 
Previous work conducted at Curtin has included studies of the 3D compatibility1 of CRT monitors2, LCD monitors3, and 
DLP projectors4.  This study is a natural progression of those previous studies. 
1.1 Operation of a Plasma Display Panel 
A plasma display consists of a two-dimensional array of millions of tiny cells, called sub-pixels.  Each sub-pixel contains 
a mixture of noble gases and is lined with a phosphorescent material.  Three sub-pixels driven together (a red sub-pixel, a 
green sub-pixel, and a blue sub-pixel) form a full color pixel.  Figure 1a shows the structure of a typical AC plasma 
display sub-pixel.  When a voltage is applied across a particular sub-pixel, plasma is created which emits ultraviolet 
light.  The ultraviolet light is absorbed by the phosphor within the cell, which in turn emits light of a particular color.   
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Unlike CRTs or LCDs, all the sub-pixels in a plasma display can be driven to output light at the same time.  Figure 1b 
and 1c show the time-domain drive scheme of a plasma display panel.  In these graphs, the horizontal axis is time and the 
vertical axis is the vertical position on screen (the pixel row number counting from the top down).  In this example, 
during each field-period the plasma display can be energized up to 8 times – each of these 8 periods is called a sub-field.  
Figure 1c shows the structure of one sub-field (SF), comprising a reset period, the addressing period (each sub-pixel in 
the entire display is individually addressed for triggering or not-triggering), and the sustain period (the entire panel is 
energized, and those sub-pixels that have been triggered, will output light).  It can be seen from Figure 1b that the sustain 
period is different for each of the sub-fields, in a binary pattern – i.e. SF1 has a sustain period of 1 ‘unit’ (0.01ms), SF2 
has a sustain period of 2 ‘units’, SF3=4, SF4=8, … , SF8=128 ‘units’ (1.28ms).  In general terms, a sub-pixel triggered 
during sub-field 8 (SF8) will have double the brightness of a sub-pixel triggered during sub-field 7 (SF7).  For each sub-
pixel, different grey-levels are achieved by triggering the sub-pixel only in selected sub-fields.  For example, in general 
terms, a black sub-pixel would be achieved by not triggering the sub-pixel during any of the sub-fields, a full-bright sub-
pixel would be achieved by triggering the sub-pixel during all of the sub-fields, and a half-brightness sub-pixel would be 
achieved by only triggering the sub-pixel during sub-field 8 (SF8). 
 
       
Figure 1: (a) The layout of a typical AC plasma display sub-pixel5, (b) an illustration of the time-domain drive scheme of an 
example plasma display panel using 8 sub-fields during one TV-field6, and (c) the time-domain structure of a single 
sub-field6. 
 
As was mentioned above, all sub-pixels of a plasma display can be driven simultaneously, however unlike a CRT which 
only drives each pixel to emit light once per field, a plasma display can be driven to output light multiple times per field 
(8 times per field in the example above, although different plasma displays use a different number of sub-fields per TV-
field, and different sub-field timing).  This means that plasma displays act somewhat like a cross between a hold-type 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
In this study we tested 14 different consumer-grade plasma displays from nine different manufacturers. The age of the 
displays ranged from units that were several years old to units that had only been recently released at the time of the 
tests.   
Equipment used for testing included: two custom-built photodiode sensor pens (based on an Integrated Photomatrix Inc. 
IPL10530 DAL), two oscilloscopes (a Goldstar OS-3000, and a TiePie Engineering Handyscope HS3 digital USB 
oscilloscope), and a custom-built LCS 3D glasses driver box capable of adjustable phase and duty cycle.  Equipment 
used to generate the time-sequential 3D video signals consisted of a small form factor PC fitted with a stereoscopic 
capable graphics card (NVIDIA 6600GT) and a Panasonic ‘DMR-E65’ DVD recorder/player.  The Panasonic DMR-E65 
was chosen because it is known to convert interlaced video signals to progressive in a 3D compatible way when the 
component progressive output is selected via the internal menu. Software on the PC consisted of Windows XP, the 
NVIDIA 3D Stereo Driver7, the NVIDIA JPS Viewer7, and Powerstrip8.  The test equipment layout is shown in Figure 2. 
Test signals consisted of alternating sequences (at field or frame rate) of red and black, blue and black, green and black, 
white and black, or RGB color bars and black (i.e., in the case of “red and black”, one field of red, one field of black, and 
repeat). In the case of the DVD player, custom written NTSC and PAL 3D DVDs were used. In the case of the PC, 
custom created JPS (Stereoscopic JPEG) files were used.  
Each plasma display was tested to establish: (a) whether the output frame rate of the display synchronized with the 
incoming video signal, (b) whether there was electronic crosstalk between alternate fields or frames, (c) the maximum 
frequency at which the display would work in stereo (VGA only), (d) the time delay between the incoming video signal 
and the displayed images, (e) whether the display de-interlaced interlaced video sources in a 3D compatible way, and (f) 
the amount of phosphor decay exhibited by the display.  These properties were tested for various video input connections 
(composite, SVideo, component, and VGA), various video formats (NTSC (480i), PAL (576i), 480P, 576P), and various 
VGA resolutions/frequencies.   
Standard Definition (SD) video formats were tested because there is a reasonable range of commercially available field-
sequential 3D DVDs and it is important to know which displays can be used with these 3D DVDs.  VGA modes were 
tested because the projector can be driven at its native resolution and frame rate with this interface. DVI-D and HDMI 




Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The 14 plasma displays tested in this study are listed in Table 1 along with some basic specifications. 
 
Table 1: The Plasma displays tested in this study, their basic specifications, and an arbitrary identification tag. 









D01 LG DT-42PY10X 42 1024 x 768 1024 x 768 
D02 Fujitsu P50XHA51AS 50 1366 x 768 1360 x 768 
D03 NEC PX-50XR5W 50 1366 x 768 1360 x 768 
D04 Panasonic TH-42PV60A 42 1024 x 768 1024 x 768 
D05 Samsung PS-42C7S 42 852 x 480 800 x 600 
D06 LG RT-42PX11 42 852 x 480 800 x 600 
D07 NEC PX-42XM1G 42 1024 x 768 1024 x 768 
D08 Sony PFM-42V1 42 852 x 480 800 x 600 
D09 Sony FWD-50PX2 50 1366 x 768 1360 x 768 
D10 Hitachi 55PD8800TA 55 1366 x 768 1024 x 768 
D11 Hitachi 42PD960BTA 42 1024 x 1080 1024 x 768 
D12 Pioneer PDP-507XDA 50 1366 x 768 1360 x 768 
D13 Pioneer PDP-50HXE10 50 1366 x 768 1360 x 768 
D14 Fujitsu PDS4221W-H 42 1024 x 1024 1024 x 768 
 
3.1 Synchronization 
In order for time-sequential 3D video to work correctly on a particular display, it is necessary for the display’s update of 
video frames to synchronize with the input video signal.  It has been found that in some cases the display has its own 
native frequency of display (usually ~60Hz) and all other input frequencies are resampled to this native frequency – this 
resampling process usually destroys the 3D video signal. 
Table 2 lists the synchronization test results.  The ‘Component 50Hz Progressive’ column indicates whether the display 
would correctly synchronize to 576P 50Hz frame-sequential 3D video (derived from a PAL 3D DVD) entered via the 
component connector.  The ‘Component 60Hz Progressive’ column indicates whether the display would correctly 
synchronize to 480P 60Hz frame-sequential 3D video (derived from an NTSC 3D DVD) entered via the component 
connector.  The VGA 60Hz column indicate whether the display would correctly synchronize to frame-sequential 3D 
video entered via the VGA connector (in almost all cases the video resolution was set to the native resolution of the 
display). The bottom row of the table indicates the percentage of all tested projectors that would synchronize in that 
video mode. 
It is worth noting that none of the tested plasma displays were 3D compatible with interlaced video sources (576i or 480i 
field-sequential).  This is undoubtedly due to the display using a 3D incompatible ‘interlaced to progressive scan’ 
converter.  Fortunately the 3D incompatible ‘interlaced to progressive scan converter’ can be bypassed by inputting a 
progressive video signal into the display.  
Regarding Table 2, it can be seen that some of the tested displays (D01, D04 and D06) would not synchronize to the 
incoming video signal in any video mode or video connection, and hence would not be time-sequential 3D compatible.  
It is surprising to see this result because non-synchronization would also cause problems for regular 2D content – in 
scenes of continuous smooth motion, a regular stutter or glitch in the motion would be visible. 
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Table 2: Display synchronization test results for the 14 plasma displays. (A green ‘YES’ indicates that the display did 
synchronize with the incoming video signal, a red ‘NO’ indicates that the display did not synchronize in those modes, 
and a dash indicates that mode was not tested (either because that mode was not available on that display, or a 
necessary cable or connector was not available). 





D01 No No No 1024 x 768 
D02 Yes Yes Yes 1360 x 768 
D03 No Yes No 1360 x 768 
D04 No No No 1024 x 768 
D05 Yes Yes No 800 x 600 
D06 No No No 800 x 600 
D07 Yes Yes Yes 1024 x 768 
D08 - - Yes 800 x 600 
D09 - - Yes 1360 x 768 
D10 - No No 1024 x 768 
D11 Yes - No 1024 x 768 
D12 Yes Yes No 1360 x 768 
D13 - - No 1360 x 768 
D14 No Yes Yes 1024 x 768 
% of displays that  
synchronize the 
display output to the 
input video signal 
50% 60% 38%  
 
3.2 Time Delay 
With some displays there is often a time delay between the video information being received at the display via one of the 
video input connectors, and light being output on the display for that particular frame.  This effect is shown for an 
example plasma display in Figure 3.  Table 3 lists the time delay measurement for the tested plasma displays with 
different input video sources. 
Most drivers for LCS 3D glasses assume that there is no such delay (which is correct for CRTs).  If LCS 3D glasses with 
no delay are used to view time-sequential 3D images on a display with a significant amount of time delay, a great deal of 
ghosting can be present.  As mentioned earlier, we developed a smart dongle which allows the time delay of the LCS 3D 
glasses to be adjusted. 








Figure 3: This graph illustrates the delay time between the vertical sync from the VGA video signal (blue trace) and light output 
on the display (green trace) was measured as 23.7ms for monitor D14.  The vertical axis of the graph is brightness for the 
Light Output trace, and Voltage for the Vertical Sync trace.  In this instance one frame period = 16.7ms (60Hz) and the 
delay time is approximately 7ms.   
Time (s) 
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Table 3: This table shows the measured time delay between the trailing edge of the vertical sync and the start of light output 
on the screen, measured in milliseconds.  (‘N.S.’ means the display would Not Synchronize with the video signal, 
and ‘-’ means this video mode could not to be tested) 







D01 N.S. N.S. N.S. 1024 x 768 
D02 30.0 26.7 26.7 1360 x 768 
D03 N.S. 26.0 N.S. 1360 x 768 
D04 N.S. N.S. N.S. 1024 x 768 
D05 22.0 19.0 N.S. 800 x 600 
D06 N.S. N.S. N.S. 800 x 600 
D07 39.2 32.4 33.9 1024 x 768 
D08 - - 30.0 800 x 600 
D09 - - 25.2 1360 x 768 
D10 - N.S. N.S. 1024 x 768 
D11 21.6 - N.S. 1024 x 768 
D12 40.2 45.6 N.S. 1360 x 768 
D14 N.S. 23.4 23.7 1024 x 768 
 
3.3 Phosphor Decay 
Like CRTs, plasma displays also use phosphors to generate visible light.  And as with CRTs, phosphor decay 
(aka: phosphor persistence, phosphor afterglow) can also be a problem with plasma displays.  Figure 4 shows the time-
domain response of an example plasma display (D14).  It can be seen from the graph that this particular display has 10 
sub-fields per TV-field (count the peaks), but more importantly for this section, after each peak the red and the green 
color primaries exhibit a significant amount of phosphor decay.   In this example, the blue color primary doesn’t have 
any noticeable phosphor decay.  This type of graph was very common among the displays that were tested.  The red and 
green phosphors typically had phosphor decays with long time constants, whereas blue usually exhibited almost no 
phosphor afterglow. 
Long phosphor decay when combined with time-sequential 3D viewing produces ghosting since the light from one eye 






















Figure 4: The time-domain light output of an example plasma display (D14) (for alternate frames of 100% red, green and 
blue with black).  The vertical axis is brightness of the each of the color channels as measured in volts by the photo 
sensor, and the horizontal axis is time (seconds). 




Most of the plasma displays tested exhibited significant amounts of crosstalk when viewing time-sequential 3D images 
using LCS 3D glasses.  The main reason for the excessive crosstalk is the significant amount of phosphor afterglow.  
Figure 5 below shows the time-domain light output for a red frame (followed by a black frame) for display D02, along 
with the transmission response of an example pair of LCS 3D glasses for both eyes (in this case a pair of NuVision 
3DSpex glasses driven by the Curtin smart dongle).  In Figure 5, it can be seen that from 0 to 17ms the left eye of the 
LCS glasses is transmissive and the right eye of the LCS glasses is opaque.  At about 17ms, the LCS glasses switch from 
one state to the other, and in the example of Figure 5 the afterglow of the phosphors is still decaying from the first field, 
hence light from the left eye image will leak into the right eye producing crosstalk. 












Red Waveform          
Left Eye Transmission 
Right Eye Transmission
 
Figure 5: Diagram showing the LCS 3D glasses transmission states for both eyes and the time-domain light output for a red 
frame (followed by a black frame) for display D02.  The vertical axis is brightness of the each of the color channels as 
measured in volts by the photo sensor, and the horizontal axis is time (seconds).  In this instance one frame period = 
16.7ms (60Hz).   
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Figure 6: Diagram showing the original red waveform of monitor D02 (red), the transmitted signal to the left eye (blue), and 
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Figure 6 shows the result of multiplying the red waveform amplitude with the transmission response of the LCS glasses 
(left eye, and right eye) – firstly the transmitted (desired) signal in blue, along with the leakage (undesired) signal in 
green.  Division of the area under the leakage curve by the area under the transmitted curve will give the crosstalk 
measure. 
The calculated time-sequential 3D crosstalk factors for each of the plasma displays tested is listed in Table 4.  As can be 
seen in the table, monitor D08 exhibits the least crosstalk, and monitor D10 exhibits the most crosstalk.  The crosstalk 
performance for an example DLP projector is also provided for comparison purposes.  The switching of DLP projectors 
is almost perfect with negligible leakage between frames due to the DLP engine, which means that essentially all of the 
crosstalk for DLP projectors is due to the glasses.  The crosstalk factor for D08 is only a few points higher than DLP 
which is a reasonable result.  On the other hand, results such as the 38.3 crosstalk factor figure for D10, will mean that a 
time-sequential 3D image would be severely affected by crosstalk. 
 
Table 4: Calculated time-sequential crosstalk factors with 50% duty cycles (green, yellow and orange cells indicate overall 
crosstalks of <10%, 10-20% and >20% respectively) 
Display Duty Cycle
D01 50 22.6 ± 2.1 11.7 ± 0.8 10.5 ± 1.2 0.4 ± 0.1
D02 50 27.9 ± 3.0 12.2 ± 1.3 15.1 ± 1.6 0.6 ± 0.1
D03 50 21.8 ± 2.3 8.6 ± 0.9 12.7 ± 1.4 0.5 ± 0.1
D04 50 26.9 ± 2.7 8.1 ± 0.8 18.3 ± 1.8 0.5 ± 0.1
D05 50 14.3 ± 1.5 7.2 ± 0.8 6.6 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 0.1
D06 50 21.6 ± 2.1 9.2 ± 1.0 12.0 ± 1.0 0.4 ± 0.2
D07 50 22.5 ± 2.4 9.6 ± 1.0 12.2 ± 1.3 0.7 ± 0.1
D08 50 9.9 ± 1.0 5.6 ± 0.6 3.3 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.1
D09 50 14.8 ± 1.5 6.5 ± 0.7 7.9 ± 0.8 0.5 ± 0.1
D10 50 38.3 ± 4.0 13.9 ± 1.5 23.8 ± 2.5 0.6 ± 0.1
D11 50 14.8 ± 1.5 6.0 ± 0.6 8.4 ± 0.9 0.4 ± 0.1
D45 50 23.2 ± 2.5 10.0 ± 1.1 12.5 ± 1.4 0.8 ± 0.1
DLP 50 5.5 ± 0.7 3.7 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1
Total Crosstalk Red Crosstalk Green Crosstalk Blue Crosstalk
 
 
In all of these examples, the glasses have been switched with a 50% duty cycle.  Some simulations were also performed 
by reducing the duty cycle of the LCS glasses but these results are reported separately9. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this study was to determine the compatibility of plasma displays with stereoscopic visualization.  Results 
show that approximately half of all displays tested are partially compatible with progressive time-sequential stereoscopic 
viewing.  Approximately half of the plasma displays tested were 3D incompatible because the display output did not 
synchronize to the input video signal.  Of the displays that did synchronize with a time-sequential 3D video signal, most 
produced large amounts of crosstalk – only two displays exhibited acceptably low levels of crosstalk.  None of the 
displays were able to refresh at frequencies above 60Hz, which would generally result in noticeable flicker.  None of the 
plasma displays tested were compatible with interlaced time-sequential 3D video signals (as provided by field-sequential 
3D DVDs).  For the reasons mentioned above, it is unlikely that any of the tested plasma displays will be useful for 
commercial time-sequential stereoscopic applications.   
Some plasma displays can be used for stereoscopic applications, however, the level of 3D compatibility is incredibly 
variable from one display to another.  Flicker-free time-sequential 3D is not possible in the displays that we tested, as the 
maximum frame rate is limited to 60Hz.  For this reason, the tested plasma displays would not be considered ideal for 
use with time-sequential 3D viewing.   
It was ironic to find that the plasma display which offered the best performance of all the displays was a Sony (D08), but 
Sony decided to stop making plasma displays in 2006. 
The research reported in this technical paper was completed in February 2007, and although we did not find any plasma 
displays that could be directly used for flicker-free time-sequential 3D display, the results did indicate that it was 
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technically feasible.  It was therefore heartening to hear in early January 2008, when this technical paper was being 
completed, that Samsung will be releasing several consumer “3D Ready” plasma displays in March 200810.  The displays 
use LCS 3D glasses to view the time-sequential 3D image which updates at 120Hz.  As yet we have not been able to test 
one of these new Samsung “3D Ready” plasma displays, but obviously Samsung have been able to successfully 
implement 120Hz synchronous operation in a plasma display, and presumably they have also been able to minimize 
phosphor afterglow which was identified as a problem with most of the commercial plasma displays that we tested. 
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ABSTRACT 
Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD) are now a popular display technology for consumer television applications.  Our previous 
research has shown that conventional LCD computer monitors are not well suited to time-sequential stereoscopic 
visualization due to the scanning image update method, the hold-type operation of LCDs, and in some cases slow pixel 
response rate.  Recently some new technologies are being used in LCD TVs to improve 2D motion reproduction - such 
as black frame insertion and 100/120Hz capability.  This paper reports on the testing of a selection of recent LCD TVs to 
investigate their compatibility with the time-sequential stereoscopic display method – particularly investigating new 
display technologies.  Aspects considered in this investigation include image update method, pixel response rate, 
maximum input frame rate, backlight operation, frame rate up-conversion technique, synchronization, etc.  A more 
advanced Matlab program was also developed as part of this study to simulate and characterize 3D compatibility and 
calculate the crosstalk present on each display.  The results of the project show that black frame insertion does improve 
3D compatibility of LCDs but not to a sufficient level to produce good 3D results.  Unfortunately 100/120Hz operation 
of the tested LCD did not improve 3D compatibility compared to the LCD monitors tested previously.   
Keywords: Stereoscopic, time-sequential 3D, LCD, compatibility, 100Hz, 120Hz, black frame insertion. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The time-sequential (also known as: field-sequential, frame-sequential, time-multiplexed, alternate field) stereoscopic 
display technique has a long and successful history of use with CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) displays.  High-quality full-
color flicker-free stereoscopic images can be seen with the aid of Liquid Crystal Shutter (LCS) 3D glasses when 
operating at a display frequency of 120Hz.  CRTs have now almost completely been replaced by LCDs (and Plasma) 
displays in the home television market, so naturally people are interested to know whether LCD TVs can be used with 
LCS 3D glasses to view stereoscopic 3D content.  Our previous work has shown that conventional consumer LCD 
computer monitors [1] and Plasma displays [2] are not well suited to time-sequential stereoscopic 3D visualization.  
Some of the incompatibility reasons cited were fundamental to the way that the displays output light and generated 
images, but other factors were more specific to way that the specific display was implemented (usually related to video 
processing).   
For the purposes of this discussion, we divide LCD TVs into three categories: (1) Commercially released displays in 
which the 3D compatibility of the display is unstated, (2) commercially released displays which are stated as being 3D 
Ready or Stereoscopic 3D capable, and (3) customized displays which are being developed in R&D labs but are not 
commercially released.  This paper aims to establish whether any LCDs in Category 1 can be used for time-sequential 
3D visualization.  Obviously the 3D status of displays in Category 2 is already known.  It is hoped that the analyses and 
results of this paper will be helpful for the innovations taking place in Category 3, but since such displays are not 
currently commercially available, it is outside the scope of this paper.   
2. NEW LCD TECHNOLOGIES 
Since the publication of our LCD compatibility paper [1] in 2006, a number of new technologies have been introduced 
into some commercially released LCD TVs.  These new technologies are: Black Frame Insertion (BFI), 120Hz refresh, 
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and modulated backlight.  These technologies have been introduced to improve the reproduction of moving images in 2D 
viewing (nothing to do with 3D viewing).  Conventional LCDs suffer from a problem called image smear (often known 
as motion blur) which is caused by LCDs being a hold-type display [3].  These new technologies reduce the presence of 
image smear, but this paper considers how these technologies affect time-sequential 3D compatibility. 
2.1 Black Frame Insertion (BFI) 
Black Frame Insertion can be considered two ways, either (a) the display time of each individual frame is reduced and 
replaced with black, in effect reducing the duty cycle of each frame, or (b) the display adds a black frame between each 
original video input frame.  Image smear will be reduced because the hold-time is reduced, however one problem with 
this technique is that if the backlight brightness isn’t increased, the brightness of the display will be reduced in 
proportion to the amount of BFI introduced.  It could be argued that the insertion of the intermediate black frames 
increases the display frequency up to 120Hz, but these extra frames are just black, not new image frames, so it is still 60 
frames per second, but with a reduced on time per frame.  BFI is sometimes compared to the modulated backlight 
technology, and although the effect on image smear is similar, BFI is different because it is implemented at the LCD 
panel, not the backlight. 
2.2 120Hz Refresh 
This technology works by interpolating extra frames between the original 60Hz frames provided at the video signal 
input.  The 60 original frames per second plus the new interpolated frames interspersed between the original frames 
results in 120 frames per second (120Hz).  At the new 120Hz image rate, the time on screen per frame is halved, and 
hence the integration time is halved which in turn reduces image smear for moving objects.  With 60Hz input sources the 
display rate is doubled to 120Hz, and for 50Hz input sources the display rate is doubled to 100Hz. 
2.3 Modulated Backlight 
Also known as strobing backlight or scanning backlight, in this case image smear is reduced because the on-time of each 
frame is reduced by switching the backlight on and off (reducing the duty cycle).  With a strobing backlight the entire 
backlight is turned on and off all at once.  With a scanning backlight the on and off cycle is scanned down the display in 
segments, usually following the scan-like image update of the LCD. 
3. IMPORTANT LCD AND LCS PROPERTIES 
Our work in 2006 [1] identified several important properties of LCD monitors and LCS 3D glasses which determine the 
compatibility of a particular display with the time-sequential stereoscopic 3D display method. 
3.1 LCD and LCS Native Polarization 
The LCD and the LCS both have a native (linear) polarization angle – if these are orthogonal, the display will appear 
black when viewed through the LCS glasses.  This is easily overcome by the use of a quarter or half-wave retarder, or 
designing the LCS with a different polarization orientation. 
3.2 Refresh Rate 
The maximum refresh rate of a monitor determines the maximum speed at which it can display a sequence of images.  A 
refresh rate of 100-120Hz is usually considered necessary for flicker-free viewing with the time-sequential 3D method.  
The maximum refresh rate which can be used successfully for time-sequential 3D is determined by two factors: (a) the 
maximum rate at which the input electronic will accept a video signal, and (b) the maximum rate at which the internal 
display electronics will drive the LCD panel.  Generally, the lower of these two maximums will be the important number 
for 3D purposes. 
3.3 LCD Pixel Response Time 
It takes a finite period of time for an individual pixel to be switched from one state to another.  For time-sequential 3D 
viewing, the LCS should not be opened until the switching of the pixel (from one state to another) has stabilized 
sufficiently.  If the pixel response time is too slow, the image would never stabilize before the next image was displayed, 
and hence could not be used for time-sequential 3D viewing.   































3.4 Image Update Method 
A new image is written to an LCD one line at a time from the top of the screen to the bottom.  This transition from one 
image to the next is similar to the way that an image is scanned on a CRT, except that an LCD is a hold-type display 
whereas a CRT is an impulse-type display [3].  The scan-line image update method of a conventional LCD is illustrated 
in Figure 1.  It is evident from this figure that there is no one time when a single image is shown exclusively on the 
whole LCD panel – this is particularly so for LCD monitors with a long pixel response rate, but is also true for LCDs 
with a short pixel response rate.  In this example there is no single time when the shutters in the LCS glasses could open 
and see exclusively a single perspective image. 
 
 
Figure 1:  The time-domain response of an example conventional LCD panel alternating between black and white at 75Hz.  
The vertical axis shows the vertical position on the LCD panel.  The horizontal axis shows time.  The thin diagonal line 
represents the addressing of each row of the LCD.   
3.5 LCS Duty Cycle 
Most driving electronics for LCS 3D glasses drive the shutters with a 50% duty cycle which is problematic for time-
sequential 3D on LCDs.  In our previous work [1] we showed that reducing the LCS duty cycle can improve 
compatibility with the time-sequential 3D method. 
3.6 Synchronization 
In order for time-sequential 3D video to work correctly on a particular display, it is necessary for the display’s update of 
video frames to synchronize with the input video signal.  Somewhat surprisingly some commercial displays do not 
synchronize to the incoming video signal and instead resample the signal to the display’s own native frequency (usually 
~60Hz) – this resampling process usually destroys the time-sequential 3D video signal. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
In this study we attempted to test a display representing each of the three technologies described earlier.  For the 
100/120Hz LCD technology we tested a Sony “KDL46XBR” (46” LCD).  For the BFI technology we tested a BenQ 
“FP241WZ” LCD.  Unfortunately we were unable to obtain access to an LCD which used backlight modulation for our 
tests.  Philips did commercially release a range of LCD HDTVs which incorporated a modulated backlight (under the 
trade name Aptura), however these had been discontinued when we began our testing [7] and we were unable to locate 
any second-hand displays for testing purposes.   
Equipment used for testing included: two custom-built photodiode sensor pens (based on an Integrated Photomatrix Inc. 
IPL10530 DAL), an oscilloscope (a TiePie Engineering Handyscope HS3 digital USB oscilloscope), and a custom-built 
LCS 3D glasses driver box capable of adjustable phase and duty cycle.  Equipment used to generate the time-sequential 
3D video signals consisted of a small form factor PC fitted with a stereoscopic capable graphics card (NVIDIA 
6600GT).  Software on the PC consisted of Windows XP, Microsoft Powerpoint, the NVIDIA 3D Stereo Driver and JPS 
Viewer [8], and Powerstrip [9].  The test equipment layout is shown in Figure 2. 




Test signals consisted of alternating sequences (at frame rate) of ‘red and black’, ‘blue and black’, ‘green and black’, or 
‘white and black’ (i.e., in the case of ‘red and black’, one frame of red, followed by one frame of black, and repeat). Each 
display was tested to establish: (a) whether the output frame rate of the display synchronized with the incoming video 
signal, (b) whether there was electronic crosstalk between alternate frames, (c) the maximum frequency at which the 
display would work in stereo, and (d) the time-domain response of the display (to establish pixel response rate, etc).  
Only the VGA input of the displays was used - the DVI-D and HDMI input connections were not tested because a 
method of extracting the vertical sync signal from these interface cables was not available. 
A custom written Matlab program was used to simulate and characterize 3D compatibility and calculate the crosstalk 
present on each display.  This program was an improved version of the program previously used to simulate the 
operation and crosstalk performance of Plasma displays [2]. 
5. RESULTS 
The test and simulation results for the tested LCD technologies (BFI and 120Hz refresh) are detailed below. 
5.1 Black Frame Insertion 
The first thing that should be noted about the particular BFI LCD display that we tested is that it did not synchronize to 
the incoming video signal.  This is a requirement for correct time-sequential 3D operation so this particular display 
would not be able to be used for time-sequential 3D regardless of its other properties.  In order to establish whether BFI 
had any advantages or disadvantages for time-sequential 3D, the monitor was simulated as if it did synchronize.  The 
time-domain response of the BFI LCD is shown in Figure 3.  The (BFI) black frames inserted by the display are 
indicated by the text labels.  With this particular monitor the amount of BFI (or more correctly the duty cycle of the 
black frames) could be adjusted, from its maximum shown in Figure 3 to a minimum of zero (off).  The more BFI that 




Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 
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Figure 3:  The time-domain response of the example BFI LCD operating at 60Hz.  The vertical axis shows normalized light 
intensity.  The solid red trace shows the display being driven with an alternating sequence of black and white input 
frames.  The second dotted trace is the first trace delayed by one frame to show the existence of the (BFI) black frames 
inserted by the display.     
Due to the scan-like image update method of LCDs a more useful way of representing the spatio-temporal output of the 
LCD is shown in Figure 4.  With this particular figure it is easy to see the combination of the sequence of left and right 
perspective images, the introduction of the inserted black frames (BFI), and the scan-like image update method.  It 
should be noted at this point that due to a technical oversight, the exact image update method of this BFI display was not 
measured; however we believe this figure to be a reasonable estimate of its operation with this display.   It can be seen 
that the black “BFI” bands do a good job of separating sequential frames, however the presence of the scan-like image 
update method complicates matters for time-sequential 3D.   
 
Figure 4:  The spatial- and time-domain response of the example BFI LCD operating at 60Hz.  The vertical axis shows the 
vertical position on the screen and the horizontal axis time.  The LEFT and RIGHT labels and tinting represent a 
sequence of left and right perspective images shown sequentially. 
























Figure 5 illustrates this complication by showing the spatio-temporal output of the display when viewed through LCS 3D 
glasses.  It can be seen that at the beginning of the shutter open period (for viewing the left perspective image) the right 
perspective image is still visible at the bottom of the screen, and at the end of the shutter open period the right 
perspective image is starting to be visible at the top of the screen.  This will cause ghosting to be visible at the top and 
bottom of the screen. 
 
Figure 5:  The spatial- and time-domain response of the example BFI LCD operating at 60Hz being viewed through LCS 3D 
glasses operating at 50% duty cycle.  The LEFT and RIGHT labels represent the visibility of left and right perspective 
images. 
Figure 6 shows a calculation of the amount of ghosting that would be visible on the screen when a time-sequential 3D 
image was viewed through LCS 3D glasses.  The two traces on the graph show the amount of ghosting visible on the 
screen for the two different conditions of BFI on (at maximum) and BFI off – the same display was used for both 
conditions.  With the ‘BFI off’ case, it can be seen that there is a ghosting minimum at the middle of the screen and 
 
 
Figure 6:  Ghosting simulation results for the BFI LCD monitor with BFI turned on and off.  The vertical axis is the vertical 
position on the screen and the horizontal axis is the calculated amount of ghosting. 
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ghosting gets worse at the top and bottom of the screen.  This is consistent with our previous work [1].  With the ‘BFI 
on’ case it can be seen that the ghosting minimum is lower than the previous case and also wider meaning that there 
would be less ghosting visible across more of the display.  However, ghosting does still increase at the top and bottom of 
the display.  Unfortunately it was not possible to visually validate these simulation results due to the fact that the tested 
monitor did not synchronize to the incoming video signal. 
One other thing worth commenting on with this particular display is that the maximum frame rate video signal it was 
able to accept is 60Hz - it is not capable of accepting a 120 or 100Hz signal.  A frame rate of 100 or 120Hz is usually 
considered necessary for flicker-free time-sequential viewing. 
5.2 120Hz Refresh 
The first thing that should be noted about the tested 120Hz LCD is that it is not possible to input a raw 100Hz or 120Hz 
video signal – it is only capable of receiving a signal up to 60Hz vertical frequency.  For the display’s 120Hz modes, 
internal electronics in the display interpolate extra intermediate frames between the original 60Hz frames.  As discussed 
earlier, this is designed to reduce the presence of image smear (also known as motion blur).  Unfortunately this 
interpolation (or frequency doubling) process is not compatible with a time-sequential 3D video signal.  Additionally 
with this display the 120Hz mode did not activate when using the VGA input. 
The time domain response of the tested 120Hz LCD is shown in Figure 7.  The drive signal in this case is a 60Hz video 
signal alternating between white and black frames.  The solid blue trace shows the actual light output of the display.  It 
can be seen that the dotted red trace (which represents the upper envelope of the first trace) alternates between two states 
(black and white) at 60Hz as expected.  The additional regular dips (approximately every 6.3ms) in the blue solid trace 
are unsynchronized with the input video signal.  The dips might be an attempt to improve motion reproduction, but since 
they are unsynchronized with the video rate they would not have a repeatable effect on time-sequential 3D display.  The 
ghosting results of this monitor (operating at 60Hz) would therefore be very similar to the “without BFI” curve of 
Figure 6.   
The spatio-temporal graphs have not been produced for this display since it could not be driven directly in 120Hz, and 
the 60Hz results would have been very similar to the results previously published [1]. 
 
 
Figure 7:  The time-domain response of the example 120Hz LCD operating at 60Hz.  The display was being driven with an 
alternating sequence of black and white input frames.  The blue solid trace shows the actual light output of the display.  
The red dotted trace indicates the upper envelope of the first trace. 
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5.3 Modulated Backlight 
As indicated earlier, we were unable to obtain a modulated backlight LCD for testing during this project.  Readers who 
are interested in considering this topic further are referred to Liou, et al [6]. 
6. DISCUSSION 
Table 1 provides a tabular summary of the three technologies discussed in this paper and the compatibility or 
incompatibility of the various display properties as embodied in commercially released displays.  The main problem of 
all of these displays is their inability to accept a true 120Hz video input signal.  This is determined by the video input 
electronics and the bandwidth of the input video interface.  Even if the ‘maximum input video rate’ problem was 
overcome, the scan-like image update method of most displays would still likely cause some problems for time-
sequential 3D compatibility, although this seems to be less of an issue for BFI and modulated backlight displays.  The 
details for the modulated backlight column in the table are extrapolated from product specifications and technical papers 
[3][4][5][6]. 
 
Table 1:  A summary of the important LCD and LCS properties and compatibility or incompatibility for each of the three 
display technologies discussed in this paper.    
 Black Frame Insertion 120Hz Refresh Modulated Backlight 
Native Polarization O  easily overcome O  easily overcome O  easily overcome 
Maximum Input Video Rate ×   60Hz only ×   60Hz only ×   60Hz only 
Maximum Display Refresh Rate ×   60Hz only    120Hz ×   60Hz only 
Pixel Response Time   short    short    short 
Synchronization O  the particular display 
we tested didn’t 
synchronize but this 
could be overcome 
with other displays 
    probably OK 
Image Update Method ×  the ‘scan-like’ image 
update method causes 
time-sequential 3D 
compatibility problems 
×  the ‘scan-like’ image 
update method causes 
time-sequential 3D 
compatibility problems 
×   the ‘scan-like’ image 
update method will 




LCS Duty Cycle O  reducing the duty 
cycle would be beneficial 
O  reducing the duty 
cycle would probably be 
beneficial 
O  reducing the duty 
cycle would probably be 
beneficial 
Key: = this particular property does not cause any problems with time-sequential 3D compatibility for this display type.    
 × = this particular property is a problem for time-sequential 3D for this display.   
O = this particular property may cause a slight problem with time-sequential 3D compatibility but it is easily overcome. 
7. CONCLUSION 
Unfortunately our investigations indicate that unless a commercially released LCD TV specifically designates 3D 
compatibility, it is highly unlikely to be capable of producing flicker-free low-ghost stereoscopic images using the time-
sequential 3D method.  Furthermore regular 120Hz LCD TVs (without a ‘Stereoscopic 3D Compatible’ designation) are 
unlikely to provide improved time-sequential 3D compatibility compared to regular LCD monitors - despite the enticing 
similarity to the “120Hz 3D” title.  The results of the project show that black frame insertion does provide some 
improvement of 3D compatibility of LCDs but not to a sufficient level to produce flicker-free ghost-free 3D results.   
It should be noted that while this manuscript was being finalized, but after the research work was completed, Viewsonic 
and Samsung each released 22” LCD monitors which are capable of being used for time-sequential 3D viewing in 
concert with the NVIDIA GeForce 3D Vision LCS glasses [10].  At this point it is not clear what technologies they have 
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implemented to achieve 120Hz time-sequential 3D, however they have certainly increased the maximum input video rate 
to 120Hz and implemented some other modifications from conventional LCD technology. 
It is hoped that more LCDs will be released with stereoscopic 3D compatibility – which will be achieved by addressing 
the limitations discussed in this paper. 
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blue/yellow, and green/magenta anaglyph 3D glasses 
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ABSTRACT 
The Anaglyph 3D method of stereoscopic visualization is both cost effective and compatible with all full-color displays, 
however this method often suffers from poor 3D image quality due to poor color quality and ghosting (whereby each eye 
sees a small portion of the perspective image intended for the other eye).  Ghosting, also known as crosstalk, limits the 
ability of the brain to successfully fuse the images perceived by each eye and thus reduces the perceived quality of the 
3D image.  This paper describes a research project which has simulated the spectral performance of a wide selection of 
anaglyph 3D glasses on CRT, LCD and plasma displays in order to predict ghosting levels.  This analysis has included 
for the first time a comparison of crosstalk between different color-primary types of anaglyph glasses - green/magenta 
and blue/yellow as well as the more traditional red/cyan.  Sixteen pairs of anaglyph 3D glasses were simulated (6 pairs of 
red/cyan glasses, 6 pairs of blue/yellow glasses and 4 pairs of green/magenta glasses).  The spectral emission results for 
13 LCDs, 15 plasma displays and one CRT Monitor were used for the analysis.  A custom written Matlab program was 
developed to calculate the amount of crosstalk for all the combinations of different displays with different anaglyph 
glasses.   
Keywords: stereoscopic, 3D, anaglyph, crosstalk, ghosting 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
The anaglyph method of displaying stereoscopic 3D images relies on the multiplexing of left and right perspective views 
into complementary color channels of the display - the viewer then wears a pair of glasses containing color filters which 
intend to only pass the appropriate color channels for each eye (e.g. the red channel to the left eye and the blue and green 
channels to the right eye for the most common red/cyan anaglyph process), and therefore the correct perspective images 
for each eye.  The anaglyph method has existed since 18531 and remains a common 3D display technique today because 
it works with any full-color display, is easy to encode images into anaglyph format, and the glasses are relatively cheap 
to produce.  Unfortunately the anaglyph 3D method often suffers from relatively poor 3D image quality due to its 
inability to accurately display full-color 3D images, and commonly the presence of relatively high levels of 3D crosstalk.  
The terms ghosting and crosstalk with respect to stereoscopic displays are often used interchangeably however we will 
use the definition by Lipton2 in this discussion: Crosstalk is the "incomplete isolation of the left and right image channels 
so that one leaks or bleeds into the other - like a double exposure.  Crosstalk is a physical entity and can be objectively 
measured, whereas ghosting is a subjective term" and refers to the "perception of crosstalk".  We have used the following 
mathematical definition of crosstalk: crosstalk (%) = leakage / signal × 100 (where leakage is used here to mean the raw 
leakage of light from the unintended channel to the intended channel).  
Anaglyph 3D encoding can be performed using any pair of complementary color channels to store the left and right 
perspective images.  Red/cyan has traditionally been the most common choice of colors for anaglyph glasses, however 
recently blue/yellow and green/magenta color combinations have also been used widely.   
Figure 1 graphically illustrates the principle behind the image separation used in anaglyphic image viewing, as well as 
the concept of crosstalk (ghosting or leakage) and signal (intended image). The display has a specific spectral output for 
each of the red, green and blue sub-pixels (color channels). With red/cyan glasses, the left image is stored in the red color 
channel, while the right image is stored in the cyan (green + blue) color channel. The red/cyan lenses in the glasses have 
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a specific spectral transmission response such that red filter predominantly transmits light from the red color channel 
while blocking light from the blue and green color channels (and vice versa for the other eye). Due to the imperfect 
nature of the spectral performance of the filters and the spectral emission of the color channels of the display, some of 
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Figure 1: Illustration of the process of anaglyph spectral ghosting and its simulation in this project.  From the top: 
(1) Spectral response of display, (2) spectral response of anaglyph glasses, (3) simulation of crosstalk using a computer 
program, (4) spectral output characteristic of crosstalk and intended image, and (5) visual illustration of left eye and 
right eye view with crosstalk. 
This paper carries on from the work of Woods and Rourke3, and Woods, Yuen and Karvinen4 which considered red/cyan 
anaglyph crosstalk of various displays and developed an algorithm to estimate the amount of 3D crosstalk that will be 
present when a particular pair of anaglyph glasses is used to view an anaglyph 3D image on a particular full-color 
display.  Past studies by the authors have also examined the sources of crosstalk in time-sequential 3D displays5,6,7,8,9. 
This paper extends the developed algorithms and examines and compares the levels of crosstalk present between 
different color-primary types of anaglyph glasses (i.e. red/cyan, blue/yellow and green/magenta) with different displays. 
It should be noted that this paper only examines and compares crosstalk in anaglyph images and does not examine other 
aspects of 3D image quality (including psychological effects).  This aspect should be considered closely when reviewing 
the results of this paper, and is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Firstly, the spectral output of a large selection of displays has been measured using a manually calibrated Ocean Optics 
USB2000 spectroradiometer as part of this and previous studies3,4.  Table 1 lists the displays sampled - comprising 13 
LCD monitors, 15 plasma-display panels (PDPs), and one CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) monitor.   
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Table 1: Listing of all the displays simulated in this particular study. 
Display ID Display Make and Model 
LCD01 Samsung SynchMaster 171s 
LCD02 Benq FP731 
LCD03 NEC MultiSync LCD 1760V 
LCD04 Acer AL1712 
LCD05 Acer FP563 
LCD06 Benq FP71G 
LCD07 Benq FP71G+S 
LCD08 Philips 150S3 
LCD09 Hewlett Packard HPL1706 
LCD11 Samsung SyncMaster 740N 
LCD12 Philips 190s 
LCD13 Samsung SyncMaster 913B 
LCD14 ViewSonic VX922 
PDP01 LG DT-42PY10X 
PDP02 Fujitsu P50XHA51AS 
PDP03 NEC PX-50-XR5W 
PDP04 Panasonic TH-42PV60A 
PDP05 Samsung PS-42C7S 
PDP06 LG RT-42PX11 
PDP07 NEC PX-42XM1G 
PDP08 Sony PFM-42V1 
PDP09 Sony FWD-P50X2 
PDP10 Hitachi 55PD8800TA 
PDP11 Hitachi 42PD960BTA 
PDP12 Pioneer PDP-507XDA 
PDP13 Pioneer PDP-50HXE10 
PDP14 Fujitsu PDS4221W-H 
PDP15 Samsung PS50A450P1DXXY 
CRT Mitsubishi Diamond View VS10162 
NB: Due to manufacturing variation or experimental error,  
the results in this paper should not be considered representative  
of all displays of that particular brand or model. 
Secondly, the spectral transmission of a large selection of anaglyph glasses were collated - using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 
35 spectrophotometer to measure newly acquired anaglyph 3D glasses and re-measure some older glasses, as well as 
using spectral data for anaglyph glasses from a previous study4.  Spectral data for more than 70 pairs of anaglyph glasses 
have now been sampled, however, only 16 pairs are reported here for the sake of brevity (6 red/cyan, 6 blue/yellow, and 
4 green/magenta).  Table 2 lists the anaglyph glasses described in this study.  Most of the glasses reported here consist of 
gel-type filters in a cardboard frame - the exceptions are 3DG70, 71 and 72 which are glass dichroic filters.  Although at 
the time of this study we did not possess a physical sample of the dichroic filters, the spectral transmission curves of the 
filters were available and have been included in the simulations for comparison purposes.  Another exception is 3DG28 
which is a set red and cyan filters printed using a Canon inkjet printer onto transparency film – again, included for 
comparison purposes.  The red/cyan glasses 3DG4, 32, 73 and 74 were chosen because of their good performance.  The 
blue/yellow glasses 3DG22, 23, 51, 67, 69 and green/magenta glasses 3DG68, 75, 76 were chosen because they were the 
only samples of those color-type of anaglyph glasses that were able to be obtained by the authors for testing. 
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The third step was to use a custom written Matlab10 program to calculate the amount of crosstalk in anaglyph images for 
different display, glasses, and color-primary combinations.  With reference to Figure 1, the program first loads and 
resamples the display and glasses spectral data so that all data is on a common x-axis coordinate system.  For each lens 
of the glasses, the program multiplies the spectrum of the display color channel(s) which match the lens with the 
spectrum of that lens to obtain the intended image curve for each eye.  To obtain the crosstalk curve for each eye, the 
spectrum of the lens is multiplied by the spectrum of the color channel(s) which should not pass through that lens.  
Where the spectrum of two display color channels need to be combined for the calculation (e.g. cyan = blue + green) the 
two color spectrums are added before multiplying with the lens spectrum.  For example: red signal curve = red lens 
spectrum multiplied by red display spectrum, and red 
crosstalk curve = red lens spectrum multiplied by the 
addition of the green display spectrum and the blue display 
spectrum.  The program also scales these results curves to 
include the human-eye sensitivity to different wavelengths of 
light11 (see Figure 2).  The crosstalk percentage for each eye 
is then calculated by dividing the area under the crosstalk 
curve by the area under the intended signal curve for each 
eye and multiplying by 100.  The overall crosstalk factor for 
a particular pair of glasses when used in combination with a 
particular display is the sum of the left- and right-eye 
percentage crosstalk values. It should be noted that the 
overall crosstalk factor is not a percentage, but rather a 
number that allows the comparison of different 
glasses/display combinations. The program automates the 
process of performing a cross comparison of all the displays 
against all of the glasses. 
 
3. RESULTS 
3.1 Anaglyph 3D Glasses Spectral Transmission 
The spectral results for the anaglyph glasses analyzed in this paper are shown in Figures 3 through 8.  It can be seen in 
all cases that the dichroic filters have a high-transmittance pass-band, a very low-transmittance stop-band, and generally 
 
Figure 2: CIE 1931 photopic human eye response. 












3DG4 Red Cyan Sports Illustrated - MFGD By Theatric Support 
3DG22 Blue Yellow Stereospace - SpaceSpexTM - 3DTV Corp 
3DG23 Blue Yellow ColorCode 3.D. (Black/Grey cardboard Frame - no arms) 
3DG28 Red Cyan Red/Cyan Canon Inkjet Printer Transparency 
3DG32 Red Cyan World 3-D Film Expo (3D DVD) - "Real 3D" - SabuCat Productions 
3DG51 Blue Yellow Ghosts of the Abyss (3D DVD) - Geneon Entertainment 
3DG67 Blue Yellow ColorCode 3.D. (Blue Frame) 
3DG68 Green Magenta Journey to the Centre of the Earth (3D DVD)  - TrioScopics, LP 
3DG69 Blue Yellow Monsters vs. Aliens - NBC - Intel - ColorCode 3D (Superbowl 2009) 
3DG70 Red Cyan Edmund Optics Dichroic Filters - red U52-528, cyan U52-537 
3DG71 Blue Yellow Edmund Optics Dichroic Filters - blue U52-531, yellow U52-543 
3DG72 Green Magenta Edmund Optics Dichroic Filters - green U52-534, magenta U52-540 
3DG73 Red Cyan 3D Vision Discover - NVIDIA 
3DG74 Red Cyan Stereoscopic Displays and Applications - American Paper Optics 
3DG75 Green Magenta My Bloody Valentine (3D DVD) - LionsGate - Trioscopics  LP 
3DG76 Green Magenta Coraline (3D DVD) - LAIKA - Trioscopics  LP 
PLEASE NOTE: Generally only a single pair of glasses of each particular style/brand was sampled. As such, due to 
manufacturing variations or experimental error, the results provided in this paper should not be considered to be 
representative of all glasses of that particular style/brand. 
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a very sharp transition.  It can be seen that the inkjet filters in Figures 3 and 4 have very poor performance in the stop 
band which will negatively affect their use as anaglyph filters considerably.  The remaining curves in Figures 3 through 8 






























































































































































































Figure 7 - Spectral transmission of the blue filters. Figure 8 - Spectral transmission of the yellow filters.  
                                                 
α The legends and colors of some of the figures and tables in this paper won't be distinguishable when printed in black and white. 
A color version of the figures and tables is available from the primary author's website. 
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3.2 Display Device Spectral Emission  
The spectral emission measurements 
of the 29 different displays reported 
in this study (13 LCD monitors, 15 
plasma displays, and one CRT 
monitor) are shown in Figures 9 
through 11.   
 
Figure 9 shows the spectral output of 
all the tested LCD monitors.  All of 
the LCD monitors tested used CCFL 
(Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamp) 
backlights and the spectral peaks of 
the light output by the backlight are 
clearly visible.  There is a lot of 
similarity between the spectral 
characteristics of all the LCD 
monitors, however, some differences 
are evident in the out-of-band 
rejection (e.g. the amount of green 
light present in the red color primary) 
which will be related to the quality of 
color filters used for each of the color 
primaries. 
 
Figure 10 shows the spectral output 
of all the tested plasma displays. The 
color spectrum of the red and blue 
color primaries are very similar 
across all the tested plasma displays, 
however, there is a lot of variation of 
the spectral response of the green 
color primary which will probably 
relate to the formulation of the 
phosphors used. 
 
Figure 11 shows the spectral output 
of an example CRT monitor.  A 
previous paper by Woods and Tan5 
reported that 11 tested CRT monitors 
had almost exactly the same spectral 
response which suggests that most 
CRTs use the same phosphor 
formulation for each of the color 
primary channels.  It is believed that 
this graph can therefore be considered 
representative of most CRTs. 
 
3.3 Crosstalk Calculation Results  
The crosstalk results as calculated by the Matlab crosstalk calculation program for the combination of all displays against 
all anaglyph glasses are shown in Table 3 and 4.  For each display/glasses combination the table lists the percentage 
crosstalk for the single-color-primary eye (top cell), the percentage crosstalk for the double-color-primary eye (middle 
cell), and the overall crosstalk factor for both eyes combined (bottom cell).  The overall crosstalk factor is the sum of the 
 
Figure 9: Color spectrum of the tested LCD monitors 
 
 
Figure 10: Color spectrum of the tested plasma displays 
 
 
Figure 11: Color spectrum of an example CRT monitor  
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left and right eye percentages, and as such is not a percentage.  To aid in the analysis of the tables, some of the overall 
crosstalk factors have been tagged/highlighted.   
Table 3: Crosstalk calculation results for the LCD and CRT monitors.  (The lowest overall crosstalk factors for each display have 
been highlighted in bright green and tagged with a ‘#’ character, and the highest overall crosstalk factors are 
highlighted in orange and tagged with a ‘+’ character.  Overall crosstalk factors of less than 15 have been highlighted in 
light green - this threshold figure does not have any significance apart from allowing us to highlight the lower overall 
crosstalk factor results.) 
LCD1 LCD2 LCD3 LCD4 LCD5 LCD6 LCD7 LCD8 LCD9 LCD11 LCD12 LCD13 LCD14 CRT
16.1 14.5 16.0 18.1 22.3 13.1 16.6 22.9 15.4 12.8 15.5 14.0 12.9 26.8
3DG4 Cyan 0.8 0.8 0.5 7.7 2.5 0.7 0.9 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.1 0.3 0.6 4.9
Overall 16.9 15.2 16.5 25.8 24.8 13.8 17.5 24.3 16.9 14.2 16.6 14.3 13.5 31.7
65.5 68.7 72.0 70.9 59.0 110.2 78.6 55.8 67.9 90.6 89.1 68.4 65.9 129.5
3DG22 Yellow 3.9 3.1 3.0 6.1 10.0 1.9 3.0 8.7 4.8 2.9 2.3 2.3 4.2 4.5
Overall 69.4 71.9 75.0 77.0 69.1 112.1 81.6 64.5 72.7 93.5 91.4 70.6 70.1 134.0+
26.0 23.3 28.7 32.5 27.0 40.8 28.2 24.6 25.8 34.5 32.1 24.8 26.3 30.3
3DG23 Yellow 4.2 3.4 3.2 6.3 9.8 2.1 3.2 8.6 5.0 3.1 2.4 2.6 4.5 5.1
Overall 30.2 26.7 31.9 38.7 36.8 42.9 31.4 33.2 30.8 37.6 34.5 27.4 30.8 35.4
92.2 84.0 78.3 96.5 87.1 70.4 85.2 87.6 73.9 70.7 75.1 90.2 81.4 108.5
3DG28 Cyan 14.6 15.0 15.7 19.6 18.1 17.2 15.5 17.2 18.9 17.4 17.8 13.1 14.6 16.9
Overall 106.8+ 99.0+ 94.0+ 116.1+ 105.2+ 87.7 100.7+ 104.7+ 92.8+ 88.1 92.9 103.3+ 96.0+ 125.4
8.8 8.1 11.0 9.9 15.6 8.2 10.1 16.7 10.9 8.1 9.9 7.6 7.1 18.1
3DG32 Cyan 0.6 0.7 0.5 7.5 2.3 0.6 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 0.2 0.5 4.7
Overall 9.4 8.8 11.5 17.4# 18.0 8.8 10.9 18.0 12.2 9.4 10.9 7.8 7.6 22.8
33.6 31.4 37.3 39.5 33.7 54.1 37.1 31.3 34.2 44.9 42.9 32.3 34.1 40.2
3DG51 Yellow 4.0 3.4 3.1 5.7 8.8 2.0 3.2 7.8 4.9 3.1 2.5 2.5 4.2 5.2
Overall 37.6 34.8 40.4 45.3 42.5 56.1 40.3 39.1 39.1 48.0 45.4 34.9 38.3 45.4
22.8 19.8 25.0 28.9 24.2 34.6 24.2 22.0 22.8 29.4 28.0 21.3 22.8 27.1
3DG67 Yellow 4.3 3.4 3.3 6.4 10.1 2.1 3.2 8.9 5.0 3.1 2.4 2.6 4.5 5.1
Overall 27.07 23.2 28.2 35.3 34.2 36.7 27.4 30.9 27.9 32.5 30.4 23.9 27.4 32.2
7.7 5.5 5.9 20.6 23.3 4.0 5.2 19.0 9.1 5.0 4.2 4.0 7.8 10.9
3DG68 Magenta 8.9 7.5 11.0 10.4 14.4 8.2 9.0 15.5 8.2 6.8 9.2 7.7 6.7 14.1
Overall 16.6 12.9 16.9 31.0 37.7 12.2 14.2 34.5 17.3 11.7 13.4 11.7 14.4 24.9
24.3 21.3 26.5 30.3 25.4 37.0 25.7 23.1 24.2 31.2 29.7 22.7 24.2 28.7
3DG69 Yellow 4.2 3.4 3.2 6.2 9.8 2.1 3.2 8.7 5.0 3.1 2.4 2.6 4.4 5.1
Overall 28.5 24.7 29.8 36.6 35.2 39.1 28.9 31.7 29.2 34.2 32.1 25.2 28.7 33.8
8.6 7.7 10.9 9.9 15.4 8.0 9.5 16.0 9.7 7.6 9.3 7.1 6.7 18.3
3DG70 Cyan 0.6 0.6 0.4 7.7 2.3 0.6 0.7 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.2 0.4 5.0
Overall 9.2# 8.3# 11.3# 17.7 17.7# 8.6# 10.2# 17.1# 10.8# 8.6# 10.2# 7.3# 7.1# 23.4
71.1 80.2 81.1 77.8 65.7 128.2 90.5 61.4 75.5 105.9 101.3 76.7 72.7 122.4
3DG71 Yellow 3.6 2.8 2.7 6.2 10.8 1.7 2.7 9.3 4.6 2.6 2.0 1.9 4.1 4.0
Overall 74.7 83.0 83.8 84.0 76.4 129.9+ 93.3 70.7 80.1 108.5+ 103.3+ 78.6 76.8 126.4
8.5 6.1 6.4 20.8 23.7 4.4 6.0 19.8 10.3 5.6 5.1 4.5 8.2 11.6
3DG72 Magenta 6.0 5.3 8.8 6.4 10.5 6.5 7.5 13.0 8.2 6.1 8.5 6.4 5.1 10.0
Overall 14.5 11.4 15.2 27.2 34.2 11.0 13.4 32.9 18.5 11.8 13.7 10.9 13.4 21.6#
14.1 12.7 14.7 15.8 20.5 11.7 14.7 21.2 14.3 11.5 13.9 12.2 11.3 24.0
3DG73 Cyan 1.9 1.7 1.4 8.5 3.7 1.7 1.9 2.6 2.9 2.1 2.3 1.1 1.4 5.7
Overall 16.0 14.4 16.0 24.2 24.1 13.4 16.6 23.7 17.3 13.6 16.2 13.3 12.6 29.7
8.6 7.9 10.9 9.9 15.7 8.0 9.8 16.6 10.4 7.8 9.6 7.3 6.9 18.5
3DG74 Cyan 1.9 1.8 1.4 8.5 3.7 1.7 2.0 2.6 3.0 2.2 2.3 1.1 1.4 5.7
Overall 10.5 9.7 12.3 18.4 19.4 9.7 11.8 19.2 13.4 10.0 12.0 8.4 8.3 24.2
9.4 6.7 7.2 21.9 25.0 5.0 6.4 20.8 10.8 6.0 5.4 5.0 9.0 11.9
3DG75 Magenta 10.4 8.7 12.0 12.2 16.0 9.2 10.2 16.7 8.9 7.6 10.2 8.8 7.8 17.1
















Green 9.2 6.6 7.1 21.9 25.0 4.9 6.2 20.7 10.6 5.9 5.3 4.9 8.9 11.8
3DG76 Magenta 9.0 7.5 11.1 10.6 14.6 8.3 9.0 15.5 8.0 6.8 9.2 7.7 6.8 15.5







Key: Overall Crosstalk Factor: = Highest, = Lowest, = Less than 15.00.0#00.0+ 00.0  
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Table 4: Crosstalk calculation results for the PDP monitors.  
Key: Overall Crosstalk Factor: = Highest, = Lowest, = Less than 15.
3DG28
PDP1 PDP2 PDP3 PDP4 PDP5 PDP6 PDP7 PDP8 PDP9 PDP10 PDP11 PDP12 PDP13 PDP14 PDP15
Red 14.9 24.8 9.8 15.6 10.9 17.9 13.6 16.9 16.7 12.8 11.1 8.4 10.2 16.5 13.5
3DG4 Cyan 1.1 1.0 2.1 2.4 2.1 1.5 1.3 2.2 1.2 2.8 1.6 1.4 1.9 1.5 0.7
Overall 16.0 25.8 11.9 17.9 13.0 19.4 14.9 19.1 17.9 15.7 12.7 9.8 12.1 18.0 14.2
Blue 72.3 49.4 78.2 73.8 54.7 72.2 68.5 60.1 59.1 59.9 57.7 88.9 70.7 61.9 54.6
3DG22 Yellow 2.9 5.9 3.8 3.5 4.7 3.5 7.3 6.4 4.1 6.2 6.6 3.6 4.8 10.8 3.5
Overall 75.3 55.2 82.0+ 77.3 59.5 75.7 75.8 66.6 63.2 66.1 64.3 92.5+ 75.5 72.8 58.1
Blue 11.2 8.0 12.3 15.3 7.4 11.9 12.8 10.4 9.1 8.1 6.8 8.9 8.0 8.5 9.4
3DG23 Yellow 3.4 6.8 4.2 4.0 5.2 4.0 7.7 7.0 4.7 6.8 7.1 4.0 5.3 10.9 4.2
Overall 14.6 14.8 16.5 19.3 12.6 15.9 20.5 17.4 13.8 14.9 13.9 12.9 13.3 19.4 13.6
Red 66.8 92.0 59.5 67.4 59.5 77.8 61.7 72.7 74.7 62.5 69.5 67.7 72.4 58.0 74.2
Cyan 17.7 14.5 20.0 19.2 20.7 15.9 20.5 18.1 16.4 21.1 16.3 15.7 15.7 24.7 14.8
Overall 84.6+ 106.5+ 79.5 86.6+ 80.2+ 93.6+ 82.2+ 90.7+ 91.1+ 83.6+ 85.8+ 83.3 88.1+ 89.0+
Red 14.1 23.7 9.0 14.7 9.3 17.0 13.1 15.8 15.5 11.7 9.6 7.1 8.7 15.4 12.2
3DG32 Cyan 1.0 0.9 1.9 2.2 2.0 1.4 1.2 2.1 1.1 2.6 1.5 1.2 1.8 1.3 0.7
Overall 15.1 24.6 10.9 17.0 11.3 18.4 14.3 17.9 16.6 14.3 11.1 8.4 10.5 16.7 12.8
Blue 18.9 13.0 19.7 23.1 12.1 19.2 20.2 16.5 15.1 13.8 11.7 16.2 13.9 14.8 14.3
3DG51 Yellow 3.5 7.1 4.3 4.0 5.2 4.1 8.0 7.2 4.8 6.9 7.3 4.1 5.4 11.1 4.2
Overall 22.4 20.1 24.0 27.1 17.3 23.3 28.2 23.7 19.9 20.8 18.9 20.3 19.3 25.9 18.5
Blue 9.9 7.1 11.2 13.8 6.8 10.5 11.4 9.6 8.1 7.6 6.3 8.2 7.4 8.6 8.2
3DG67 Yellow 3.3 6.7 4.1 3.9 5.2 4.0 7.7 6.9 4.6 6.7 7.1 4.0 5.2 10.8 4.1
Overall 13.2# 13.7# 15.4 17.7 12.0 14.4# 19.1 16.5# 12.7# 14.3 13.3 12.1 12.7 19.4 12.4
Green 5.1 7.7 7.3 7.9 9.3 6.2 12.6 10.6 6.6 10.4 9.8 6.0 8.1 15.6 6.2
3DG68 Magenta 11.4 15.3 6.3 12.1 6.5 13.4 8.0 10.1 11.6 6.4 5.5 5.1 5.9 6.6 10.1
Overall 16.4 23.0 13.6 20.1 15.8 19.6 20.6 20.7 18.2 16.8 15.2 11.2 14.0 22.2 16.3
Blue 10.8 7.7 12.1 14.7 7.4 11.3 12.3 10.3 8.8 8.2 6.8 9.0 8.1 9.2 8.9
3DG69 Yellow 3.4 6.8 4.2 4.0 5.2 4.0 7.7 7.0 4.7 6.7 7.1 4.0 5.3 10.8 4.2
Overall 14.2 14.5 16.3 18.7 12.5 15.3 20.0 17.2 13.5 14.9 14.0 13.0 13.4 20.0 13.1
Red 13.4 22.6 8.2 13.9 8.3 16.1 12.3 15.0 14.7 10.9 8.5 6.4 7.9 14.7 10.9
3DG70 Cyan 1.0 0.9 2.0 2.2 2.2 1.4 1.3 2.2 1.1 2.9 1.7 1.4 1.9 1.5 0.7
Overall 14.4 23.5 10.2# 16.1# 10.5# 17.5 13.6# 17.1 15.8 13.8# 10.2# 7.8# 9.8# 16.2# 11.6#
Blue 63.9 43.0 64.8 67.6 44.4 63.2 60.7 49.0 50.8 46.0 42.5 64.7 51.5 45.3 49.4
3DG71 Yellow 2.4 4.9 3.3 3.0 4.1 3.0 6.8 5.7 3.4 5.2 5.7 3.0 4.1 10.1 2.9
Overall 66.3 47.8 68.1 70.7 48.5 66.2 67.5 54.7 54.3 51.2 48.2 67.7 55.6 55.4 52.2
Green 5.8 8.8 8.5 9.0 10.5 7.0 14.1 12.0 7.5 12.2 11.2 7.0 9.4 17.6 6.9
3DG72 Magenta 9.7 12.1 5.4 10.9 5.6 11.4 7.3 8.5 9.5 5.4 4.9 4.2 4.8 5.7 9.1
Overall 15.5 20.8 13.9 19.9 16.1 18.4 21.4 20.5 17.0 17.6 16.0 11.2 14.1 23.4 16.0
Red 15.2 25.1 10.1 15.8 10.8 18.2 13.9 17.1 16.9 12.9 11.0 8.5 10.3 16.6 13.6
3DG73 Cyan 2.0 1.8 3.2 3.3 3.2 2.3 2.6 3.1 2.0 4.0 2.3 2.1 2.6 3.2 1.4
Overall 17.2 27.0 13.4 19.1 14.0 20.5 16.5 20.3 18.9 16.9 13.3 10.6 12.9 19.8 14.9
Red 13.5 22.8 8.4 14.1 8.9 16.2 12.6 15.2 14.8 11.3 9.2 6.7 8.4 14.8 11.6
3DG74 Cyan 2.1 1.9 3.3 3.4 3.3 2.3 2.6 3.2 2.1 4.0 2.3 2.1 2.7 3.3 1.4
Overall 15.5 24.7 11.8 17.5 12.2 18.5 15.2 18.4 16.9 15.3 11.5 8.8 11.0 18.2 13.1
Green 6.3 9.6 8.8 9.5 10.9 7.4 14.9 12.4 8.1 12.2 11.3 7.1 9.4 18.3 7.6
3DG75 Magenta 11.1 14.7 6.2 11.8 6.6 13.1 7.6 10.0 11.4 6.4 5.5 5.3 6.0 6.6 10.0
Overall 17.4 24.3 15.0 21.3 17.5 20.5 22.5 22.4 19.5 18.6 16.8 12.4 15.4 24.8 17.6
Green 6.2 9.5 8.6 9.4 10.8 7.4 14.8 12.3 8.0 12.0 11.2 7.0 9.3 17.9 7.6
3DG76 Magenta 10.8 14.2 5.9 11.5 6.2 12.7 7.4 9.6 11.0 6.2 5.2 4.9 5.7 6.4 9.5







00.0#00.0+ 00.0  
 
3.4 Validation 
A series of first-order validation tests were performed to check the accuracy of the crosstalk model.  A set of test images 
were viewed on CRT and PDP monitors and subjectively ranked in order of increasing crosstalk by human observers.  
The results of the subjective ranking were then compared with the crosstalk ranking generated by the Matlab program 
and this is shown in Tables 5(a-f).  The first group of validations (Tables 5 a-d) only compare a single filter color at a 
time.  The second group of validations (Tables 5 e and f) compare the overall crosstalk ranking of the glasses (both left 
and right eye filters) as a whole.   
 
It can be seen that the single lens subjective rankings agree extremely well with the calculated results (Tables 5 a-d).  
Most of the differences occur where the crosstalk percentage difference was 0.6 or less, which is a very small difference 
and would be hard to discern by the naked eye. 
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The validation of the overall crosstalk 
factor ranking for each overall pair of 
anaglyph glasses (combining left and 
right lenses) (Tables 5 e and f) 
indicates that we are on the right track 
but there is room for improvement (of 
either the algorithm or the validation 
procedure). The overall crosstalk 
validation experiment on a CRT 
monitor (Table 5e) was reasonably 
successful with only two glasses 
having large ranking differences 
(3DG4 and 3DG73).  The other 
ranking differences generally had 
crosstalk factor ranking differences† 
less than 5 points.  The ranking of the 
color groups of glasses also agrees 
fairly well except for the placement of 
3DG4 and 3DG73.  The overall 
crosstalk validation experiment on 
PDP15 (Table 5f) was seemingly 
more jumbled than the CRT ranking, 
but it is also important to note that 
most of the calculated crosstalk 
factors fall within a smaller range for 
PDP15 (12.4 to 18.5 6.1 range) than 
for the CRT case (where the 
equivalent range is 22.8 to 45.4  
22.6 range).  Our previous studies 
have found that when the crosstalk 
numbers are closer together it will be 
harder to visually distinguish the 
differences.  The largest disagreement 
of ranking for PDP15 are with 
3DG69, 3DG51, and 3DG67 – which 
are all blue/yellow glasses (this is 
based on the rank position difference, 
and also the crosstalk factor ranking 
difference).  All of the other ranking 
differences for PDP15 have a 
crosstalk factor ranking difference of 
less than 2 (e.g. for 3DG73 is 
14.9-13.1=1.8).   
 
It should be noted that the accuracy of these validation experiments are limited due to the limited number of conditions 
tested (CRT and PDP15) and the limited number of observers (1 or 2).  The authors would like to expand the validation 
experiments (primarily by increasing the number of observers) in order to improve the accuracy of the crosstalk 
calculation model – particularly the calculation of the overall crosstalk factor.  It is important to point out that visually 
comparing anaglyph glasses of different colors was found to be a very difficult task and is also possibly highly 
subjective.  Some aspects discussed in Section 4.2 may also contribute to the accuracy of the validation. 
                                                 
† For the purposes of this discussion the crosstalk factor ranking difference is defined by example as follows: On a CRT the calculated crosstalk factor 
for 3DG4 is 31.7.  When visually ranked on a CRT, 3DG4 has rank position 2, which is the same ranking position as 3DG74 in the computed rank 
column.  The calculated crosstalk factor for 3DG74 is 24.2.  Therefore the crosstalk factor ranking difference for 3DG4 on a CRT is 31.7-24.2=7.5. 
Tables 5(a-f): Anaglyph crosstalk validation tables.  Validation of individual filters on 
a CRT monitor for (a) red filter, (b) cyan filter, (c) blue filter, and (d) yellow filter.  
Validation of overall ranking of anaglyph glasses on (e) a CRT monitor, and (f) a 
plasma display.  Lines join matching entries.  Key: R/C = Red/Cyan, 
G/M = Green/Magenta, B/Y = Blue/Yellow. 
Visual Computed Calculated Visual Computed Calculated
Rank Rank Crosstalk Rank Rank Crosstalk
3DG32 3DG32 18.1 3DG10 3DG26 4.6
3DG26 3DG26 18.5 3DG26 3DG32 4.7
3DG13 3DG13 19.2 3DG32 3DG10 4.84
3DG04 3DG04 26.8 3DG04 3DG13 4.88
3DG10 3DG10 35.1 3DG13 3DG04 4.91
3DG28 3DG28 108.5 3DG28 3DG28 16.9
Visual Computed Calculated Visual Computed Calculated
Rank Rank Crosstalk Rank Rank Crosstalk
3DG67 3DG67 27.1 3DG23 3DG22 4.5
3DG23 3DG69 28.7 3DG51 3DG67 5.09
3DG69 3DG23 30.3 3DG69 3DG23 5.10
3DG51 3DG51 40.2 3DG67 3DG69 5.12
3DG22 3DG22 129.5 3DG22 3DG51 5.2
Blue Lens Validation (CRT) Yellow Lens Validation (CRT)
Red Lens Validation (CRT) Cyan Lens Validation (CRT)
Visual Computed Calculated Visual Computed Calculated
Rank Rank Crosstalk Rank Rank Crosstalk
3DG32  3DG32 22.8 3DG32  3DG67 12.4
3DG4  3DG74 24.2 3DG74  3DG32 12.8
3DG73  3DG68 24.9 3DG73  3DG74 13.1
3DG74  3DG76 27.3 3DG4  3DG69 13.1
3DG68  3DG75 29.0 3DG23  3DG23 13.6
3DG76  3DG73 29.7 3DG67  3DG4 14.2
3DG75   3DG4 31.7 3DG51  3DG73 14.9
3DG23  3DG67 32.2 3DG68  3DG68 16.3
3DG67  3DG69 33.8 3DG76  3DG76 17.1
3DG69  3DG23 35.4 3DG75  3DG75 17.6
3DG51  3DG51 45.4 3DG69  3DG51 18.5
3DG22  3DG28 125.4 3DG22  3DG22 58.1
3DG28  3DG22 134.0 3DG28  3DG28 89.0
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4. DISCUSSION  
4.1 General Observations 
Crosstalk in anaglyph images acts to degrade the 3D image quality by making them hard to fuse – the corollary of this is 
that the image quality of anaglyph 3D images can be maximized by minimizing the amount of crosstalk.  The 
simulations of this study predict that the choice of anaglyph glasses can have a major impact on the amount of crosstalk 
present, therefore a simple change of anaglyph glasses could significantly reduce the amount of crosstalk present.  The 
simulations also predict that the spectral characteristics of a particular display can also have a significant effect on the 
amount of crosstalk present – one display can exhibit significantly less ghosting than the same image and glasses on 
another display.  Understandably it will usually be harder for a user to swap to a different display to attempt to reduce 
crosstalk, than it will be to change glasses. 
 
A number of interesting trends can be seen in the crosstalk simulations results of Tables 3 and 4.  The crosstalk algorithm 
predicts that in most cases the pair of anaglyph glasses with the highest level of crosstalk (from the set of glasses 
considered in this paper across all of the displays considered in this paper) was the inkjet printed pair of glasses 3DG28 
(average crosstalk 93.8, global maximum 125.4) – this was not totally unexpected given their very poor stop-band 
performance.  In other words – don’t use inkjet printed anaglyph filters.  The algorithm predicts that the pair of anaglyph 
glasses with the lowest level of crosstalk (from the set of glasses considered in this paper across all of the displays 
considered in this paper) was the red/cyan dichroic-filter glasses 3DG70 (average crosstalk 13.6, global minimum 7.1).  
This result is probably attributable to the very low stop-band transmission, very high pass-band transmission, sharpness 
of the transition between stop-band and pass-band, and also the actual wavelength of the transition point for both eyes.  
Unfortunately a physical sample of these glasses was not available to conduct visual testing so these results should be 
considered with some skepticism.   
 
The crosstalk algorithm predicts that the cyan and the yellow filters mostly have very low crosstalk figures (an average 
of 2.2% for the better four cyan gel-filters across all displays and 5.1% for the better four yellow gel-filters).  
Unfortunately the predicted crosstalk performance of the red and blue filters does not match the low crosstalk 
performance of the cyan and yellow filters they are usually matched with (red average 13.5% and blue average 20.1%).   
 
Some further summarized data is available in Table 6 which shows that the algorithm predicts that the four better 
red/cyan gel-glasses will perform similarly on LCD and plasma displays but better than on CRT, that the four better 
blue/yellow gel-glasses will perform better on plasma displays than on LCD and CRT, and that the green/magenta gel-
glasses will perform better on plasma and LCD than with CRT.  The algorithm also predicts that CRT will generally 
exhibit about double the amount of anaglyph crosstalk compared to LCD or plasma.  Across all of the better gel-glasses, 
plasma had the lowest average crosstalk (average of 17.0, global minimum of 8.4), followed by LCD (average of 22.9, 
global minimum of 7.6) and then CRT (average of 30.3, global minimum of 22.8).   
 
Table 6: Summarized crosstalk simulation results showing average overall  
crosstalk factor for various anaglyph glasses across various displays. 
 Displays 
Average overall crosstalk factor for: LCD  PDP CRT 
Better four red/cyan gel-filter glasses 14.7 15.7 27.1 
Better four blue/yellow gel-filter glasses 33.9 16.9 36.7 
All three green/magenta gel-filter glasses 20.1 18.4 27.1 
    
Dichroic red/cyan filter glasses (simulated only) 11.1 13.9 23.4 
Dichroic blue/yellow filter glasses (simulated only) 87.9 58.3 126.4 
Dichroic green/magenta filter glasses (simulated only) 17.5 17.4 21.6 
Please note the limitations of this study as described in Section 4.2. 
 
Comparing the levels of crosstalk between the various color-primary types of anaglyph glasses (choosing the best four 
gel-glasses of each type, or best three in the case of green/magenta), the algorithm predicts that for LCDs, red/cyan 
glasses will have the lowest average overall crosstalk (average 14.7, global minimum 7.6), followed by green/magenta 
(average 20.1, global minimum 11.7), then by blue/yellow (average 33.9, global minimum 24.7).  For plasma displays 
the difference is less marked, with the algorithm predicting that on average the red/cyan glasses will have the lowest 
crosstalk (average 15.7, global minimum 8.4), closely followed by blue/yellow (average 16.9, global minimum 12.5), 
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and closely followed by green/magenta (average 18.4, global minimum 11.2).  For CRT, the algorithm predicts that on 
average red/cyan and green/magenta have the same average lowest crosstalk (red/cyan average 27.1, global minimum 
22.8) (green/magenta average 27.1, global minimum 24.9), followed by blue/yellow (average 36.7, global minimum 
32.2).  Across all of the tested displays, the algorithm predicts that red/cyan has the lowest average crosstalk (average 
15.7), followed closely by green/magenta (average 19.5), and then blue/yellow (average 25.2). 
 
It was mentioned above that the red/cyan dichroic filter glasses were predicted to have the lowest average crosstalk 
across all of the tested displays.  Let’s look more closely at the performance of the other dichroic filters.  According to 
the simulation, the green/magenta dichroic filter glasses have slightly lower crosstalk levels (average 17.6) than the 
green/magenta gel-filter glasses (average 19.5).  This would be for the same reasons cited for the good performance of 
the red/cyan dichroic filter glasses.  On the other hand, the blue/yellow dichroic filter glasses are predicted to have 
grossly higher average crosstalk levels (average 73.9) than the better blue-yellow gel-filter glasses (average 25.2).  
Looking more closely at this result, the yellow dichroic filter is predicted to have slightly lower crosstalk than the better 
yellow gel-filters, but the algorithm predicts the blue dichroic filter to have almost three times the crosstalk as the better 
blue gel-filters.  This will be the source of the high result overall dichroic crosstalk result.  Looking at the spectrum of 
the blue dichroic filter shows that the transition wavelength is around 505nm which is probably too high.  If the 
transition wavelength was closer to 480 or 490nm, the result would probably be very different.  The simulation results 
indicate that dichroic filters have potential to offer lower crosstalk than equivalent gel-filters, providing the transition 
wavelengths are positioned optimally.  It would be interesting to validate these predictions with visual tests on physical 
pairs of these glasses. 
 
4.2 Limitations of this Study 
The techniques used in this study have several limitations which should be considered when the results of this study are 
reviewed.  The study only considers a limited number of displays – it is unclear whether these displays are a valid 
representation of all displays in common circulation.  Furthermore recent model displays may have a different spectral 
emission performance – for example, LED backlit LCD TVs are likely to have different spectral characteristics and 
therefore very different crosstalk results. 
 
The crosstalk calculation algorithm only considers crosstalk as an indicator for 3D image quality – there are a number of 
other factors which also contribute towards the perception of 3D image quality but are not included in the algorithm.  For 
example: clarity or sharpness of the lenses (filters with a low MTF would reduce 3D image quality); brightness balance 
of the left and right lenses (high brightness imbalance can lead to the perception of the Pulfrich effect – our calculations 
indicate that the green/magenta glasses generally have better brightness balance and blue/yellow glasses have the 
greatest brightness imbalance although that work isn’t reported here due to space limitations); color balance of the 
monitor (our tests have revealed that color balance does have an effect on crosstalk calculations but we have not been 
able to design this out of the algorithm at the present time); experimental variation and product manufacturing variation; 
the inherent difficulty of accurately visually comparing relative brightness of different colors; and other psychological 
effects (which can lead to subjective variation).   
 
The current crosstalk simulation algorithm uses a simple addition of left eye crosstalk and right eye crosstalk to obtain 
the overall crosstalk factor for a pair of glasses.  This may not be a good representation of how we perceive overall levels 
of crosstalk – particularly when there are large brightness differences and large crosstalk differences between the eyes.  
One example of this is glasses 3DG51 on a CRT – the crosstalk of the blue filter has almost eight times the amount of 
crosstalk of the yellow lens (which has quite low crosstalk).  The yellow lens is also substantially brighter than the blue 
lens.  When glasses 3DG51 are worn, the perception of the brighter yellow lens seems to dominate the perception of the 
3D image and less crosstalk is perceived than a simple addition of yellow and blue individual crosstalk would suggest.  
Further work is required in this area and would be aided by an expanded validation experiment as mentioned in Section 
3.4. 
 
This study also ignores the introduction of anaglyph crosstalk by the use of lossy compression techniques on anaglyph 
images (e.g. JPEG compression), and the use of incorrect anaglyph generation algorithms (which may unwittingly mix 
left and right images).  These effects are quite separate from the spectral techniques described in this paper and should be 
considered separately.  Anaglyph content producers should work to ensure that their anaglyph 3D content is not 
adversely affected by these last two factors. 
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5. CONCLUSION  
Although there are a range of other stereoscopic display technologies available that produce much better 3D image 
quality than the anaglyph 3D method (e.g. polarized, shutter glasses, and Infitec), the anaglyph 3d method remains 
widely used because of its simplicity, low cost, and compatibility with all full-color displays and prints.  If anaglyph 3D 
is to be used, it would be best if it were used optimally which is one of the purposes of this paper.   
 
This paper has revealed that crosstalk in anaglyphic 3-D images can be minimized by the appropriate choice of 
anaglyphic 3-D glasses.  The study has also revealed that there is considerable variation in the amount of anaglyphic 
crosstalk exhibited by different displays.  Compared to previous work that has only considered red/cyan anaglyph 
glasses, this paper has extended the work to include blue/yellow and green/magenta anaglyph glasses which are now also 
in common usage.  The paper has also considered the effect of using dichroic filters and inkjet printed filters for 
anaglyph 3D viewing.  The techniques used in the paper to simulate anaglyph crosstalk are by no means perfect at this 
stage, but they do confirm that there is considerable opportunity for the optimization of anaglyph viewing by the 
appropriate choice of anaglyph glasses and displays. 
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Characterising Sources of Ghosting in Time-Sequential Stereoscopic 
Video Displays 
 
Andrew J. Woods*, Stanley S. L. Tan  




A common artefact of time-sequential stereoscopic video displays is the presence of some image ghosting or crosstalk 
between the two eye views.  In general this happens because of imperfect shuttering of the Liquid Crystal Shutter (LCS) 
glasses used, and the afterglow of one image into another due to phosphor persistence.  This paper describes a project 
that has measured and quantified these sources of image ghosting and developed a mathematical model of stereoscopic 
image ghosting.  The primary parameters which have been measured for use in the model are: the spectral response of 
the red, green and blue phosphors for a wide range of monitors, the phosphor decay rate of same, and the transmission 
response of a wide range of LCS glasses.  The model compares reasonably well with perceived image ghosting.  This 
paper aims to provide the reader with an improved understanding of the mechanisms of stereoscopic image ghosting 
and to provide guidance in reducing image ghosting in time-sequential stereoscopic displays. 
 




One of the most common stereoscopic display techniques is the use of liquid crystal shutter (LCS) glasses in 
combination with the sequential display of left and right perspective images on a common Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) 
display (e.g. most TVs and computer monitors).  When the left perspective image is displayed on the screen, the right 
eye cell of the LCS glasses goes opaque and the left eye cell goes clear, and vice versa for when the right perspective 
image is displayed.  Therefore the left eye sees only left perspective images and vice versa for the right eye.  If the 
speed of repetition is sufficiently high, the eye will not notice the alternate presentation of the images nor any flicker. 
 
This technique is often called field-sequential or frame-sequential 3D since sequential or alternate images contain the 
left and right image.  The term field-sequential applies to interlaced video systems and frame-sequential applies to 
progressive mode video displays.  An overall term that can be used to describe both field- and frame-sequential systems 
is "time-sequential". 
 
An unfortunate property of these types of stereoscopic displays is the presence of a low level amount of image ghosting 
or crosstalk.  Image ghosting or crosstalk is the leakage of one eye view into the other eye.  For example, the left eye 
should only be able to see the left perspective image, but due to crosstalk, the left eye sees a small proportion of the 
right perspective image.   
 
The amount of crosstalk is typically quite low and hence is usually mostly noticed on images that exhibit high contrast.   
For example, where a bright object appears against a dark background. 
 
Most of the literature on the subject of crosstalk 1,2,3,4,5,6 cites two main contributors to crosstalk: 
• Phosphor Afterglow 
Images are formed on a CRT display when the phosphor coating on the inside of the tube fluoresces upon excitation 
by an electron beam. The light output of these phosphors ‘decay’ after the initial excitation instead of extinguishing 
immediately.  This phosphor persistence (or afterglow) enables one image to persist in time so that a faint ‘afterglow 
image’ may still be seen when the subsequent image is being displayed on the CRT.  In this way, the left perspective 
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image is displayed simultaneously with an ‘afterglow image’ of the right perspective image, enabling the left eye to 
see both, and similarly for the right eye. 
• Shutter leakage 
Due to the physical limitations of LC (liquid crystal) technology, when an LC shutter occludes an eye, it does not 
become totally 100% opaque.  Thus if the displayed image is bright, the occluded eye may still be able to see a small 
percentage of the image not intended for it. 
 
Our questions were:  
• How much do phosphor afterglow and shutter leakage actually contribute to crosstalk? 
• Are there any other contributors to crosstalk?  Some factors that we considered were: timing of the LCS drive signal 
(when in the Vertical Blanking Interval the switch occurs), the nature of the signal used to drive the LCS (voltage, 
modulation, etc), and the field/frame rate of the CRT display.  Lipton7 also discusses angle of view through the LCS. 
 
These questions weren’t entirely addressed in the literature so we set about performing some measurements to 
characterise the crosstalk. 
 
2. CROSSTALK MEASUREMENT AND MODELING 
 
2.1 CROSSTALK MEASUREMENT 
Unfortunately, it wasn’t possible for us to separately measure the contribution of phosphor afterglow and incomplete 
extinction to ghosting directly in one measurement.  Therefore we had to devise a method by which we could model the 
crosstalk process mathematically using the measured individual properties of the CRT phosphors and LCS glasses.   
 
The three items that we measured to develop our model were: 
• Phosphor spectral response, 
• Phosphor time response, and 
• LC shutter time/spectral response. 
 
2.1.1 PHOSPHOR SPECTRAL RESPONSE 
The colour image on a CRT display is constructed using three different colour phosphors: RED, GREEN, and BLUE.  
We used an Ocean Optics S1000 Spectoradiometer to measure the spectral output of the three colour phosphors.  The 
results of this measurement (carried out on a selection of 11 different CRT computer monitors and TVs) are shown in 
Figure 1. 
 
It can be seen that the blue and green phosphors exhibit a classic bell shape curve centred at around 450nm for blue and 
520nm for green.  In contrast the red phosphor has many peaks with the main peak at around 630nm.  One further 
aspect of this result to note is the partial spectral overlap of the three phosphors.   
 
We carried out this same measurement on 11 different CRT computer monitors and TVs in order to establish how much 
variation there was between different monitors.  The overlaid results of all 11 CRT monitors are shown in Figure 2.  We 
were surprised by the uniformity of the result, which obviously indicates that a standard set of phosphors is used in most 
CRT displays. 
 
Note, however, that the one CRT projector that we measured had a very different spectrum than the CRT monitors that 
we measured.  LCD displays also have a considerably different spectrum for each of the red, green and blue primaries, 
which is due to the entirely different display method used.  However, it should be noted that LCS glasses would not 
























































    Figure 2: Overlaid spectral output of 11 different CRT monitors. 
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2.1.2 PHOSPHOR TIME RESPONSE  
The phosphor intensity vs. time response of each of the three CRT phosphors was measured using an IPL10503DAL 
photodiode from Integrated Photomatrix Limited (Dorchester, UK)8.  The results of this measurement for each of the 
three colour phosphors are shown in Figure 3. Again, blue and green have a very similar result.  In contrast, the red 





























          Figure 3: Phosphor intensity vs. time response for the three phosphors of a typical CRT display. 
 
2.1.3 LC SHUTTER TIME/SPECTRAL RESPONSE. 
Measuring the transmission vs. time response of the LCS glasses presented a slightly more difficult problem.  The 
optical transmission of a filter (in our case an LC shutter) is normally measured by placing a source on one side of the 
filter and a detector on the opposite side.  The percentage transmission of the filter is given by the percentage reduction 
in the reading of the detector when the filter is inserted into the optical path.  It is possible to determine the optical 
transmission of the filter at particular spectral frequencies by using a optical source with a particular spectral output. 
 
In our case we were primarily interested in the transmission vs. time response of the LCS glasses at the spectral 
frequencies output by the individual CRT phosphors.  It would have made sense to use the CRT phosphors as the 
optical source for the transmission measurement, however we were also interested in isolating the time varying 
transmission response of the LCS shutters and therefore needed an optical source which had a constant optical output 
versus time.  Unfortunately the optical output of the phosphors in a CRT monitor are not constant – the phosphors are 
modulated by the scanning electron beam – and therefore we could not directly use them as source. 
 
Instead we decided to use LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) as the optical source.  LEDs have a constant optical output, 
have a fairly narrow spectral output, bright models are available, and they are easy to work with.  However, our 
challenge was to select LEDs whose output was fairly well matched to the spectral output of the CRT phosphors.  
Figure 4 shows the spectral output of the LEDs that we chose to imitate the CRT phosphors plotted against the CRT 
phosphor spectral responses.  It can be seen in Figure 4 that the blue and green LEDs are a fairly close match to the 
output of the blue and green phosphors – at least considered close enough for the purposes of this experiment.  
Unfortunately no single LED is ever going to match the multi-peaked spectral output of the red CRT phosphor so we 
chose a red LED whose centre frequency was fairly close to the red phosphor's main peak.  











































































Figure 4:  The spectral output of the chosen LEDs versus the spectral output of the CRT phosphors for 
(a) Green, (b) Blue and (c) Red. 
 
The transmission vs. time response of a range of different LCS glasses was then measured using the LEDs chosen 
above as  light sources (individually for red, green and blue) and the photodiode mentioned previously as the detector.  
A sample result of this measurement on a selected pair of LCS glasses is shown in Figure 5. 
 
The results of Figure 5 show the opaque→transmissive→opaque cycle of a pair of LCS glasses for the selected red, 
green and blue wavelengths.  At 0ms the glasses are in the opaque (extinction) state.  At 2.5ms the drive signal of the 
glasses changes state triggering the glasses to change into the transmissive state.  At 22.5ms the drive signal changes 
again and drives the LCS glasses into the opaque state.  This is repeated at the cycle frequency of the drive signal – in 
this case 60Hz.   
 
A number of things should be observed from Figure 5: 
• The results for each of the three colours are not the same – although there are similarities. 
• In the opaque state, there is still a measurable amount of transmission – it is not 0% transmission.  (This is what we 
refer to as shutter leakage.) 
• In the opaque state, the red transmission is considerably higher than the transmission of the other two colours. 
• At the opaque to transmissive transition it can be seen that the glasses switch gradually to the transmissive state – 
the state change is not immediate. 
• The percentage transmission during the transmissive state is not constant.  In one case (blue) the transmission 
increases to a maximum and then decreases.  For the other two colours (red and green) the transmissions 
monotonically increase to different equilibrium points. 
• The transmissive to opaque state change is fairly sharp compared to the opaque to transmissive state change. 
 (a)
 (b)  (c)


























Figure 5:  The transmission vs. time response of a selected pair of LCS glasses for the 
selected red, green and blue wavelengths. 
 
This measurement process was repeated for a range of different pairs of LCS glasses.  These results, shown in Figure 6, 
show a considerable amount of variation.  This variation is probably due to differing types of materials used in the 
manufacture of the various LC shutters sampled.  In this test the cycle frequency was 50Hz (except for one set of 
glasses which had to be cycled at 100Hz).  Again the red spectral range exhibits the most leakage during the opaque 
shutter state. 
 
2.2 THE CROSSTALK MODEL 
The three properties described above (phosphor spectral response, phosphor time response, and LC shutter time/spectral 
response) were combined together in a mathematical model in order to simulate the function of the stereoscopic image 
crosstalk.  The crosstalk model is illustrated in Figure 7.   
 
The top half of Figure 7 shows the shutter response and the phosphor response overlaid on the same time scale.  In this 
case the phosphor response has been exaggerated for illustrative purposes.  In real life the phosphor response is 
considerably narrower.  The horizontal axis shows the time for one complete shutter cycle – one image for the left eye 
and then one image for the right eye – with the shutters switching appropriately.  This graph actually indicates the time 
cycle for the right eye – it can be seen that the shutter goes opaque during the display of the left image and is 
transmissive during the display of the right eye image.  In this case the phosphor response curve is positioned to 
coincide with a pixel close to the top of the screen and for the left eye image.   
 
The vertical dashed lines on the graph indicate the start and finish of the vertical blanking interval.  This is the time in 
which no picture information is being drawn on the screen.  For example, "End of VBI1"† coincides with the start (top) 
of the left image and "Start of VBI2" coincides with the end (bottom) of the left image. 
 
From 18000 µsec on the bottom half of Figure 7 shows the amount of light from a pixel on the left eye image that has 
leaked through the LC shutter and can be seen by the right eye.  This has been calculated by multiplying the shutter 
response and phosphor response together.  Ideally this curve would be zero, however its presence indicates the presence 
of crosstalk. 
                                                           
† VBI = Vertical Blanking Interval 
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The total amount of crosstalk (for this specific pixel position) is then calculated by integrating the area under the bottom 
curve. 
 
To determine the contribution of each crosstalk source to total crosstalk, the time integration is divided into two regions, 
one encompassing the duration of the shutter’s transmissive state, and the other encompassing the shutter’s occlusion 
state.  The time integration taken while the shutter is in its occlusion state represents the average crosstalk light energy 
‘leaking’ through the ‘imperfectly’ occluded shutter and is due to shutter leakage.  Similarly, the integration taken while 
the shutter is in its transmissive state, while none of the left image should have been visible, will represent the average 
crosstalk light energy received due to phosphor afterglow. 
 
 
                                                           
‡ Please note that we have intentionally not listed the manufacturer and model of the various LCS glasses measured.  In 
most cases we have measured only one pair of glasses and hence this may not be representative of all LCS glasses of 














































Figure 6: The transmission vs. time response of a selection of different LCS glasses‡ in the (a) green, (b) blue, and 



































































































Figure 7:  Illustration of the crosstalk model (with exaggerated phosphor response for illustrative purposes).  
Top: phosphor response and shutter response.  Bottom: multiplication of phosphor response by the shutter response to 
give the amount of crosstalk. 
 
 
To calculate the crosstalk at another pixel, let’s say further down the screen, the above procedure is repeated with the 
phosphor response delayed in time with respect to the shutter response by the appropriate interval.  (This reflects the 
fact that each pixel on a CRT is excited at a slightly different time.  For a typical raster scanning pattern, the cathode ray 
sweeps horizontal lines down the screen, from the top-left to the bottom-right.)  In this iterative fashion, a ghosting 




3.1 CROSSTALK MODEL RESULTS 
The crosstalk model discussed in Section 2.2 has been prototyped in Excel and uses the input data illustrated in Figures 
3 and 5.  In this first instance the model has been calculated for a screen refresh rate of 60Hz.  The crosstalk model has 
been run for each of the three colours and also for multiple positions down the screen.  The results for each of the three 
primary colours are shown in Figure 8(a,b,c).  The graphs show three parameters: (a) total crosstalk, (b) crosstalk due to 
shutter leakage, and (c) crosstalk due to phosphor afterglow, plotted versus screen height.   
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Ghosting Composition w.r.t. screen height
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Red Ghosting Composition w.r.t. screen height






























Figure 8: Crosstalk source composition versus screen height for: (a) blue, (b) green, (c) red, and (d) average 
brightness. 
 
The results for blue and green are remarkably similar - at the top of the screen ghosting is mostly due to shutter leakage, 
and at the bottom of the screen ghosting is mostly due to phosphor afterglow.  The blue and green figures also show a 
monotonic increase in total crosstalk as we move down the screen.  The result for red is quite different from blue and 
green which is probably due to the high level of transmission during the LCS extinction period for red (see Figure 5).  
We would have expected the amount of red afterglow (in Figure 8c) to be significantly more but this might be an error 
due to the limited accuracy of our photodetector system at very low light levels.  For all graphs of figure 8, the 
maximum amount of crosstalk is at the bottom of the screen - which agrees with our perceptual assessment of crosstalk 
and also with Bos5. 
 
The results for the three colours have then been combined into a single average brightness (luminance) result shown in 
Figure 8(d) by taking into consideration the eye's spectral response10 as well as a CRT monitor's usual balance between 
red, green and blue to obtain white light.  If we average the crosstalk due to each of the sources over the whole screen 
(for the average brightness case), we find that shutter leakage and phosphor afterglow are almost even contributors at 
51.1% and 48.8% respectively.  
 
It should be emphasised that these results apply only to the particular system that we have measured (LCS glasses, 
shutter rate, etc).  The results for a different system could be significantly different from these results and would require 
a new set of data to be input into the crosstalk model. 
 
(d) Avg. RGB Ghosting Composition w.r.t. screen height 
(scaled with eye response and CRT RGB composition)



























(a) Blue ghosting composition w.r.t. screen height (b) Green ghosting composition w.r.t. screen height
(c) Red ghosting composition w.r.t. screen height (d) Avg. RGB ghosting composition w.r.t screen height
(scaled with eye response and CRT RGB composition)
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3.2 VALIDATION 
To provide us with a quick check that the results from the crosstalk model were close to correct, we used a digital 
camera to capture the presence of crosstalk on a time-sequential stereoscopic display.  Although the digital camera (a 
Kodak DC625) is by no means a metric device, it would at least provide us with some level of validation.   
 
Figure 9 shows a photograph taken through the right shutter, with the glasses shuttering, the screen was showing a time 
sequential image, the right image was set to black and the left image was set to full screen 100% green (the other 
colours were tested separately).  The increase of crosstalk toward the bottom of the screen can be clearly observed, and 
is in accord with the crosstalk model results shown in Figure 8.  Figure 10 shows a 3D plot of the data of Figure 9 and 
shows the nature of the increase in ghost intensity at the bottom of the screen. 
 
   
 
Figure 9: Digital photograph of green ghosting            Figure 10:  3D histogram of Figure 9 
 
In order to compare the crosstalk model with the digital camera results for total crosstalk, the ghost to (intended) 
transmission (G/T) Ratio with respect to screen height was calculated.  This ratio was used since the camera's absolute 
light sensitivity was unknown.  Figure 11 shows a comparison of (G/T) ratio calculated from the crosstalk model, and 
that calculated from data extracted from the digital photographs for each of the three primary colours.   
 
The closest match is with the green response.  Although there is an offset between the two curves (modelled and 
measured), the ‘shape’ of the two curves is remarkably similar.  The similarity of the two curves provides some 
reassurance as to the accuracy of the crosstalk model for the green case.  The offset between the two curves may be due 
to a scaling, exposure or non-linearity issue with the digital camera or may simply represent an error with the crosstalk 
model.   
 
The results for blue and red (Figure 11b,c) aren't quite as close but the shape is somewhat similar.  An offset between 
the model and the measured is again present. 
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This paper has discussed the development of a model for crosstalk/ghosting in time-sequential stereoscopic displays.  
The model provides insight into the mechanisms by which crosstalk occurs.  Preliminary validation of the model 
indicates that it gives a reasonable prediction of crosstalk, however more work is needed for complete validation.   
 
Some of the limitations of the current crosstalk model are: the method used to measure the LCS transmission response 
in the red channel may not be accurate (because the LED spectral response does not match the red phosphor response), 
the CRT phosphor afterglow measurements may not be entirely accurate (the photodetector system that we used has 
limited accuracy in low light levels), and the photodetector system has a bandwidth which is very close to the expected 
bandwidth of the phosphor afterglow response (hence we may be missing high frequency information for the phosphor 
time response). 
 
The advantage of the crosstalk model is that it allows the quick simulation of crosstalk under a variety of conditions and 
hence may be a useful tool to help find ways to reduce crosstalk in stereoscopic displays. 
 
One immediate observation of this study is that the first thing to consider when attempting to reduce crosstalk is to 
consider changing the LCS glasses (or at least review the performance of the LCS glasses being used).  This study 
found considerable performance variation between various makes and models of LCS glasses.  In contrast, very little 
performance variation was noted between commonly available CRT monitors – hence little change is likely to be 
obtained by simply swapping monitors.  Monitors with short phosphor persistence may well be available by special 
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The crosstalk model in its current form isn’t particularly user friendly and could be rewritten to improve this aspect.  
The crosstalk model could also be extended to simulate the use of stereoscopic polarisation modulator panels (such as 
available from NuVision  and StereoGraphics), and could also be modified to simulate the change in crosstalk that 
would occur with higher field/frame rates.  Using a different phosphor time response data set, the model could also 
simulate the use of CRT projectors for time-sequential stereoscopic display (CRT projectors have a different phosphor 
time response and spectral response than most CRT monitors).   
 
We have also considered the effect of some of the other sources of crosstalk (as discussed in the introduction), however 
a full description of these studies is beyond the scope of this paper. 9  
 
We hope that the reader has gained a better understanding of the mechanisms of stereoscopic image ghosting/crosstalk 
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Ghosting in Anaglyphic Stereoscopic Images 
 
Andrew J. Woods*, Tegan Rourke 





Anaglyphic 3D images are an easy way of displaying stereoscopic 3D images on a wide range of display types, 
eg. CRT, LCD, print, etc. While the anaglyphic 3D image method is cheap and accessible, its use requires a 
compromise in stereoscopic image quality. A common problem with anaglyphic 3D images is ghosting. Ghosting (or 
crosstalk) is the leaking of an image to one eye, when it is intended exclusively for the other eye. Ghosting degrades the 
ability of the observer to fuse the stereoscopic image and hence the quality of the 3D image is reduced. Ghosting is 
present in various levels with most stereoscopic displays, however it is often particularly evident with anaglyphic 3D 
images. This paper describes a project whose aim was to characterise the presence of ghosting in anaglyphic 3D images 
due to spectral issues. The spectral response curves of several different display types and several different brands of 
anaglyph glasses were measured using a spectroradiometer or spectrophotometer. A mathematical model was then 
developed to predict the amount of crosstalk in anaglyphic 3D images when different combinations of displays and 
glasses are used, and therefore predict the best type of anaglyph glasses for use with a particular display type. 
 




There are many methods of displaying a stereoscopic image, including polarized images, time-sequential alternating 
frames, two separate images viewed through a binocular lens arrangement, and others. The method used in this project 
is the anaglyph. Here, the two perspective images are combined into a single image using a complimentary colour 
coding technique. For example, if a red/cyan anaglyph method is used, the left perspective image is stored in the red 
channel and the right perspective image is stored in the blue and green colour channels (blue + green = cyan). The 
observer wears a pair of glasses with one eye’s filter coloured red, and the other eye’s filter coloured cyan. The filters 
act to permit the transmission of the correct image to each eye but prevent the transmission of the image not intended 
for that eye. The brain processes the different perspective images and depth is perceived in the image. 
 
Anaglyphic 3D encoding can be performed using any pair of complimentary colours to store the left and right 
perspective images. Red/cyan is the most common choice however yellow/blue is also used, and green/magenta is also 
theoretically possible. The combination of red/blue or red/green can also be used – however brightness is reduced 
because one of the colour channels is missing in each case. 
 
The main advantages of the anaglyphic 3D method are its simplicity and low cost. All that is required is an anaglyphic 
3D image, which can be displayed using almost any colour display method, and a corresponding pair of anaglyphic 3D 
glasses.  
 
The main disadvantages of anaglyphic images are their inability to accurately depict full-colour images, and the 
presence of crosstalk. Crosstalk or ghosting is the leaking of an image to one eye, when it is intended exclusively for the 
other eye. It happens with most stereoscopic displays and results in reduced image quality and difficulty of fusion if the 
crosstalk is large. Possible sources of crosstalk in anaglyphic images are:  
• Display spectral response  
Most emissive type displays (e.g. CRTs, LCDs, DMDs) work by emitting light in three specific primary colour 
bands (red, green and blue). The actual spectral content of each light band can vary quite considerably between 
different display types. If the spectrum of the primary colour bands overlap with each other by any significant 
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amount, it will be difficult to separate those two colours by the use of colour filters. Ideally the spectral output of 
each primary colour channel would not overlap. 
• Anaglyph glasses spectral response  
Ideally the filters in anaglyph glasses will only pass light in the selected light bands – e.g. red 600-650nm. If the 
anaglyph filters still passes light in the undesirable domain, a dim, ghosted image may be seen if the display is still 
active in those wavelengths.  
• Image compression 
Some image compression formats (e.g. JPEG, MPEG, GIF) can mix information between the three RGB colour 
channels and hence also introduce crosstalk into anaglyphic 3D images. The amount of crosstalk introduced will 
depend on the amount of compression used, the type of compression used, and sometimes the particular encoding 
method used for a particular compression type. 
• Image encoding and transmission 
The two main analogue consumer video formats (NTSC and PAL) encode the colour information as two colour 
difference signals (at a lower bandwidth than the brightness (luminance) information) multiplexed on top of the 
luminance signal using a process of Quadrature Amplitude Modulation. Unfortunately this technique also results in 
the mixing of information between the three RGB colour channels and hence also causes crosstalk 
This paper considers the first two points (display spectral response and anaglyphic glasses spectral response).  
 
The reason for this paper is that anaglyphs can often exhibit a lot of ghosting, but the amount of ghosting depends 
greatly on the type of glasses used and the type of display used. Although ghosting in time-sequential stereoscopic 
images has been studied1,2,3, relatively few papers have been published on the topic of image quality in anaglyphic 3D 
images4. Our goal was therefore to understand the process of ghosting and hopefully reveal options for reducing 
ghosting in anaglyphic 3D images.  
 
This paper only examines crosstalk in red/cyan anaglyphic 3D images, although the method discussed could also be 
applied to the less common blue/yellow anaglyphs or rare green/magenta anaglyphs. Some of the tested glasses were 
intended for printed anaglyphs, but this paper only considers emissive type displays; other glasses may be better for 
viewing printed anaglyphs. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
 
Figure 1 provides an illustration of the experimental method used in this project. The first step was to characterise the 
spectral response of the anaglyph display (eg CRT, LCD, or projector). The second step was to characterise the spectral 
response of the anaglyphic 3D glasses. The third step was to write a computer program to analyse the data from the 
previous two steps. The computer program (written in Maple 7) calculated a ghosting integral and uncertainties. The 
fourth step was to generate output from the program that was representative of the crosstalk in the image. 
 
2.1 Measurement of display spectral output 
The spectral output of several CRT monitors and a laptop computer LCD were obtained from a previous study1,2. The 
spectral response of several digital projectors was measured using the irradiance input of a Zeiss Spectroradiometer 
assembly consisting of an optical fibre bundle inputting to a Zeiss Monolithic Miniature-Spectrometer (MMS) with a 
sensitive range from UV to just beyond visible (190 to 735 nm). The projectors were connected to a laptop, which 
displayed a “PowerPoint” slide show, consisting of a plain white slide (R=G=B=255), a plain black slide (R=G=B=0), a 
plain red slide (R=255, G=B=0), a plain green slide (R=B=0, G=255) and a plain blue slide (R=G=0, B=255).  
 
2.2 Measurement of spectral tranmission of filters 
A Hitachi model 150-20 spectrophotometer (SPM) was used to measure the transmission spectrum (restricted to 350–
750 nm) of each of the two filters (eg red and cyan) in each of 27 pairs of anaglyph glasses. The SPM compared light 
sent through the glasses’ filter to a reference beam at each wavelength to determine the percentage transmitted. The 
resulting printed graphs were scanned and then digitised using Windig 2.5, a program written by Dominique Lovy5.  
 
2.3 Data analysis and crosstalk calculation 
A computer program was written in Maple to calculate an estimate of the amount of ghosting present when viewing an 
anaglyphic 3D image displayed on a particular display whilst wearing a particular pair of anaglyphic 3D glasses.  
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Figure 1: Subset of project plan. Step 1: Characterise display spectral response; Step 2: Characterise glasses spectral response;  
Step 3: Analyse the data using a computer program; Step 4: Generate estimated output characteristic of crosstalk. 
 
With reference to Figure 1, the program first loads and resamples the display and filter spectral data so that all data is on 
a common x-axis co-ordinate system. Next, the program determines the display's cyan spectral output by adding the 
green and blue channel data of the display. The program then multiplies the red display spectrum with the red filter's 
spectral response to obtain the intended image curve for the red eye, multiplies the cyan display spectrum with the cyan 
filter's spectrum to obtain the intended image curve for the cyan eye, multiplies the red display spectrum with the cyan 
filter's spectral response to obtain the crosstalk curve for the cyan eye, and multiplies the cyan display spectrum with the 
red filter's spectrum to obtain the intended image curve for the red eye. 
 
The program also scales the results to include the human eye’s response to light. The human eye has two light detection 
cell types, rods and cones. Cones, which contain three chemicals that are light-selective pigments, sense colour 
information. Cones are less sensitive to low light intensities, so are only active in bright or daylight (photopic) vision6,7. 
Cones are not equally sensitive to all colours. The CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage or International 
Commission on Illumination) has published a model that is the standard for simulating photopic (bright light) human 
eye response, normalised about the peak of 555 nm (see Figure 2)8. This standard is the result of physical and 
psychological experiments relating the output of the human colour vision system with measurements of wavelength and 
intensity9. Figure 2 shows how the cones are more sensitive to yellowish light. This has implications for the ghosting 
model. If a ghosting level of 2% of image output occurs in the blue light region, this will not be very obvious since the 
eye is not very sensitive to the light in the blue region.  
 
Figure 3 illustrates the Maple program’s analysis of real data. Firstly, (a) display device data and filter data are read into 
the program. (b) At each wavelength and each display colour, the display intensity, filter response and eye’s response 
are multiplied together. (c) The program calculates the total area under each perceived intensity graph. (d) To find the % 
crosstalk for a filter, the area under the ghost signal curve is divided by the area under intended signal curve and 
multiplied by 100.  
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Figure 2: The CIE standard normalised photopic (bright light) human eye response. Figure after Ohno (1999).  
 
 
(a) Read in display device data (left) and filter data (right). 
 
 
(b) Calculated intended signal and ghost image intensity (scaled for eye's response). (note different vertical scale) 
 
(c) Area under red curve: 1.411 units Area under green curve: 0.0372 units;  
Area under blue curve:   0.0017 units 
Area under cyan curve:  0.0389 units 
(d) % Crosstalk = 0.389 ÷ 1.411 × 100 = 2.75%  
Figure 3: A step-by-step case of the Maple program’s analysis of real data. 
 
Wavelength (nm) 
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The overall crosstalk factor for a particular pair of glasses is the sum of the two filter % crosstalk values. It is not a 
percentage, but rather a number that allows the comparison of any glasses analysed by the Maple program. The program 




3.1 Display device results 
The spectral response of 11 CRT screens and also an LCD were obtained in a previous study1,2. Seven more digital 
projector spectral outputs were characterised. The details of the displays are summarised in Table 1. As minimal 
difference was found between the spectral responses of CRTs1,2, only one typical CRT is listed. 
 
Table 1: Summary of the displays whose spectral outputs were characterised. 
Display Type Technologyα Brand Model Abbreviated Name  
(used in this paper) 
CRT Screen1,2 P22 RGB Phosphors Mitsubishi Diamond View 1772ie Diamond CRT 
LCD Screen1,2 Liquid Crystal Acer Laptop Light Acer LCD 
Digital Projector 1 chip DLP NEC MultiSync LT81/G NEC3 
Digital Projector 1 chip DLP Infocus LitePro 620 Infocus 
Digital Projector 3× LCD TFT Panels Epson EMP-5500 Epson 
Digital Projector 3× LCD p-Si TFT NEC VT540/K VT2 
Digital Projector 3× LCD p-Si TFT NEC VT540/K VT6 
Digital Projector 3× LCD TFT Panels Boxlight 3600 Boxlight 2 
Digital Projector 3× LCD TFT Panels Boxlight 3600 Boxlight 3 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Due to manufacturing variation or experimental error, the results provided in this paper 
should not be considered to be representative of all displays or projectors of that particular brand or model. 
 
Figure 4 shows the spectral output of the various displays measured in this study. The left column of plots shows the 
spectral response of all displays for a specific colour primary, eg all displays when showing a red screen. The right 
column of plots shows the spectral response for all three colour primaries for three specific displays (CRT, laptop LCD, 
and LCD projector). With reference to Figure 4, it can be seen that the CRT green and blue phosphors outputs are active 
over a large bell shaped region of the visible spectrum, and overlap the part of the region in which the red phosphor is 
active. The LCD screen red, blue and green spectra are active throughout the whole visible spectrum, with just an 
increase in intensity at the wavelengths associated with their colours. Most of the digital projectors have similar shaped 





                                                       
 
α  LCD = Liquid Crystal Display; TFT = Thin Film Transistor; DLP= Digital Light Processor (same as Digital Micromirror 
Device DMD).10 
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Figure 4: The spectral responses of the various displays tested. 
                                                        β  We realise the legend of some of the figures in this paper won't be distinguishable when printed in black and white. 
A colour version of the graphs is available from the primary author's website. 
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 3.2 Anaglyph filter results 
To fulfil Step 2 of the plan, data characterising the transmission spectra of various anaglyphic 3D glasses were acquired. 
Table 2 lists the various red/cyan anaglyphic 3D glasses measured. 
 
Table 2: Red/Cyan Anaglyphic glasses measured. 
Glasses  
Number 
Name Other information on glasses 
3DG 2 IMAX/OMNIMAX "Fujitsu presentation of “We are born of stars”; © IMAX Systems Corp., 1986; Made 
in USA by Theatric Support, Studio City, California." 
3DG 3 National Geographic  Distributed with August 1998 edition of National Geographic Magazine 
3DG 4 Sports Illustrated Distributed with Winter 2000 edition of Sports Illustrated magazine (US edition).  
"MFGD by Theatric Support." 
3DG 6 3D Greets Attached to a pseudo-colour anaglyph postcard of a Tiger. 
3DG 8 Spectacles "Theatric Support, Studio City CA" Hard-rimmed spectacles purchased from Reel-3D. 
3DG 9 Bugs! From Bugs! magazine series 
3DG 11 [no name] [no identification or writing on glasses – white cardboard] 
3DG 14 Reel 3D #1 Purchased from Reel-3D – apparently made by Theatric Support. 
3DG 15 Reel 3D #2 Purchased from Reel-3D. 
3DG 16 Freddy's Dead "The Final Nightmare; New Line Cinema 1991"  Distributed at showings of the movie 
"Freddy's Dead: The Final Nightmare" 
3DG 17 3D Video Glasses "© 1982 3D Video Corp., N. Hollywood, California; for use with 3D Video 
electronically processed TV programs" 
3DG 18 Rhino Home Video “Cat Women of the Moon”, “Robot Monster” & “The Mask” 
3DG 19 DDD “www.ddd3d.com   Dynamic Digital Depth”. Supplied by American Paper Optics. 
3DG 20 ABC "96/97 new season premiere; http://abc.com"  
3DG 21 Optic Boom “A DDD Product; ddd.com" 
3DG 24 Studio 3D "Stereoscopic imaging; www.studio3d.com" 
3DG 25 Sports Illustrated 
Australian Edition 
Distributed with March 2000 edition of Sports Illustrated magazine (Australian 
edition). 
3DG 26 Substance Comic Distributed with “3-D Substance #2" Comic, by Jack C. Harris and Steve Ditko and 
The 3-D Zone.  ©1991. 
3DG 27 Deep Vision 3D of 
Hollywood 
"For Deep Vision 3-D TV" 
3DG 28 Canon ink Canon Ink (BCI-3e C/M/Y) printed on inkjet transparency sheet 
3DG 29 Spy Kids 3D "© 2003 Miramax Film Corp.; www.spykids.com, Troublemaker Studios, Dimension 
Films; Mfrd by Playwerks Inc., USA " 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  Although a wide selection of glasses was studied, generally only a single pair of glasses of each 
particular style/brand was sampled.  As such, due to manufacturing variations or experimental error, the results 
provided in this paper should not be considered to be representative of all glasses of that particular style/brand. 
 
Figure 5 shows the combined spectral responses of the filters from the glasses listed in Table 2, grouped according to 
colour. It is interesting to note that there appears to be a cluster of red and cyan filters in Figure 5 that all trend along the 
same path. One distinct cyan cluster consists of the cyan filters of the following glasses: 3DG 6, 3DG 15, 3DG 16, 
3DG 17, 3DG 19 and 3DG 21. A second distinct cyan cluster consists of the cyan filters of the following glasses: 
3DG 3, 3DG 11 and 3DG 20. There are also two distinct red clusters. The first consists of the red filters of the glasses: 
3DG 15, 3DG 19 and 3DG 21, and the second consists of the red filters of the glasses: 3DG 4, 3DG 9, 3DG 14 and 
3DG 24. It is possible that the same chemicals are used to produce these clustered filters. Three pairs of glasses cluster 
together in both the red and cyan filters: 3DG 15, 3DG 19 and 3DG 21. These are probably manufactured by the same 
company and distributed to other companies. The fact that this path presents as a path, and not a single line, could 
indicate either production variability or be an artefact of the experimental procedure. 
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 3DG 29 
Figure 5: The spectral responses of the anaglyph filters (2 filters per set of glasses). 
 
Figure 6 shows the individual spectral response for three selected pairs of glasses as an example of the variation 
between pairs of glasses. The red filter of glasses 3DG19 remains at close to 0% transmission from 400 to 570nm 
(encompassing the green and blue regions) whereas the red filter of glasses 3DG25 has significant leakage in this region 
(only being close to 0% transmission between 500 and 550 nm). The cyan filter of 3DG25 has a maximum transmission 
of ~80% in its required pass region, but its transmission also increases rapidly in the >650 nm region. The cyan filter of 
3DG19 has a maximum transmission of ~60%, so it will appear dimmer than the cyan filter of 3DG25.  The red and 
cyan filters of 3DG28 are particularly poor but this is understandable due to the use of printing ink. 
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Figure 6: The spectral response of four selected pairs of anaglyph glasses.  
 
3.3 Crosstalk calculation results 
The crosstalk results (and uncertainty) calculated by the Maple program for the combination of displays and glasses 
listed are shown in Table 3. Uncertainties are estimated as 1σ mean error. Note that while the % crosstalk for a filter is a 
percentage, the overall crosstalk factor for a pair of glasses (being the sum of the two filter % crosstalk values) is not a 
percentage, just a number that allows the comparison of any glasses analysed by the program. 
 
The Maple program also generates a separate table listing the % crosstalk for each individual filter. This allows the user 
to select the best filters from different glasses and combine them in order to obtain the lowest crosstalk available for that 
particular display from all available filters. Table 4 summarises this output into lists of the best glasses, best individual 
filters and corresponding crosstalk factor or percent for each display. 
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Table 3: Calculated Overall Crosstalk Factor (and uncertainty) for various anaglyph glasses in combination with various 
RGB display device when viewing red/cyan anaglyph 3D images.  The lowest crosstalk combinations are highlighted in 
grey – the worst crosstalk results are highlighted in black. The table is sorted on overall crosstalk factor for CRT 





















3DG 19 22.5 ± 0.3 41.6 ± 0.6 20.9 ± 0.3 8.9 ± 0.2 3.92 ± 0.08 4.66 ± 0.09 3.93 ± 0.08 4.21 ± 0.07 5.19 ± 0.09 
3DG 16 23.1 ± 0.3 41.2 ± 0.6 20.1 ± 0.3 9.5 ± 0.2 4.58 ± 0.09 5.0 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1 4.72 ± 0.08 5.8 ± 0.1 
3DG 15 23.4 ± 0.3 43.0 ± 0.6 22.9 ± 0.3 11.0 ± 0.2 5.2 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1 5.7 ± 0.1 4.85 ± 0.08 5.9 ± 0.1 
3DG 21 24.8 ± 0.4 43.2 ± 0.6 22.9 ± 0.3 10.8 ± 0.2 5.15 ± 0.09 5.9 ± 0.1 5.5 ± 0.1 4.97 ± 0.08 6.3 ± 0.1 
3DG 20 25.7 ± 0.4 45.7 ± 0.7 26.2 ± 0.4 13.7 ± 0.2 7.1 ± 0.1 8.6 ± 0.1 8.4 ± 0.2 5.57 ± 0.09 7.1 ± 0.1 
3DG 11 27.0 ± 0.4 45.2 ± 0.7 28.0 ± 0.4 11.1 ± 0.2 4.03 ± 0.09 6.1 ± 0.1 4.4 ± 0.1 3.14 ± 0.06 4.59 ± 0.09 
3DG 29 27.1 ± 0.4 47.2 ± 0.7 31.9 ± 0.4 14.9 ± 0.2 7.6 ± 0.1 10.3 ± 0.2 9.3 ± 0.1 4.81 ± 0.07 7.1 ± 0.1 
3DG 27 27.5 ± 0.4 48.8 ± 0.7 33.4 ± 0.5 17.2 ± 0.3 9.0 ± 0.1 11.7 ± 0.2 11.2 ± 0.2 5.40 ± 0.08 8.1 ± 0.1 
3DG 26 29.0 ± 0.4 49.7 ± 0.7 38.3 ± 0.6 26.0 ± 0.4 17.3 ± 0.3 20.7 ± 0.3 21.3 ± 0.3 9.4 ± 0.1 13.1 ± 0.2 
3DG 03 29.7 ± 0.4 52.4 ± 0.7 37.2 ± 0.6 31.5 ± 0.5 19.3 ± 0.3 21.2 ± 0.3 23.5 ± 0.4 11.0 ± 0.2 14.5 ± 0.2 
3DG 06 30.4 ± 0.4 48.8 ± 0.7 30.5 ± 0.4 12.6 ± 0.2 5.1 ± 0.1 7.5 ± 0.1 5.9 ± 0.1 4.04 ± 0.07 5.7 ± 0.1 
3DG 14 31.3 ± 0.5 52.2 ± 0.7 49.9 ± 0.7 17.8 ± 0.3 7.5 ± 0.1 14.9 ± 0.2 9.6 ± 0.2 3.08 ± 0.06 5.25 ± 0.09 
3DG 24 31.3 ± 0.5 52.2 ± 0.7 50.9 ± 0.7 18.2 ± 0.3 7.6 ± 0.1 15.0 ± 0.2 9.7 ± 0.2 3.15 ± 0.06 5.29 ± 0.09 
3DG 09 36.2 ± 0.5 55.4 ± 0.8 54.7 ± 0.8 26.6 ± 0.4 13.5 ± 0.2 20.6 ± 0.3 16.1 ± 0.2 7.2 ± 0.1 9.3 ± 0.1 
3DG 17 36.7 ± 0.5 53.6 ± 0.8 33.2 ± 0.5 17.0 ± 0.3 8.5 ± 0.1 10.7 ± 0.2 10.2 ± 0.2 6.13 ± 0.09 8.4 ± 0.1 
3DG 08 39.1 ± 0.5 62.3 ± 0.9 73 ± 1 25.8 ± 0.4 11.2 ± 0.2 23.1 ± 0.3 14.5 ± 0.2 4.92 ± 0.08 7.0 ± 0.1 
3DG 04 39.7 ± 0.6 57.7 ± 0.8 55.7 ± 0.8 24.2 ± 0.3 12.5 ± 0.2 20.0 ± 0.3 15.8 ± 0.2 5.87 ± 0.09 9.0 ± 0.1 
3DG 02 42.5 ± 0.6 61.2 ± 0.8 53.1 ± 0.7 20.1 ± 0.3 9.0 ± 0.1 15.8 ± 0.2 11.8 ± 0.2 4.42 ± 0.07 7.0 ± 0.1 
3DG 18 58.6 ± 0.8 75 ± 1 73.5 ± 1.0 45.5 ± 0.6 26.1 ± 0.4 31.8 ± 0.4 33.0 ± 0.5 16.8 ± 0.2 23.4 ± 0.3 
3DG 25 62.7 ± 0.9 82 ± 1 92 ± 1 48.5 ± 0.7 31.5 ± 0.4 51.9 ± 0.7 42.6 ± 0.6 14.3 ± 0.2 20.2 ± 0.3 




Table 4: Optimal combinations of the measured displays and 3D glasses for a red/cyan image. When a blue or green 








% Crosstalk Best cyan filter % Crosstalk 
Diamond CRT  “DDD” 22.5±0.3 DDD red 19.5±0.3 Reel 3D #1 cyan 2.20±0.03 
Acer LCD “Freddy’s…” 41.2±0.6 Freddy’s. red 34.3±0.5 IMAX cyan 5.63±0.08 
NEC3 1DMD Proj “Freddy’s…” 20.1±0.3 Freddy’s. red 15.4±0.3 Reel 3D #1 cyan 2.92±0.04 
Infocus 1DMD Proj  “DDD” 8.9±0.2 DDD red 4.1±0.1 Reel 3D #1 cyan 0.71±0.01 
Epson 3LCD Proj  “DDD” 3.92±0.08 DDD red 1.89±0.05 Reel 3D #1 cyan 0.324±0.005 
VT2 3LCD Proj  “DDD” 4.66±0.09 DDD red 2.75±0.06 Reel 3D #1 cyan 0.408±0.007 
VT6 3LCD Proj  “DDD” 3.93±0.08 DDD red 2.45±0.06 Reel 3D #1 cyan 0.427±0.007 
Boxlight2 3LCD Proj “Reel 3D #1” 3.08±0.06 DDD red 1.63±0.04 Reel 3D #1 cyan 0.480±0.008 




To check that the results from the crosstalk model were sensible, a first order validation test was performed using a 
CRT display. A pair of rectangles, one red (R=255, G=B=0), one cyan (R=0, G=B=255), which shared an edge were 
displayed on a CRT screen. An anaglyph filter was held over the intersection. Ideally, if the filter was red, the red half 
would be bright red and the cyan half would be black (or vice versa for a cyan filter). To a first order approximation, the 
closer the complimentary side of the filter was to black, the lower the expected percentage crosstalk through that filter. 
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The model takes into account the brightness of the transmitted colour too, which can also be roughly guessed by the 
eye. The validation involved holding up two filters of the same colour (eg red) at the same time, and seeing which had a 
blacker complimentary colour, and how bright the matching colour was, and then estimating which pair of glasses 
would have a lower % crosstalk. Some filters were very easy to rank, eg the red 3DG18 (19.5±0.3%), 3DG02 
(46.9±0.7%) and 3DG04 (60.5±0.8%). The eye’s first order observations agree reasonably well with the model being 
used except where the % crosstalk difference was <2% at which point many of the glasses were difficult to arrange into 
sequence by eye anyway. One characteristic the eye has, that the model does not, is the tendency for some colours to 
seem brighter or dimmer than they really are when placed near certain other colours.9 Perhaps this effect distorts 




It is worth mentioning that even a perfect filter (one that transmits 100% of light in the desired wavelength domain and 
0% outside it) will have crosstalk if the display’s green channel spectral output, say, overlaps the filter’s red domain. 
Hence the perceived crosstalk will vary between display devices, even for the same pair of filters. Glasses will generally 
produce low ghosting figures if the filters have a low crossover point as well as ≈0% transmission outside their desired 
wavelength region. The wavelength of the crossover point is also important - Ideally, the wavelength of the glasses’ 
crossover point will be close to that of the display device's crossover point. 
 
When choosing a display and filter combination, several aspects must be considered. Firstly, large amounts of crosstalk 
degrade the quality of the 3D experience, and the images become more difficult for the brain to fuse. This project aimed 
to highlight possible low-crosstalk combinations, so crosstalk could be reduced. Secondly, intensity is important. If the 
filter cuts out most of the light, the image will be very dim and hard to see. Lower light levels also make the effect of 
even small ghosting levels proportionally greater than they might otherwise be. A brightness imbalance between left 
and right eye can also result in the Pulfrich effect whereby horizontal motion can be interpreted as binocular depth – 
which is generally undesirable.  Brightness levels and imbalance have not been considered in this paper. 
 
Thirdly, colour must be considered. Truly full colour stereoscopic images are not possible with anaglyphs, but a 
properly constructed anaglyph using complimentary colours can approximate a full colour image. This distorted colour 
image is usually referred to as a “pseudo-colour anaglyph” or a “polychromatic anaglyph” rather than a “full colour 
anaglyph”. If a non-complimentary combination is used, (e.g. red/blue or red/green) pseudo-colour anaglyphs are 
impossible, as a large portion of the visible spectrum is missing. The overall image may also be darker. This paper has 
only considered red/cyan anaglyphs. 
 
For red/cyan anaglyphic 3D images, the minimum overall crosstalk factor in CRTs was very high at 22.5±0.3. Even 
mixing and matching the best filters would only reduce the crosstalk factor to just over 21. This is despite the fact that 
many of the glasses tested were specifically made for watching 3D videos on television CRT screens. The main 
difficulty here is not the filters, but the large overlapping wavelength domains of the CRT phosphors. This could be 
reduced by using red/blue only anaglyphs on CRTs, since the crosstalk factor for them decreases to 5.89±0.09, but this 
entails other problems as discussed in the previous two paragraphs. The Acer Laptop LCD that was tested has very high 
crosstalk factors with all tested glasses. Again, there is little a filter can do when the spectral output of the display 
device is active across so many different wavelengths; Figure 3 shows that when showing a red screen only, for 
example, the output includes wavelengths all the way into the blue region. It would be near impossible to obtain a filter 
that matches well with this output. 3-chip LCD projectors exhibited the lowest overall crosstalk factor of all the displays 
tested. Single chip DMD based projectors (NEC3 and Infocus) gave crosstalk results that were worse than 3-chip LCD 
projectors but better than CRT displays. These variations between displays are understandable given that each of the 
different technologies (CRT, LCD, LCD projector, and DMD) use different methods to create the three colour 
primaries. 
 
We have defined a cyan filter as one that passes a reasonable amount of blue and green (but very little red).  If the filter 
passes blue but very little green and red, it is considered a blue filter.  We realise this definition is somewhat 
approximate – to be more scientific the relative transmission of each of the colour primaries through the filters could be 
calculated and the filters classified on this bases.  This data would also be useful for evaluating the colour balance of the 
image for image quality purposes and evaluating possible Pulfrich effects.  It is also worth noting that the colour 
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balance of the display will also have an effect on ghosting.  It can be seen that a slight colour balance difference 
between Boxlight2 and Boxlight3 has produced a different set of ghosting results (see Figure 4 and Table 3).  In this 
study we have used the default colour balance of the display, however colour balance effects could also be studied in 
more detail. 
 
It should be noted that this study only reports on emissive displays.  Some of the glasses were intended for use with 
printed anaglyphs, and hence may perform better with printed anaglyphs than emissive displays.  However, testing of 




This study has revealed that crosstalk in anaglyphic 3D images can be minimised by the appropriate choice of 
anaglyphic 3D glasses. The study has revealed that there can be considerable variation in the amount of ghosting 
present when an anaglyphic 3D display is viewed with different anaglyphic 3D glasses.  
 
The study has also revealed that there is considerable variation in the amount of anaglyphic ghosting exhibited by 
different types of displays – 3 chip LCD projectors were found to offer considerably lower anaglyphic ghosting than the 
other types of displays tested in this study (CRT displays, LCD screens, and DMD projectors).  
 
The anaglyphic ghosting model works well and generates outputs which appear to agree with subjective assessments of 
anaglyphic 3D ghosting. The model currently does not take into account the more complicated aspects of colour vision, 
such as hue perception. However as technological advances, such as functional MRI, are increasing our ability to 
understand the anatomy, physiology and perception of colour, and non-linear modelling continues9, when a complete 
model is perfected and agreed upon, the program can be modified to include it. The model also does not take into 
account dimness, brightness imbalance, or pseudo-colour considerations, which are also important to the anaglyph 3D 
experience. 
 
It should be noted that the results of this paper are not intended to be a leaderboard of one glasses manufacturer versus 
another - we haven't tested all glasses from all manufacturers, nor have we tested a large sample of each manufacturers 
glasses.  This paper does however highlight that there is significant variation between different anaglyph 3D glasses and 
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  Stereoscopic Imaging is coming of age – new high-
resolution stereoscopic displays and related stereoscopic 
equipment are readily available, and a wide range of 
application areas is making use of stereoscopic imaging 
technologies.  Unfortunately, new display products are 
not always compatible with existing stereoscopic display 
methods.  This paper discusses the compatibility of 




Many stereoscopic specific display products are now 
readily available in the marketplace. Vendors include 
Sharp, StereoGraphics, Opticality (formerly X3D), 
SeeReal, Dimension Technologies Inc. (DTI), VREX, 
Christie Digital, Barco, and many others. A wide range of 
supporting stereoscopic compatible hardware and 
software is also readily available for creating, transmit-
ing, storing, and serving the stereoscopic images (and 
video) for display on these stereoscopic display products. 
But more importantly, a wide range of application areas 
ranging from science to entertainment are increasingly 
making use of these stereoscopic imaging technologies. 
For example, stereoscopic 3D DVDs are widely co-
mmercially available, thousands of commercially 
available PC games can be played in stereoscopic 3D by 
the use of a stereoscopic driver from nVidia, and the 
2004 NASA Mars rovers (Spirit and Opportunity) are 
each fitted with four stereoscopic cameras. 
 
The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) has been the dominant 
display technology for many years, however a number of 
new display technologies have begun to dominate the 
new display market in recent years (e.g. Liquid Crystal 
Displays (LCD), Plasma, DLP†, and many others). These 
new display products use different display principles and 
hence their compatibility with various stereoscopic 
display methods varies from good to bad. 
 
STEREOSCOPIC DISPLAY METHODS 
There are many methods available to display stereoscopic 
images – all of these methods rely on some underlying 
technique to present each of a person’s eyes with a 
different perspective image.  The “underlying technique” 
is usually based on a method of coding and decoding the 
multiple stereoscopic views in the same light field – these 
can be colour, polarisation, time, and/or spatial separation.  
Summarised below are the main stereoscopic display 
methods which are currently used in commercial 
displays: 
                                                           
† Digital Light Processing.  Developed by Texas Instruments.  Also 
known as the Digital Micro-mirror Device (DMD). 
TIME-SEQUENTIAL(FIELD-SEQUENTIAL) 
In this method, left and right perspective images are 
shown alternately(sequentially)on the same display 
surface. The observer wears a pair of liquid crystal 
shutter (LCS) 3D glasses whose lenses switch on and off 
in synchronisation with the left and right perspective 
images shown on the display such that the left eye only 
sees the left perspective images and the right eye only 
sees the right perspective images.  
 
This method is more commonly known as ‘field-
sequential’ or ‘frame-sequential’ because it is a sequence 
of fields or frames. It is described here generically as 
‘time-sequential’ because it is a time-sequential sequence 
of left and right perspective images(which can either be 
frames or fields). 
 
Time-sequential stereoscopic image quality is de-pendent 
upon the persistence and refresh rate of the display and 
also the quality of the particular LCS 3D glasses used1. 
Shorter persistence pixels and faster refresh rates produce 
better time-sequential stereoscopic image quality. 
Important 3D image quality factors in time-sequential 3D 
are ghosting and flicker. 
 
LENTICULAR, PARALLAX BARRIER AND 
PARALLAX ILLUMINATION 
These three stereoscopic display methods are similar in 
that they require a display whose pixels are spatially-
fixed - they rely on the use of an optical element which 
must accurately align with the pixels of the display.  The 
optical element works to create viewing zones where 
particular groups of pixels (corresponding to a particular 
view) are only visible from a particular direction.  If an 
observer’s eyes are in two different zones, a stereoscopic 
image can be observed without the need for 3D glasses. 
 
In the case of Lenticular, the optical element consists of a 
series of vertical lenslets (lenticules) fitted over the face 
of the display.   
 
In the case of Parallax Barrier, the optical element 
consists of a series of opaque vertical strips which are 
placed over the face of the display.   
 
In the case of Parallax Illumination, a backlight made up 
of vertical strips of light is fitted behind the display. 
 
In two view systems there is one vertical lenticule/ barrier 
strip/light strip per two-pixel column. The fitting of the 
optical element requires accurate registration between the 
display’s pixels and the optical element, hence it is not 
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Barrier methods can be applied to rear projection displays 
but are not currently implemented commercially. 
 
SPATIALLY MULTIPLEXED POLARISED 
In this method an optical sheet is placed over the face of 
the display which polarises alternate pixels of the display 
in orthogonal polarisation states2. The viewer wears a 
pair of polarised 3D glasses to view the stereoscopic 
image on screen. 
 
This method will only work with displays which have 
spatially-fixed pixels.  The fitting of the optical element 
requires accurate registration between the display’s pixels 
and the optical element, hence it is not usually an end-
user option.   
 
POLARISED PROJECTION 
With polarised projection, two displayed images are 
optically overlayed (e.g. two video projectors projecting 
onto a single silvered screen) and polarisation is used to 
code and decode the two views. The observer wears 
polarised 3D glasses to see the stereoscopic image.   
 
ANAGLYPH 
This stereoscopic display method uses colour to separate 
the two perspective views.  Usually the left perspective 
image is displayed in the red channel of the display and 
the right perspective image is displayed in the blue and 
green channels of the display.  The observer(s) wears 
glasses with the left lens red and the right lens cyan.  
Other combinations of colour primaries are possible.   
 
The anaglyph method is widely used because it is 
compatible with all full colour displays, however the 
quality of the perceived stereoscopic image is relatively 
poor as compared to other stereoscopic methods and truly 
full-colour stereoscopic images cannot be achieved using 
anaglyph. 
 
A recent study revealed that anaglyph image quality was 
dependent upon the spectral colour purity of the display 
and the glasses3. The study ranked the following displays 
from best to worst for anaglyph image quality: 3-chip 
LCD projector, 1-chip DLP projector, CRT display, LCD 
display.   
 
OTHER METHODS 
There are many more methods of displaying stereoscopic 
images available(plus variations of the methods su-
mmarised above), however a full description of all 
possible stereoscopic display methods is beyond the 
scope of this paper. For further information, the 
interested reader is referred to the proceedings of the 
Stereoscopic Displays and Applications conference4. 
 
STEREOSCOPIC COMPATIBILTY 
Several factors determine whether a particular display is 
compatible with a particular stereoscopic display method. 
These factors include: native polarisation, image pe-
rsistence(sometimes referred to as response time or 
refresh rate), colour purity, and whether the pixels are 
spatially-fixed. 
 
The stereoscopic compatibility of the fundamental 
technology used in a range of different displays is 
summarised in Figure 1 and described below: 
 
CRT 
CRT display technology is fundamentally compatible 
with time-sequential, polarised projection, and anaglyph 
methods but incompatible with fixed-pixel methods‡. 
 
LCD 
LCDs are compatible with fixed-pixel methods‡ 
(although some care must be taken with native 
polarisation and the arrangement of the individual colour 
primary pixels) and polarised projection methods.  The 
colour purity of different LCDs has been found to vary 
considerably from display to display hence anaglyph 
compatibility varies from poor to good (not withstanding 
the limitations of anaglyph)3. 
 
LCDs are usually incompatible with time-sequential 3D – 
their long persistence (low refresh rate) usually causes 
significant stereoscopic image ghosting. Refresh rates of 
LCDs are steadily improving hence this problem may 
soon be overcome.  
 
PLASMA 
Plasma display technology is fundamentally compatible 
with time-sequential, and fixed-pixel methods‡. An-
aglyph compatibility is untested by this author but it is 
expected to be similar to CRTs. Plasma is currently only 
used in direct-view displays. 
 
DLP 
DLP display technology is fundamentally compatible 
with time-sequential and polarised projection methods.  
DLP technology is currently only used in projection 
displays and hence it is not usually considered for fixed-
pixel methods‡. The colour purity of different DLP 
displays varies considerably (usually depending upon the 
spectral quality of the colour wheel) hence anaglyph 
compatibility varies from poor to good3. 
OTHER DISPLAY PRODUCTS 
A range of other display products is also available (or 
becoming available) in the market, including LED (Light 
Emitting Diode), OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode), 
FELCD (Ferro-Electric Liquid Crystal Display), LCoS 
(Liquid Crystal on Silicon), and many others.  Their 
compatibility is not discussed in this paper but their own 
fundamental display properties will determine their 
compatibility with the various stereoscopic display 
methods.
                                                           
‡  Fixed-Pixel Methods = Lenticular, Parallax Barrier, Parallax 


















CRT √ X X X X n/a Moderate 
LCD X* √ √ √ √ n/a Poor to good 
PLASMA √ √ √ X √ n/a ? 
DLP n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Projection (Front and Rear) 
CRT √ n/a n/a n/a X √ Moderate 
LCD X* n/a* n/a* n/a √ √ Poor to good 
PLASMA n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
DLP √ n/a* n/a* n/a X √ Poor to good 
Fig. 1. Summary of display method compatibility with stereoscopic display methods.  ( * = see text) 
 
DISCUSSION 
A good number of stereoscopic specific display products 
are now commercially available. However, there are 
instances where a consumer would like to use their 
existing display to view stereoscopic 3D images or video.  
The stereoscopic display methods which can be most 
easily retrofitted to an existing display by an end user are 
anaglyph and time-sequential.  Anaglyph will work with 
all current displays however its 3D image quality is 
relatively poor. Time-sequential provides much better 3D 
image quality, however there are several mitigating 
factors which may prevent that particular display from 
being used with time-sequential 3D (even though the 
fundamental display technology may be compatible with 
time-sequential 3D display). These mitigating factors 
usually relate to video processing functions performed in 
the particular display product - such as interlaced to 
progressive conversion, 50 to 100Hz conversion, frame 
rate conversion, and image scaling. 
 
INTERLACED TO PROGRESSIVE CONVERSION 
Interlaced to progressive conversion(sometimes called 
deinterlacing)is necessary for displays which are natively 
progressive(LCD, Plasma and DLP). Several different 
algorithms for interlaced to progressive conversion are 
currently in common usage in different display products, 
and unfortunately some of these algorithms are in-
compatible with time-sequential 3D(they disrupt the 3D 
content by mixing the fields). In some instances 
‘interlaced to progressive’ converters also implement 
reverse 3:2 pulldown however this is also incompatible 
with time-sequential 3D video. Fortunately there is an 
interlaced to progressive conversion algorithm which is 
compatible with field-sequential 3D and a number of 
display products (and DVD players) use this particular 
algorithm.   
 
If it is found that a particular display product uses a 
deinterlacer which is incompatible with field-sequential 
3D, the internal deinterlacer can often be bypassed by 
using an external(3D friendly)deinterlacer, and inputting 
this signal into the particular display product.   
 
50 TO 100Hz CONVERSION 
Some displays include another form of video processing 
(50 to 100Hz conversion - sometimes called ‘100Hz 
Digital Scan’) designed to reduce the amount of visible 
flicker in a television image.  Most display products 
which include 50 to 100Hz conversion use an algorithm 
which is incompatible with time-sequential 3D, however 
there is a 50 to 100Hz conversion algorithm which is 
compatible with time-sequential 3D which could be 
relatively easily included to maintain time-sequential 3D 
compatibility.   
 
50 to 100Hz conversion is a very good thing for time-
sequential 3D because it overcomes the flicker problem 
normally associated with viewing field-sequential 3D 
video (particularly at 50Hz)4, however a 3D compatible 
algorithm needs to be used. 
 
(DLP) FRAME RATE CONVERSION 
Some models of DLP projector have a fixed internal 
operation frequency (usually 60Hz) – a frame rate co-
nverter is used to convert a video input signal of any 
other frame rate to the native frequency of the DLP 
engine. Unfortunately frame rate conversion usually 
disrupts the 3D content of a time-sequential 3D video 
signal. In order to achieve 3D compatibility with these 
devices, it is necessary to input time sequential 3D video 
into these display devices at a field-rate or frame-rate 




In order for display products which have a fixed pixel 
resolution to display video from a different source 
resolution, it is necessary for the input video signal to be 
up-scaled or down-scaled to the resolution of the display.  
Image scaling will likely disrupt the 3D compatibility of 
fixed-pixel stereoscopic display methods‡ but should not 
affect time-sequential 3D.   
 
For optimal 3D compatibility, it would be desirable if 
display products which included the video processing 
functions described above also provided a menu option 
 Tue-17-02 
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which either allowed the device to be switched into a 
time-sequential 3D compatible mode or disabled the 
particular video processing function. Interestingly some 
HD television sets do include a menu option called 
“game mode” which puts the television into a display 
mode which is compatible with field-sequential 3D 
NTSC. 
 
It is also problematic that display product documentation 
does not usually list whether that display is time-
sequential 3D compatible. Third-party listings of 
products that are compatible and incompatible with time-
sequential 3D video are appearing and this should be 
encouraged. 
 
FIELD-SEQUENTIAL 3D NTSC/PAL 
As mentioned in the introduction, a wide range of 3D 
DVDs is now commercially available – many of these 
are in field-sequential format (a defacto standard for 
time-sequential 3D on NTSC and PAL video6). 
Unfortunately a high percentage of new display products 
are incompatible with time-sequential 3D (in their 
default mode) and hence more care must now be taken to 
check or ensure field-sequential 3D will work with 
particular display products.  
 
Although SD (Standard Definition) video standards such 
as NTSC and PAL are on the road to retirement, they 
will remain with us for some time as we gradually 
transition to HDTV and other formats. Field-sequential 




The market for stereoscopic compatible display products 
is increasing and many new stereoscopic specific display 
products are now available in the market place.  This 
paper has summarised the compatibility of a selection of 
stereoscopic display methods with a range of display 
product technologies.     
 
The biggest stereoscopic compatibility problem at the 
current time is with the time-sequential 3D method - a 
high percentage of new display products being released 
are incompatible (in their default mode) with time-
sequential 3D. In some cases this incompatibility is due 
to fundamental display technology limitations (e.g. LCD) 
but in some cases it is due to the implementation of 
advanced video processing features which disrupt the 3D 
video signal (in some cases this could be relatively easily 
corrected).    
 
Display manufacturers need to be aware of the growing 
stereoscopic imaging market and the potential for their 
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Abstract 
This paper summarises two recent studies that 
investigated the suitability of LCD monitors and DLP 
projectors for use with the time-sequential 
stereoscopic 3D display method. Fifteen DLP 
projectors were found that would work with 85Hz 
time-sequential stereoscopic display, however none of 
the LCD monitors tested could be used with the 
conventional time-sequential stereoscopic display 
method. 
1. Introduction 
For several years the dominant method for high-
quality stereoscopic viewing at personal workstations 
has been Liquid Crystal Shutter (LCS) 3D glasses on a 
CRT monitor. A similar process was also used with (3 
gun) CRT1 projectors. However, the CRT is a dying 
breed and is steadily being replaced by LCD 1 desktop 
monitors, and in the projection arena, LCD and DLp l 
projectors. 
While it used to be reasonable to assume that LCS 3D 
glasses would work with almost any user's desktop 
monitor (because it was likely a CRT), the multitude 
of new (non-CRT) display technologies in the market 
today means that it is now not easy to know if a 
particular user's desktop monitor will work with time-
sequential stereoscopic display [1]. 
This is also happening at a time when there is 
increased interest and activity in stereoscopic imaging 
and viewing. Users are therefore often interested to 
know whether their existing display devices can be 
used for stereoscopic display purposes. 
Although the anaglyph 3D method can be used with 
most new display devices, its quality is usually fairly 
poor. In contrast, the time-sequential stereoscopic 
display technique can produce a higher quality 
I CRT = Cathode Ray Tube, LCD = Liquid Crystal Display, 
DLP = Digital Light Processing. 
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stereoscopic image but it is not compatible with all 
consumer displays. The time-sequential technique 
(aka: field-sequential, frame-sequential, alternate field, 
and sometimes active stereo) works by displaying an 
alternating sequence of left and right perspective 
images on the display whilst the user is wearing a pair 
of LCS 3D glasses. The LCS 3D glasses are driven in 
synchronisation with the displayed images such that 
the left eye sees only the left perspective images and 
similarly for the right eye. 
2. LCD Monitors 
Historically, LCD monitors have not been usable for 
time-sequential stereoscopic 3D visualisation due to 
their slow pixel response rate. With LCD pixel 
response rates for some monitors now just a few 
milliseconds it is reasonable to ask whether it is now 
possible to achieve time-sequential stereoscopic 3D 
viewing on LCDs. 
We tested 15 different LCD monitors to establish their 
level of compatibility with time-sequential 
stereoscopic display. Five main properties of LCDs 
and/or LCS 3D glasses were identified that determine 
the stereoscopic image quality of time-sequential 
stereoscopic 3D viewing on LCD monitors [2]: 
• LCD and LCS Native Polarisation 
• LCD Refresh Rate 
• LCD Pixel Response Rate 
• LCD Image Update Method 
• LCS Duty Cycle 
With regard to the above list, if the native polarisation 
axes of the LCS glasses and the LCD display are 
orthogonal, the image in that eye will be dark, but this 
can be easily fixed by using quarter wave or half wave 
retarders on the glasses. 
The refresh rate will determine whether the . time-
sequential image will be seen with flicker - the higher 
the frequency the better - 100Hz is usually considered 
to be the lowest refresh rate required for totally flicker-
free 0 peration. The highest refresh rate 0 n the LCD 
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If the LCD pixel response rate is greater than the time . 
period of one frame, the pixel will not be able to 
stabilise in one state before the next time-sequential 
frame is drawn. With some LCD monitors now 
providing a pixel response rate of just a few 
milliseconds, there is sufficient time for each pixel to 
stabilise within the time period of one frame, but there 
is another property of (some/most) LCD monitors that 
prevents them being used for conventional time-
sequential stereoscopic display. 
In all of the LCDs that we tested, a new image is 
written to the LCD one line at a time from the top of 
the screen to the bottom [3]. The time duration to 
t 
update the whole screen was close to the time period 
of one frame. This scan-like image update method is 
illustrated in Figure 1. The vertical axis shows the 
vertical position on the LCD panel. The horizontal 
axis shows time. The thin diagonal line represents the 
addressing of each row of the LCD. 
It i s e vi dent from Figure 1 that t here is no 0 ne time 





























Figure I: Time domain response of two LCD panels 
alternating between black and white at 75Hz for (a) a slow 
pixel response rate panel (21. 7ms)2 and (b) a fast pixel 
response rate panel (5 .7ms)t. 
2 Black-to-White (BTW) plus White-to-Black (WTB) transition 
time as measured between 10% and 90% thresholds. 
whole LCD panel. This means t hat there is not ime 
when the shutters in LCS glasses could open and 
reveal exclusively a single perspective image. 
In conventional time-sequential systems, LCS glasses 
are usually driven at -50% duty cycle (the left shutter 
is open half of the time and closed the other half of the 
time, and vice versa for the right shutter). As can be 
seen from Figure 1, if a pair of LCS glasses operating 
at 50% duty cycle are used to view a time-sequential 
image on one of these LCDs, there would be a 
significant amount of crosstalk between the two 
perspective views. 
We found that by switching the LCS glasses with a 
very short duty cycle, letterboxing the image (black 
strips at the top and bottom of the screen), and using a 
short pixel response rate LCD monitor, we were able 
to achieve a stereoscopic image on part of the screen, 
however the image was very dim and is therefore not a 
practical long-term solution [4][5]. 
3. DLP Projectors 
The capability for some DLP projectors to be used 
with time-sequential stereoscopic display has been 
known for some time [6]. This is due to the extremely 
fast pixel response time (-2).1s) of the DMD (Digital 
Micro-mirror Device) chip [7], the fact that the whole 
of the screen updates at once, and the capability of 
some DLP projectors to correctly display an 
alternating sequence of discrete left and right 
Images. 
Several DLP projectors are already available in the 
marketplace that are advertised as being "stereo-
ready" and capable of 120Hz time-sequential 
stereoscopic display - available from suppliers such 
as Barco (Galaxy series), Christie Digital (Mirage 
series), and Infocus / Lightspeed Design Group 
(DepthQ). 
A lesser known fact IS that some consumer grade 
single-chip DLP projectors are also compatible with 
time-sequential stereoscopic display - although at 
lower refresh rates. 
We tested 44 consumer grade single-chip DLP 
projectors to determine their level of compatibility 
with time-sequential stereoscopic ~isplay. Each 
projector was tested , to establish: (1) whether the 
colour wheel synchronised' with the incoming Video 
signal, (2) whether there was crosstalk between 
alternate fields or frames, (3) the maximum frequency 
at which the projector would work in stereo, ( 4) the 
time delay between the incoming video signal and the 
displayed images, (5) whether the projector converted 
interlaced video sources to progressive format in a 3D 
compatible way, and (6) the colour wheel speed at 
various video input frequencies. 
Fifteen projectors were found to work well at up to 
85Hz stereo in VGA mode. 23 projectors would work 
at 60Hz stereo in VGA mode. 35 projectors were 
found to be compatible with progressive component 
video (480P and 576P) at refresh rates of 60Hz and 
50Hz [8][9]. In controlled circumstances there will 
only be a s light a mount 0 f flicker visible with 85Hz 
stereo. Ordinarily, however, 60Hz and 50Hz stereo 
produce significant flicker. 
The projectors that were found to be compatible with 
85Hz VGA time-sequential stereoscopic display are 
listed in Table 1. The table also lists the time offset 
(from the trailing edge of the vertical sync signal to 
the start of image display), and the native resolution 
of the proj ector. 
Table 1: Consumer DLP projectors found to be compatible 
with 85Hz VGA time-sequential stereoscopic display. 
Projector Make/Model Time Offset (ms) Resolution 
Acer PD322 0.96 1024x768 
Acer PD523 0.96 1024x768 
Acer PHIlO 0.31 854x480 
BenQ MP610 0.58 800x600 
BenQ PB6240 0.55 1024x768 
Boxlight Raven not measured 800x600 
Casio XJ-360 0.35 1024x768 
NEC LT35 0.42 1024x768 
Optoma EP719 not measured 1024x768 
Optoma EP739 not measured 1024x768 
Plus U4-237 not measured 1024x768 
Plus US 0.94 1024x768 
Sharp XR-IOX 0.30 1024x768 
Toshiba TDP-S8 0.53 800x600 
Yamaha DPX-530 0.42 1024x576 
The time offset is important because if the time-offset 
is significant, and the switching of the LCS glasses is 
3 Perceived flicker c an be reduced by reducing image brightness 
and room brightness. 
not adjusted accordingly, a significant amount of 
image crosstalk could occur. The largest time offset 
measured at 85Hz was O.96ms, which corresponds to 
8% of the time period for one frame - this could result 
in a noticeable amount of crosstalk if not corrected. A 
custom LCS glasses d river was developed a s part of 
this project to allow the switching of the LCS glasses 
to be time-offset by an adjustable amount. 
More details about compatible and incompatible 
consumer projectors will be available in [ 8] and [9]. 
The 120Hz stereo-ready projectors do not appear in 
Table I and can be found by visiting the websites of 
the companies listed previously. 
One other aspect of interest about the operation of 
most of t he 85Hz capable projectors I isted above is 
that the colour wheel speed drops down from 2x at 
(a) Time-sequential stereoscopiC video signal at 60Hz frame rate 
Colour sequence for 2x colour wheel speed 
II ~ lin III 11111 11 lin . wi. ~ I . ~ I . ~ I JI. wi 
2x colour wheel speed 
(i.e. 2 colour cycles per video frame) 
(b) Time-sequential stereoscopic video signal at 85Hz frame rate 
\--,_'~. 
1 .5x colour wheel speed 
(i.e. 1.5 colour cycles per video frame) 
Figure 2: Illustration of (a) 2x and (b) 1.5x colour wheel 
speed at frame rates of 60Hz and 85Hz respectively (for an 
example 85Hz stereo capable single-chip DLP projector). 
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60Hz to 1.5x at 85Hz. "2x colour wheel speed" 
means that the colour wheel performs two colour 
cycles per frame. "1.5x colour wheel speed" means 
that the colour wheel performs one and a half colour 
cycles per frame. It can be seen in Figure 2 that for 
85Hz the left eye will see two red segments and two 
green segments whereas the right eye will only see 
one of each. The opposite occurs for the white and 
blue segments. Images for each eye will therefore 
have a slightly different colour bias. The effect is 
noticeable but slight, and may be ameliorated by the 
auto-white-balance capability of the human eyes. 
4. Discussion and Conclusion 
Thi~ study has revealed that most current generation 
LCD monitors cannot be used with the time-sequential 
stereoscopic display technique - this is due to the 
image-update method. There IS continuous 
development in this area hence there is the possibility 
that newly released LCD monitors might be 3D 
compatible in some way - one example is LCD TVs 
which use a blinking or scanned backlight [3]. LCD 
panels can be used for other stereoscopic viewing 
methods and these are summarised in reference [1]. 
A second study reported in this paper has revealed a 
relatively large number of consumer single-chip DLP 
projectors that can be used for time-sequential 
stereoscopic display - some at image refresh rates as 
high as 85Hz. Although 60Hz and 85Hz stereo are 
generally not suitable for situations requiring totally 
flicker-free stereoscopic viewing, the knowledge that 
low-cost consumer DLP projectors can be used for 
time-sequential stereoscopic viewing will open up the 
range of applications and users of stereoscopic 
visualisation. Such users and applications can 
graduate to higher-end flicker-free "stereo-ready" 
projection systems when requirements dictate. 
A wide range of other stereoscopic and 
autostereoscopic displays are now available in the 
market or are near to market. With stereoscopic 
imaging now being used in an increasing number of 
applications, this is great news for users. 
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A range of advertised "Stereo-Ready" DLP projectors are now available in the market which allow high-quality flicker-
free stereoscopic 3D visualization using the time-sequential† stereoscopic display method.  The ability to use a single 
projector for stereoscopic viewing offers a range of advantages, including extremely good stereoscopic alignment, and 
in some cases, portability.  It has also recently become known that some consumer DLP projectors can be used for time-
sequential stereoscopic visualization, however, it was not well understood which projectors are compatible and 
incompatible, what display modes (frequency and resolution) are compatible, and what stereoscopic display quality 
attributes are important.  We conducted a study to test a wide range of projectors for stereoscopic compatibility.  This 
paper reports on the testing of 45 consumer DLP projectors of widely different specifications (brand, resolution, 
brightness, etc).  The projectors were tested for stereoscopic compatibility with various video formats (PAL, NTSC, 
480P, 576P, and various VGA resolutions) and video input connections (composite, SVideo, component, and VGA).  
Fifteen projectors were found to work well at up to 85Hz stereo in VGA mode.  Twenty-three projectors would work at 
60Hz stereo in VGA mode. 
 
Keywords:  stereoscopic, field-sequential; time-sequential; DLP projectors; 3D Video 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The capability for some DLP (Digital Light Processing) projectors to be used with time-sequential stereoscopic display 
has been known for some time1.  This is due to the extremely fast pixel response time (~2µs) of the DMD (Digital 
Micro-mirror Device) chip2, the fact that the whole of the screen updates at once, and the capability of some DLP 
projectors to correctly display an alternating sequence of discrete left and right images. 
 
Several DLP projectors already available in the market are advertised as being “stereo-ready” and capable of 120Hz 
time-sequential stereoscopic display.  Table 1 lists the (time-sequential) “stereo-ready” projectors available from Barco, 
Christie, and Infocus at the time of writing this paper. 
 
It also recently became known that some consumer-grade single-chip DLP projectors could be used for time-sequential 
stereoscopic visualization (although at much lower refresh rates), however, it was not well understood which projector 
models were compatible and incompatible. 
 
We therefore undertook a research project to sample a wide range of consumer-grade single-chip DLP projectors to 
determine their level of time-sequential 3D compatibility.  The results of the project would provide an improved 
understanding of the level of 3D compatibility of consumer-grade DLP projectors, which in turn would aid users 
wishing to use DLP projectors for stereoscopic visualisation purposes.  A parallel purpose would be to raise awareness 
of this stereoscopic capability amongst projector manufacturers with the hope that they would implement time-
sequential stereoscopic display compatibility in future models as a standard feature (and list it in their specifications). 
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Table 1: Commercially available (time-sequential) “stereo-ready” DLP projectors 
 
Projector Make/Model Resolution Max Freq. # DMD 
Barco DP100 2048 x 1080 144 Hz 3 DMD 
Barco Galaxy 7 Classic+ 1400 x 1050 118 Hz 3 DMD 
Barco Galaxy 12 HB+ 1400 x 1050 118 Hz 3 DMD 
Christie CP2000 2048 x 1080 144 Hz 3 DMD 
Christie Mirage S+2K 1400 x 1050 120 Hz 3 DMD 
Christie Mirage S+4K 1400 x 1050 120 Hz 3 DMD 
Christie Mirage S+8K 1400 x 1050 120 Hz 3 DMD 
Christie Mirage S+14K 1400 x 1050 120 Hz 3 DMD 
Infocus DepthQ 800 x 600 120 Hz 1 DMD 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
In this study we tested 45 different consumer-grade single-chip DLP projectors from various manufacturers.  The age of 
the projectors ranged from units that were several years old to projectors that had only been recently released at the time 
of the tests. 
 
The test equipment layout is shown in Figure 1.  Equipment used for testing included: two custom built photodiode 
sensor pens (based on an Integrated Photomatrix Inc. IPL10530 DAL), an oscilloscope (Goldstar OS-3000), and a 
custom built LCS 3D glasses driver box capable of adjustable phase and duty cycle.  Equipment used to generate the 
time-sequential 3D video signals consisted of a PC equipped with a stereoscopic capable graphics card (NVIDIA 
6600GT) and a Panasonic ‘DMR-E65’ DVD recorder/player.  The Panasonic DMR-E65 was chosen because it is known 
to convert interlaced video signals to progressive in a 3D compatible way when the component progressive output is 
selected via the internal menu.  Software on the PC consisted of Windows XP, the NVIDIA 3D Stereo Driver3, 





Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 
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Test signals consisted of alternating sequences (at field or frame rate) of red and black, blue and black, green and black, 
white and black, or RGB colour bars and black (i.e., in the case of “red and black”, one field of red, one field of black, 
and repeat).  In the case of the DVD player, custom written NTSC and PAL DVDs were used.  In the case of the PC, 
custom created JPS (Stereoscopic JPEG) files or stereoscopic (side-by-side) AVI files were used.   
 
Each projector was tested to establish: (1) whether the frame rate of the projector synchronized with the incoming video 
signal, (2) whether the colour-wheel synchronized with the incoming video signal, (3) whether there was crosstalk 
between alternate fields or frames, (4) the maximum frequency at which the projector would work in stereo (VGA 
only), (5) the time delay between the incoming video signal and the displayed images, (6) whether the projector 
converted interlaced video sources to progressive format in a 3D compatible way, and (7) the colour-wheel speed at 
various video input frequencies.   These properties were tested for various video input connections (composite, SVideo, 
component, and VGA), various video formats (NTSC (480i), PAL (576i), 480P, 576P), and various VGA 
resolutions/frequencies. 
 
Standard Definition (SD) video formats were tested because there is a reasonable range of commercially available field-
sequential 3D DVDs and it is important to know which displays can be used with these 3D DVDs.  VGA modes were 
tested because the projector can be driven at its native resolution and frame rate with this interface.  DVI-D input 
connections were not tested because a method of extracting the vertical sync signal from the DVI-D cable was not 
available. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The 3D compatibility results of the tested projectors were wide and varied.  The overall results of the 3D compatibility 
testing are listed in Table 2.  The ‘Composite & SVideo’ column indicates whether the projector would correctly display 
field-sequential 3D video (PAL or NTSC) entered via the composite and SVideo connector.  The results for composite 
and SVideo are combined in the same column because there was no difference between composite and SVideo results 
across all the tested projectors.  The ‘Component Interlaced’ column indicates whether the projector would correctly 
display field-sequential 3D video (derived from PAL or NTSC DVD) entered via the component connector.  The 
‘Component Progressive’ column indicates whether the projector would correctly display frame-sequential 3D video 
(576P 50Hz or 480P 60Hz) entered via the component connector.  There was no difference in 3D compatibility between 
PAL and NTSC (50/60Hz) in all of the tests for all of the tested projectors so those results are combined in the 
composite/SVideo and component columns.  The VGA 60Hz and 85Hz columns indicate whether the projector would 
correctly display frame-sequential 3D video entered via the VGA connector (in almost all cases the video resolution was 
set to the native resolution of the projector).  The bottom row of the table indicates the percentage of all tested projectors 
that were time-sequential 3D compatible in that video mode. 
 
Regarding Table 2, some projectors were totally incompatible with time-sequential 3D video in all video modes and all 
video connections.  This was generally due to the frame output of the projector not synchronizing with the incoming 
video signal.  In most cases where this happened the input video signal was resampled to the native frequency of the 
projector (usually ~60Hz) – this resampling process usually destroys the 3D video signal.   
 
Some projectors would work with progressive time-sequential 3D video signals but not interlaced time-sequential 3D 
video signals.  This suggests that the projector uses a deinterlacing (interlaced to progressive conversion) routine which 
is not time-sequential 3D compatible.  Fortunately the internal deinterlacer can be bypassed by feeding the projector 
with a progressive video signal.   
 
In most instances where the projector was 3D incompatible in interlaced mode, it could be seen that the colour-wheel 
was synchronising to the incoming video signal but the odd and even fields were being mixed during the deinterlacing 
process.  Since DMDs are progressive devices, any interlaced video signal input to the projector must be deinterlaced 
(converted from interlaced to progressive). 
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Table 2: Time-sequential 3D compatibility results for the 45 DLP projectors tested. (a green tick indicates that mode was 
time-sequential 3D compatible, a red cross indicates that mode is not 3D compatible, a dash indicates that mode was not 
tested, ‘n/a’ indicates that connection or mode was not available on that projector) 
 






VGA 60 Hz VGA 85 Hz 
Acer PD322 x x √ √ √ 
Acer PD523 x x √ √ √ 
Acer PD723P x x  √ x x 
Acer PH110 x x √ √ √ 
BenQ MP 610 x x √ √ √ 
BenQ PB 6240 x x √ √ √ 
BenQ PE 7800 x x x x x 
BenQ PE 8700 x x x x x 
Boxlight Raven x x √ √ √ 
Casio XJ 360 x x √ √ √ 
Casio XJ 560 x x √ x x  
Dell  3200 MP x - - x x 
IBM C400 x n/a n/a x x 
Infocus LitePro 620 √ n/a n/a x x 
Liesegang DDV 2111 Ultra √ n/a n/a x x 
Liesegang DDV 3200 x x √ x x 
Liesegang e.Motion 4100 x x √ x x 
Liesegang LuxorPlus x x √ x x 
Liesegang Multi800 x n/a √ x x 
Mitsubishi HC3000 x x √ √ x 
Mitsubishi XD450U x x √ x x 
NEC HT 1100 x x √ √ x 
NEC LT 35 x x √ √ √ 
NEC LT 100 √ √ √ x x 
Optoma EP719 - - - √ √ 
Optoma EP739 - - - √ √ 
Optoma EP759 x x √ x x 
Optoma H27 x x √ - - 
Optoma H57 x x √ x x 
Optoma HD72i x x √ √ x 
Panasonic PT-D 5500E x x √ √ x 
PLUS U4-237 x n/a n/a √ √ 
PLUS U5-112 x x √ √ √ 
Projection Design Action! Model 2 Mk2 x n/a √ √ x 
Projection Design Evo 2 SX+ x x √ √ x 
Projection Design F1+ SX+ x x √ √ x 
Projection Design F3 SXGA+ x x √ √ x 
Sharp XR10X x x √ √ √ 
Sharp XV-Z2000 √ √ √ x x 
Sharp XV-Z9000E x x √ x x 
Studio Experience SE 30 HD x x √ x x 
Studio Experience SE 50 HD x x x x x 
Toshiba TDP-S8 x x √ √ √ 
Yamaha DPX-1300 x x √ x x 
Yamaha DPX-530 x x √ √ √ 
 % 3D compatible: 9% 5% 83% 52% 34%
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Some projectors were compatible with time-sequential 3D Video (input via the composite, SVideo or component 
connectors) but not 3D VGA.  This would suggest that there is a small quirk in the firmware of the projector.  A small 
change to the firmware could probably allow the projector to work for both 3D Video and 3D VGA.  This is not 
something that 2D projector manufacturers would normally check – but hopefully this will change. 
 
As can be seen in Table 2, 52% of the tested projectors were compatible with 60Hz 3D VGA signals, and 34% of the 
tested projectors were compatible with 85Hz 3D VGA signals.  85Hz stereo from a consumer projector is a significant 
result.  The problem with 60Hz stereo is that generally this will produce a lot of flicker.  With 85Hz stereo, the amount 
of flicker will be less, but generally not totally flicker-free.  Perceived flicker can be reduced by reducing room 
brightness and image brightness.  However, 100Hz or 120Hz stereo is generally required for totally flicker-free 
operation. 
 
One other specification that was measured during the projector tests was the time offset from the trailing edge of the 
vertical sync signal to the start of image display by the projector – i.e., the phase of the displayed images relative to the 
vertical sync pulses.  This aspect is important because if the LCS glasses are switched at the incorrect timing relative to 
the displayed images, a significant amount of ghosting can be introduced.  Table 3 lists the time offset for the projectors 
that were found to be VGA 3D compatible at either 60Hz or 85Hz.   
 
Table 3: Time offset for consumer DLP projectors found to be compatible  
with 60Hz and/or 85Hz VGA time-sequential stereoscopic display. 
Projector Make/Model Time Offset @ 
60Hz (ms) 
Time Offset @ 
85Hz (ms) 
Resolution 
Acer PD322 0.28 0.96 1024x768 
Acer PD523 0.33 0.96 1024x768 
Acer PH110 0.30 0.31 854x480 
BenQ MP610 ~0.36 0.58 800x600 
BenQ PB6240 ~0.36 0.55 1024x768 
Boxlight Raven not measured not measured 800x600 
Casio XJ-360 0.29 0.35 1024x768 
Mitsubishi HC3000 0.39 x 1280x768 
NEC HT 1100 ~0.83 x 1024x768 
NEC LT35 ~0.36 0.42 1024x768 
Optoma EP719 not measured not measured 1024x768 
Optoma EP739 not measured not measured 1024x768 
Optoma HD72i ~0.40 x 1280x768 
Panasonic PT-D 5500E ~1.02 x 1024x768 
PLUS U4-237 not measured not measured 1024x768 
PLUS U5-112 0.32 0.94 800x600 
Projection Design Action! Model 2 Mk2 ~0.63 x 1280x720 
Projection Design Evo 2 SX+ ~0.91 x 1400x1050 
Projection Design F1+ SX+ ~0.91 x 1400x1050 
Projection Design F3 SXGA+ not measured x 1400x1050 
Sharp XR-10X 0.26 0.30 1024x768 
Toshiba TDP-S8 ~0.45 0.53 800x600 
Yamaha DPX-530 ~0.24 0.42 1024x576 
 
The largest time offset measured at 85Hz was 0.96ms, which corresponds to 8% of the time period for one 85Hz frame 
(11.8ms) – this could result in a noticeable amount of crosstalk if not corrected.  LCS glasses are usually switched very 
close to the time of the vertical sync pulse (0.1 ms after the trailing edge of the vertical sync pulse for a H3D glasses 
VGA dongle).  With the glasses switching at 0.1ms and the projector switching between views at 0.96ms, this would 
result in approximately 8% ghosting purely due to the phase difference between the LCS glasses and projector.  A 
custom LCS glasses driver “smart dongle” was developed as part of this project to allow the switching of the LCS 
glasses to be time-offset by an adjustable amount and hence minimise ghosting due to incorrect LCS switching phase.   
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It is interesting to note that time offset is vastly different between different projectors and also between different modes 
of the same projector.  The time offsets for other 3D compatible modes were measured but are too complicated to report 
in this paper - they are reported in Reference 6. 
 
One other item of interest is that the maximum resolution of any consumer projector that was 3D compatible at 85Hz 
was 1024x768 (XGA).  For any projector of a higher resolution than 1024x768, if it would do time-sequential 3D, it 
would only do so at 60Hz. 
 
One aspect of interest about the operation of most of the 85Hz capable projectors listed above is that the colour-wheel 
speed drops down from 2x at 60Hz to 1.5x at 85Hz.  “2x colour wheel speed” means that the colour wheel performs two 
colour cycles per frame.  “1.5x colour wheel speed” means that the colour wheel performs one and a half colour cycles 
per frame.  It can be seen in Figure 2 that for 85Hz the left eye will see two red segments and two green segments 
whereas the right eye will only see one of each.  The opposite occurs for the white and blue segments.  Images for each 
eye will therefore have a slightly different colour bias.  The effect is noticeable but slight, and may be ameliorated by 
the auto-white-balance capability of the human eyes. 
 
It is fair to ask why some of the projectors are incompatible with time-sequential 3D in various modes.  Most of the 
projectors are incompatible with interlaced sources because they use an interlaced to progressive algorithm which is not 
time-sequential 3D compatible – an interlaced to progressive algorithm which is optimised for 2D video will not 
necessarily operate successfully with time-sequential 3D video.   
 
The reason that some projectors are incompatible with progressive 60Hz 3D video sources is usually due to the colour-
wheel (and frame rate) of the projector not synchronising with the incoming video signal.  Since all DLP projectors are 
based on the DMD chip from Texas Instruments and likely follow a common reference design, it is thought that this 
incompatibility is mainly due to a firmware setup issue in the projector configured by the projector manufacturer.  It is 
thought there are two main reasons why not all of the projectors were 85Hz stereo compatible: firstly it could relate to 
the firmware setup of the projector by the manufacturer, and secondly with resolutions greater than XGA, there is 
understood to be a bottleneck in the DLP engine which limits the data rate (and therefore the frame rate at higher 
resolutions).  This data bottleneck is also thought to be the reason that correct 120Hz stereo was not possible on any of 
the projectors tested – however, obviously the designers of the DepthQ projector have been able to overcome this 
limitation.  It is hoped that future DLP chipsets and reference designs will overcome this limitation. 
2x colour wheel speed
(i.e. 2 colour cycles per video frame)
1.5x colour wheel speed
(i.e. 1.5 colour cycles per video frame)
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     Figure 2: Illustration of (a) 2x and (b) 1.5x colour wheel speed at frame rates of 60Hz and 85Hz respectively (for an example  
       85Hz stereo capable single-chip DLP projector). 
 




This study has revealed a relatively large number of consumer single-chip DLP projectors that can be used for time-
sequential stereoscopic display – some at image refresh rates as high as 85Hz.  Although 85Hz stereo is not generally 
totally flicker-free, the knowledge that low-cost consumer DLP projectors can be used for time-sequential stereoscopic 
viewing will open up stereoscopic visualisation to a wider range of users and applications.  Such users and applications 
can graduate to higher-end flicker-free “stereo-ready” projection systems when requirements dictate and funds allow.   
 
Unfortunately most of the projectors tested are not directly compatible with field-sequential 3D DVDs (using common 
video interfaces: composite, SVideo and component interlaced), however, it was found that 83% of tested projectors 
could be used to display field-sequential DVDs if the 3D DVD was played back from a 3D compatible progressive 
output DVD player.  Not all progressive output DVD players convert from interlaced to progressive in a 3D compatible 
way, however, it is known that some Panasonic DVD players do (such as the Panasonic DMR-E65, Panasonic 
DVD-S55 (NSTC only), and Panasonic DVD-S47 (possibly NTSC only)).  It would be useful to develop a list of 3D 
compatible progressive output DVD players, but that is beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
85Hz stereo via the VGA connector will be of use to a wide range of computer-based stereoscopic imaging applications, 
the most prominent probably being gaming.  Over a thousand different PC games can be played in stereo with the use of 
an NVIDIA graphics card and the NVIDIA 3D Stereo driver7.   
 
Currently the 3D compatibility of consumer DLP projectors is not advertised or listed in product specifications by 
manufacturers or distributors.  Additionally, we did not find any consumer projectors that were capable of 100/120Hz 
stereo operation.  It is hoped that in the near future both of these factors will change. 
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IN PARALLEL with the widespread
deployment of digital 3-D cinema systems and
an explosion in the release of 3-D movies into
those theaters, there has also been a concerted
effort from several consumer-electronics 
manufacturers to release 3-D TVs and 3-D
displays into the consumer marketplace.  This
article looks at the technologies behind these
high-quality 3-D displays that have been
released into the consumer marketplace and
also answers the often-repeated question: can
my existing home TV be used for high-quality
3-D viewing (e.g., by bringing home the 3-D
glasses from the movie theater)?  While the
focus will be mainly on the home-display 
marketplace for HDTVs or computer moni-
tors, there are a great many more 3-D display
products available if the professional-display
marketplace is also taken into consideration.
When cathode-ray-tube (CRT) monitors
became less commonplace in retail outlets,
there was great concern in the stereoscopic-
imaging community about what displays
could be used for stereoscopic purposes in the
future.  Up to that point, CRTs had been the
mainstay of stereoscopic display (using active
shutter glasses), and the alternative displays
such as plasma-display panels (PDPs) or 
liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) were not
directly stereoscopic 3-D compatible.  Fortu-
nately, several display manufacturers rose to
the challenge.  Explanations of how those 
systems work follow later in this article. 
In April of 2007, Samsung became the first
to release a stereoscopic 3-D-capable large-
screen high-definition television (HDTV) into
the home marketplace.  The displays used a
rear-projection digital-light-processing (DLP)
engine designed by Texas Instruments.1
Several things were remarkable about this
product:  the very competitive pricing (much
less than an equivalent 2-D LCD or PDP); the
3-D capability was included at no extra cost
(apart from the 3-D glasses, which had to be
purchased separately); the very high quality of
the stereoscopic image; the high-definition
resolution; and, further, the use in some mod-
els of an innovative LED light engine that
offered richer colors, longer lamp life, and
removal of the rainbow effect.  Samsung
released a selection of models ranging in 
size from 46 to 72 in. in 2007 and 2008.  
Mitsubishi also released a selection of these
displays in 2007, 2008, and 2009.  Over 
2 million of these displays are reported to
have been sold into homes in North America
to date – the only market in which these par-
ticular displays have been directly marketed.
It is an open question as to how many of these
displays have been used for 3-D purposes –
possibly less than 1% – but there are still
some very happy 3-D users out there!
These displays essentially house a single-
chip DLP projector that projects onto the rear
of a special screen mounted in the front of the
display.  A color-sequential technique is used
to produce full-color images – as with all 
single-chip DLP solutions.  The stereoscopic
3-D method used by these displays is the
time-sequential technique, which involves
showing left and right images alternately (in
this case at 120 Hz) that are viewed using 
liquid-crystal-shutter (LCS) 3-D glasses that
blank the left and right eyes alternately in 
synchronization with the left and right images
shown sequentially on the display.  The fast
switching time of a DLP (~2 µsec) makes it
particularly well-suited to the time-sequential
3-D method.  The 3-D input format accepted
by these displays, commonly known as the
checkerboard format (see Fig. 1), involves
multiplexing the left and right images into a
single frame in a checkerboard-like layout.
This innovatively allows the two left and right
image streams to enter the display within a
single regular bandwidth video input (albeit at
half-resolution per view).  
These rear-projection DLP TVs use a half-
resolution digital micromirror device (DMD)
to achieve a full-resolution image by way of a
process called “wobulation.” 2 As shown in
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), in 2-D display mode each
frame is broken down into two sub-frames –
half of the pixels are displayed in the first sub-
3-D Displays in the Home 
There are many predictions that the next stage in the commercial evolution of consumer 
display technology is the widespread availability of stereoscopic 3-D content for viewing 
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frame and the remaining pixels in the second
sub-frame.  The mirrors of the half-resolution
DMD used in these DLP TVs are oriented in a
diamond pattern (as opposed to square pixels
in a regular DMD), and the centers of the 
mirrors match the checkerboard pattern shown
in Fig. 1(a).  The image of the DMD is opti-
cally shifted (wobulated) between the two
sub-frames in order to display the full-resolu-
tion image.  In 3-D mode, the two sub-frames
are used for the left and right images, respec-
tively.  The pixel arrangement of each sub-
frame directly corresponds to the checker-
board pattern used for 3-D input, so, in effect,
the display internally converts the checker-
board 3-D input to time-sequential 3-D for
display, allowing the viewer to wear LCS 3-D
glasses to view the 3-D image.
Also in 2007, another class of 3-D displays
started to become more widely available and
at price points that were affordable to some
home users.  The micro-polarizer (µPol) tech-
nique was invented by Sadeg Faris in the early
1990s3 and involves the attachment of a spe-
cial optical filter to the face of an LCD (Fig.
2), which results in alternate rows of pixels of
the display being polarized in two different
polarization states – usually left-handed circu-
lar and right-handed circular.  When the dis-
play is viewed using the appropriate passively
polarized 3-D glasses, one eye sees all the
odd-numbered rows and the other eye sees all
the even-numbered rows.  When the left and
right images are spatially multiplexed onto the
odd and even rows respectively, the observer
can see a high-quality stereoscopic 3-D
image.  These types of 3-D displays are now
commonly available around the world from
manufacturers including Zalman, Hyundai,
Pavonine (under the brands Dimen and
Miracube), and JVC in sizes ranging from 22
up to 46 in.  The smaller monitors are mainly
aimed at the stereoscopic 3-D gaming market,
whereas the larger sets are intended for 3-D
video or movie viewing.  In 3-D mode, these
displays have half the 2-D resolution in the
vertical axis, and there is also some vertical
viewing-angle sensitivity.  Some products use
a µPol variant called Xpol that includes a
black mask between rows of pixels to increase
the vertical range of the viewing zone and
reduce crosstalk.  The price premium for the
3-D capability on these sets starts from about
200% on the smaller models and higher for
the larger models, so market penetration has
not been high.
In 2008, Samsung achieved another world’s
first with the consumer release of two stereo-
scopic 3-D-capable plasma HDTVs (42 and
50 in.)  These displays use the time-sequential
3-D display method and the stereoscopic 3-D
images are viewed through LCS 3-D glasses –
operating at 120 Hz.  Unlike the 3-D DLP
HDTVs, which were only released in North 
America, the 3-D plasma HDTVs were released
in many international markets.  Recently, Pana-
sonic has been demonstrating time-sequential
stereoscopic 3-D-capable plasma displays at
various trade shows, and many commentators
anticipate they will release a product based on
this technology in the near future.
Another 3-D LCD product that has been
gaining popularity, particularly in the 3-D
gaming market over the last couple of years,
uses an innovative dual-panel LCD technique
– also known as a variable-polarization-angle
display – and is viewed using passive polar-
ized 3-D glasses.4 In a conventional LCD,
each subpixel in the LCD panel is used as a
light-valve controlling the amount of light that
travels from the backlight to the observer.
But in these 3-D LCDs, the optical function is
very different – the optical layout is illustrated
in Fig. 3.  The first (back) panel (Mod LCD)
operates in a somewhat conventional light-
valve approach to modulate the brightness of
the light at each pixel, except that the image
sent to this first panel is an amalgam of the
left and right images.  Essentially,
[see Figs. 4(a)–4(c)].  The second (front) panel 
(Ang LCD) acts to control the output polariza-
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(a) Checkerboard 3-D input format (b) Wobulated 3-D DLP display format –
sub-frame 1; 3-D left image
(c) Wobulated 3-D DLP display format –
sub-frame 2; 3-D right image
Fig. 1:  An illustration of the 3-D input and 3-D display formats of the DLP 3-D HDTVs includes (a) the checkerboard 3-D input format and (b) 
and (c) the half-resolution DMD with diamond-shaped mirrors that oscillate between two optical positions at 120 Hz to display the full resolution. 
Fig. 2:  Shown is an optical layout of a µPol
3-D LCD.  A micro-polarizer layer over the
front of the LCD polarizes alternate rows of
pixels into two different polarization states.
(Illustration based on Faris.3)
L R2 2+
The paper is copyright Society for Information Display (SID) and is included in this thesis with their permission.
tion angle of each subpixel (using the funda-
mental function of a liquid-crystal cell as a
polarization rotator) and by virtue of this,
sending the light from each subpixel to one
eye, the other eye, or a mixture of both.  The
drive signal to the second layer is calculated 
for each pixel and is approximately arctan(L/R).5
As can be seen in Fig. 4(d), if the image on
this second panel was viewed individually, it
would be a rather strange experience, but
when the display is viewed using the appro-
priate passive polarized 3-D glasses, the resul-
tant stereoscopic 3-D image can be remarkably 
good.  In 3-D mode, these displays are full 
resolution (no resolution is sacrificed), but some 
models do suffer from relatively high amounts
of crosstalk (ghosting).  Consumer displays
using this technique are available from iZ3D,
and displays intended for professional appli-
cations are available from MacNaughton, Inc.,
and Polaris Sensor Technologies.
The most recent consumer 3-D display to
hit the market was masterminded by 
NVIDIA and released as 22-in. 3-D LCDs
from Samsung and ViewSonic.  These dis-
plays use the time-sequential 3-D-display
technique and have been specially engineered
to be viewed in 3-D by using custom LCS
glasses – operating at 120 Hz.  The developers
had to make some fairly smart changes to the
LCD design to allow them to work with LCS
3-D glasses – most LCDs cannot.  Again,
these displays have been mainly aimed at the
3-D gaming market and they also retain the
full resolution of the LCD panel in 3-D mode.
There is also a selection of 3-D displays
aimed at the professional and semi-profes-
sional markets, available from suppliers
including Planar, Christie, DepthQ, projec-
tiondesign, and others.  Large-screen
autostereoscopic displays (3-D displays not
requiring glasses) are also available in the
professional marketplace, but they are
believed to be a long way off from being a
home consumer-deployed product (especially
with Philips having abandoned this market in
March 20096).  Mobile devices with auto-
stereoscopic displays have been released in
Asia by Sharp, Samsung, and Hitachi – but
not as yet in the U.S.  This article does not
even touch on 3-D projection, which is start-
ing to get very exciting with consumer/ 
prosumer product offerings and announce-
ments from ViewSonic, Mitsubishi, Infocus/
DepthQ, BenQ, Sharp, and others.  (A full
summary of all the 3-D displays mentioned
above is available from: www.3dmovielist.
com/3dhdtvs.html.)
It should be noted that there is a consider-
able variation in image quality and resolution
between these various 3-D displays.  For some
of the displays, the 3-D resolution is half that
of the 2-D resolution.  Other image-quality
aspects to consider include the amount of
crosstalk or ghosting present in the display,
display brightness in 3-D mode, as well as
regular 2-D measures of image quality.
Can Existing Home TVs Be Used for 
3-D Purposes?
A parallel phenomenon with the increased
penetration of 3-D displays, and the general
consumers’ recognition of 3-D TV in the
home, is the regular question as to whether a
consumer’s existing home display(s) can be
used for 3-D purposes.  For the time being,
the short answer is that unless the display is
advertised as being “3D-Ready” or “3-D 
compatible” (see www.3dmovielist.com/
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Fig. 3:  A basic optical layout of a variable-polarization-angle display is depicted. The modulo
LCD controls pixel brightness and the angulo LCD controls the polarization angle of each
pixel.  (Illustration based on Gaudreau.4)
(a) Right stereoscopic image (b) Left stereoscopic image (c) Modulo (first panel) (d) Angulo (second panel)
Fig. 4:  A left/right stereoscopic image pair [(a) and (b)] is converted to modulo/angulo [(c) and (d)] for display on a variable polarization angle
display.  (Drive images from Gaudreau.4)
3dhdtvs.html) it unfortunately will not be able
to be used for high-quality flicker-free full-
color stereoscopic 3-D viewing (except in the
case of older CRT monitors).  Consumers may
be tempted to take home the 3-D glasses from
the various high-quality 3-D movie screen-
ings, but unfortunately they simply will not
work on their conventional home TV.  Ignor-
ing the displays that are advertised as being
stereoscopic 3-D capable, here is why conven-
tional displays cannot be used for high-quality
stereoscopic 3-D viewing.
First, consider the three types of 3-D
glasses being used in the theaters – passive
polarized glasses, active LCS glasses, and
Infitec (Dolby 3-D) glasses.  
Polarized 3-D glasses will not work with
conventional displays because they output
light either in a single polarization direction
(e.g., LCDs) or they are unpolarized (e.g.,
PDPs).  An optical filter would need to be
added to these displays to provide two polar-
ization states (for the left and right views) –
but currently this is not a customer-deployable
solution.
LCS 3-D glasses do not work with conven-
tional LCDs for a range of reasons,7 but the
most significant reason is the image-update
method.  Unlike CRTs, LCDs are a hold-type
display, meaning that each pixel of the display
outputs light over the entire frame period –
i.e., there is no blanking period.  But similiar
to a CRT, the image on an LCD is updated
row by row from the top of the display to the
bottom.  The time taken to address the entire
display is almost one frame period.  What this
means is that there is no one time, or period of
time, when the display shows one image
exclusively across the entire display; i.e.,
there is no one time when the shutters in a pair
of LCS 3-D glasses could be opened so that a
left (or right) image would be seen across the
entire screen.  Figure 5 shows the image-
update method of conventional LCDs, which
illustrates the problem.  As mentioned above,
ViewSonic and Samsung have implemented
an as-yet-undisclosed modification in their 
3-D LCDs to overcome this problem.
Unfortunately, conventional plasma displays
also cannot be used with LCS 3-D glasses to
produce a high-quality flicker-free 3-D
image.8 Unlike CRTs or conventional LCDs
in which updated pixels are presented sequen-
tially over the course of the frame (see Fig. 5),
plasma displays have the nice feature that all
of the updated pixels in a frame are illumi-
nated simultaneously.  However, the long
phosphor persistence of conventional plasma
displays means that crosstalk (ghosting) will
be high.  Additionally, conventional plasma
displays can only be driven with a 60-Hz
video signal, meaning that even if the cross-
talk was ignored, the image seen through the
LCS 3-D glasses would flicker excessively.
Samsung’s 3D-ready plasma displays make
use of the checkerboard 3-D input method to
deliver the 3-D video signal and presumably
use custom phosphors to reduce the amount of
crosstalk due to phosphor persistence.
Even displays that are advertised as being
120 Hz do not solve the problem – 120-Hz
(and 240-Hz) technologies are being imple-
mented with a range of LCDs and plasma 
displays to reduce the problem of image
smear in scenes containing fast image motion.
Many people recognize that “120 Hz” is often
associated with stereoscopic 3-D viewing, but
unfortunately the inclusion of 120-Hz refresh
rates does not solve all the problems for suc-
cessfully using time-sequential 3-D on these
displays.  The most obvious problem is that
there is no way of driving them with a true
120-Hz video signal, containing 120 distinct
frames per second.  Usually, the display
accepts only a conventional 60-Hz video 
signal and the display internally interpolates
extra frames.  The inability to send 120
unique frames per second to the display would
mean that it could not be used for 120-Hz 3-D
purposes.  So, unless the display is labeled as
“3-D-ready” or “3-D compatible,” any men-
tion of 120 Hz currently will not be an advan-
tage to time-sequential 3-D compatibility.9
The Infitec system employed in Dolby 3-D
cinemas uses special interference filters to
divide the visible color spectrum into six 
narrow bands called R1, R2, G1, G2, B1, and
B2 for the purposes of this description.10 The
R1, G1, and B1 bands are used for one eye
image and R2, G2, and B2 for the other eye.
The human eye is largely insensitive to such
fine spectral differences, so this technique is
able to generate full-color 3-D images with
minimal color differences between the two
eyes.  Unfortunately, conventional displays
lack the ability to modulate light wavelengths
at this fine scale, so Infitec/Dolby 3-D glasses
also will not work on conventional displays.
This may be a possibility in the future with
multiprimary-color displays, but there is noth-
ing like this currently in the consumer market.
The only 3-D solution that can be widely
deployed to any consumer color display is the
anaglyph 3-D method.  The anaglyph has been
around since the 1800s, and for modern full-
color displays involves sending the left and
right image views into one or two comple-
mentary color channels, respectively.  For
example, the most common anaglyph tech-
nique involves the left perspective image
being stored in the red color channel and the
right perspective image being stored in the
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Fig. 5:  Time-domain response of an example conventional LCD monitor (with 5.7-msec pixel
response rate alternating between black and white frames at 75 Hz).  The green line represents
the time each row is addressed.  It can be seen that there is no point in time when the entire
screen shows one image across the entire screen.7
blue and green (cyan) color channels.  The
viewer wears red/cyan 3-D glasses to decode
the correct image to each eye and sees a 3-D
image.  Other primary color combinations are
possible, including blue/yellow and green/
magenta.  The main advantages of the ana-
glyphic 3-D method are its simplicity and low
cost.  All that is required is an anaglyphic 3-D
image source, any full-color display, and a
corresponding pair of anaglyphic 3-D glasses.
Unfortunately, the anaglyph 3-D method usu-
ally suffers from fairly low 3-D image quality
– due to fairly high ghosting levels, retinal
rivalry, and the inability to reproduce a com-
pletely full-color 3-D image.11 Despite these
limitations, anaglyph 3-D remains a com-
monly used format as evidenced by the
widespread release of many 3-D DVDs and
Blu-ray discs in anaglyph format – albeit 
leaving many shaking their heads and yearn-
ing for something better.
Conclusion
A good (and expanding) range of high-
quality 3-D displays is gradually penetrating
the home consumer market.  The successful 
roll-out of 3-D cinemas and 3-D movies is
probably greatly responsible for the increas-
ing consumer interest in this display cate-
gory.  The next part of the equation that
needs attention is the availability of stereo-
scopic 3-D content for viewing on home 3-D
displays.  The consumer game market is the
greatest source of 3-D content at the present
time, with over 300 PC game titles available
to be played in stereoscopic 3-D – enabled
by 3-D game-software solutions available
from NVIDIA, DDD, and iZ3D.  There is
also talk of game consoles supporting high-
quality 3-D displays in the not too distant
future.  However, probably the most antici-
pated form of 3-D content is high-definition
3-D movies.  Over 300 3-D movies and
shorts have been publicly exhibited from
1915 until 2009, but unfortunately only a
handful of 3-D movie content is commer-
cially available at the present time (see
www.3dmovielist.com) – and none in a
high-quality high-definition format.  At the
present time, most content owners appear to
be waiting for the much-talked-about Blu-
ray 3-D format to be standardized, which is
addressed in another article in this issue.
Once that format is standardized, we will
probably see another jump in the uptake of
stereoscopic 3-D displays.
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A simple method for measuring crosstalk in stereoscopic displays 
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ABSTRACT   
Crosstalk (also known as “ghosting”, “leakage”, or “extinction”), a vitally important concept in stereoscopic 3D 
displays, has not been clearly defined or measured in the stereoscopic literature (Woods[3]).  In this paper, a 
mathematical definition is proposed which uses a “physical” approach.  This derivation leads to a clear definition of left-
view or right-view crosstalk and shows that 1), when the display’s black level is not zero, it must be subtracted out and 
2), when the source intensities are equal, crosstalk can be measured using observed intensities totally within the 
respective view.  Next, a simple method of measuring crosstalk is presented, one that relies on only viewing a test chart 
on the display.  No electronic or optical instruments are needed.  Results of the use of the chart are presented, as well as 
optical measurements, which did not agree well with chart results.  The main reason for the discrepancy is the difficulty 
of measuring very low light levels.  With wide distribution, this tool can lead to the collection of useful performance 
information about 3D displays and, therefore, to the production of the best stereoscopic displays. 
Keywords:  crosstalk, extinction, ghosting, stereoscopic displays, 3D displays 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Maintaining low crosstalk in a stereoscopic display system – that is, reducing, or extinguishing if possible, the amount of 
“wrong” image in each eye (also known as “ghosting” or “leakage”) – is critically important for comfortable and high-
quality 3D viewing.  A moderate amount can cause eyestrain; a large amount will prevent fusing the 3D scene.  
However, when evaluating a stereoscopic display, it is often difficult to measure the amount of crosstalk in the display: 
• Due to complexity of the system, 
• Due to lack of measurements, 
• Due to the reluctance of manufacturers to release data, 
• Due to difficulty of making the measurement. 
Furthermore, we find in the stereoscopic literature (Woods[3]) that there is much ambiguity and confusion about both the 
descriptive and mathematical definitions of this important concept.  One objective of the current work is to model the 
stereoscopic image-making process and to come up with a clear mathematical definition. 
A second objective is to propose a simple method of measuring the crosstalk fraction and extinction ratio that relies on 
viewing test patterns on the display without the need for electronic or optical instruments.  Our hope is that this tool can 
be distributed widely and will lead to the collection of consistent information about 3D displays, and therefore, to the 
production of the best stereoscopic displays possible. 
In this paper, we focus on a mathematical definition of crosstalk.  As discussed by Woods[3], mathematical definitions of 
“crosstalk”, “ghosting”, “leakage”, and “extinction ratio” are quite varied within the stereoscopic literature.  Sometimes, 
when characterizing “white-to-black” crosstalk†, a simple ratio of the ghost image (the crosstalk contribution) to the 
white image in the same eye is used[7]; sometimes this ratio is taken against the white image as seen in the opposite 
view[8][9].  Sometimes it is taken against the source image rather than the output, observed image[10].  Sometimes the 
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† A white image is leaked across to a black image. 
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black level is subtracted out[11][12][13][14][15][16][17]; sometimes not[7][8][9][10].  In order to confirm which formulation is most 
appropriate, a “physical” model of crosstalk is developed in the next section. 
2. DEFINING CROSSTALK 
A model of the optical process for the formation of stereoscopic images is given in Figure 1.  Going from left to right on 
the diagram, the Left and Right Source Images create source light intensities‡ that enter into “stereoscopic processing”.  
This is where the two images are combined – so that they overlap as perfectly as possible in the resultant stereo view – 
and separated back into each of the viewer’s eyes. 
 
Figure 1.  Physical model of the stereoscopic display process, showing light passing from source images, through 
stereoscopic processing, to observed images.  (The variables are defined in the text.) 
The combining/separating process takes various forms and technologies.  It could be temporally multiplexed (as in time-
sequential CRTs, LCDs, or projectors), spatially multiplexed (as in row-interleaved and autostereoscopic displays), or 
two-channel (as in projector systems or head-mounted displays).  A dual projector display, for example, encodes the left 
and right images with polarized light and overlays them on a (polarization preserving) screen.  Polarized glasses are used 
to decode the two images into the two eyes.  The stereoscopic processing part of the display system consists of the 
projector filters, the screen, and the glasses.  The optical processing of any part of this sub-system can be incomplete, 
leading to crosstalk. 
After stereoscopic processing, an observed left or right image is composed mostly of light that was intended for that 
view, but there can be some “leaked” or “crossed over” contribution from the unintended image.  In addition, there could 
be a contribution from ambient light.  Therefore, the observed image intensity for each eye (OL,OR) is made up of three 
components: 
 OL = DL + CL + AL (1a) 
 OR = DR + CR + AR (1b) 
where 
 D = Direct contribution to the observed image. 
 C = Crossover contribution to the observed image.   
 A = Ambient light contribution to the observed image. 
The direct and crossover contributions can be characterized as portions of the source intensities; i.e., let  
                                                 
‡ By “intensity”, we are referring to the luminance at some position on the display surface, which is usually measured in cd/m2.  This 
emitted light can have any spectral character.  For example, in color displays, the formulation could be applied to the red, green, and 
blue channels separately. 
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 τL = DL/SL , τR = DR/SR  (2a,b) 
 χRL = CL/SR , χLR = CR/SL (3a,b) 
where SL,SR = left and right source image intensities.  These fractions can be called 
 “transmittance” (τL and τR), the fraction of source image that is intended for each eye, and  
 “crosstalk” (χRL and χLR), the fraction of source image that crosses over or leaks, forming the “ghost” image.  
Note the subscript notation “RL” and  “LR”.  “RL” is used to represent the crosstalk from Right Image to Left Image, 
and vice-versa.  This clarifies which crosstalk contribution is being referred to.  Both crosstalk and transmittance are 
simply fractional quantities, not constants.  Since the formation of images on stereoscopic displays is sometimes 
nonlinear, these quantities can be functions of the source intensity levels (as in time-sequential liquid-crystal displays 
[15][16][17]).   
Equations 3 provide a simple, basic, definition of crosstalk: the leaked intensity in one view as a fraction of the source 
intensity of the other view.  Unfortunately, it is often impossible to measure these quantities.  The source intensity must 
be measured before stereo processing; on some displays, such as those with a lenticular or polarizing film, this cannot be 
done.  In addition, the observed intensities (of Equation 1) are the sum of three contributions.  Even if we reduce the 
ambient light to zero, the observed light is the sum of direct and crossed-over light.  There are two measured quantities 
and four unknowns.  Theoretically, we could “turn off”, say, the left view and measure only a direct contribution in the 
right and a crossover contribution in the left.  However, in most displays, when black images are presented to the 
display, the resulting light output is not zero.  Thus, the direct contribution in the left and the crossover contribution in 
the right have not been eliminated. 
The light level of a black image (i.e., zero “signal”) is called the black level (BL) of the display.  LCDs, in particular, 
have a relatively high BL, which can be comparable to the crossover contribution.  Even for displays having very low 
intrinsic BL, such as CRTs, plasmas, and OLEDs, there can still be a significant BL if their contrast and/or brightness 
levels are not adjusted properly. 
The conclusion is that a formulation is required that subtracts out any influence of the black level.  In addition, it should 
use quantities measured after stereo processing and, if possible, in only one view.  This is presented in the next section. 
3. MEASURING CROSSTALK 
In most stereoscopic 3D displays, the maximum ghosting§ occurs when one view has maximum signal level, or a 
“white” image, and the other has minimum signal level, or a “black” image.  This is commonly called white-to-black 
crosstalk and is the most common way to characterize crosstalk in 3D displays.   
As discussed above, white and black image pairs are not sufficient to measure crosstalk when the display has a non-zero 
black level.  A third image pair must be added so that the black level can be properly accounted for.   This is illustrated 
in Figure 2.  White and black source image pairs are combined to produce three pairs of observed images.  For the left 
view, for example, there are three resulting observed images: “White”, “Ghost”, and “Black”, as follows, 
• White: The observed image is composed of mainly the direct white image with a small crossover component 







(B) + AL (4a) 
• Ghost: The observed image is composed of the direct black image plus the crossover white image (these two 







(W) + AL (4b) 
                                                 
§ As discussed by Woods[3] and others, ghosting, that is, the perception of crosstalk, also depends on content.  For example, when the 
disparity (or parallax) of homologous objects is very small or zero, the crossover contribution lies on top of the direct contribution and 
is therefore not noticeable by the user.  However, the contribution is still there and can be measured. 
 
 







(B) + AL (4c) 
 
Figure 2. Two white and black Source Images combine to form six Observed Images: “White”, “Ghost”, and “Black” for 
each view.  (Variables are defined in the text.) 
where W is the light intensity coming from the white source image and B is the intensity of the black source image.  Even 
though the black image comes from the minimum signal level (e.g., “zero gray-level”), it will not necessarily be zero, 
because of the black level of the display.   














(W – B)  (5b) 
And in turn, 
 χRL = τL(OGL – OBL)/(OWL – OBL).  (6a) 
A similar derivation follows for the right view, 
 χLR = τR(OGR – OBR)/(OWR – OBR).  (6b) 
This result is convenient because all the quantities are measured on the “same side”.  However, these equations are not 
convenient because they still require the transmittance factors, which could be difficult to measure.  Therefore, the final 
step is to define an “observed” crosstalk as 
 OCTRL = χRL/τL = (OGL – OBL)/(OWL – OBL)  (7a) 
 OCTLR = χLR/τR = (OGR – OBR)/(OWR – OBR). (7b) 
This parameter has been called “System Crosstalk” by Huang[11] and is used by many authors[13][14][15][16][17].  We refer to 
it here as “observed crosstalk” to emphasize that it uses quantities measured in the observed images and to distinguish it 
from the crosstalk fraction defined by Equations 3.  We suggest the previous crosstalk fraction, χ, be called “intrinsic” 
crosstalk because it is defined by the source of the crossover contribution.  As seen in Equations 7, the difference 
between observed and intrinsic crosstalk is the transmittance. 
Authors will sometimes use the term “extinction ratio” when referring to crosstalk[3].  The Extinction Ratio is the inverse 
of the crosstalk fraction.  That is,  
 ERRL = 1/OCTRL = (OWL - OBL)/(OGL - OBL) (8a) 
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 ERLR = 1/OCTLR = (OWR - OBR)/(OGR - OBR) (8b) 
For example, good values for OCT and ER in a stereo display are 1% and 100:1, respectively. 
4. RELATING OBSERVED CROSSTALK TO GRAY-LEVELS 
Within computers and digital video systems, the “gray-level” is the numerical representation of the brightness of a pixel, 
usually in the range [0,255].  This is the “signal” that is sent to the display.  For legacy reasons that we will not discuss 
here, the display response, that is, the intensity displayed for a given gray-level, is nonlinear.  According to the sRGB 
color standard (the default for most computers), this nonlinear “transfer curve” from gray-levels (G) to intensity (O) is  
    O/OMAX = (G/GMAX)/12.92 , for G/GMAX < 0.04045 (9a) 
    O/OMAX = ((G/GMAX)+0.055)/(1+0.055))^2.4 , for G/GMAX >= 0.04045 (9b) 
where OMAX and GMAX are the maximum intensity and gray-level values, respectively. [4] 
This curve is usually approximated as “Gamma 2.2”, or 
    O/OMAX = (G/GMAX)^2.2 , for 0 =< G/GMAX =< 1 (10) 
Gamma 2.2 is actually not a good approximation for the low intensity range where crosstalk exists.  This is demonstrated 
in Figure 3.  Although these two formulas track well over most of the 0 to 1 range, below about 6% of maximum 
intensity they diverge.  In the range of typical ghost intensities, around 1%, the two curves differ by 40% to 60%. 
       
   (a)         (b) 
Figure 3.  Comparing sRGB to Gamma 2.2: a) linear plot, b) log-log plot.  X-axis: scaled gray-level (G/GMAX), Y-axis: 
scaled intensity (O/OMAX). 
Which do we use?  Discussions in the literature (e.g., Koren[6]) indicate that most monitor calibration procedures ignore 
sRGB, and simply calibrate to Gamma 2.2.  Figure 4 shows a calibration of a stereoscopic LCD (JVC GD463D1OU) 
using the “Spyder3Elite”[5] colorimeter.  (This monitor uses passive glasses with row-interleaved polarization.  The 
calibration was done without polarizing filters on the Spyder.)  We see that the calibrated transfer curve is closer to 
Gamma 2.2 in this low range where the two curves diverge. 




Figure 4.  The lower 10% of the transfer curve for a calibrated and uncalibrated 3D monitor, comparing to sRGB and 
Gamma 2.2.  X-axis: scaled gray-level (G/GMAX), Y-axis: scaled intensity ((O-OB)/(OMAX-OB)). 
In the “real world”, a display might suffer from “white crush” and/or “black crush”.  That is, the transfer curve might be 
truncated at top and/or bottom, as illustrated in Figure 5, possibly because of poor adjustment of the display’s contrast 
and brightness controls. The transfer curves of Figure 4 were performed after removing white and black crush.   
 
Figure 5.  A “real world” display transfer curve. 
White and black crush can be removed, or at least minimized, using the display’s brightness and contrast adjustments; 
however, there is usually a residual black level (which is, of course, large or small depending on the display technology).  
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This acts as a “pedestal” or bias on which the signal rides.  Thus, assuming that Gamma 2.2 is our best estimate for the 
transfer curve, Equation 10 is modified to read 
 (O – OB)/(OMAX – OB) = (G/GMAX)^2.2 (11) 
where OB is now the black level of the display, the output intensity for a zero gray-level image.  The left-hand side of 
this equation is “scaled” intensity.  This is what is used in Figure 4. 
This leads to equations for observed crosstalk in terms of gray-levels: 
 OCTRL = (OGL - OBL)/(OWL - OBL) = (GGL/GMAX)^2.2 (12a) 
 OCTLR = (OGR - OBR)/(OWR - OBR) = (GGR/GMAX)^2.2 (12b) 
That is, if we can estimate the crosstalk intensities in terms of gray-levels, we can actually measure the crosstalk 
fraction.  Note that this result is based on the following assumptions: 
1. White and black crush have been eliminated. 
2. The display has been calibrated to Gamma 2.2. 
3. This calibration is valid after stereo processing. 
5. THE TEST CHART 
Weissman[1] and Bloos[2] have published charts to measure crosstalk (Figure 1).  While they do provide a means to 
compare displays, the numerical results on these charts are in error because the interpretation is in gray-levels rather than 
intensity values.  That is, the nonlinear transfer curve between gray-levels and intensity was neglected.  (Weissman’s 
chart was corrected in 2008.) 
 
Figure 6a. “Stereoscopic Extinction Test Chart, v1.0” by M.A.Weissman[1], side-by-side format. 
 
Figure 6b. “Ghost TEST” by W.Bloos[2], side-by-side format. 
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The new chart, the “Stereoscopic Crosstalk Test Chart”**, presents all scales as percent intensity and makes it easier to 
compare the ghost image of the white image with graduated gray patches.  As shown in Figure 7, the ghost image comes 
from the seriated white row of the opposite image and is interleaved with the gray patches for better readability.  The 
gray patches are calibrated according to Equations 12. 
     
          (a) Left Image               (b) Right Image 
Figure 7.  The new version of the Stereoscopic Crosstalk Test Chart.  The images may be resized, but, when presented on a 
stereoscopic display, the left and right images must overlap exactly. 
The white and black scales are used to minimize white and black “crush”, the truncation of the transfer curve at the top 
and/or the bottom.  The display’s brightness and contrast levels are adjusted so that these scales are visible.  This new 
version of the chart reports these scales as percent intensity (rather than percent gray-level) and limits them to ranges that 
are appropriate for sufficient accuracy (10% for white, 1% for black). 
The following table gives guidelines for using the chart:  
Table 1.  How to use the Stereoscopic Crosstalk Test Chart. 
1. Adjust brightness and contrast:  Put on eyewear or otherwise view in stereo.  Using the display’s 
brightness and contrast controls and the Black Intensity scale, minimize the black level without black 
crush (if possible!).  Using White Intensity scale, maximize the white level without white crush.  Repeat 
as needed. 
2. Calibrate display:  If possible, calibrate to a gamma value of 2.2 and in stereoscopic mode, that is, after 
stereo processing. 
3. Read Crosstalk:  Put on eyewear or otherwise view in stereo.  View with either left or right eye (not both 
at same time!).  Read the left crosstalk % from the upper interleaved scale at the place where the 
intensities match and the right crosstalk % from the lower interleaved scale. 
 
6. MEASUREMENTS 
6.1 Typical Stereoscopic Crosstalk Test Chart Readings. 
The SCT Chart was used to examine the crosstalk of several 3D displays, as listed in Table 2. 
                                                 
** Weissman’s original chart was called “The Stereoscopic Extinction Test Chart” because the scale was calibrated as extinction ratio. 
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Table 2.  Typical Stereoscopic Crosstalk Test Chart measurements.  The numeric values are percent crosstalk. 
BEFORE MONITOR CALIBRATION  AFTER MONITOR CALIBRATION 
          LEFT EYE         RIGHT EYE  LEFT EYE RIGHT EYE 
JVC GD463D1OU (Passive)  0.6  0.4       1.3         1.4 
Hyundai S465D (Passive)  3.0  3.3       1.3         1.5 
Acer GD235 (Active)   0.3  0.4       0.6         0.6 
This table shows different results before and after monitor calibration (using the Spyder3Elite without glasses or filters).  
Both the JVC and Acer had higher crosstalk readings after calibration; the Hyundai, lower.  The before/after change of 
values is likely due to the direction the transfer curve shifts after calibration, which we have seen lead to both brighter 
and darker displays.  While we do not have transfer curves for the Acer and Hyundai, the JVC before and after curves 
are given in Figure 6.  It can be seen there that, around an intensity level of 0.01 (on the vertical scale), the calibrated 
curve is about 0.003 darker than the uncalibrated curve.  Thus, since the scaled ghost intensity has not changed, the 
matching gray patch shifts to a higher value on the scale.  This accounts for 0.3 of the roughly 0.85 difference in percent 
CT readings.  The rest could be due to 1) poor accuracy of the Spyder at low intensity values and 2) changes in the 
transfer curves after stereo processing.  That is, the curves might not be the same after we put the glasses on.   
Even though the polarization process, per se, is linear, there was a shift in color temperature (white point) of the monitor 
at the low end of the intensity range. According to the Spyder calibration of the JVC, the shift was about 5% between 
intensity values of about 16% to 38%.  It is reasonable to assume there are shifts of this magnitude or larger at the lower 
(ghost) intensities.  A change of the white point could lead to a nonlinear change in luminance readings (due to the 
changed transmittance of the polarizers) and thus a change in the transfer curve.  (A change in color is often observed 
after putting glasses on.) 
6.2 Transfer Curves After Stereoscopic Processing 
In an attempt to measure the transfer curve after stereo processing, we mounted left and right circular polarizing filters 
(the same filters as used in the glasses) in front of the Spyder.  Because extinction of a circular filter is a function of 
rotation in its plane (although not as strong as for a linear polarizer), care was taken to orientate the filters exactly as they 
are in the glasses. 
Row-interleaved monitors are also sensitive to the vertical angle of view; therefore, another important factor is the 
acceptance angle of the instrument.  When viewing by eye, the acceptance angle, defined by the eye’s pupil, is very 
small.  The Spyder has a much larger acceptance angle (not measured).  Therefore, the instrument was mounted on a 
tube that was 278 mm long and 44 mm diameter, which restricted the acceptance angle to 9°.  While this improved the 
acceptance angle, it severely limited the luminance, which dropped by a factor of 39.  We attempted to measure transfer 
curves, but the Spyder results were not reliable, especially at the lower intensity levels representative of the ghost image.  
Therefore, we were not successful at measuring transfer curves after stereoscopic processing, which, for a row-
interleaved monitor, requires a more sensitive, more accurate instrument. 
6.3 Direct Measurements of Observed Crosstalk 
A direct measurement of crosstalk would measure the terms in Equations 7 (OGL, OBL, OWL, OGR, OBR, OWR) 
after stereoscopic processing (i.e., after glasses or filters).  Since the ghost and black intensities can be close in value, 
they must be measured very accurately.  Attempts were made, but, for reasons discussed above, we were not successful 
with our current equipment, and therefore we could not compare the SCT Chart readings to direct measurements. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In Section 2, we present a physical model of the crosstalk process and introduce the most fundamental definition of 
crosstalk, “Intrinsic Crosstalk” (Equations 3), which is the ratio of ghost image intensity to its source intensity.  
However, it is not possible to use this for crosstalk measurements when the source intensity cannot be measured directly 
or the black level contributes to crosstalk, which is usually the case.   
Hence, in Section 3, the model is applied to three stereo pairs (“white-black”, “black-white”, and “black-black”) in order 
to make measurements on only observed images and to subtract out the black levels.  This approach and the resulting 
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definition of a crosstalk fraction (Equations 7) agree with other authors[11][13][14][15][16][17].  This definition has been called 
“System Crosstalk” by Huang et al[11] ; however, here we call it “Observed Crosstalk” in order to draw a clear distinction 
between it and “Intrinsic Crosstalk”.  The former uses observed intensities; the latter uses source intensities. 
This formulation does not assume the crosstalk fractions or the transmittances are constants; it does, however, assume 
that 1) the source intensities are “white” and “black” (maximum and minimum image intensities) and 2) the left and right 
source intensities of image pairs are equal.  Both of these restrictions can be lifted within this model.  Indeed, the model 
can be used to study arbitrary source intensities, as in “gray-to-gray” crosstalk[15][16][17].  These topics will be basis for 
future work. 
In Section 4, we consider the relation between observed image intensities and the means of creating images in electronic 
displays: gray-levels.  We show that, even though sRGB (Equations 9) is the standard for computer graphics, displays 
are generally calibrated to the Gamma 2.2 transfer curve (Equation 10) - assuming that white and black crush are also 
eliminated.  Based on these assumptions, Observed Crosstalk can be direct related to gray-levels, as shown in Equations 
12.  
Thus, it is possible to create a chart in which ghost images are compared to gray patches calibrated to crosstalk 
percentages.  Such a chart, the “Stereoscopic Crosstalk Test Chart”, is presented in Section 5.  The SCT Chart also has 
white and black scales to be used to minimize white and black crush.  This chart will be available soon for general 
distribution via the Stereoscopic Displays and Applications Conference website (www.stereoscopic.org).  In the future, 
additional versions will be added for color measurements and different formats.  Producing the chart as an application 
will also be considered. 
In Section 6, we present some results from attempts to validate the readings of the SCT Chart.  First, to illustrate the use 
of the chart, readings are given before and after monitor calibration (using the Spyder3Elite[5] colorimeter).  There can be 
significant differences, mainly due to the shift of transfer curve after calibration and the change of white and black 
levels. 
Then we attempted to measure the transfer curve of a row-interleaved monitor after stereoscopic processing, that is, with 
the polarizing filters (as found in the glasses) in front of the colorimeter.  However, this was not successful, because of 
the reduction of light into the Spyder and the apparatus needed to control the acceptance angle of the device.  In short, a 
much more sensitive instrument is needed for this measurement. 
Determination of the transfer curve after stereoscopic processing is very important.  In general, when monitors are 
calibrated to, say, the Gamma 2.2 standard, it is done “with the glasses off”, i.e., before (complete) stereoscopic 
processing.  Thus, if there is any nonlinearity in the system, it is likely the “glasses on” images are not calibrated to the 
same curve. 
Some display systems are known to be nonlinear.  For example, time-sequential LCDs have been shown to be nonlinear 
in its crosstalk characteristics[15][16][17].  That is, the crosstalk percentages are a function of the source intensities.  It is 
likely the transmittance is also a function of source intensity, and therefore a calibration curve “before glasses” will be 
different from one “after glasses”.  In the current study using a row-interleaved monitor, we found indications that the 
white point could be shifting significantly in the same intensity range as ghost intensities.  This means the color channels 
(R, G, and B) might not be calibrated the same in this region and that the display is not following a standard transfer 
curve.  This is an important area for future research. 
Our conclusion from these preliminary measurements is that it could be rare to find a 3D display that is calibrated (post-
stereo processing!) to Gamma 2.2 in these low intensity ranges, even after calibration with a colorimeter.  Yet, the 
crosstalk values on the SCT Chart are based on this transfer curve.  Are the numbers on the chart still useful? 
(The values on the SCT Chart also depend on having no white and black crush.  This criterion is easier to achieve, using 
the contrast and brightness controls of the display.) 
Although we could not confirm the accuracy of the crosstalk values given by the SCT Chart, we feel that the numbers 
are still useful.  The numbers on the chart give us a “snapshot” of the system.  Yes, they might change if the monitor is 
calibrated to a gamma of 2.2, but the uncalibrated display might be preferred.  The readings from chart can be used as a 
measure of crosstalk for those conditions.  (In this case, we would still recommend minimizing white and black crush, as 
in the guidelines of Table 1, to maintain consistency.) 
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Whether the display is calibrated or uncalibrated, the SCT Chart indicates the “strength” of the crosstalk component of 
the image as compared to the maximum image intensity.  That is, it is a measure of the influence of the ghost image 
compared to the intended image, which is, after all, viewed with the same transfer curve, whatever it is.  The readings 
from the SCT Chart express this measure as if the transfer curve were Gamma 2.2. 
In addition, the chart can always be used in a comparative way.  Comparing monitors, changing display parameters, 
trying different glasses, comparing viewing positions and angles, etc., are all common needs when working with a 
stereoscopic display system.  The chart provides a simple way to do this.  If there are special requirements, such as 
determining the crosstalk at the top of the screen, the chart may be resized and repositioned; however, it is important to 
keep the two views matched in size and in perfect alignment.  
The difficulty we had using a low-end colorimeter (the Spyder) verifies the premise we put forward in the introduction:  
that measurements of crosstalk are difficult and generally not accessible to users.  The SCT Chart alleviates these issues 
and provides a means to achieve better consistence and performance of stereoscopic 3D displays. 
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How are Crosstalk and Ghosting defined 
in the Stereoscopic Literature? 
 
Andrew J. Woods* 
Centre for Marine Science & Technology, Curtin University, GPO Box U1987, Perth 6845 Australia 
ABSTRACT   
Crosstalk is a critical factor determining the image quality of stereoscopic displays.  Also known as ghosting or leakage, 
high levels of crosstalk can make stereoscopic images hard to fuse and lack fidelity; hence it is important to achieve low 
levels of crosstalk in the development of high-quality stereoscopic displays. In the wider academic literature, the terms 
crosstalk, ghosting and leakage are often used interchangeably and unfortunately very few publications actually provide 
a descriptive or mathematical definition of these terms.  Additionally the definitions that are available are sometimes 
contradictory.  This paper reviews how the terms crosstalk, ghosting and associated terms (system crosstalk, viewer 
crosstalk, gray-to-gray crosstalk, leakage, extinction and extinction ratio, and 3D contrast) are defined and used in the 
stereoscopic literature.  Both descriptive definitions and mathematical definitions are considered.   
Keywords: stereoscopic, crosstalk, cross talk, cross-talk, ghosting, leakage, extinction, 3d contrast. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Crosstalk (sometimes also known as ghosting or leakage) is a critical factor affecting the image quality of stereoscopic 
3D displays.  Crosstalk is the incomplete isolation of the left and right image channels so that one image leaks into the 
other.   This paper reviews the literature on crosstalk and related terms in stereoscopic displays and provides a useful 
basis for the understanding, further analysis and standardization of the terminology relating to 3D crosstalk.  Crosstalk is 
present in most stereoscopic displays and is often the most important factor affecting the 3D image quality.   
To have a constructive discussion about crosstalk, it is necessary to have a common understanding.  Surprisingly, very 
few early papers actually define crosstalk and related terms when they are discussed, many papers use crosstalk and 
ghosting interchangeably, and even where there are definitions, the definitions are not always consistent between papers.   
This paper is related to an earlier paper which reviewed the definition, measurement and mechanisms of crosstalk[1] but 
this paper focuses more on the definitions given in the published literature. 
Stereoscopic terminology can be used to describe a principle in general terms and can also be used to quantify a physical 
property – this paper will review both the descriptive and mathematical definitions where applicable. 
To obtain an idea of the commonality of the various terms related to crosstalk across the stereoscopic literature, a 
keyword search was performed across the 1273 documents on the SD&A (Stereoscopic Displays and Applications) 
20-year DVD-ROM[2] for various terms relevant to this paper.  The results are detailed in Table 1.  Importantly, the use 
of the term crosstalk is very common, present in over 10% of all stereoscopic documents in the collection. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS 
2.1 Crosstalk - Descriptive Definition 
The term ‘crosstalk’ (also often written as ‘cross-talk’[3], ‘cross talk’[24] or even ‘X-talk’[3]) is very widely used in the 
stereoscopic literature (see Table 1).  The term ‘crosstalk’ without an intermediate space or hyphen, is the more 
commonly used variant so that is what will be used in this paper.  It is recommended that authors adopt this as the 
standard form. 
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The term crosstalk has been described variously – here are some examples: 
Lipton (1987)[5]: “Incomplete left and right channel isolation, or crosstalk, is of great concern to the designer of a 
stereoscopic system.”  
Veron, et al (1990)[6]: “The phenomenon of "bleed through" occurs when the left eye also sees the right image, or vice 
versa.  Bleed through is also referred to as optical crosstalk between the two images. The metric that characterizes this 
phenomena is called the interocular crosstalk ratio.”  
Montgomery, et al (2001)[7]: “Cross talk represents leakage of the left eye image data to the right eye and vice versa as 
a fraction of the window brightness.”  
Stevenson, et al (2004)[8]: “3D crosstalk is a measure of how much of the left eye image gets into the right eye and 
vice versa.”  
Stevens (2004)[9]: “Cross-talk … describes the leakage of the optical signal in one channel of the viewing pupil to an 
adjoining channel”  
Kaptein, et al (2007)[10]: “imperfect separation of the left and right images, a phenomenon known as crosstalk”  
Pala, et al (2007)[11]: “optical crosstalk … is leakage of the optical signal from the channel corresponding to the right 
eye to the channel corresponding to the left eye and vice versa.”  
Uehara, et al (2008)[12]: “3D crosstalk is defined as the leakage of left-eye image to the right eye and vice versa, and is 
calculated as the ratio of luminance profiles.”  
Lipton (2009)[28]: “Crosstalk.  Incomplete isolation of the left and right image channels so that one leaks (leakage) or 
bleeds into the other.”  
Despite some variations in wording, there is a common theme across these definitions – i.e. the light from one image 
channel leaking into another.   
The terms ‘3D crosstalk’ and ‘interocular crosstalk’ are also sometimes used but they are usually synonymous with 
‘crosstalk’. 
The following dictionary definition “Cross-talk: unwanted interference between two neighbouring electronic circuits”[44] 
is not inconsistent with the definitions quoted above. 
In this paper the following descriptive definition will be used (based on Lipton 2009):  
Crosstalk: the incomplete isolation of the left and right image channels so that one image leaks into the other. 
2.2 Ghosting 
In the general stereoscopic literature and the lay media, the terms ‘crosstalk’ and ‘ghosting’ have often been used 
interchangeably[24][25][26][27], but in scientific discussion, it is worthwhile to differentiate these terms. 
Table 1: Occurrence of stereoscopic terms across the 1273 documents in the SD&A 20-year DVD-ROM[2] 
Crosstalk 125 documents with 1092 instances 
Cross talk and Cross-talk 95 documents with 325 instances 
Ghosting 117 documents with 589 instances 
Ghost images 30 documents with 56 instances 
Leakage 33 documents with 104 instances 
Extinction 30 documents with 83 instances 
Extinction Ratio 11 documents with 28 instances 
3D Contrast 1 document with 30 instances 
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Crosstalk and ghosting appear to have been first documented as separate terms in 1987 by Lenny Lipton: “If the left eye, 
for example, also sees the right there will be a perceived doubling of the image or "ghosting." Incomplete left and right 
channel isolation, or crosstalk, is of great concern to the designer of a stereoscopic system”[5] 
In 2009, Lipton[28] provided a more formal definition of the two terms: “Crosstalk.  Incomplete isolation of the left and 
right image channels so that one leaks (leakage) or bleeds into the other.  Looks like a double exposure.  Crosstalk is a 
physical entity and can be objectively measured, whereas ghosting is a subjective term.” and “Ghosting.  The perception 
of crosstalk is called ghosting.” 
‘Ghost’, ‘Ghost Image’ and ‘Ghosting’ have all been used in the stereoscopic literature and are usually used in the 
context of the perception of crosstalk.  
2.3 Leakage 
A formal definition for the term “leakage” was not found in the stereoscopic literature as part of this study, however the 
term is often used within descriptive definitions of “crosstalk”[7][9][11][12][28] (as summarized in Section 2.1).  The 
Macquarie dictionary definition of “leakage” is “1. the act of leaking; leak.  2. that which leaks in or out.  3. the amount 
that leaks in or out.”[44]  Without a formal definition of leakage in the stereoscopic literature, it therefore seems 
appropriate to provide the following definition: 
Leakage: the (amount of) light that leaks from one stereoscopic image channel to another.  
The term ‘crossover contribution’ has also been used.[45] 
Contrary to this definition: Bos[46] used the term ‘cell leakage ratio’ but it was undefined in the paper and by usage it 
appears very similar to what most papers call crosstalk.  Walworth, et al[47] used the sentence “visible leakage is least at 
560 nm and no more than 0.2% in the red and blue regions” but this usage appears to be the same as the term crosstalk 
defined above. 
2.4 Crosstalk - Mathematical Definition 
Crosstalk can also be used as a metric to express how much crosstalk occurs in a particular stereoscopic display system.  
When expressed as a metric, ‘crosstalk’ is sometimes called ‘crosstalk ratio’.[6][11]  There are two mathematical 
definitions of crosstalk ratio which will be explained below, so when quoting crosstalk values it is important to specify 
which crosstalk definition is being used.  Unfortunately several papers have quoted values of crosstalk without 
specifying the actual crosstalk definition they are using.[3][8][13][14][15] 
Definition 1: 
In its simplest form crosstalk can be defined[16] as:  
 Crosstalk (%) = leakage / signal × 100 (1) 
Where: ‘leakage’ is used here to mean the maximum luminance of light that leaks from the unintended channel to the 
intended channel, and ‘signal’ is the maximum luminance of the intended channel. 
In practice, two luminance measurements are taken (from the intended eye position): (a) black in the intended channel 
and white in the unintended channel (this corresponds with leakage), and (b) white in the intended channel and black in 
the unintended channel (this corresponds with signal). 
The following two mathematical definitions of crosstalk from the literature essentially agree with this basic definition: 
Chu, et al[17] define: 
 Crosstalk ≡ luminance measured at one eye / luminance measured at the other eye (2) 
Note that this definition has been developed for a two-view autostereoscopic display and unfortunately uses rather 
imprecise language.  A close look at the paper suggests that they actually mean “luminance of the other channel at the 
original eye position” for the denominator of (2). 
Hong, et al[18] provides this definition in the context of a micropolarized display: “one test image consists of black data 
for the even horizontal lines and white data for the odd horizontal lines” (equating to black in the intended eye and 
white in the unintended eye) … “the other test image of black data for the odd horizontal lines and white data for even 
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horizontal lines” (equating to black in the unintended eye and white in the intended eye) … “The ratio of the measured 
luminance using these two test images corresponds to 3-D crosstalk.” 
The shortcoming of these definitions is that they don’t include the effect of black level.  Some displays are incapable of 
outputting zero luminance for full black (e.g. LCDs†) and other displays which can output zero luminance (e.g. CRT, 
PDP, and OLED displays†) might be incorrectly calibrated such that zero pixel value does not output zero luminance.  
The presence of non-zero black level does not contribute to visible crosstalk / ghosting and if present it would bias the 
crosstalk calculation using this first definition.  If the black level is set at zero luminance, there would be no problem. 
Definition 2: 
The second mathematical definition of crosstalk takes into consideration non-zero black level by subtracting the black 
level luminance:   
 Crosstalk (%) = ( leakage – black level ) / ( signal – black level) × 100 (3) 
Several papers support this formulation (but with different variable names): 
Pala, et al[11] wrote: “In this work we define the optical crosstalk C as follows. 
  (4) 
Where LM = Luminance of main image, LG = Luminance of crosstalk (ghost) image, LBL = LCD background 
luminance”  
Liou, et al[19] provide the following equations: 
       and       (5,6) 
Where: “WB = a video stream with all white as left-eye images, and all-black as right-eye images, BW = a video 
stream with all-black as left-eye images and all-white as right eye images, BB = a video stream with all-black for both 
left and right eyes (i.e. the black level of the display), and CL and CR = the crosstalk experienced by the left eye and 
the right eye.” [19] 
Boher, et al[20] also provide similar equations (reworked here for clarity and also note that the numerator of (8) has 
been corrected[21]):  
      and      (7,8) 
Where: “3D crosstalk of right and left eyes χR and χL” and “(θR, φR) and (θL, φL) are the right and left eye positions 
in polar coordinates with regards to the measurement location”.  “YKLRW is the luminance for white view on right eye 
and black view on left eye, YGLLWRK and YGRLWRK are the luminances for black view on right eye and white view on 
left eye using GL and GR filters respectively, YGLRKLK and YGRRKLK are the luminance for black view on both eyes”[20] 
Additionally, Weissman, et al[45] use a different technique to obtain a similar result: 
 CTRL = (OGL – OBL) / (OWL – OBL)      and       CTLR = (OGR – OBR) / (OWR – OBR) (9,10) 
Where: CTRL is crosstalk from right channel to left channel (modified here for clarity), OGL is the luminance of the 
ghost image (black in the left eye and white in the right eye) as measured from the left eye position, OBL is the 
luminance of the black level as measured from the left eye position, OWL is the luminance of white in the left eye and 
black in the right eye as measured from the left eye position, and so on.  
This definition is sometimes called ‘black-white crosstalk’ since it uses full-black and full-white images in the testing 
scheme.[22]  Full-white and full-black are used because maximum ghosting usually occurs when the pixels in the desired 
eye-channel are full-black and the same pixels in the opposite eye-channel are full-white. 
                                                 
† LCD = Liquid Crystal Display; CRT = Cathode Ray Tube; PDP = Plasma Display Panel; OLED = Organic Light Emitting Diode. 







Crosstalk can initially be thought of as a fairly simple concept but now things start to get more complicated.  On some 
displays crosstalk can vary with: (a) pixel position on the screen, (b) viewing angle (as expressed in equations 
(7,8)[20])[23], and (c) properties of the eyewear. 
In most 3D displays crosstalk is an additive process and is roughly linear.  The maximum leakage usually occurs in high-
contrast (black/white) areas so measuring black-white crosstalk often determines the display’s overall crosstalk, but, this 
is not true for all 3D displays, particularly time-sequential 3D on LCDs using active-shutter glasses, or PDPs, and 
perhaps other stereoscopic displays.  This is discussed further in Section 2.6. 
2.5 System Crosstalk and Viewer Crosstalk 
In 2000, Kuo-Chung Huang, et al[29] defined two new terms (System Crosstalk and Viewer Crosstalk) in an attempt to 
disambiguate the terminology relating to crosstalk at that time: 
System Crosstalk: the degree of the unexpected leaking image from the other eye. 
Viewer Crosstalk: the crosstalk perceived by the viewer.[30] 
It is important to note that System Crosstalk is independent of the content (determined only by the display), whereas 
Viewer Crosstalk varies depending upon the content.   
These definitions have similarities to the definitions of Crosstalk and Ghosting provided by Lipton[28] – but are not 
exactly the same.  The definition of Viewer Crosstalk includes the effect of contrast (and indirectly the effect of parallax) 
but Lipton’s definition of ghosting includes any perception effect. 
Mathematical definitions were also provided[29]: 
 System Crosstalk (left eye) = β2 / α1 (11) 
Where: “α1 describes the percentage part of the left-eye image observed at the left eye position”, and “β2 describes the 
percentage part of the right-eye image leaked to the left-eye position”[29] and vice versa for the other eye. 
Viewer Crosstalk is “defined as the ratio of the luminance of unwanted ghost image, which leaks from the image for the 
other eye, to the luminance of the correct information received by the viewer’s eyes.” [29]  i.e. 
 Viewer Crosstalk (left eye) = B β2 / A α1 (12) 
Where: A is the luminance of a particular point in the left eye image, and B is the luminance of the same corresponding 
point (same x,y location on the screen) in the right-eye image.   
The term Co-location Image Contrast was also introduced to describe the contrast between image points at the same (x,y) 
location on screen between the left and right eyes, and mathematically defined as: 
 Co-location Image Contrast = B / A  (13) 
And hence: 
 Viewer Crosstalk = Co-location Image Contrast × System Crosstalk (14) 
It is worth noting that equation (11) is similar to crosstalk definition 1 (equation (1)) in that it does not include the effect 
of black level, however black level is indirectly included in the definition of Viewer Crosstalk by way of the Co-
Location Image Contrast term.   
In 2009, Huang, et al[31] provided a revised definition of System Crosstalk which includes the effect of black level: 
     and      (15) 
Where: SCTL and SCTR are the system crosstalk for the left and right eyes, LKWL is the luminance measured from the left 
eye position with black in the left eye image and white in the right eye image, and so on. 
As a result of this change it is important to establish which definition of system crosstalk (2000 or 2009) is being used 
when it appears in a publication. 




2.6 Gray-to-Gray Crosstalk 
As mentioned in the end of Section 2.4, crosstalk occurs in some displays (particularly time-sequential 3D LCDs) in a 
non-linear and non-additive fashion.  The term ‘gray-to-gray crosstalk’ was therefore developed as a metric to quantify 
crosstalk in such displays.  In essence gray-to-gray crosstalk is the matrix of values of crosstalk ratio for all gray level 
transition combinations on a display.  On a display with linear crosstalk, all the values in the matrix would be the same, 
however with a 3D display which exhibits non-linearity of crosstalk, the values in the matrix would be mostly different.  
In the case of time-sequential 3D LCDs, the non-linearity is due in part to the period of time that it takes an LCD pixel to 
transition from one gray level to another (the pixel response rate), and the fact that the pixel response rate is different for 
different gray level transitions (i.e. it is a matrix).   
Surprisingly, the term gray-to-gray crosstalk was first introduced and defined by three separate papers[22][32][33] very 
recently at the same conference in May 2010.  The three definitions are provided below:  
Shestak, et al[22] defined: 
  (16) 
Jung, et al[32] defined: 
  (17) 
Pan, et al[33] defined: 
  (18) 









q1 and q2 i and j i and j are the two specified gray levels between which 
the gray-to-gray crosstalk is being 
calculated/measured 
Cl(q1,q2)  and  Cr(q1,q2) CTi,j C.T.i j is the gray-to-gray crosstalk between the specified 
gray levels (for left (l) and right (r) eyes) 
Wl(q1,q2) and Wr(q1,q2) Gi,j Li j is the luminance measurement obtained when the 
two channels are set to the specified gray levels 
 
The three equations are very similar and apart from minor differences such as the sign of the result, the use of percent 
notation and variable names, the only difference of significance is that the denominator in equation (17) is slightly 
different to the denominator of (16) and (18).  Specifically, if the denominator in (17) was the same as (16) and (18) it 
would be written as “ Gj,j – Gi,i ” rather than the existing “ Gj,i – Gi,i ”.  The existing arrangement of the denominator of 
(17) is similar in formulation to equations (5,6) used in the definition 2 of crosstalk.  The significance of this difference 
is yet to be fully investigated. 
Remembering that the mathematical definition of gray-to-gray crosstalk is a ratio, this formulation needs to be extended 
to determine the amount of visible crosstalk for different gray levels.  The maximum visible crosstalk will not 
necessarily occur at the same gray levels as the maximum gray-to-gray crosstalk since the co-location image contrast 
also needs to be considered.  To date the extension of ‘gray-to-gray crosstalk’ to ‘gray-to-gray visible crosstalk’ does not 
appear to have been published.   
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If you wish to use these equations to relate pixel gray level to display luminance, it will be necessary to consider gamma 
and the calibration of the display.[45] 
2.7 Extinction and Extinction Ratio 
The terms extinction and extinction ratio are not used as commonly in the stereoscopic literature as the term crosstalk 
(ref. Table 1) but nevertheless it is an important concept.  ‘Extinction’ and ‘extinction ratio” are commonly used without 
definition however some meaning can often be gained from the context of usage – for example: 
Hines (1984)[34]: “The polarizing filters should be chosen to give a high extinction ratio. Polaroid's HN-38 material 
works quite nicely with a ratio of 600:1, and their more expensive HN-38s material has a ratio of 2000:1.”  
Walworth, et al (1984)[35]: “Circularly polarized light provides efficient extinction over a wide range of angular 
rotation”  
Haven (1987)[36]: “extinction ratio measurements made from 470 to 630 nanometers varied between 20:1 and 35:1.”  
Lipton (1991)[37]: “In practice it is possible to closely approach the extinction ratio of the polarizer, which can be 
2000:1.”  
In the stereoscopic literature, ‘extinction’ usually refers to the process or concept of extinction and ‘extinction ratio’ 
usually refers to the metric or measurement of extinction – although this distinction should be obvious from the usage. 
Some explicit mathematical definitions were found in the stereoscopic literature: 
Yeh, et al (1987)[38]: “Crosstalk was defined by the extinction ratio between the left- and right-eye images and was 
measured as the ratio of the luminance of the correct eye image to the luminance of the unwanted “ghost” from the 
image intended for the opposite eye. The higher the extinction ratio, the less the “ghosting” surrounding the stereo 
images.” 
Hodges (1991)[39]: “extinction ratio (the luminance of the correct eye image divided by the luminance of the opposite 
eye ghost image)” 
Abileah (2011)[40] defines ‘extinction ratio’ as: 
        and       (19,20) 
Where: X1 and X2 are the extinction ratio for the left and right eye views, L1wk is the luminance measured from the left 
eye position with white in the left eye image and black in the right eye image, L1kw is the luminance measured from the 
left eye position with black in the left eye image and white in the right eye image, L2kw is the luminance measured from 
the right eye position with black in the left eye image and white in the right eye image, and L2wk is the luminance 
measured from the right eye position with white in the left eye image and black in the right eye image. 
The Yeh definition includes mention of crosstalk but this is inconsistent with other definitions and must be an error.  
Although the Yeh and Hodges definitions don’t specify the use of maximum (full-white) test signals for correct eye 
image and ghost image, it is probably fair to assume this.  Apart from these two points, the three definitions of extinction 
ratio are consistent with each other.   
Two important points are worth noting here.  Firstly, these definitions do not include the effect of black level.  High 
black levels would adversely bias the extinction ratio value using these definitions.  Secondly, these definitions of 
extinction ratio equate to the inverse of crosstalk ratio (definition 1). 
2.8 3D Contrast and Stereo Contrast Ratio 
Definitions for ‘3D contrast’ and ‘stereo contrast ratio’ were found in the stereoscopic literature as follows: 
Boher, et al[20] define ‘3D contrast’ as: 
 CL = 1 / χL ,    CR = 1 / χR     and     C3D = (CR × CL)0.5 (21,22,23) 
Where: CL and CR are 3D contrast for the left and right eyes as viewed through the left and right filters, χL and χR is 
the 3D crosstalk for left and right eyes (see equations (7,8)), and C3D is the combined 3D contrast for both eyes.  Note 
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that the variable name C in equations (21,22,23) is used for contrast whereas C is used for crosstalk in most other 
stereoscopic papers. 
Abileah (2011)[40] defines ‘stereo contrast ratio’ as: 
           and           (24,25) 
Where: CR1 and CR2 are ‘stereo contrast ratio’ for the left and right eyes, L1ww is the luminance measured from the left 
eye position with white in the left eye image and white in the right eye image, and so on. 
These two terms ‘3D contrast’ and ‘stereo contrast ratio’ seem very similar by name, but are functionally very different.  
The definition of ‘3D contrast’ is the inverse of definition 2 of crosstalk ratio (see equation (3)), whereas the definition of 
‘stereo contrast ratio’ is essentially the contrast ratio of one channel biased by the amount of crosstalk between channels. 
2.9 Other Definitions 
Shestak, et al[22] provide equations for dark crosstalk and light crosstalk specifically relating to crosstalk in time-
sequential 3D on LCDs: 
 Dark crosstalk:  Cdark = (W’2 – W2) / (W1 – W2) (26) 
 Light crosstalk:  Clight = (W’1 – W1) / (W2 – W1)  (27) 
Where: W1 and W2 are the original desired luminance for points in the left and right eye view (W1 is the lower of the two 
luminances), W’1 is the displayed luminance affected by crosstalk which brightens the image, and W’2 is the displayed 
luminance affected by crosstalk which darkens the image.   
Uehara, et al[41] have investigated crosstalk in multi-view autostereoscopic displays and attempt to make a distinction 
between ‘interocular crosstalk’ and (for the lack of better term) ‘adjacent-view crosstalk’.  In a multi-view 
autostereoscopic display, the left and right eyes may not be in adjacent views – for example the left eye might see view 
number 4 and the right eye might see view number 7.  A small amount of crosstalk between adjacent views (‘adjacent-
view crosstalk’) (e.g. view 4 and 5) can be desirable since it reduces the visibility of the transition as the eye moves 
between views[42], however any crosstalk visible between the two views in which the two eyes are located (‘interocular 
crosstalk’) (e.g. view 4 and view 7 in the example above) is undesirable.  The mathematical definition of crosstalk used 
by Uehara, et al[41] is equivalent to crosstalk definition 1.  In another paper, Uehara, et al[43] use the term ‘3D crosstalk’ 
instead of the term ‘adjacent-view crosstalk’ defined here, however this should be avoided because the term ‘3D 
crosstalk’ is used in some other papers as synonymous to regular ‘crosstalk’. 
Chang, et al[3] describe ‘dynamic crosstalk’ (of moving images) as distinct from the other formulations which are 
assumed to be ‘static crosstalk’. 
The term ‘crosstalk’ is also used in the electronic communications field to refer to the leakage of a signal between one 
communications channel and another.  An attempt was made to find a concise definition of crosstalk from this field for 
this study but was unsuccessful. 
3. DISCUSSION 
There is a definite need to standardize the terminology and definitions relating to crosstalk in stereoscopic displays.  This 
paper has revealed considerable variation between definitions in various papers which is detrimental to the ongoing 
discussion and research of this topic. 
There is also a level of ambiguity of language when people talk or write about crosstalk.  Are they meaning crosstalk 
generally? Are they referring to crosstalk ratio?  Are they really talking about visible crosstalk or ghosting?  Sometimes 
the context will reveal the meaning, but particularly in written form it is important to use the language of crosstalk 
carefully and define or specify the meanings being used or refer to a standard. 
A major inconsistency found in this study is the differing handling of display black level in the crosstalk ratio and 
extinction ratio calculations.  Displays are trending towards lower black levels which may reduce this discrepancy, 
however the crosstalk ratio of high-quality displays are also reducing, which will amplify the discrepancy.   
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It would be worth having a considered discussion about whether the effect of non-zero black level should be included or 
removed from the mathematical definition of crosstalk ratio – i.e. should definition 1 or definition 2 be used moving 
forward.   
It would be worth analyzing the effect of non-zero black level of current displays on the results of using these definitions 
to determine how significant the effect is. 
The brightness and contrast settings on a display may affect the measurement of crosstalk and would probably need to be 
calibrated before conducting testing – particularly for the use of test charts to measure crosstalk[45] and the measurement 
of gray-to-gray crosstalk. 
It is not only important to provide standardized descriptive and mathematical definitions – it is also important to define 
standardized techniques of measuring these important 3D display quality parameters. 
There are a number of standardization efforts underway at the time of writing this paper which may address some of the 
terminology and definition problems identified in this paper.  Activities include: 
• The ICDM (International Committee on Display Metrology) (part of SID) is currently working on the “Display 
Measurements Standard” of which version 1.0 is expected to be released mid-2011.  This standard will include 
a section on 3D display measurement standards. 
• The IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) has established technical committee TC110 (Flat Panel 
Display Devices) to establish standards relating to “optical measurement methods for 3D displays”.  This work 
includes some coverage of crosstalk measurement. 
• The SEMI (Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International) has been working on a document “3D 
Display Terminology” which includes some definitions of crosstalk related terms. 
It will be worth watching for the results of these standardization efforts. 
Lastly an open question:  How should crosstalk be measured in 3D display systems employing crosstalk cancellation[1]? 
Should the crosstalk cancellation be turned off before conducting the measurements or should it be left on?  What if the 
crosstalk cancellation cannot be turned off?  In cases where crosstalk cancellation is used, crosstalk will still be present 
but ghosting may not be visible.  
4. TERMINOLOGY SUMMARY 
This paper has reviewed the historical meaning of a range of terms in the stereoscopic literature.  A summary of 
descriptive definitions of various stereoscopic terms is offered here for clarity.  The definitions provided here are by no 
means final and the author would welcome the further improvement of these definitions.  One shortcoming of some of 
these definitions is that they may not be easily extensible to multi-view autostereoscopic displays. 
Crosstalk: the incomplete isolation of the left and right image channels so that one image leaks into the other. 
Crosstalk Ratio: (specifically) the metric of crosstalk. 
Ghosting: the perception of crosstalk. 
Leakage: the (amount of) light that leaks from one stereoscopic image channel to another. 
System Crosstalk: in general terms the same as Crosstalk, but as a metric it specifies the degree of the unexpected 
leaking image from the other eye using one of two equations (11) or (15).[29][31] 
Viewer Crosstalk: a measure of the crosstalk perceived by the viewer. cf: ghosting.  (See (14)) 
Extinction, Extinction Ratio: a measure of how well the opposite view is blocked in a stereoscopic display; the inverse 
of crosstalk. 
Gray-to-Gray Crosstalk: the matrix of values of crosstalk ratio for all gray level transition combinations on a 
stereoscopic display. 
Cross-talk, Cross Talk, X-talk, Interocular Crosstalk, 3D Crosstalk: see/use Crosstalk. 
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A summary of mathematical definitions is not provided here because there is too much variation in the current 
mathematical definitions and arbitrary choice of variable names to be able to logically recommend a preferred usage 
here, apart from saying that: (a) the choice of variable names should follow a logical pattern and avoid overlaps with 
similar variables in related areas, (b) metrics should account for the presence of display black level, and (c) the 
standardization of new definitions should take into consideration historical usage.  Additionally I don’t wish to cut across 
the results of the standardization efforts currently underway. 
5. CONCLUSION 
This paper has reviewed the descriptive and mathematical definitions of crosstalk and related terms (ghosting, leakage, 
system crosstalk, viewer crosstalk, extinction, extinction ratio, and 3D contrast) in the stereoscopic literature.  The 
relatively new term “gray-to-gray crosstalk” has also been described. 
The understanding/definition/measurement of crosstalk on 3D displays are all improving rapidly – spurred on by rapid 
development and deployment of 3D displays and related technologies. 
This paper has revealed a high level of ambiguity in relation to the mathematical definition of the crosstalk and 
extinction terms, and the variables used in these definitions.  A well-written and well-researched standard would provide 
significant benefit to the industry as a whole and the onward improvement of stereoscopic display quality. 
Ultimately we need stereoscopic displays which have low crosstalk, and we need the terminology and standards to 
support that.   
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active shutter glasses 
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ABSTRACT   
Active Shutter Glasses (also known as Liquid Crystal Shutter (LCS) 3D glasses or just Shutter Glasses) are a commonly 
used selection device used to view stereoscopic 3D content on time-sequential stereoscopic displays.  Regrettably most 
of the IR (infrared) controlled active shutter glasses released to date by various manufacturers have used a variety of 
different IR communication protocols which means that active shutter glasses from one manufacturer are generally not 
cross-compatible with another manufacturer’s emitter.  The reason for the lack of cross-compatibility between different 
makes of active shutter glasses mostly relates to differences between the actual IR communication protocol used for each 
brand of glasses.  We have characterized eleven different 3D sync IR communications protocols in order to understand 
the possibility of cross-compatibility between different brands of glasses.  This paper contains a summary of the eleven 
different 3D sync IR protocols as used by a selection of emitters and glasses.  The paper provides a discussion of the 
similarities and differences between the different protocols, the limitations for creating a common 3D sync protocol, and 
the possibility of driving multiple brands of glasses at the same time.   
Keywords: stereoscopic, 3D, active shutter glasses, 3D sync, infrared, protocols, universal. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Active Shutter Glasses (also known as Liquid Crystal Shutter (LCS) 3D glasses or just Shutter Glasses) are a commonly 
used selection device used to view stereoscopic 3D content on time-sequential stereoscopic displays.  Time-sequential 
(or time-multiplexed) stereoscopic 3D displays operate by displaying discrete left and right images in alternating 
sequence often at image rates of 100, 120 or 144 images per second.  The active shutter glasses alternately blank the left 
and right eyes in sequence with the sequence of images shown on the display such that the left eye only sees the left 
perspective images and the right eye only sees the right perspective images, ideally without crosstalk.  The active shutter 
glasses usually contain two liquid crystal cells, each acting as a shutter – one in front of each eye. 
In order for the active shutter glasses to switch in synchrony with the sequence of left and right images presented on the 
time-sequential stereoscopic display, some form of timing signal must be sent from the display to the glasses.  Most 
wireless active shutter glasses use an infrared (IR) communication protocol similar to that used for IR remote controls 
used for TVs and other consumer electronics.  In some cases an RF (radio-frequency) communication protocol (such as 
Bluetooth or ZigBee) are used.  The DLP Link™ protocol uses pulses of visible light in its protocol. 
Active shutter glasses have been used as a viewing device for time-sequential stereoscopic displays as far back as 1922 
for the Teleview1 system.  The first wireless active shutter glasses to be commercially available were the StereoGraphics 
CrystalEyes which were released in the mid-1980s, used liquid crystal shutters, were battery powered, and used an IR 
communication protocol for synchronization.  Many other brands and designs of IR controlled wireless active shutter 
glasses have been sold over the years2 and in early 2010 the largest consumer release of active shutter glasses occurred 
with the consumer launch of 3D HDTVs by several consumer electronics manufacturers (including Samsung, Panasonic, 
Sony, LG, Sharp, and others3). 
Regrettably most of the IR controlled active shutter glasses sold to date by various manufacturers have used a variety of 
different IR communication protocols which means that active shutter glasses from one manufacturer are generally not 
cross-compatible with another manufacturer’s emitter.  For example, a pair of 2010 Panasonic active shutter glasses 
cannot be used directly with a 2010 Samsung 3D HDTV, and vice versa. 
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The technical reason for the lack of cross-compatibility between different brands of active shutter glasses mostly relates 
to differences between the IR communication protocol used for each brand of glasses (other reasons for incompatibility 
which are discussed in Section 4.1).  In this study we have characterized eleven different 3D sync IR communications 
protocols in order to understand the possibility for implementing cross-compatibility between different brands of 3D 
glasses and 3D displays.   
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
The protocols were measured by connecting the IR protocol emitter (either a stand-alone emitter or an emitter integrated 
into a 3D display/projector) to a 3D video or 3D sync source.  In the case where the IR emitter was integrated into the 3D 
display/projector, the 3D display/projector was switched into a 3D mode.  A high-speed IR photo-sensor (Osram Opto-
Semiconductors SFH213 Silicon PIN Photodiode – wavelength range 400-1100nm, 5ns response time) was aimed at the 
IR emitter and analyzed using a digital storage oscilloscope (TiePie Engineering Handyscope HS3 – 50MHz bandwidth).  
The timing of the IR pulses was measured relative to the 3D sync signal, the light field emitted by the display, and/or the 
timing of the shuttering of the eyewear. 
Eleven pairs of active shutter glasses were tested in this study and ten of them are shown in Figure 1.  Some of the stand-
alone emitters tested in this study are shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 1: Ten of the eleven active shutter glasses tested in this study: (a) StereoGraphics CrystaleEyes CE-1, 
(b) ELSA/H3D, (c)  NuVision 60GX, (d) NVIDIA 3D Vision, (e) Panasonic TY-EW3D10U, (f) Samsung 2007, (g) 
Samsung (2010) SSG-2100AB, (h) Sony TDG-BR100, (i) Viewsonic PGD-150 DLP Link, and (j) Xpand X103 
Universal.  Sharp AN3DG10 not shown. 
 
Figure 2:  Some of the stand-alone IR 3D emitters tested: (a) Samsung 2007, (b) NuVision, (c) NVIDIA 3D VISION, 
(d) CrystalEyes 1, and (e) H3D/ELSA. 
In order to verify the accuracy of the protocol measurements, a custom-built universal IR emitter was constructed4 and 
used to send a regenerated version of the various IR protocols to the various active shutter glasses.  We were able to 
reliably drive all of the tested active shutter glasses using the appropriate measured IR protocol.  There was only one 
exception to this testing, which was that we were unable to reliably drive the Xpand X103 universal glasses in the 
Samsung (2010) protocol mode using our regenerated Samsung 2010 protocol.  This might indicate a slight timing error 
 
















in our measurement of the Samsung 2010 protocol, however we were able to use this protocol timing to drive an actual 
pair of the Samsung 2010 active shutter glasses. 
3. 3D SYNC PROTOCOLS 
The timing diagrams for the eleven protocols measured in this study are detailed below in Figures 3 to 13.   
It is important to note that: 
• not all of the diagrams are drawn to scale. 
• the timings are as measured from commercially released hardware and were not provided or endorsed by the 
manufacturers. 
• there might be timing errors in the measurements and descriptions. 
• the Samsung and DLP Link protocols have a subtly different mode of operation which are detailed below.  
• all measurements are in units of microseconds (µs). 
• the timing of the opening and closing of the left and right shutters is not indicated in these diagrams and do not 
necessary coincide exactly with the timing of the tokens.  Most notably the Sharp protocol has a 1ms offset between 
the token and the shutter switching.  (In the scope of this paper, a token is defined as a single pulse or group of 
pulses which define an action for the glasses to perform, e.g. ‘open the left eye’, or ‘close the left eye’ – in the 
timing diagrams below there is one token per row). 
 • In a 120fps (frame per second) 3D system, these protocols would repeat every 16.7ms (or every 20ms for a 
100fps 3D system) (except Samsung 2010).  
 
 
Figure 3:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the StereoGraphics Crystaleyes 1 stand-alone emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
 
 
Figure 4:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the NuVision stand-alone emitter and 60GX glasses.  (Units: µs) 
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Figure 5:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the Xpand stand-alone emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
 
 
Figure 6:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the ELSA/H3D stand-alone emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
 
 
Figure 7:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the Samsung 2007 stand-alone emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
NB: This is a one token protocol.  The single token is output once every right+left frame pair period (at the beginning 




Figure 8:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the Samsung 2010 integrated TV emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
NB: This is also a one token protocol.  The single token is output once every two right+left frame pair periods.  The 
glasses must assume a duty cycle of approximately 50% and calculate the intermediate timing internally. 
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Figure 9:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the NVIDIA 3D VISION stand-alone emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
NB: This is a four token protocol and hence allows the display to specify the duty cycle for the glasses to operate. 
 
 
Figure 10:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the Panasonic integrated TV emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
NB: This is also a four token protocol and allows the display to specify the duty cycle for the glasses to operate. 
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Figure 11:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the Sharp integrated emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
 
 
Figure 12:  The 3D sync IR protocol for the Sony stand-alone TV emitter and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
NB: This is also a four token protocol and allows the display to specify the duty cycle for the glasses to operate. 
 
 
Figure 13:  The 3D sync protocol for DLP LinkTM projectors and glasses.  (Units: µs) 
NB: The left eye token and the right eye token do not differ in width, but in relative timing.  The right eye token is 
delayed relative to the sync reference by 260µs as compared to the timing of the left eye pulse.  Another way of 
interpreting this is to say that the timing between pulses for the right perspective image period is 520µs (2 × 260µs) less 
than the timing between pulses for the left perspective image period.  Aspects of this protocol appear to be the subject 
of a US Patent Application5. 




4.1 Reasons for Incompatibility 
As can be seen in Figures 3-13, there are vast differences between the various 3D sync IR protocols.  Even though most 
current 3D systems use an IR protocol to synchronize the glasses, the differences between the various individual IR 
protocols severely limits incompatibility between the different brands of glasses.  Traditionally most IR controlled 
shutter glasses have been configured to receive only the IR protocol they are designed for and hence will not receive, or 
may be confused by, a different 3D sync IR protocol.  Needless to say, the incompatibility was there by design.  The 3D 
sync IR protocols are further contrasted in Section 4.2. 
In addition to the IR controlled shutter glasses, there are some shutter glasses which use a communication protocol other 
than IR – specifically: the DLP Link protocol is transmitted in visible light, the Samsung 2011 glasses use the Bluetooth 
RF (radio frequency) protocol, Bit Cauldron BC5000 glasses use the ZigBee RF protocol, and Volfoni ActiveEyesPro 
glasses use an unspecified RF protocol (in addition to IR).  The use of different electro-magnetic wavelengths to transmit 
the protocol (i.e. visible light vs. IR vs. ZigBee vs. Bluetooth) will obviously restrict interoperability. 
There are also some duty cycle differences between the driving of the shutters for difference 3D systems – some use a 
50% duty cycle (i.e. the left shutter is open for 50% of the time, and the right shutter is open the other 50% of the time), 
whereas some glasses use a narrow duty cycle – e.g. 20% (i.e. the left shutter is open for 20% of the cycle, followed by a 
30% period when both shutters are closed, followed by the right shutter open for 20% of the cycle, followed by another 
30% period when both shutters are closed).  Some stereoscopic displays, such as some 3D LCDs, require the use of a 
reduced duty-cycle switching of the glasses because a full left image (or a full right image) is only visible across the 
whole display for a short time period6.  Without this reduced duty cycle operation, severe crosstalk would be evident in 
the 3D image.  In other 3D displays, such as 3D plasma, a slightly reduced duty cycle of the glasses can help reduce 
crosstalk7.  A pair of shutter glasses which only supports a 50% duty cycle will therefore not be able to be used on a 
display which requires reduced duty cycle operation of the glasses. 
Finally, some shutter glasses (such as the Sony TDG-BR100) do not use a front polarizer on the shutters – this is a 
design feature which reduces peripheral ambient flicker while still allowing the 3D LCD TV image to be shuttered to the 
correct eye because the light emitted by the display is strongly linearly polarized.  Glasses without the front polarizer 
would not be able to be used with Plasma 3D displays or time-sequential 3D projectors, although this limitation can be 
overcome by the fitting of an appropriate linear polarizer in front of each shutter in the glasses by the user. 
4.2 Comparison of IR 3D Protocols 
In order to better understand the reasons for incompatibility between the various IR protocols, let’s look at the 
differences and similarities between the protocols shown in Figures 3-13 in more detail.  One of the main differences 
between the various IR protocols is the number of individual tokens per cycle.  As mentioned earlier, in the scope of this 
paper, a token is defined as a single pulse or group of pulses which define an action for the glasses to perform, e.g. ‘open 
the left eye’, or ‘close the left eye’.  Most of the protocols surveyed use a two token protocol, one token to signify 
switching from left to right, and another token to signify switching from right to left.  The three protocols we surveyed 
which use a four token protocol allow the left and right shutters to be commanded individually (i.e. (1) left shutter open, 
(2) left shutter closed, (3) right shutter open, (4) right shutter closed).  At the opposite end of this spectrum are the two 
Samsung IR protocols which only use a single token.  In this case the token is simply a timing flag sent every one or two 
cycles to indicate the correct phase and frequency the shutter glasses should operate at and it is up to the glasses to 
calculate the correct time to switch the left and right shutters using a pre-determined formula.  The number of tokens 
used by each of the sampled 3D sync protocols is summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: The number of tokens used by the various 3D sync protocols (ranked in order of increasing number of tokens). 
Glasses Tokens  Glasses  Tokens 
Samsung 2007  1  Sharp   2 
Samsung 2010  1  DLP Link   2 
NuVision  2  Panasonic   4 
Xpand  2  NVIDIA   4 
CrystalEyes 1  2  Sony   4 
Elsa/H3D  2    
 
It is worth noting that the 4 token protocols are capable of being used to implement custom duty cycle operation of the 
glasses which is necessary to optimize 3D performance with some displays.  As mentioned in section 4.1, some 
stereoscopic displays require the use of a reduced duty-cycle switching of the glasses for correct operation.  The use of a 
4 token protocol would therefore seem to offer the most flexibility. 
There is a lot of variation in the relative complexity of the various tokens – some use a simple single pulse for each token 
whereas others use a combination of pulses and some use more pulses than others.  The glasses that use a more complex 
token are less likely to be mis-triggered by spurious IR signals and be able to easily reject other IR signals, however a 
more complex token also has more chance of being interfered because it has a longer period.  Table 2 provides a 
summary of the number of pulses per token for each of the tested protocols and Table 3 provides a summary of the 
duration of each token in the eleven protocols. 
Table 2: Summary of the number of pulses per token for each protocol (ranked in order of number of pulses per token) 
Glasses Pulses per Token  Glasses Pulses per Token 
CrystalEyes 1  1, 1  Samsung 2010  3 
DLP Link  1, 1  Panasonic  4, 4, 4, 4 
NVIDIA  2, 1, 2, 2  Sony  5, 5, 5, 5 
NuVision  3, 2  ELSA/H3D  6, 6 
Xpand  3, 2  Sharp  8, 8 
Samsung 2007  3    
Table 3: Summary of the duration of each token in the eleven protocols (ranked in order of increasing average duration) 
Glasses Token durations (µs)  Glasses Token durations (µs) 
DLP Link 24.75, 24.75  Samsung 2010 114.4 
NuVision 28, 26  ELSA/H3D 195.5, 195.5 
Samsung 2007 66.8  Panasonic 220, 220, 220, 220 
NVIDIA 141.25, 43.25, 68.1, 100.2  Sony 380, 300, 540, 460 
Crystaleyes 1 120, 60  Sharp 520, 440 
Xpand 94, 96    
 
Something that is not revealed by the timing diagrams of this paper is the tolerance for signal timing variation of the 
various glasses.  Timing variation can be influenced by manufacturing variation and temperature variation and timing 
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tolerance should be included in the glasses to allow for this variation.  A considerable amount of additional testing would 
be needed to establish timing tolerance of the glasses and then it would only be valid for a particular set of glasses.  
Obviously input from the manufacturers would be necessary to establish this tolerance correctly.  One example of a large 
timing tolerance is that the NuVision 60GX glasses can successfully sync to the Xpand protocol, but the Xpand X103 
glasses will not accept the NuVision protocol.  Tight timing tolerance would mean that a particular pair of glasses would 
be less likely to be triggered or mis-triggered by the protocol meant for another pair of glasses.   
Additionally, some of the glasses will only operate at a certain frame-per-second (fps) range – usually 100-120 fps.  This 
aspect was not tested exhaustively with all the glasses, but it was found that the Panasonic glasses would not operate at 
some fps rates outside the usual 100-120fps range. 
4.3 Cross-Compatibility 
The large variation between different protocols described here reveals the main reason for incompatibility between 
different sets of IR shutter glasses and different 3D displays.  There is no doubt the various manufacturers have 
intentionally used different protocols and this may be for several reasons: to avoid intellectual property problems, to try 
to ensure consumers only purchase a certain brand of shutter glasses, or to improve quality control. 
The current incompatibility between different brands of shutter glasses and displays is a significant problem for 
consumers and reduces their motivation to purchase multiple pairs of shutter glasses (because they will only work with 
one brand of display).  The improvement or implementation of cross-compatibility of different shutter glasses would be 
highly desirable for consumers. 
Four options for implementing cross-compatibility between shutter glasses and displays are worth considering: (a) 
configuring displays to output multiple protocols (to drive multiple brands of shutter glasses), (b) a single standardized 
protocol to be used across multiple vendors, (c) a universal 3D emitter, and (d) the implementation of universal shutter 
glasses which can be driven by different protocols. 
Regarding the output of multiple protocols, we conducted some experiments in this regard and found that some protocols 
will co-exist while others will not co-exist, meaning whether a single emitter can output two sets of protocols 
simultaneously and thereby drive two different brands of shutter glasses to view the same 3D display at the same time.  
The ability for two protocols to co-exist will be determined by the similarity of the two protocols, and the timing 
tolerance of the glasses.  For example, our tests found that the Xpand and Samsung 2010 protocols would not co-exist 
which will probably be because both protocols use a three-pulse sequence with similar pulse widths – if the glasses are 
unable to distinguish between the two protocols, they may be confused by the mixture of protocols.  This provides 
another reason to establish the protocol timing tolerance of different glasses, which will determine whether one glasses 
protocol might drive or mis-trigger another set of glasses, and in turn determine whether a TV can successfully output 
multiple protocols to drive multiple brands of glasses at the same time.  On the other hand, our testing found that the 
ELSA/H3D and Xpand protocols will co-exist.  We were able to successfully allow an audience wearing a combination 
of ELSA/H3D glasses and Xpand/NuVision glasses to view the same 3D projection display using an emitter which 
output both ELSE/H3D and Xpand protocols simultaneously.  Our testing has also found that the Xpand and Panasonic 
protocols won’t co-exist.  The inability for several different protocols to co-exist severely limits the applicability of this 
option and therefore rules it out as a viable solution for cross-compatibility between shutter glasses. 
Regarding a single standardized protocol, in early 2011 the CEA launched an initiative to define a common standardized 
protocol which would hopefully be adopted by all manufacturers8.  Also in early 2011, Panasonic and partners 
announced “The Full HD 3D Glasses Initiative” to license a single common protocol across manufacturers9.  The 
difficulty with defining a single standardized protocol is that it ignores all of the displays and glasses which have already 
been released into the market using other protocols, which hampers its success. 
Another option to aid cross-compatibility would be to use a universal 3D emitter - an intermediate device which converts 
from one 3D sync protocol to another.  Examples of such devices are the BitCauldron BC100 and BC010 combination 
which convert IR 3D sync to Zigbee 3D sync, and the Volfoni ActiveHubPro universal 3D emitter which converts DLP 
Link 3D sync and IR 3D sync to RF 3D sync.   
Regarding the implementation of universal shutter glasses, this would seem the most viable option for implementing 
cross-compatibility because it has the potential to support a wide range of 3D displays already installed in consumers 
homes.  This would be aided by the industry standardization on a small subset of protocols because it attempts to resolve 
future cross-compatibility between glasses and displays.  One important factor with universal shutter glasses is that they 
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must correctly implement each of the protocols that they reportedly support.  One example of incorrect support is that at 
least two models of universal shutter that we have tested have not correctly implemented the Sharp 3D sync IR protocol 
with what should be a 1ms delay between the token and the shutter switching. 
In later announcements, the Full HD 3D Glasses Initiative indicated that other protocols have been included in the 
licensing program which also suggests the use of universal shutter glasses.  It will be interesting to see whether the 
manufacturers support these standardization initiatives and answer consumers’ calls for cross-compatibility between 
shutter glasses. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The analysis of the various 3D sync IR protocols has certainly been an interesting revelation into what is normally an 
invisible process.  The results have revealed a considerable amount of variation between different 3D sync IR protocols 
and also some overlap.  The paper has outlined options and limitations for cross-compatibility between different brands 
of 3D displays and 3D shutter glasses. 
Please note that the protocol measurements outlined in the document have been provided for research and discussion 
purposes only.  The protocol measurements may be subject to error and should not be used as an actual technical 
definition of each of the protocols. 
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Methods
We start this examination by looking at the house styles of 
various publications relevant to the stereoscopic imaging 
field.  We then consider current trends of usage of language 
in print.  Finally we consider the implications of choosing 
one style or the other.
Results
First we present the results of the house style survey, and 
subsequently present the statistical occurrence of the two 
styles over the past 30 years.
House styles
Many publications have a house style that prescribes the use 
of the hyphenated version “3-D.”  A number of publications 
were surveyed to determine their policy.
IEEE’s senior copy editor for IEEE Spectrum magazine, Joe 
Levine,3 wrote:
IEEE publications like standards, transactions, and 
proceedings use a more formal style than IEEE Spectrum. 
While Spectrum doesn’t take up all the latest trends, we 
do consider the styles of mainstream magazines and 
newspapers. We’re encouraged to use a conversational 
tone.  The traditional practice in most house styles is to 
spell out “three-dimensional” on first reference and then 
to use “3-D.” We only recently started allowing “3-D” to 
be used in all cases. Our editors urged me to change this, 
arguing that most of the time people hear in their heads 
“three dee.” And in certain contexts it just sounds odd to 
spell it out: For example, “three-dimensional television” 
seems to refer to the object rather than the technology.
I don’t think there’s an explicit policy on “3-D” vs. 
“3D” throughout [IEEE] and all [its] societies. I have 
found that the IEEE Computer Society has its own 
style guide: http://www.computer.org/portal/web/
publications/styleguide and they have indeed adopted 
the no-hyphen style.
With regard to publications from the Society for 
Information Display (SID), Jay Morreale,4 Managing Editor 
of the Journal of the SID (JSID) wrote:
In both [Information Display] Magazine and JSID, we have 
been using “3-D” since ID’s inception in 1987 and since I 
became Managing Editor of the Journal back in 1978. My 
goal is to be consistent until the style dictates a change. 
As far as references are concerned, it is policy NOT to 
change references because it is understood that searches 
need to be based on “original” paper titles, although I 
must admit the urge is definitely there to edit the titles of 
papers in the references. 
Abstract  The terms “3D” and “3-D” are two alternative 
acronyms for the term “three-dimensional”.  In the 
published literature both variants are commonly used 
but what is the derivation of the two forms and what are 
the drivers of usage?  This paper surveys the published 
stereoscopic literature and examines publication-style 
policies to understand forces and trends.
Keywords  Stereoscopic, 3D, 3-D, three-dimensional, style, 
terminology.
Background
The term “three-dimensional” has probably been with us 
since philosophers discovered and discussed the concept 
of dimensions.   The term can be used to refer to anything 
that has height, width and depth – three dimensions. 
Conveniently, “three-dimensional” can also be abbreviated 
to “3-D” or “3D.”  
The earliest example of the use of the term “three-
dimensional” in relation to photography I have been able to 
locate is Kennedy (1936),1 who wrote: “It is true that the most 
fantastic proposals purporting to disclose a short-cut to three-
dimensional photography are repeatedly made by persons 
who claim that by chance or ingenuity they can produce a 
stereoscopic effect - note the word effect - without taking two 
pictures and particularly without providing adequate means 
whereby each eye sees its proper image.”  However, he doesn’t 
use the abbreviation “3D” or “3-D” in the article.
The earliest example of the abbreviation “3-D” I have 
located is Spottiswoode et al. (1952),2 who wrote: “Up to 
now the production of three-dimensional (3-D) films has 
been sporadic.”  Perhaps there are earlier examples.
Although the acronym “3D” was first used in relation 
to stereoscopic 3D movies, and can also be used to refer 
to other stereoscopic topics including 3DTV, 3D displays, 
3D cameras and 3D vision, it can also be used to refer to 
non-stereoscopic technologies including 3D printing 
(additive manufacturing), 3D computer graphics (using 
monoscopic depth cues to give a computer-generated image 
added realism), 3D laser scanning, 3D computer-aided 
design (CAD), 3D modelling, and DirectX 3D.  In order to 
distinguish stereoscopic 3D from other uses of “3D” some 
authors use the term “s3D”, short for stereoscopic 3D.
It is apparent from the literature that in early times 
the hyphenated form of “3-D” was used predominantly. 
For at least the past 30 years, both the hyphenated and 
non-hyphenated forms “3-D” and “3D” have been in 
common usage.  It seems formal English tends to prefer the 
hyphenated form, whereas modern usage tends to use the 
non-hyphenated form, but is there a right and a wrong? Can 
the two styles co-exist?
3D or 3-D: a study of terminology, usage and style
Andrew J. Woods
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John Dennis,5 the editor of the National Stereoscopic 
Association magazine Stereo World, said:
We follow a style of using “3-D” in articles except when 
“3D” is used as part of a movie or book title or product 
name.
Most newspapers use the “3-D” style – although there are 
some exceptions, or even inconsistencies within the same 
publication or article.  Most newspapers appear to follow 
The Associated Press Stylebook,6 which recommends the 
“3-D” form.  In contrast, The Yahoo! Style Guide,7 which is 
primarily intended for online publishing, recommends the 
“3D” form.
SPIE does not apply a preferred style of either “3-D” or 
“3D” in their proceedings or journals.  In the proceedings 
volumes, the authors are free to choose the form they wish. 
The same is intended to apply to their journals, however 
my experience is that well-meaning sub-contracted proof 
editors often apply “3-D” style unless the author makes a 
representation otherwise.  
The editor of SPIE Professional, Kathy Sheehan,8 wrote:
Our magazine generally follows AP style. We have a 
small style list that sometimes over-rides the AP style, 
which we do in the case of “3D”.  Although we would 
edit an author’s copy, we would not change the name of 
a previously published book title, article, etc.
Mark Fihn,9 editor of 3rd Dimension newsletter, wrote:
We try to always use “3D”.  We don’t give authors any 
sort of style guide, so we get inputs using either “3D”, 
“3-D”, or both.  
I [usually] do a final edit to change “3-D” to “3D”.
We use “3D” because frequently there’s another 
hyphen in the equation, such as “3D-enabled” or 
“pseudo-3D” or some such…  It seems awkward to 
have “3-D-enabled” or “pseudo-3-D”
The evolution of language
Languages evolve over time.  Strunk and White11, in 
their book “The Elements of Style,” wrote: “Do not use a 
hyphen between words that can better be written as one 
word: water-fowl, waterfowl.   Common sense will aid 
you in the decision, but a dictionary is more reliable.” and 
particularly “The steady evolution of the language seems to 
favor union: two words eventually becoming one, usually 
after a period of hyphenation.”
A survey of 1293 stereoscopic focused papers10 published 
by SD&A, IS&T and SPIE over the period 1977-2009 reveals 
a trend towards the use of the non-hyphenated form.  It is 
important to note that a house style was not applied to these 
papers so this provides a good unbiased survey of usage 
amongst a scientific audience.  The survey is broken down 
into roughly decade-long periods: 
 1977-1989: (231 papers containing 1567 pages)
    “3D”    921 instances in 91 papers
    “3-D”   1623 instances in 131 papers
 1990-1989:  (407 papers containing 3535 pages)
    “3D”    3318 instances in 307 papers
    “3-D”   2003 instances in 165 papers
 2000-2009:  (655 papers containing 6229 pages)
    “3D”    11627 instances in 573 papers
    “3-D”   2827 instances in 263 papers
These statistics are illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2:
Figure 1: Number of papers in the SD&A 20-year DVD-ROM10 
containing the term “3D” or “3-D” in roughly decade period 
groups.
Figure 2: Percentage of number of papers in the SD&A 
20-year DVD-ROM10 containing the term “3D” or “3-D” in 
roughly decade period groups.
According to this publication record, the “3-D” form 
was favoured in the 70s and 80s, but over the past couple 
of decades the unhyphenated “3D” form has become more 
favoured by scientific authors.   
Our next statistic considers the occurrence of “3D” 
and “3-D” in the May (or April) 2013 issue of several 
professionally produced publications relevant to the 3D 
field.  Table 1 summarizes counts of “3D” and “3-D”.  The 
count is conducted separately for the text of the publication, 
which will be affected by the publication’s house style, and 
in advertisements (adverts), which will not be affected by 
the publication’s house style. 
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Table 1: The occurrence of “3D” and “3-D” in various 
publications. Values greater than 50% are shown in bold.
Occurrences (count) percentage %
Publication in text in adverts





















































It can be seen that, not surprisingly, the “3-D” form 
predominates in the text of the three publications identified 
earlier which apply a house style of “3-D”.  Perhaps tellingly, the 
occurrence of the non-hyphenated form “3D” predominates 
in the advertisements appearing in those same publications – 
indicating the preference of the advertisers or their marketing 
consultants for the non-hyphenated form.  The latter three 
publications, which are all significantly younger than the earlier 
three publications, all have a predominance of the “3D” form.
Another statistic that sheds some light on common usage 
is the incidence of “3D” and “3-D” in Google Searches18 
conducted by the general public as illustrated in Figure 3 and 
Figure 4. 
Figure 3: Incidence of “3D” and “3-D” in Google Search 
statistics plotted together.  “3-D” peak is only ~3% of “3D” 
peak.  The number 100 represents the peak search interest.
Figure 4: The incidence of “3-D” in Google Search statistics 
plotted in isolation.  100 represents peak search interest.
Figure 3 reveals that the general public strongly favours 
“3D” over “3-D” approximately 100:1 in 2013.  Although the 
volume of searches using the term “3D” has had a bit of a 
wave, over a 9-year period the volume of searches has been 
fairly steady.  Figure  4 reveals that the volume of searches 
for “3-D” has experienced a heavy decline.  These statistics 
almost function as a popular vote, but importantly reveal 
that publications using the “3-D” form will miss hits from the 
vast majority of searches for the “3D” form (unless the search 
engine automatically combines “3D” and “3-D” results).
Discussion
One could argue that the use of the hyphen in the “3-D” 
abbreviation is unnecessary.  An abbreviation is after all 
meant to be short, and in this instance the hyphen doesn’t add 
anything vital to the abbreviation.  Furthermore, when “3D” 
and “3-D” are read aloud, they both sound the same anyway.
As mentioned earlier, some terms already include 
hyphenation (eg 3D-Ready, 3D-capable, 3D-Con) – the 
addition of another hyphen for the “3D” in these terms 
would produce an awkward result.  A similar thought applies 
to extended acronyms such as “3DTV” – “3-DTV” seems 
awkward.
Regardless of an author’s own preference, when writing a 
manuscript, he or she should be careful that proper nouns 
are used in the form defined by the originator (eg “Blu-ray 
3D”, not “Blu-ray 3-D”).  When citing references, authors 
should be careful to quote the title exactly as written in the 
original paper (with or without hyphens) – a change in 
hyphenation could break automatic citation listing.  The 
hyphenation of email addresses and web addresses should 
also not be changed – otherwise they may simply be broken. 
Finally, when authors are checking their manuscript proof 
before publication, they should be sure to check that the 
hyphenation of proper nouns, references, web addresses and 
email addresses have not been changed in the proof editing 
process - a simple search and replace is tempting but can 
break all of these items.
It was mentioned earlier that there is some desire to 
differentiate stereoscopic 3D from other uses of 3D by using 
the abbreviation “s3D” or “S3D”.  Additionally, some authors 
have suggested that “3-D” could be used for stereoscopic 
specific discussions, and “3D” used for non-stereoscopic 
uses.19  Although this proposal does have some merit, this 
particular style is not currently in widespread use, and differs 
from the styles required by most publications. 
Conclusion
Is it time to change the conventions and house styles that 
require the use of the hyphenated form of “3-D”?  I propose 
that the statistics revealed in this paper show the time is right 
to make that change.
Giving Lenny Lipton,20 author of “Foundations of the 
Stereoscopic Cinema,”21 the last word: 
You cannot imagine how passionate some people are 
about the hyphen.  Or maybe you can.  Simpler is better 
and how does 2-D look to you?
References are listed at the botton of page 62.
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